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PREFACE

The original form of my book on the Cairo Geniza was in substance delivered as the British Academy Schweich Lectures for 1941. It was published by the Academy in 1947 shortly before the earliest finds of scrolls near the north end of the Dead Sea became known. A German edition of my book was in preparation, but it quickly became clear to me that neither a German translation nor a reprint of the first edition, which was soon called for, would be advisable; it was essential to take into account the new material from the Qumran caves. A second edition was required, but had to wait till sufficient material from the Dead Sea scrolls became available and now it appears in its present form. A German edition of it will be published by the Bibliographisches Institut, Leipzig.

Much has happened since the first edition appeared. I need not say how glad I have been to resume happy contacts with my former country. I have been reinstated as Professor Emeritus of Bonn University, have been nominated Honorarprofessor in the University of Münster and have given many lectures in almost all the German universities.

The greater part of my own library was saved and returned to me after the War in 1948. Besides this, the very great number of photographs of Hebrew MSS which I had collected over the course of many years was again placed at my disposal. Living near and in Oxford has given me easy access to the treasures in the Bodleian Library, where the staff have always been most helpful, and to many scholars from all over the world who come to this city.

In the second edition of my book I have been able to make use of much new material and to discuss many new problems: the importance of the MS fragments brought to our notice from the Cairo Geniza can hardly be exaggerated. Together with what has become and will become available from the caves of Qumran, they have opened quite new prospects. I hope that my book will bear witness to this.
The amount of Geniza material has recently been increased to an extent which could hardly have been foreseen. A few months ago Professor J. Schirmann of Jerusalem sent me an offprint from Tarbīs xxvii, 1958 containing (pp. 440 f.) a photograph of a leaf of the Hebrew Ben Sira (xv and xvi 1–9) from MS B (hitherto only MS A of this part of the book was known). The text belongs to a New Series of fragments in the Cambridge University Library. In reply to an enquiry of mine concerning this New Series, Schirmann writes that he has not so far had time to make a catalogue, as the Geniza fragments which it includes number tens of thousands. He would need several months or even years for the purpose. What he has succeeded in doing during the last two summers is to examine and classify the fragments contained in five large wooden boxes. These fragments he has sorted into fifty-eight cardboard boxes, of which fifty-three contain liturgical poetry, one biblical fragments, one various Hebrew texts, two Arabic material and one printed matter. Some texts of special interest to him, as an expert in Hebrew poetry, he has numbered, catalogued and photographed, and intends to publish, along with material already known from the Geniza, in a special volume.

These fragments belong to the material brought by Schechter to Cambridge. They were so numerous that he left them in the wooden boxes in which they had arrived from Cairo. On my enquiry Professor Schirmann told me that Babylonian and Palestinian supralinear punctuation seldom occurs. Schechter may have put nearly all the supralinear punctuated fragments with the Geniza material already known to us. Possibly as a result of his removal to America as President of the Jewish Theological Seminary in 1901 he found no further opportunity to work on these fragments and they were neglected. At all events this vast quantity of fragments will now become available for study, sixty years after its arrival in Cambridge.


As to the Arabic Diatessaron, I have tried to show that al-Ghazālī, the great and most influential Islamic scholar, played a decisive role in the formation of one of the two texts we have. In the light of this conclusion it is evident that Georg Graf’s five volume History of Christian Arabic Literature, which contains
much valuable and indispensable material, must be used with the utmost caution. Not only was Graf’s linguistic equipment quite inadequate, but he had no critical appreciation of the problems involved.

When I wrote in my first edition (p. 224) of the excellent Arabic used by Ibn at-Ṭaiyib, this was simply an allusion to what Marmardji had written and did not represent my own opinion. I have altered the wording in this edition (p. 309). In the Introduction to their edition of Ibn at-Ṭaiyib’s great work al-fiqh an-nagrāniyya the editors, Wilhelm Hoenerbach and Otto Spies, have given a well-founded judgment about the quality of this Arabic with which I entirely agree.

My particular thanks are due to the Deutsche Forschungsgemeinschaft for the interest they have taken in my research work.

To the many scholars who have helped me in discussion or by raising various problems in correspondence I wish to express my gratitude. I owe an especial debt to my friend and former pupil Dr. Menachem Zulay, the great authority on Hebrew liturgical poetry. Until his untimely death in November 1954 we corresponded frequently about matters arising from the first edition of my book, and it was a particular pleasure to have him and Mrs. Zulay staying with me for some time in September 1954 in Charltbury, when we had many fruitful discussions.

I am further indebted to Professor Rudolf Meyer of Jena University, the distinguished Hebrew grammarian, with whom I have often talked over many questions and who has rendered much assistance in connection with the German edition of this book.

I should like to thank Dr. A. Murtonen of Helsinki particularly for what he has contributed on the Palestinian and Samaritan pronunciation of Hebrew and for his recent observations in America.

With Professor A. Diez Macho of Barcelona University I was in regular correspondence during his two years in America. The photographs of the Palestinian/Tiberian Bible text, published in Appendix III, which he sent me, and his valuable communications on the readings of the original were of great assistance to me.

Mgr. Skehan of the Catholic Institute in Washington, when

---

we met at Strasbourg in 1956, placed at my disposal the photographs of Greek Bible fragments from Qumran Cave 4.

I have had many profitable conversations about the Targums with Father Georg Schelbert of the Missionary Seminary in Schoeneck near Beckenried (Switzerland). With Dr. S. M. Stern, Fellow of All Souls College, Oxford, I have had many discussions and I am especially grateful to him for his help in understanding problems concerning Saadya. Dr. Naftali Wieder, Professor at The Jews’ College, London, has provided me with valuable information on the early Karaites. With Mr. Meir Gertner, of the London School of Oriental and African Studies, I have discussed problems regarding the Tiberian Masoretes and he has kindly written and placed at my disposal some valuable notes on them.

It has been of great importance to me that Mr. Martin Molyneux, M.A., has always been at hand to help in improving the English text and to discuss other problems. Miss Hedwig Herold, who has been my secretary for more than three years, has been invaluable in many ways, and has prepared my manuscript for the printers. Together with my son William she has also compiled the indexes.

It remains for me to acknowledge the kindness of the publisher, who has shown understanding and readiness to accede to my wishes. Nor must I fail to thank Messrs. Billing and Sons, Guildford, who printed the text, and the Clarendon Press, Oxford, for the printing of the appendixes and index.

I dedicate the book to the memory of my son, Paul Eric, whose death so soon after the publication of his work on the Bala‘izah texts was a very great loss. He had matured into a scholar with whom I regularly discussed all kinds of problems. It was particularly happy for me that his special field was that of Coptic Studies, in which he had become a recognized authority.
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PART I

General Introduction
CHAPTER I
GENERAL INTRODUCTION

1. The Geniza

The Cairo Geniza\(^1\) formed part of the Synagogue in Old Cairo, which in early times had been a Christian church dedicated to St. Michael; but in A.D. 882 it was sold to the Jews who converted it into a Synagogue. We are told that Ahmed Ibn Tulun, Egypt’s ruler from A.D. 868 to 884, demanded from Michael, the 56th Coptic Patriarch, a contribution of 20,000 dinars towards military expenditure. To raise this sum the Patriarch had to sell to the Jews certain church properties such as waqf-lands, a piece of land on the outskirts of Fustat-Misr, belonging to the Abyssinians, and a church near the Mu‘allaqa Church in Kasr ash-Sham\(^a\).\(^2\)

In Kasr ash-Sham\(^a\), the old Roman fortress near which Fustat was founded by the Arabs, there were six Christian churches: Al-Mu‘allaqa, Abū Serge, St. George, St. Mary the Virgin, St. Barbara and St. Michael.\(^3\) St. Michael’s was the last one owned by the Melkites after all the other churches throughout Egypt had passed into the hands of the Jacobites. We do not know exactly how long the Melkites used it. ‘But the violent antipathy of the two factions no doubt gave a cause of quarrel and conquest to the Jacobites, long before the time when it was made over to the Hebrews.’\(^4\)

Butler describes the Ezra Synagogue—the converted St. Michael’s church—in the following way:

‘The Synagogue is about 65 ft. long and 36 ft. broad, and shows in miniature a Coptic basilica in its simplest and perhaps

---


\(^3\) They are marked on the map of Kasr ash-Sham’s, facing p. 155 of vol. i of Alfred J. Butler’s The ancient Coptic Churches of Egypt, Oxford 1884.

\(^4\) Butler op. cit., vol i, p. 169.
earliest form. If the eastern end has suffered some alteration, the nave, side-aisles and returned aisle with triforium above are unchanged from the old design, though whitewash has long since defaced the splendid colours once blazoned on the walls. In point of detail there is not much of interest remaining, except the fine stucco work about the arch of triumph, the tank or well behind the apse and the carved doors at the end of the south aisle . . . 

Jacob Mann is under a misapprehension when he speaks of two churches sold at this time to the Jews. He is not aware that the names Kasr ash-Sham' a and Fushtat apply to the same place and that the former Church of St. Michael is the very church to which the Cairo Geniza belonged.  

The Synagogue was renovated in 1890, but the Geniza at the back of the building was left unaltered. It is described as situated at the end of the women's gallery, a sort of room of moderate dimensions without doors or windows; by climbing a ladder one could enter through a hole in the western wall. 

However, it is not the room which is of interest to us—in any case it has long since ceased to exist—but what it held. A great number of fragments of MSS and of printed books, documents and letters had been stored there for many hundreds of years. The Jews used to deposit all sorts of written and printed material in such rooms which were provided in or near their synagogues; they were not intended to be kept as in archives, but were to remain there undisturbed for a certain time. The Jews were afraid lest such writings which might contain the name of God should be profaned by misuse. So such written—and in later times also printed—matter was taken from time to time to consecrated ground and buried; thus it perished. 

It was by mere chance that the Cairo Geniza was forgotten and its contents so escaped the fate of other Genizas. These old writings have been saved quite contrary to the intention of those who stored them there. When in the course of the last century the Cairo Geniza was rediscovered, the men in charge of the Synagogue to which it belonged made the surprising discovery that there were some queer people in the world who were at-

1 Butler, op. cit., i, pp. 169 ff.
tracted by the old material, who were willing to pay considerable sums of money for these scraps of dirty parchment and paper, and that even famous universities were keenly interested in the matter.

The Jewish traveller Jacob Saphir heard about the Geniza while he was in Cairo in 1864. He was anxious to visit it in order to make some discoveries, and he obtained permission to enter the room; however, after spending two days there and becoming covered with dust and dirt he abandoned the plan, taking away as a sort of souvenir a few pages belonging to various MSS.¹

Shortly afterwards during his trip to the Orient, Abraham Firkowitch came to Cairo. This Karaite Jew from the Crimea was of somewhat ill-repute because of the falsifications of dates on tombstones and in Hebrew MSS which he had perpetrated in an endeavour to show that the Karaites had been settled in the Crimea for a longer period than was supposed and that their importance was far greater than had hitherto been acknowledged.² Nevertheless the credit goes to Firkowitch for assembling the largest collection of Hebrew MSS now existing in the world. These MSS form the two Firkowitch Collections in the Russian Public Library at Leningrad. The first was sold to the library by Firkowitch himself; the second was acquired by the library in 1876 soon after his death on May 26th 1874.

We may form an idea of the extent of these collections when we are told that in the Second Firkowitch Collection alone the MSS of the Hebrew Bible and the Masora written on parchment number 1,582 and those written on paper 725.³ To see these figures in their proper perspective we must remember that the British Museum Catalogue records 161 and the Bodleian Catalogue 146 Hebrew Biblical MSS written on parchment and paper, whereas Kennicott who had hoped to use all Hebrew MSS available in the Europe of his time for his great Vetus Testamentum Hebraice⁴ was not able to collate even one third of the number of MSS which to-day are to be found in this one part of the Leningrad collection.

¹ His experiences are described by him in the report on his journey published under the name of Eben Saphir in Lübeck in 1866; cf. pp. 21 f. He found nothing of importance.
³ In addition, this collection includes 159 scrolls on parchment or on leather. 4,933 and 1,245 Hebrew and Arabic MSS as well as 944 non-Biblical MSS. However, we must realize that this library lists even a few leaves of a MS as a separate number.
The Second Firkowitch Collection is not only extensive but also extremely valuable. It is a well-known fact that Hebrew Biblical MSS dating from the tenth and eleventh centuries are very rare. The so-called Babylonian Codex of the Prophets, dated A.D. 916, belonging to another smaller collection of the Leningrad Library (MS Heb. B 3), has long been regarded as the oldest dated MS of the Hebrew Bible. Aaron ben Moshe ben Asher, the greatest Masoretic authority, who was finally responsible for the exact punctuation and the exact Masora of the Hebrew texts as we have them in our Bibles, lived and worked in the first half of the tenth century.¹ No codices, therefore, which depend on his authority can date from an earlier period. The Codex of the Prophets, preserved in the Synagogue of the Karaites in Cairo, written and provided with punctuation and Masora in A.D. 895 by Moshe ben Asher, Aaron’s father, is the oldest dated Hebrew Biblical MS of which we know.² But I found in Leningrad in the autumn of 1926, chiefly among the MSS of the Second Firkowitch Collection, not less than fourteen Hebrew Biblical MSS which can be dated between A.D. 929 and 1121, and all of them contain in the main the text as fixed by Aaron ben Asher.³

On the other hand the Biblical MSS form only a small part of the Firkowitch Collection in Leningrad. Firkowitch was an expert at ransacking old Synagogues and their Genizas. When, in the summer of 1908, I was in Nablus for a fortnight working with the Samaritans, the then High-Priest Ya'qüb ben Hārūn told me that he well remembered Firkowitch’s visit, about forty years before. He spoke with great indignation of the man and the way he had treated the Samaritan priests, taking great quantities of valuable old MSS without paying an adequate price. Nevertheless, it is due to Firkowitch’s activity that the Russian Public Library in Leningrad owns the greatest collection of Samaritan MSS in the whole of Europe.⁴

I have not the slightest doubt that a certain number of the MSS in the Second Firkowitch Collection come from the Cairo

¹ Cf. for Ben Asher, Masoreten des Westens, vol. i, 1927, pp. 1–15 and the following chapter of this book.
² Cf. Masoreten des Westens, vol. i, 1927, pp. 15 f. and the following chapter. The MS is kept nowadays in the new Karaitic Synagogue in the ‘Abbāslye, Cairo. The head of the Karaitic community, the jeweller David Zeki Lischa’, showed it to me on Monday, the 20th February 1936.
³ I have described these fourteen MSS in Masoreten des Westens, vol. i, 1927, pp. 56–77 where the facsimiles are also published.
⁴ Only the Bible MSS of this collection have so far been described in Russian in a catalogue published by A. E. Harkavy in St. Petersburg in 1874.
Geniza. We are told that Firkowitch did not enter the place but acquired from it bundles of MSS.¹ An expert in MSS, he did not gather material at random. He knew important material when he saw it and no doubt some of the most valuable fragments from the Geniza are in the Second Firkowitch Collection in Leningrad. But Firkowitch’s interest lay in concealing the way in which he collected his material and the places whence it came, so that to-day nobody is able to state exactly how many MSS of his collection were taken from the Cairo Geniza.

But the Leningrad Library is in possession of a collection of approximately 1,200 fragments, the so-called Antonin Collection² which undoubtedly comes from the Cairo Geniza. It was assembled by Antonin, a Russian Archimandrite of Jerusalem. I examined all these fragments in Leningrad in 1926 and must acknowledge that the Archimandrite had shown a deep understanding of such things and has brought together a very important collection. However, my knowledge of these Geniza fragments is not based only on my short visit of five weeks in 1926. At my request several hundreds of these and other fragments were lent, in a most generous way, to the Oriental Seminar at Bonn University where I could study them at leisure with my pupils.

In 1896 Elkan Natan Adler had an opportunity of entering the Geniza³ and of taking away with him as much material as could be carried in an old Torah mantle which had been lent to him for the purpose. It was not long before a large number of these MSS were taken to the Library of the Jewish Theological Seminary of America in New York. The Librarian, Professor Alexander Marx, was kind enough to send a generous quantity of volumes containing Biblical fragments to Bonn, where in the nineteen twenties they remained available to me for a time.⁴

Soon after 1890, which year saw the renovation of the Syna-

---

¹ Cf. Norman Bentwich, Solomon Schechter, a Biography. Philadelphia, 1940. p. 139. A. Marx writes (p. 183): “It is doubtful whether some of the ancient fragments acquired by the Karaite Firkowitch... came from the Cairo treasure trove”. I am convinced that there can be no doubt.

² Harkavy speaks about this Collection in Открытое Народной Публичной Библиотеки в 1899 году. С.-Петербург 1903 pp. 75-87. The collection is now called Ср. III b.

³ Adler has described his visit to the Geniza in the JQR, vol. ix, 1897, pp. 669-73. Cf. Marx, p. 184.

⁴ The MSS which Adler retained in his London library have, since his death, gone to the Library of the Jewish Theological Seminary of America in New York. See on this important Collection now: A. Díez Macho. Importants Manuscrits Hébreux et Araméens aux États-Unis, in VT, Supplement iv, 1957, pp. 27-46.
gogue in Old Cairo, a general trading was started with the material from the Geniza. Large quantities of fragments were sold, travellers brought them to Europe and in particular to the Bodleian Library in Oxford, where A. Neubauer and A. E. Cowley soon became interested, and made great efforts to acquire material from the Geniza. To-day the Bodleian Library has, next to Cambridge, the largest collection of Geniza fragments, and it is the only library which possesses a printed catalogue of its collections. The second volume of the Bodleian Catalogue of the Hebrew Manuscripts is, for the greater part, devoted to the description of these fragments. It is here that we find a detailed list of all those who, in Cairo, acquired fragments for the Bodleian Library; Cowley's catalogue is a fine piece of work. The making of such a catalogue is a very arduous task. As the fragments were delivered to the Bodleian Library they were bound in volumes, chiefly according to the size of the leaves, so that each one of these volumes contains a large number of different fragments. Therefore not only every manuscript mentioned in the catalogue, but nearly every folio of every MS had to be examined and described.

A few fragments found their way to the University Library in Cambridge, and others went to the British Museum, a large quantity was acquired by Professor David Kaufmann of Budapest and a fairly large collection went to the Bibliothèque de l'Alliance Israélite Universelle de Paris, where Israel Lévi was interested in the matter. Some fragments went to the Stadt-Bibliothek in Frankfurt am Main where Dr. A. Freimann was eager to study the material; some other fragments went to Philadelphia where Dr. Cyrus Adler had started a small collection as early as 1891; some were acquired by the Universitätsbiblio-

2 These fragments are preserved in the Cambridge University Library as MS Or. 1080, and are kept in several boxes.
3 Cf. E. N. Adler in JQR, vol. ix, 1897, p. 672. Geniza fragments in the British Museum are mentioned in vol. iv, of the Catalogue under the number 4856 as 'fragments from the Genizah in Cairo of biblical, theological, legal, liturgical and secular writings, documents and letters, chiefly in Hebrew'; Nos. 5525–27, 5537, 5542–48, 5554–61 and 7049 are marked with a note, referring them back to No. 4856.
5 I had the opportunity of seeing this collection in the summer of 1927.
thek in Strasbourg, others by private collectors. Four thousand fragments, for instance, were collected by a certain Jack Mosseri in Cairo.

The matter took a new turn when, in 1896, the two learned Scottish ladies, Mrs. Agnes Smith Lewis and Mrs. Margaret Dunlop Gibson, returned to Cambridge from one of their numerous journeys to the East. They, too, had bought in Cairo some fragments from the Geniza. These fragments which form a noteworthy collection are now in the Library of the Presbyterian Westminster College in Cambridge which owes its existence largely to the efforts of these ladies. In May 1896 they handed over to Solomon Schechter—at that time Reader in Talmudic at Cambridge University—two leaves, one of parchment and one of paper, both covered with Hebrew lettering.

Schechter ascertained that the parchment belonged to a MS of the Palestinian Talmud and in the paper fragment he discovered a piece of the Hebrew text from the book by Jesus ben Sira (Ecclesiasticus), a Jewish text composed in Hebrew about 200 B.C. We knew this text in its Greek translation as contained in the Septuagint, and in other translations, but hitherto nothing had been known of the text in the original Hebrew. So here was a fragment of a book, once a part of Hebrew literature yet not in the Hebrew Canon, the original Hebrew text of which had been lost for about one thousand years.

This discovery caused a great sensation. It was obvious that where one leaf had been found, more leaves and other important material might also be found. Therefore it was decided—quite secretly—to send Schechter to Cairo so that he might try and bring back to Cambridge whatever he could find in the Geniza. Dr. Charles Taylor, Master of St. John's College, Cambridge, a mathematician who was also greatly interested in Rabbinic studies—he had published for instance a critical edition of the

3 Cf. N. Bentwich, loc. cit. p. 140.
4 The Fragments of the Palestinian Talmud are published by Louis Ginzberg: *Talmudim Fragments from the Genizah*, vol. 1, Text with various readings from the editio princeps, New York, 1909.

Ginzberg's running commentary began to be published in New York 1941: *Commentary on Berakhot*, Percek 1-4, and comprised three very large volumes. After Ginzberg's death another volume was published. If this commentary should be continued in the same manner it would comprise well over one hundred volumes!
Mishna-tract Pirke Aboth, the ‘Sayings of the Jewish Fathers’—put the necessary funds for this remarkable journey at Schechter’s disposal. Schechter was provided with a letter of recommendation from Cambridge University, addressed to the President of the Jewish Community of Cairo, stating that the journey was undertaken on behalf of the Cambridge University Library. He left for Cairo in December 1896.\(^1\)

A letter of introduction from Elkan N. Adler in London to the Chief Rabbi in Cairo, Rafael b. Shim’on, who had helped E. N. Adler when he had wished to visit the Geniza, brought Schechter in contact with this man\(^2\) through whose influence he received permission to enter the Geniza and take away with him whatever he wanted.

To work in the dark and dusty room was certainly no easy task, but his great energy and enthusiasm enabled him to complete his task within a few weeks.\(^3\) He had permission to take the whole contents with him, but decided to take only the MS fragments and to leave the printed ones. He was interested in hitherto unknown texts which could contribute towards Jewish history and theology, and such material was more likely to be found in MSS than in printed matter. From his point of view we can understand his decision and under the prevailing circumstances only a general selection was possible.\(^4\) We know today that the printed texts also are of importance. Special investigations of printed fragments have revealed very interesting facts about the history of Hebrew printing in the fifteenth and sixteenth centuries.\(^5\) Schechter filled a number of big sacks and large cases with the fragments.\(^6\) The British Embassy in Cairo procured the permit for the export of the material from Egypt and they arrived safely at the University Library in Cambridge even before Schechter himself who returned to Cambridge via Palestine where he visited his relatives.

The Library Syndicate of June 14th 1898 made the following statement concerning the Geniza material:

---

2. Cf. Adler loc. cit. pp. 672 f. The letter of introduction for Schechter was written, as Elkan N. Adler told me, by himself and not by his brother, the Chief Rabbi Dr. Hermann Adler.
Dr. Taylor, Master of St. John's College, and Dr. Schechter, the Reader in Talmudic, have offered to the University on certain conditions the valuable collection of MSS which Dr. Schechter has brought back from the Geniza of Old Cairo with the consent of the heads of the Jewish Community.

Among the more noteworthy treasures which this Collection contains are fragments of the book of Ecclesiasticus in Hebrew and certain Palimpsests of which the underwriting is Greek and which preserve to us unique fragments of the Hexapla and of Aquilas's version of the Old Testament. There, are, moreover, about twenty large boxes of fragments which contain matter of much interest to Semitic scholars; for example, Biblical fragments in an early Hebrew hand presenting in some instances the super-linear punctuation, Liturgical fragments and portions of the Talmud and of commentaries thereon; Historical documents (wills etc.); fragments in Arabic mostly written in Hebrew letters; and a few fragments in Syriac.

The conditions upon which the collection is offered to the University are the following:

1. That the MSS be kept in the University Library as a separate collection, to be called by some such name as the Taylor-Schechter collection from the Genizah of Old Cairo.

2. That the thanks of the University be given to the heads of the Jewish community at Cairo with whose consent the MSS were brought to England.

3. That the collection be not used without the consent of the donors for three years from the date of acceptance by the University.

4. That Dr. Schechter have the right to borrow manuscripts of which Fascimiles are not accessible, from the collection, on giving a receipt to the Library for them.

5. That the University undertake to make such provision as is possible by binding, mounting or otherwise for the preservation of the MSS, and to have them sorted, and a list or Catalogue of them drawn up within ten years from the acceptance of the collection.

6. That the fragments of Ecclesiasticus and those with Greek writing remain in the possession of the donors until after they have brought out complete editions of them.

These proposals were accepted and passed in Senate on November 10th 1898. The Cairo Community received from the Senate of Cambridge University an address in Latin, English and Hebrew, which expressed gratitude 'not only on account of
the goodwill with which you received our Reader in Talmudic,
but also on account of the conspicuous liberality with which you
permitted him to return laden with fragments.

Cambridge University has done its best to fulfil the conditions
under which the collection was offered. Within ten years the
fragments were brought into a certain order, they were cleaned
and polished, and then either put into large cardboard boxes
or bound or mounted between glass, and carefully written lists
enable anyone who has to do work on the subject to find every-
ting he seeks within a short time. On the basis of these lists I
supply herewith a short survey of the material, which at the same
time gives an idea of the Geniza material to be found in other
collections.

Fragments contained in boxes (164 boxes):

A. Biblical text, arranged by Biblical books in 37 boxes.
   Fragments with supralinear punctuation: boxes 38, 39.
   Colophons, Bible in shorthand, phylacteries, Apocrypha
   and Pseudepigrapha, boxes 40–5.
B. Versions of the Bible, Trilingual (Hebrew, Aramaic,
   Arabic) Bible with Targum, Targum alone: 20 boxes.
C. Midrash: Ibn Ezra, Mechilta, Torat Kohanim, Com-
   mentaries on the Bible, &c. 7 boxes.
D. Masora: 1 box.
E. Mishna: 4 boxes.
F. Talmud: Text, Commentaries, pointed Talmud text,
   Maimonides, Halakhot Gedolot, Aruch, Sheelot, Alfasi,
   Minor tractates, Sefer Turim, Talmud Yerushalmi, 17
   boxes.
G. Responsa in general and Responsa of the Geonim, 2 boxes.
H. Liturgy, originally 18 boxes, now mostly bound up. Of
   special interest: fragments with Palestinian and Babyl-
   onian punctuation.
I. Documents and letters, Bills and Lists, Historical letters,
   &c. 3 boxes.
K. Miscellaneous: Amulets, Calendars, Catalogues, Children’s
   exercises, Children’s Readers, Colophons, Dictionaries,
   Grammar, Illuminated fragments, Indices, Jottings,
   Kabbala, Maimonides, Medicine, Magic and Charms,
   Names, Pedigrees, Poetry, Polemics, Printed Vellum,
   Saadyana, Vocabularies, Yosippon. Together 27 boxes.
Besides:
   Arabic Fragments: Bible, Calendar, Children’s Exercise
   books, Documents, Grammar, Lexicography, History,
Letters and Bills, Liturgy, Masora, Mathematics, Astronomy, Science, Medicine, Philosophy, Poetry, Polemics against the Karaites, Kabbala and Amulets, Religious tracts, Midrash and Homilies, Talmud and Rabbinics, Mohammedan fragments, Jottings and so forth. Together 20 boxes.

Fragments in bound volumes. Fragments consisting of a certain number of leaves are classified according to size and contents and the contents correspond to the material contained in the boxes. The process of binding material which was first put into boxes is going on.

Fragments mounted between glass: Single pieces written on parchment and on paper regarded as of special value. There are not less than 1,800 fragments preserved in this way.

According to an approximate calculation made by Schechter about 100,000 fragments were brought from Cairo to Cambridge.\textsuperscript{1} Supposing that the material which went to other libraries and collections was just as extensive, we could estimate the total number of fragments to be roughly 200,000. However, it is difficult to make such calculations as they must be regarded as only approximate. In any case it is quite clear that we have to reckon with an amazing quantity of material.

And it is not only the quantity but the quality which must be taken into consideration. Some of the most striking finds have already been mentioned in the report of the Cambridge Library Syndicate. Yet they were only the most conspicuous finds, whereas much material of great importance has only come to be appreciated as such in the course of time; even to-day thorough examination of the fragments results in the most outstanding discoveries. It will still be a long time before this great treasure can be used to its full advantage.

2. THE DEAD SEA SCROLLS

However, before going into detail, I must mention the other great discovery of Hebrew manuscripts which originated in 1947 in caves near the Dead Sea. These manuscripts were first regarded with some mistrust, but in view of the many places in which they were found—eleven caves with manuscripts have been discovered—the large number of manuscripts that came to

light—fragments of about six hundred works are known so far—and the unusual importance that must be ascribed to many of them, any idea of forgery must be dismissed. A good survey of the finds is to be found in the book Dix ans de découvertes dans le désert de Juda (Paris 1957) published by the Abbé J. T. Milik, who, according to Père de Vaux, the leader of the excavations and the work on the scrolls, knows the places excavated and the manuscripts discovered better than anybody else. In the Archaeological Museum in Jerusalem (Jordan) an international and interconfessional group of scholars is working on the very large material which was collected from the excavations and from the caves.\textsuperscript{1, 2}

The most important finds were made in a number of caves near the site of ruins called Khirbet Qumran which are not, as previously suggested, the remains of a Roman citadel, but rather the one-time centre of a sort of settlement belonging to a religious order. A large cemetery with over one thousand distinguishable graves represents the last resting-place of the members of the order. So far eleven such caves near Khirbet Qumran have been explored in which fragments of MSS have been found; they have been named Qumran Caves 1–11 and it is to be supposed that the discovered texts are parts of MSS which belonged to the religious order and were deposited in the caves by members of it.

The first cave, discovered by Bedouin in 1947, is the best known. A shepherd came upon it when in search of a stray goat. He threw a stone into the cave and this broke one of the earthenware jars which stood there containing MSS. The scrolls had originally been wrapped carefully in linen and deposited in the earthenware jars the lids of which were tightly closed. Obviously when the texts were hidden everything was done to preserve the scrolls as long as possible. The examination of the cave has shown, however, that most of the scrolls once hidden there were removed a long time ago. Judging from the broken pieces there must have been in the cave about fifty jars of which with very few exceptions only the debris remained; of the MSS originally stored only seven, intact or in fragments, have been found. Four of these were taken to America where three of them were published in New Haven in 1950–51 by the American Schools

\textsuperscript{1} Cf. 'Le Travail d’Édition des Fragments Manuscrits de Qumran', RE, ixiiii, 1956, pp. 49–67.

\textsuperscript{2} Cf. Christoph Burchard, 'Bibliographie zu den Handschriften vom Toten Meer'. BZAW 76, Berlin 1957 (with more than 1550 titles).
of Oriental Research. Subsequently the four MSS have been returned to Jerusalem and together with the remaining three have been acquired by the Hebrew University of Jerusalem which has now started publishing them independently.

On the basis of certain archaeological findings Father de Vaux supposed that the scrolls from the first Qumran cave were hidden there by their owners about A.D. 70 to protect them from the advancing Roman soldiers. It may be possible to account for the contents of one or the other nearby caves in this way, but we have no decisive evidence. With regard to Qumran Cave I it seems to me rather improbable. The careful way in which the MSS were deposited in the cave tells against the surmise; they were obviously put there with the intention of preserving them as long as possible. The logical conclusion is that temporary war measures were not responsible, but that it was a case of a solemn final concealment of the communal library. This could only have taken place when the community was on the point of dying out. When that happened, however, we do not know. We have no account of Jewish history for the period after Josephus. But we know for certain that at the time when Josephus wrote his Antiquities and Pliny reported about the Essenes, the religious order was in a vigorous condition and could have had no reason to store its books carefully in a hidden and inaccessible place. Interesting directions for the solemn preservation of a library are to be found in the so-called Assumption of Moses, a pseudepigraphical Apocalypse from about the beginning of our era. It reads (i, 16–18, Charles II, 415):

And receive thou the writing that thou mayst know how to preserve the books which I shall deliver unto thee, and thou shalt set these in order and anoint them with oil of cedar and put them away in earthen vessels in the place which He made from the beginning of the creation of the world, that His name should be called upon until the day of repentance in the visitation wherewith the Lord will visit them in the consummation of the end of the days.


A solemn concealment of a similar kind is indicated in the case of the Qumran community.

According to examinations of the cave a large number both of very small and also of larger MS fragments must have lain in the cave at the time when the Bedouin shepherd entered it. These fragments were probably remains of MSS which were removed from the cave at an earlier date. They give us a faint idea of the size of the library originally stored there. These recovered fragments have now been carefully examined and published.¹ The MSS of which the fragments are a part must have been removed from the cave a long time ago.²

A letter written in the Syriac language by the Nestorian Patriarch of Seleucia Timotheus I (A.D. 726–819) to Sergius, Metropolitan of Elam—the letter is not dated, but must have been written about A.D. 800—relates that trustworthy people had told him of a discovery of books about ten years earlier in a small cave in the rocks near Jericho. The dog of an Arab huntsman had disappeared into the cave and as it did not come out its master entered the cave to look for it and came across the books.³ He notified the Jews of Jerusalem numbers of whom came to the spot and found the books of the Old [Testament] and others, written in Hebrew.

It seems to me that far more importance has to be attributed to this MS find about the year A.D. 800 than has been done hitherto. Above all it is more than likely that the cave found in 800 was the same as that discovered anew under similar circumstances in 1947. This cave Qumran I is the only one of the caves near Khirbet Qumran in which more or less complete MS scrolls were found. All the other caves, which under the stimulus of the first find were discovered in the course of the next few years, contained only small fragments, sometimes very numerous and of the greatest importance, but no MSS.⁴ As we have seen, most

² I have mentioned this fact in *ThLZ*, 1952, 401 (Opera Minora, Leiden, 1956, p. 96).
³ Professor Oscar Braun of Würzburg published the letter in Syriac with a German translation in *Orient Christianus*, vol. 1, 1901, pp. 299–313. His translation reads: ‘A little house in the rock’. This is a misunderstanding, for a cave also serves as an abode and is in this case spoken of as a ‘bait’ (house). As this cave was rather on the small side, the writer uses the diminutive form ‘baitah’, meaning a small cave.
⁴ Johannes Fick drew Otto Eissfeldt’s attention to Braun’s article who has reproduced and revived the main items of the translation in *ThLZ*, 1949, 598.
of the MSS once deposited in Qumran I were removed long ago. It is very probable that this happened about the year 800.

We have to take into account that the Jews in Jerusalem who studied the MSS discovered in about 800 belonged largely to the community of the Karaites which was founded in about 760 by ‘Anan, a Davidite, after the influential circles of the Babylonian Jews had refused to make him their leader in the Exile (Rabbi Galatha). His ancestry would have qualified him to occupy this position but it seems that he was unfavourably disposed towards the oral teaching as codified by the Rabbis in the Mishna and developed in the Talmud. He encouraged his followers to make a personal study of the Bible.

The Karaite community of Babylonia apparently soon found followers in Jerusalem. At all events we hear of a number of Karaites scholars in the course of the ninth century who worked in Jerusalem. This city soon became the spiritual centre of the Karaites and by the second half of the ninth century they had a far greater influence in spiritual matters than the resident Rabbanites. Jacob Mann, with the help of the Geniza material, has proved this beyond doubt. But surely the only explanation of this success lies in the fact that the Karaites had come into possession of old material which they studied eagerly and successfully, whereas the Rabbanite circles took little notice of it because it did not fit in with their teachings. This material would appear to have been the MS scrolls brought to Jerusalem about the year 800 from the cave near Jericho.

Amongst these MSS must have been the so-called Damascus Document which was published in 1910 by Solomon Schechter from fragments out of the Cairo Geniza under the title Fragments of a Zadokite Work. It contained a text which was entirely different from all Jewish writings we had hitherto known. This was at first rather baffling.

3. THE KARAITES

But it soon became apparent that there was a close connection between this text and Karaite teaching. Attempts have been made to explain the relationship by suggesting that the Damascus Document...


Document was itself indebted to the Karaites. But the text gave the undoubted impression of being ancient. It was not written in the Hebrew of the Rabbis which had to be used for all Hebrew texts written after the beginning of Jewish reorganization subsequent to the destruction of the Temple, but in a language closely resembling the Hebrew of the later books of the Bible. The antiquity of the Damascus Document has been confirmed by the discovery of fragments belonging to it in Khirbet Qumran, three such fragments in the sixth cave and fragments of a further seven MSS in the fourth Qumran cave. What is more, the Manual of Discipline, found in the first Qumran cave, contains a text closely related to the Damascus Document and was evidently widely known: five fragments were found in the third Qumran Cave and fragments of eleven more MSS of the Manual were unearthed in the fourth Qumran cave.

The text of the Damascus Document must have been the very thing the Karaites had been looking for. Through 'Anan, their founder, they were unfavourably disposed towards the codified oral teaching of the Rabbis. Here at last was a text which certainly came from priestly circles. They studied the text very carefully, and together with other similar writings which may have reached them from the cave near Jericho it must have greatly influenced the development of their teachings.

That this influence can to a certain extent be traced in detail was confirmed by discussions I had with Dr. Moses Zucker, a pupil of Aptowitzter, who has been for more than twenty years on the staff of the Seminary Israel Institute, belonging to the Jewish Theological Seminary of America in New York. We discussed the connection between the Damascus Document and the early Karaite. At my request he collected some observations which proved the influence in detail which the Damascus Document must have had on a prominent Karaite, Daniel el-Kūmīṣī, who lived and worked in the middle of the ninth century in Jerusalem and was one of the early Karaite settlers there.

In the Geniza fragments, from which Schechter published the text of the Damascus Document, we have remains of copies made by the Karaite of the day. The fragments found in the Qumran caves will make possible a new edition of this important text and should enable us in some cases to fill in lacunae and solve textual problems more satisfactorily than we could previously have hoped.

In the *Manual of Discipline* (closely related to the *Damascus Document*) published by the American Schools of Oriental Research in New Haven 1951 according to the MS from the first Qumran cave, directions are laid down to regulate the life of the community of the New Covenant. The same regulations can be found, though a little shorter, in the *Damascus Document*. At times the texts are the same word for word, whilst at other times they reveal discrepancies which are of interest for the history of the community.

In addition, however, the *Damascus Document* contains words of exhortation for which we have so far found no parallel in the MSS from the caves. These passages are particularly interesting because they provide important clues for the history of the community and for the reasons which led to its birth. The translation of the concluding part (VI 11f) runs as follows:

And all those who have made the resolution not to enter the temple any more or to kindle the fire on the altar in vain, who 'have closed the door', by so doing have fulfilled what God has said (Mal i 10): Oh, that there were some amongst you who would close the door so that no fire may be kindled on my altar in vain!¹

Only the priests were entrusted with kindling fire in the Temple, so these words apply to priests who had resolved not to enter the Temple and not to kindle fire in vain on the altar. They are called the *closers of the door* whom the Prophet Malachi had prophesied. These priests had evidently taken their duties in the Temple very seriously, but had at this time made up their minds to renounce their privileges, withdraw from the Temple and search for a place where they and their followers could live according to their ideals. Their withdrawal must have taken place at the time when the بن السود lost their dominant position in the Temple at Jerusalem, i.e. the time of Antiochus Epiphanes. That the *Damascus Document* belongs to this time was clearly recognized by Eduard Meyer in his *Akademie Abhandlung*, Berlin 1919². In the third chapter of his book *The Zadokite Fragments and the Dead Sea Scrolls*³ H. H. Rowley has given an excellent survey of the discussion concerning the age of the text and has come to the same conclusion. An identical date has been

¹ I have written about this passage in *ThLZ*, 1952, p. 495. Israel Lévi realized that: 'Ce morceau ... semble décisif pour l'histoire de la secte'. *REJ*, lxi, 1910, p. 189.
² Die Gemeinde des Neuen Bundes im Lande Damaskus. Eine jüdische Schrift aus der Seleukidenzeit.
given by Isaak Rabbinowitz\(^1\) in his noteworthy essay about the texts found in the first Qumran cave.

André Michel decides likewise\(^2\) when he discusses the historical interpretation of the Qumran texts and particularly the Habakkuk Commentary.

The priests here called Bně Šadok succeeded the Levites as the priestly class; they were descended from a priest called Šadok who had held the office of High Priest at the Temple in Jerusalem in the time of Solomon. Even before the Exile the sacerdotal dignity had been hereditary in the family and it remained so after the Exile. The book of Ben Sira gives us a good idea of the importance of these Šadokite priests. Proposing to enumerate the important men of Israel, in reality the author writes a panegyric upon its priests. Men like Abraham, Isaac, Jacob, Joseph, even Moses are only given a few lines whereas Aaron and the Aaronites are the subject of long eulogies. They form the centre of the whole passage. The panegyric ends with a hymn to Simon, the last high priest of the Bně Šadok who was held in great esteem and about whom the author writes in a psalm:

Give thanks unto Him that chooseth the Bně Šadok to be priests;
For His mercy endureth for ever.

It is understandable that when Ben Sira’s grandson made the Greek translation of his grandfather’s Hebrew text at the end of the second century B.C., he left out the psalm. By that time the reign of the Bně Šadok in the Temple at Jerusalem had long ceased.

We must keep in mind this high esteem for the old priestly class of the Temple in Jerusalem when we read the Damascus Document. The Bně Šadok held an outstanding position amongst the priests who withdrew from the Temple. Ezekiel xlv 15 is quoted where the Levitical priests, the Bně Šadok, are mentioned, and the following comment is made.

The priests are those who have been converted in Israel and have left the land of Judah. The Levites are those who have joined them. The Bně Šadok are the chosen of Israel whose name will be known until the last day.

\(^1\) PT, iii, 1953 pp. 175–185.
The Manual reads:

Those who lead a life according to the rules of the Bnĕ Ṣadok who keep the covenant.

These priests, led by the Bnĕ Ṣadok, had been deprived of their rights by outsiders who had usurped those rights with the support of the people. A number, probably the most conscientious, had in consequence emigrated and together with their followers sought a new place of worship.

The opponents of these priests who had withdrawn are described as people who built a wall and covered it with unmixed mortar; who built a hedge around the law. Solomon Schechter and Israel Lévi instantly identified them as the Pharisees. I think it is worth while to recall the following words which the discoverer and first editor of the Damascus Document writes on page xxviii of his introduction:

The general impression we receive from the Rabbinic literature, which remains, after all, the only authoritative source for the teachings of the Pharisees, is that they had a deep aversion to all "external writings"... Hence it is not likely that they would have indulged in the production of a literature towards which they all maintained a more or less hostile attitude. And this impression is now confirmed by our Text. For whatever difficulties the present unsatisfactory state of our MS may place in the way of the student... one thing is certain, that we have to deal here with a Sect decidedly hostile to the bulk of the Jews as represented by the Pharisees. It is a Sect equipped with additional sacred books of its own, a calendar of its own, and a set of laws of its own, bearing upon various commandments of the Scripture.

The foregoing are the words of a man who had a deep historical understanding of the subject. Israel Lévi pronounced much the same verdict. On the other hand, the learned Talmudist Louis Ginzberg, in twelve long articles published in the Monatsschrift für die Geschichte und Wissenschaft des Judentums, 1911–14, which, enlarged by an additional chapter, were published in book form, tried to prove that the Damascus Document contains nothing which could not have been written by a Pharisee. Even if this were theoretically possible, it would lead here to a complete misinterpretation of the facts. We must not forget that the passage in question is a polemical one. Ginzberg's articles are undoubtedly

1 Louis Ginzberg, Eine unbekannte jüdische Sekte I, New York, 1922.
a source of knowledge for those who can read them critically, and for that reason the forthcoming English translation of the articles which have been long out of print is to be welcomed, all the more as three chapters will be included which up to now have been available only in manuscript.¹ Let us hope it will find discerning readers! In general, however, it must be said that Ginzberg's arguments have obstructed the understanding of the Damascus Document. It is opportune to remind ourselves, therefore, that scholars like Solomon Schechter and Israel lévi from the very first prepared the ground for a real historical assessment of the text.

Hugo Gressmann in his well-known review of Schechter's book misunderstood one essential point² and thereby misled Eduard Meyer, who otherwise contributed much towards the proper understanding of the text by his Akademie Abhandlung of 1919 mentioned above. What the priests complained about were real changes introduced by the Rabbis which must have given the impression to the priests of destroying the law, although the Rabbis contended that they protected it. This was, it seems to me, rightly appreciated in the main by Rudolf Leszynsky as early as 1912. I think he proved beyond doubt that the Damascus Document is strongly anti-Pharisee in regard to vows, marriage laws, the Sabbath, the calendar, the sacrifices, the laws of cleanliness, and oaths, and especially in its attitude towards the Aaronite priests.³

We must remember that after the introduction of the law by Ezra who was himself one of the Buē Sadoķ its interpretation was left entirely in the hands of the priests. This privilege was still substantially claimed by them in the time of Ben Sira. But since the time of Alexander the Great the Greeks had come within the Jewish mental horizon and the Jews had made contact with Greek civilization. The traditional interpretation of the law, practised until then by the priests, was out of date. Lay-people started to take part in its interpretation. Little evidence of this development has come to light hitherto, because the literature

issuing from priestly circles was systematically suppressed and destroyed by the Rabbis in power. In the Damascus Document we have for the first time a document which goes back to priestly sources. This accounts for its seeming so unusual when it became known to us. In the eyes of the priests the rulings of the ever increasingly influential Rabbis violated the law. We are inclined to think of relaxations suggesting themselves by customary law. The Rabbis had to try and prove that such changes were no changes at all. They summarized them under the heading of ‘oral law’ which they gave the required authority by maintaining that it was very ancient and had been revealed to Moses on Mount Sinai together with the ‘written law’, the Torah.

The great significance of the books found in the caves obviously lies in the fact that they belonged for the most part to the priestly literature. The religious community, in whose possession the books had been, was formed by the followers of those priests who, under protest, had severed their ties with the Temple in Jerusalem. In the new community they retained their dominant influence. We can well understand that the library consisted largely of books which derived from priestly circles and carried on the priestly traditions. Through concealment in inaccessible caves these books were preserved from the Rabbis who managed to destroy the whole literature, in its original language, which dealt with priestly traditions. Parts of it have survived in translations. Often the Christians revised these for Christian purposes and, as Apocrypha and Pseudepigrapha, they have played their part and have had their influence in Christian circles.¹

When the Karaite studies the MSS brought to Jerusalem from the cave near Jericho, they soon became aware that these were texts from priestly circles considerably older than the texts with the help of which the Rabbis had accomplished the codification of oral teaching in the Mishna and Talmud. It is known that the Karaite appealed to Sadducean texts, and how they had come by such texts presented a real problem. The Sadducees had been dispersed when the Temple was destroyed and the Karaite movement only began in the course of the eighth century. So the handing down of Sadducean teaching must have been achieved by literary means. But what literature was involved?

All texts appertaining to Sadducean literature had been destroyed by the Rabbis. Josephus, who more than once mentions Sadducean teachings, never came within the purview of the founders of the Karaite community and is certainly never mentioned by them. There remains the Talmud from which we learn a variety of facts about the Sadducees; yet no trace can be found in it of special features which relate Sadducean to Karaite teaching. The connecting link was missing. There can hardly be any doubt that the texts found at the beginning of the ninth century and studied carefully by the Karaites, based on priestly tradition as they are, constitute this connecting link.

The Karaites speak about the MSS from the cave. When Ja'qūb al-Kirjisānī in his great work kitāb al-anwār wal-marākīb, written about 937, enumerates the old Jewish sects, he mentions after the Samaritans and after the Pharisees and Sadducees, but before the Christians, a Jewish sect, which he simply calls cave-people (maghrīya), explaining that their name is derived from their books which they had found in a cave (maghrār). The name, which is often misspelt2 in the various editions of the texts, must have been very well known in the ninth and tenth centuries. Karaite writers use it quite frequently, but it is also known to Muslim writers.3

It is more than probable that the members of the religious order who made their centre at the place we call Khirbet Qumrān deposited their MSS in the nearby caves. Maybe they belonged to the religious community which Josephus and Pliny call Essaïtes or Essenes.

What this religious order called itself we know no better than Kirjisānī; they could only be called cave-people after the MSS had been found which they had deposited in the cave (maghrār). We only learn from the Damascus Document, published by Schechter from fragments in the Cairo Geniza which had been copied from scrolls taken out of the cave, that this community was

2 Apart from maghrīya, there are mispellings such as maghrība, maghrība, maghārīya etc.
formed by followers of priests who in protest had resigned from service in the Temple. The *Damascus Document* also tells us, and the *Manual of Discipline* confirms, that this community founded by the priests' followers lived under the leadership of the priests. When about the year 800 the MSS were brought to Jerusalem from the cave near Jericho, they made a great impression on the newly-founded community of the Karaites. They saw that these were obviously written by priestly circles and recognized them as Sadducean texts; subsequently they accorded them a great influence in the development of their teaching.

Among the texts brought to Jerusalem from the Jericho caves were, no doubt, the scrolls with the Hebrew text of Ben Sira. We have seen clearly that this text must come from priestly circles. Moreover we can well understand that the Rabbis were not in favour of including such a text in the Hebrew Bible. MSS of the Hebrew text of the book were suppressed at an early date and it took a long time before the text was available again. The chapter: 'Ben Sira's Proverbs in Talmudic and Rabbinic Literature' in Cowley and Neubauer's edition of the Oxford fragments from Ecclesiasticus has proved this unmistakably.¹ When, about A.D. 800, MS scrolls of Ecclesiasticus in Hebrew were brought from the cave near Jericho to Jerusalem, they must have been eagerly studied by the Karaites. We know that the Hebrew text was still available during the ninth and tenth centuries, maybe a little longer. But then the Rabbis seem once more to have succeeded in suppressing it completely. They also saw to it that the copies made between the ninth and eleventh centuries of the old scrolls which had been found in the cave near Jericho disappeared into the Genizas. It was from the Geniza in Old Cairo that the Hebrew of Ben Sira first emerged again.

Since Schechter published in the *Expositor* of July 6th 1896 the historical fragment belonging to the Scottish ladies a large number of fragments from the Geniza have been published—the last one, a fragment of a fifth MS of Ben Sira in Hebrew, as late as 1931 by Joseph Markus in *JQR* xx1, 1931, pp. 223–37 = MS Adler 3597. The material discovered earlier was published in a large critical edition by Rudolf Smend who also brought out a scholarly com-

Smend’s conclusions with regard to Ben Sira’s Hebrew text are as follows (p. lix):

... that the textual history ceased not long after the Syrian translation had been made can be explained by the fact that the book was read less and less and sank into oblivion in the centres of Jewish scholarship such as Babylonia and Palestine. As a result both the spontaneous corruption of the text and also the blending of the various recensions came to an end. This is one of the reasons why it seems probable that text A, as well as text B and text D originates from Persia. Only the florilegistic text C could have a different origin.

Page lixii reads:

In many cases we have, next to more recent variants, an older wording which corresponds with Greek readings. On the whole, translations, especially the Greek, not only improve the Hebrew, but generally prove its value or at least its age to a much higher degree than is to be expected from such numerous and thorough corruptions. On the other hand the Hebrew text provides the explanation for two-thirds of the Syrian and the Greek book, at the same time offering most valuable parallels for the interpretation of the third part.

Now, however, after the discovery of the MSS in the caves near the Dead Sea, the matter has assumed a different aspect. Two fragments of scrolls with the Hebrew text of Ben Sira have been found in the second Qumran cave. They give us an idea of the scrolls which were taken to Jerusalem about 800 from the first Qumran cave and which were copied by the Karaites to the best of their ability. Moreover, there is no doubt that Ben Sira’s Hebrew text had not only ceased to be read in Babylonia and Palestine, the chief centres of Jewry at that time, as Smend suggests, but also that, generally speaking, Jewish circles had no exact knowledge of it. The Rabbis had systematically suppressed and eliminated it. The Persian marginal notes found in one of Ben Sira’s Hebrew MSS do not prove that the Hebrew text had been handed down in Persia, but only that Karaites coming from Persia—there were many of them in Jerusalem in the ninth century—had participated in the copying out of the Hebrew Ben Sira text. How the original Hebrew text compares with the

---

Geniza fragments has been stated above in Smend’s words, and our verdict today would not very much differ. I recommend a short, instructive article by H. L. Ginsberg, ‘The Original Hebrew of Ben Sira xii. 10–14’, in JBL lxxiv, 1955, pp. 93–5.

Amongst the texts brought to Jerusalem about 800 was the Aramaic original of the Testament of Levi. Fragments from the Geniza belonging to copies of this text came to Oxford and Cambridge. Old fragments of the Aramaic text have been found in the first as well as in the fourth Qumran cave. J. T. Milik has pointed out that no fragments in the Aramaic or Hebrew originals have been found of any of the other Testaments of the Twelve Patriarchs. He has drawn the correct conclusion that the Testaments of the Twelve Patriarchs which we know represent a later composition based on the typically Jewish Testament of Levi written in Aramaic.¹ This Testament of Levi is therefore another of the texts deriving from priestly circles which, about 800, came into Karaite hands.

It would not be difficult to identify further texts studied by the Karaïtes in Jerusalem about the year 800. Generally speaking we can assume that they were in possession of all those texts from which little broken-off fragments remained in the first Qumran cave when it was recently rediscovered. The more or less complete MSS, of which we can only form an idea from the broken-off fragments, were taken to Jerusalem; it may be that there were scrolls among them from which no fragments broke off.²

In any case these MSS going back to priestly circles must have made a profound impression on the Karaïtes.

If we consider what Kirgisânî relates concerning the books of the cave dwellers which became available at the beginning of the ninth century, if we further consider that a tremendous amount of work was done on the Bible text by the Tiberian Masoretes during the course of that century, and if finally we realize that this same text, fixed by the Masoretes, was accepted throughout Judaism by Rabbanites and Karaïtes alike, clearly at a time when the differences between the two parties had not yet come


² An interesting testimony to the growth of the Karaïtes during the ninth century is provided by the tenth century Karaïte author Salmon b. Jeruchim in a passage which I quote infra on p. 80 f.
to a head with the controversy between Sa‘adya and his opponents, there is hardly room for doubt, I think, that it was the MSS from the cave near Jericho which were responsible for the remarkable growth of the Karaites during the ninth century.

I now return to the discoveries made in the Cairo Geniza and shall deal with a few of the main finds.

Burkitt's scholarly edition of the remains of Aquila's Greek translation of the Bible formed one of the earliest publications of Geniza Fragments.\(^1\) Here for the first time we had continuous texts of at least a few verses from this translation which we had previously known only through quotations by the Church Fathers. They enabled Burkitt to make several important deductions. The publication will retain its importance even after the publication of the much larger fragments of Origen's Hexapla which were discovered by Giovanni Mercati about the same time in a palimpsest of the Ambrosiana at Milan.\(^2\) The 35 folios of the palimpsest contain about 150 verses of the Psalms, and not only in Aquila's translation: five of the six columns of the Hexapla are preserved here, the first column with the Hebrew text in Hebrew letters alone being missing. On the other hand, the Milan fragments are more recent than the Geniza fragments published by Burkitt and they are written in minuscules whilst Burkitt's fragments were in uncialls.\(^3\)

4. The Khazars

Another fragment, of wider interest, was published by Schechter in 1913 under the title *An unknown Khazar Document*.\(^4\) The Khazars formed a mighty kingdom to the north of the Caspian and Black Seas. The Arab geographers and historians of the tenth century report many details of their manners and customs, their wars

\(^1\) *Fragments of the Book of Kings according to the Translation of Aquila*, by F. Crawford Burkitt, Cambridge, 1897.—Some fragments of the Hexapla, parts of Psalm xxii, were published by Charles Taylor, *Hebrew-Greek Cairo Genizah Palimpsests*, Cambridge, 1906.


\(^3\) The work of Giovanni Cardinal Mercati (d. 22. viii, 1557) is now being edited on behalf of the Bibliotheca Vaticana by Professor G. Castellino. I may refer here to the second chapter of my book where I have dealt especially with the Second Column of the Hexapla of which very important parts are to be found in the Milan fragments. See below, pp. 187 ff.

against their Arab, Byzantine and other neighbours. Byzantine, Russian, Armenian and other sources also recount many particulars about them.\(^1\) The most important Arabic source, Ibn Faḍlān's report of his experiences during his journey with the Embassy staff of the Caliph al-Muqtadir in 921 and 922, was previously only known from excerpts made by Arab geographers of later times, like Yāḳūt and Ḵazwīnī. In 1923 the text of Ibn Faḍlān's report itself was discovered in Meshhed by Aḥmed Zeki Validi Togan in the appendix to a MS containing the second volume of Ibn al-Faḍīl's Kitāb al-buldān, a text of which we knew before only from extracts which had been published by M. J. de Goeje in Bibliotheca Geographorum Arabicorum, vol. v (Lugduni Batavorum 1885).

Aḥmed Zeki Validi Togan devoted himself to the study of the report of Ibn Faḍlān in Vienna, where he studied under Alfons Dopsch, the historian, taking his doctorate on Ibn Faḍlān. I succeeded in obtaining his services for the Oriental Seminar in Bonn for some years. He knew very well from personal experience many of the countries about which Ibn Faḍlān writes, and it was of great interest to discuss with him problems arising from Ibn Faḍlān's text. I accepted his book for publication in the Abhandlungen für die Kunde des Morgenlandes as a great scholarly achievement.

The great Russian Academician Professor Ignaz J. Kratsch:kowski (d. 24.1.1951) has dealt with the work of Ahmed Zeki Validi Togan in his book on Russian Arabic studies published by the Academy in 1950 (p. 260).\(^2\) According to him the publication of the text of Ibn Faḍlān from the Meshhed MS in 1939 was a scholarly event for Russia. Particularly since the publications of C.M. Frähn in 1823 and 1832 Ibn Faḍlān has been a classical source for the history of Russia. Under the auspices of the Russian Academy A. P. Kowalewski published the Arabic text of Ibn Faḍlān with an exact Russian translation and a commentary in 1939. The text of Ibn Faḍlān as based on a single MS contains many problems, and the differences between the German and Russian translation and explanation of the text have led to much scholarly discussion with the result that already some years ago


a new Russian revision of the text had become necessary. This new edition also has been made by A. P. Kowalewski. It is to be hoped that a new edition of the book of Zeki Validdi Togan will be made also, which will take into account the problems raised since the first edition was published; this is especially desirable since most of the copies of the first edition were destroyed in Leipzig during the war.

The reports concerning the Khazars given by the Arabic geographer al-Balkhi (died 934) although lost in the original are mostly preserved in the books of al-Iṣṭakhrī (middle of the tenth century)¹ and Ibn Ḥaukal (c. 975).² The Khazar kingdom is of special interest for the Jews. It is—as apart from the Jewish kingdom in Adiabene (עַיִּית) in the middle of the first century³—the only Jewish kingdom which has come into existence since the beginning of our era. About 1577 a certain Isaac Abraham Akrish published in Constantinople a small pamphlet שמע נון 'Voice of the Messenger of Good News', intended to raise the spirits of the Jews by proving that there are regions where Israel has been blessed with strong and mighty kings; a correspondence is printed here between Joseph, a Jewish king of the Khazars and Chisdai b. Shafrüt, a Jewish physician and high official at the Court of the Omayyad Caliph 'Abdurrahmān an-Nāṣir, who reigned in Cordova, Spain, from 912–61.⁴ Chisdai had received some information about the Jewish kingdom of the Khazars and addressed a letter in Hebrew to the King, asking him various questions about the history and conditions of his kingdom. The letter was introduced by a poem in verse composed by the well-known Hebrew grammarian and poet Menachem b. Saruk. King Joseph, in his answer, gave at least some of the required information.

The genuineness of this correspondence has been much dis-

¹ Vīna Rēgnorum, Descriptio Ditionis Maslemicas, auctore Abu Ishāk al-Flārisit al-Iṣṭakhrī Bibliotheca Geographorum Arabiorum, ed. M. J. de Goeje, Pars prima, Leiden, 1870, reprinted 1927, pp. 217–27. In Sir Alfred Chester Beatty’s library a valuable MS of the text is to be found in which various new details about the Khazars are recorded. Other MSS in Istanbul are mentioned by H. Ritter in Islam, xix, 1931, pp. 55 f.
³ Cf. infra Part III, p. 270.
⁴ The correspondence published by Akrish has been re-edited by Paul Kokovtsov in his book on the Hebrew Khazar correspondence in the tenth century (Переписка Хазаров и евреев в X веке), published by the Russian Academy in Leningrad, 1932. In this book critical texts and careful investigations of all documents involved can be found. As Plate 1, Kokovtsov has given a facsimile of pp. 11b–12a of Akrish’s book.
puted; in critical circles it has generally been regarded as a late falsification, especially as no trace of the documents published by Akrish could be found, except the text of a MS belonging to Christ Church Library in Oxford which only dated back as far as the sixteenth century. It was Kokovtsov who proved that this text is of great importance.1

Among the MSS collected by Firkowitch was the text of the letter sent by King Joseph to Chisdai, which, though generally in accordance with the letter published by Akrish and based on the same original text, is much longer, offering sometimes better readings and adding in some instances new material particularly in the geographical parts. Firkowitch had shown the fragment to Chwolson in 1870. When Firkowitch’s collection was taken to St. Petersburg after his death, and included in the Russian Public Library, the document was rediscovered by Harkavy2 who published a German translation of the text3 and a little later the Hebrew text.4 It seems to me very probable that the fragment belonged to the bundles of fragments which Firkowitch had acquired from the Cairo Geniza.5 Schechter did not think of this possibility, and Kokovtsov does not doubt that it was found in the Crimea.

It has been suggested—by J. Marquart for instance—that this fragment, coming from Firkowitch, has to be regarded with a critical eye, as it may be one of his usual falsifications.6 Many others have shared this suspicion.7 But Harkavy was an expert in Hebrew MSS and very well versed in Firkowitch’s forgeries. He would certainly not have published the fragment if he had not been sure that it was old. Kokovtsov published a facsimile of the fragment8 and there can be no doubt that it is really old; but Kokovtsov has proved that the text of the longer version is not always preferable to that of the shorter version, as the first editor

1 The MS has been described under No. 1454 in the Catalogue of the Hebrew MSS in the Bodleian Library vol. i, p. 870. A facsimile is given by Kokovtsov, Plate 2.
2 The fragment is now MS Heb. 157 of the second Firkowitch Collection.
4 The Hebrew text appeared in נוֹון לוֹקְם, an appendix to the Hebrew periodical Ha-Melitz, No. 8, 1879. A Russian translation of the correspondence was published by Harkavy in the periodical Евреиска Библиотека, tom. vili, 1879 pp. 153-62.
5 It is very likely that Akrish received the correspondence in Cairo in 1562 on his way from Constantinople to Egypt and published it in 1577. See J. Mann, Texts and Studies, ., vol. i, Cincinnati, 1931, p. 8.
6 Cf. J. Marquart, loc. cit. Marquart could not discover the place where Harkavy published the Hebrew text of the fragment.
7 The last was Henry Grégoire, in Byzantion, vol. ix, 1934, pp. 484-8.
8 loc. cit. Plate 3.
supposed, and besides, it is very likely that Firkowitz made a few alterations in it.¹

Schechter found a second Hebrew fragment relating to the Khazars which undoubtedly came from the Cairo Geniza. It is part of a letter which purports to have been written by one of the entourage of the Khazar King. Beginning and end are missing. It has nothing to do with the documents published by Akrish. It mainly contains reports on the conversion of the Khazars to Judaism and many historical and geographical details. That these reports are written in a somewhat fabulous style and that the letter is not very exact in its details is hardly surprising. We cannot expect a letter of this kind to be more exact. Kokovtsov supposes that the text is strongly influenced by the Sepher Josippion, the well-known story-book composed somewhere in Italy on the basis of a Latin translation of Josephus’s book on the Jewish War and other sources. This book, however, seems to be somewhat older than Kokovtsov believed,² and there are other reasons for accepting the genuineness of the Cambridge fragment. Even Kokovtsov admits that the document is of value as it contains information on Byzantine matters otherwise unknown to us.

That the correspondence published by Akrish must have existed in the eleventh century is proved by the fact that Jehuda b. Barzillai verbally quotes a part of the letter from the Khazar king in his Sepher ha-Ittim, a book on the Holiday Seasons, composed about 1100.³ There can be no doubt that he had the correspondence in front of him in a form very similar to that known to us.

What has been published about the correspondence has for the most part partaken of the nature of apologetic. Either the genuineness is accepted for reasons similar to those which led Akrish in 1577 to publish it,⁴ or it is felt that the ideal picture of Chisdai b. Shafot, the man chiefly concerned, does not agree with that of the man who is said to have written the letter to the king of the Khazars, in which case the genuineness of the correspondence is not thought to be in the interests of the Jews.⁵

¹ Cf. the remark of D. A. Chwolson, who had copied the fragment in 1870, reprinted by Kokovtsov loc. cit. p. xvii, n. 5.
² J. Mann has shown that Sepher Josippion was already circulating in the time of Chisdai in Spain. Cf. Texts and Studies, vol. i, pp. 15 f.
⁴ Cf. for instance S. Dubnow’s article ‘Last conclusions on the question of the Khazars’, in the Memorial Volume in honour of S. A. Poznanski, Warsaw, 1927.
⁵ Cf. for instance A. N. Poliak’s article ‘The Khazar conversion to Judaism’, in the Hebrew periodical Zion, Jerusalem, 1941.
The Khazar problem came to the fore again in consequence of a long article by Henry Grégoire, published under the title ‘Le “Glozel” Khazare’ in which he tried to show with great sagacity that the whole Khazar Correspondence had to be regarded as spurious, that it was a kind of later fabrication ad majorem nationis gloriam. I indicated to Grégoire a number of points in which he could not be right, and I had the chance of discussing all the problems with him when he visited me in Bonn in December 1937. We decided to make a great joint publication—but political developments made the plan impracticable.

So I proposed to a former Bonn pupil of mine, D. M. Dunlop, that he should take over the work instead. He was a scholar able to deal both with Hebrew and Arabic sources, knew many other languages and had the critical training for so difficult a task.

In 1954, he published his *History of the Jewish Khazars* (Princeton Oriental Series, 16). The most interesting aspect of the Khazar problem is their conversion to Judaism. In chapter v he deals with the numerous Arabic sources which are at our disposal; chapter vi contains a very exact investigation of all details of the Hebrew sources. He has taken great pains to bring out the valuable historical and geographical information provided by the sources and has quite rightly demonstrated that this information cannot be fitted in with the theory that they are later fabrications.

After discussing the origins of the Khazars and their probable connection with the Uigurs, he deals with the clashes between the Khazars and the Arabs in the seventh and eighth centuries. There can be no doubt that the tide of Arab advance was held effectively by the Khazars at the Caucasus.

Dr. Dunlop always critically discusses the problems raised by the facts collected by him, and his book will be an indispensable guide for all who will have to investigate the many difficult problems connected with the Khazars. I do not agree with Sir Gerard Clauson that Dunlop has exaggerated the importance of the Khazars, especially since there really existed some connexion between Khazaria and Khwārizm, as S. P. Tolstov suggested.

It is certainly important that Paul Kokovtsov, an authority to whom we owe the excellent critical edition of the correspondence and a careful investigation of all problems bound up with it, is convinced that in the main the correspondence is genuine.

---

Moreover we have a good parallel to Chisdai's correspondence in the letter connected with him and published from Geniza fragments by Jacob Mann.¹

In any case it is clear that the Geniza has preserved some old documents containing a great number of historical and geographical details from a time and a country for which our sources are very meagre. These fragments will have to be investigated very carefully irrespective of their apologetic implications.

5. The Liturgical Poetry of the Jews

So far I have dealt with a number of single fragments of outstanding importance which, when published, attracted great interest and led to fruitful discussion. Not all fragments are of equal importance, but sometimes a fragment becomes very important when studied in connexion with other material. Finally, a systematic investigation of all the material of a particular kind may lead to historical discoveries and conclusions of much greater value than the publication of single fragments from the Geniza. I would like to refer here to the immense mass of material published by Jacob Mann.² What he says concerning this material in the Preface to the first volume of his Texts and Studies is certainly true:

All these studies, based as they are on new material, which supplements and illumines the already known, will, it is to be hoped, be appreciated by scholars and students who, like the writer, are averse to fanciful theories spun out as a rule from a minimum of available data... Only by a cautious and laborious inductive method and by adding constantly to our knowledge of the actual realities of the Jewish past... can we understand this past fully and truly and ultimately hope to obtain the synthesis that every research worker sets before himself as his ultimate goal... With the widening of the horizon new perspectives are revealed and events, movements, and personalities are placed in a different setting and proportion.

I should like to illustrate this point by some remarks about the

liturgical poetry of the Jews; then I shall try to show to what important conclusions we may come concerning the Hebrew text of the Bible through a systematic investigation of the material preserved in the Geniza (Part II); finally I shall try to show how this material forces us to see the translations of the Bible: Targum, Septuagint and Peshitta, in an entirely new light (Part III).

How much the material found in the Geniza has increased our knowledge of the medieval liturgical poetry of the Jews will appear from a few examples. In the introduction to his grammatical treatise Agron, of which Harkavy published several fragments from Geniza texts brought to Leningrad by Firkowitch, Sa’adya (882–942) mentions as the ‘five early poets’ (ash-shu’arā al-auswaštīn) Yose b. Yose, Yannai, Eleazar Kalir, Yoshe’a and Pinhas. Of these only Eleazar Kalir was really known to us by his poetry. He was the author of more than 200 poetical compositions, preserved in the liturgical books of the Jews; Leopold Zunz declared him to have been the lawgiver in this field of poetry.²

Not a single poem composed by either of the two poets mentioned by Sa’adya at the end of his list was known to us until a few fragments of Yehoshua’s³ and a few more of Pinhas’⁴ poems were discovered in the Geniza. Pinhas would arouse our special interest if it were confirmed that he is identical with the Tiberian Masorete of the same name who about 800 is known to have been the head of the Rabbinical School in Tiberias. (יהוшуה י’hヌא⁵).

To Yose b. Yose only one poem can be ascribed: the ‘Aboda for the Day of Atonement’ (عبدة יום התמימים), a great alphabetical hymn starting with the wonders of creation and dealing with the

---

1. Ed. Harkavy p. 51. That Sa’adya was born at the beginning of April 882 and not in 892, hitherto the accepted date, is apparent from a list of his works made after his death by his two sons, Sheerit Alluf and Dona; the list was made eleven years after Sa’adya’s death and has been published by J. Mann, from Geniza fragments, in JQR, xi, 1931, pp. 421–8. Henry Malter, in his book Sandia Gana, His Life and Works, (Philadelphia 1921), was only able to speak about it in his postscript (pp. 421–8).

2. In his Literaturgeschichte der synagogalen Poesie, Berlin, 1886, p. 29. That the name of this poet has to be pronounced more correctly as Kili is known from the acrostics in his poems; Kili would be even more correct (כֹּלֶה). The name is derived from Cyril; Perles has mentioned this fact.


5. See Masoretai des Westens, vol. i, 1927, p. 97. Jacob Mann, The Jews in Egypt and in Palestine under the Fatimid Caliphs, ii, 1922, pp. 47 f., i, 1920, p. 58. According to a communication from Dr. Zulay, the identity of the two men cannot be proved.
generations since. Ten verses are devoted to each letter of the alphabet, just as in Psalm cxix where eight verses are devoted to each of the letters. Previously we knew of this poem only through Sa'adya, who had quoted it in his 'Sīdūr', his great liturgical work. Liturgical manuscripts with parts of the poem have now been found in the Geniza which are independent of Sa'adya, including one beautiful MS on parchment which contains large parts of the poem. This MS is provided with excellent Palestinian vocalization and is certainly much older than Sa'adya.

Of Yannai a single poetical composition was known from the Maḥzors. Five more were discovered by Israel Davidson on some of the facsimiles of the Geniza-palimpsests of which the underscript contained the fragments of Aquila and the Hexapla published by Burkitt and Taylor. Israel Davidson published these discoveries together with Yannai's poem from the Maḥzors in his Maḥzor Yannai, A Liturgical Work of the Seventh Century, ed. from Geniza fragments with notes and introduction and additional notes by Louis Ginzberg, New York, 1919. Since that time many more remains of Yannai's poetry have been discovered on Geniza fragments. A systematical investigation of the more than 10,000 photographs of liturgical Geniza fragments in the Research Institute for Hebrew Poetry in Jerusalem enabled Menachem Zulay to publish in 1938 a large volume of 438 pages with 177 different compositions or fragments thereof. The volume contains more than 800 poems of Yannai, collected from 175 Geniza fragments. In his Studies of Yannai, a monograph in which he investigated all problems connected with this poet, Zulay comes to the conclusion that these poems were undoubtedly composed in Palestine and that they must be older than Davidson presumed. They must have been written during the Byzantine suzerainty

---

1 Siddur R. Saadya Gaon, Kitāb Žamlī az-palavėt mot-tasābīth. Ed. I. Davidson, S. Assaf, B. L. Joel, Meḳize Nirdamim, Jerusalem 1941. Yose b. Yose's poem is included in the liturgy for the Day of Atonement pp. 264-75. Other poems, definitely ascribed to Yose b. Yose, can be found in the liturgy for New Year's Day on pp. 226 f., 228 f., 230 f. These poems differ from the first mentioned in so far as they are rhymed throughout whereas the first ones are not rhymed at all.

2 It is the Oxford MS Heb d, 55 fol. 12 ff.

3 In his Academic Dissertation: Materials for a non-Masoretic Hebrew Grammar, Helsinki 1958, Dr. A. Murtonen has published on pp. 9-32 the Hebrew text with the Palestinian punctuation of the Geniza Fragment and on pp. 107-14 an English translation of the poem of Yose b. Yose.

4 See above p. 28, n. 1.


over Palestine, i.e. in the sixth or at the beginning of the seventh century, before Palestine was conquered by the Arabs in 636.

These poems of Yannai, however, are not the only remnants of liturgical poetry which have come down to us from that time. Zulay has established the fact that the Kerobas devoted to the 'Mishmarot' must have been composed during the same period.\(^1\) Mishmarot (sing. Mishmar) is the term for the divisions of priests who took their turn to officiate in the Temple at Jerusalem.\(^2\) The names of these divisions are mentioned in I Chron. xxiv 7–18. After the destruction of the Temple in a.D. 70 we find these priestly families settled in various villages or towns of Galilee, each division in a special place. Here they kept alive the memory of their former service in the Temple, hoping eagerly for the day when the Temple would be rebuilt and they would be able to resume their duties there. The Kerobas are devoted to the twenty-four Mishmarot. Each Mishmar is provided with one Keroba for the services of the particular Sabbath day on which the Mishmar would have been in office had the Temple still been standing. This practice must have been in use at that time for the Synagogue services. For us this was surprising news, rites of this kind being mentioned nowhere else.\(^3\)

Of these twenty-four Kerobas nearly one-half are preserved in Geniza fragments. Most of them I have published myself,\(^4\) others have been added by Zulay.\(^5\) All the fragments belonged to the same manuscript and no other MS with any portion of these poems is known. From the acrostic in certain parts of the poems Dr. Spanier has proved that they were written by a certain Hedwatha (רנוי or Hedutha?).\(^6\) Nothing else is known about this poet.\(^7\)

---

\(^1\) Cf. his 'Contributions to the History of the Liturgical Poetry in Palestine', in Studier ..., vol. v, 1939, p. 11.


\(^3\) Fragments dealing with the Mishmarot have also been found in Qumran caves 1, 4 and 5, see Milik, Dix années ..., p. 37 f.

\(^4\) Masoret der Westens, vol. i, 1927, pp. 1–34 of the Hebrew text, pp. 1–59 of the translation. The text has been published from the Oxford MS Heb d. 63, fol. 8a–9 and the Cambridge MS T–S H e 16, fol. 2 f.

\(^5\) In Studier vol. v, 1939 pp. 113–20, from the Cambridge MS T–S H 2, fol. 2 and the Cairo MS P. 171, 172 of the Moseri Collection.

\(^6\) See Monatschrift für Geschichte und Wissenschaft des Judentums, 1929, p. 68.

\(^7\) Some compositions of a poet with the similar name רנוי are known; one is published by Issar Elbogen in ינוי, a volume in memory of J. N. Simchoni, Berlin 1929, p. 87, and some others have been found. Zulay has shown that they are of a different kind and have nothing to do with our Hedwatha. Cf. Studier vol. v, 1939, p. 112.
I must admit that it was not my special interest in this kind of poetry which induced me to study these poems for many years but problems of Hebrew Grammar. Many of these liturgical MSS in the Geniza are comparatively old and often provided with vowels of the Palestinian system which preceded in Palestine the vocalization developed in Tiberias. Texts of this kind are of importance in so far as they are still more or less independent of the influence of the Tiberian Masoretes who, in the course of the eighth century, began to reorganize the Hebrew language and to bring it into the shape which is familiar to us from our grammars. As early as 1899 A. E. Cowley had presented me with some photographs of the Oxford MS Heb 63. They had to wait for many years until I could begin to study them seriously. Some parts of these poems are written in an exceedingly difficult Hebrew; they are sometimes packed with alliterations and are rich in hints of the Halacha and Haggada. Zulay has shown how closely, for instance, the Keroba of Yannai, devoted to the Seder Gen xxxv.9–xxxvi.43, is connected with the Palestinian Targum of the Pentateuch.¹ These poems are, at least in parts, more artificial than artistic, and time and again I had to discuss them with my collaborators and pupils in Giessen and in Bonn before I could publish the texts. Several of my pupils worked on similar texts and some valuable publications resulted from their studies.² This is to be said especially of my pupil and friend Menachem Zulay, who became the great authority in this field of studies; I was very glad when he visited me in England in the autumn of 1954, shortly before his untimely death—a serious loss to scholarship.

The large amount of this poetry preserved in the Geniza enables us to understand much better than before the historical background and the conditions under which it was composed.

¹ In the Appendix to his Bonn thesis (p. 64 ff) Zulay compared a Pliut of Yannai, published in Masoret der Westens, vol. i, pp. 24–26 with the text of the Palestine Targum, published (also by me) in Masoret der Westens, vol. ii, pp. 12–14. It is very interesting to note how closely Yannai is following here the text of the Targum.
There can be no doubt that some of its characteristics are due to certain restrictions laid upon the Jews in Palestine at that time and that these restrictions were the consequences of the Edict Πέρι Ἑβραϊκον, issued in the name of Justinian I as Novella 146 in 553.¹ This Novella regulated the conditions of the Jewish community in the whole Byzantine Empire and has to be regarded as a historical document of the first magnitude, all the more as it was issued at a time from which hardly any other authoritative document in relation to the history of the Jews has been handed down to us. But to study the Novella it must be read in its context. In Appendix I, I give a translation of the whole edict.

We learn from this edict that the Jews in the Byzantine Empire for a long time disagreed among themselves about the way in which Synagogue services were to be conducted. A large number of Greek speaking Jews were dissatisfied because only the Hebrew text of the Scriptures was read in the services, and they demanded that besides the Hebrew text a Greek translation should also be read. Furthermore they objected to the explanations in accordance with the ‘Deuterosis’ which were given in the services by the interpreters (ἐξηγηταὶ), and complained about certain teachings they heard there: the denial of the Resurrection, of the Last Judgement, of angels as being created by God.² These inter-Jewish controversies were brought before the Byzantine government and in Novella 146 the actual document has come down to us by which the government attempted to settle the quarrels. It was decreed that the Greek translation of the Holy Scriptures should be admitted in addition to the Hebrew text. The Septuagint is given first place as the old and most trustworthy translation, but the translation of Aquila is also admitted. The ‘Deuterosis’ is strictly forbidden, because it is neither contained in the Holy Scriptures, nor transmitted from old (ἐκωθεν) by the Prophets,³ but is an invention of men who were not divinely inspired. Heavy fines were imposed on those who continued to propagate the teachings in question.

² It is most interesting to see, from this official document, the inter-Jewish controversies which were brought before the Byzantine government during the sixth century. Similar controversies led in the eighth century to the Karaite movement.
³ Earlier on I have pointed to the fact that the Rabbinites gathered all innovations created by them under the heading of oral teaching; they codified them in the Mishna and attempted to assert their importance by maintaining that they were old and had been, together with the written law, revealed to Moses on Mount Sinai.
The exact meaning of 'Deuterosis' has been much disputed and it has been interpreted as Targum, as Mishna and Talmud and as Midrash.\(^1\) There can be scarcely any doubt that 'Deuterosis' is a fairly exact Greek translation of 'Mishna'. But the Byzantine authorities seem to have understood by it all material connected with these sources. In the remnants of published from Geniza fragments by Louis Ginzberg\(^2\) we have an interesting reference to the changes in Jewish services in Palestine in consequence of the edict. Pirkoi Ben Baboi seems to have been a Persian Jew by birth and to have had a Babylonian education. Towards the end of the eighth century he undertook the task of making the Palestinian Jews accept the authority of the Babylonian Talmud and the Gaonic traditions. (This was the second attempt of its kind, the first one having been made about AD 760 by R. Jehudai Gaon,\(^3\) a great Talmudic authority who had been teacher of Ben Baboi's teacher and to whose authority Ben Baboi refers.) From Ben Baboi's book we learn that the Palestinian Jews had been forbidden to say the Shma\(^4\), to pray the Tefilla (Shemone Esre) and to engage in the study of the Torah. No restrictions were imposed on gatherings in the Synagogues on Saturday mornings, or on the reciting and singing of the 'Ma'mads'. Ben Baboi continues: 'as God has destroyed the kingdom of Edom and abolished the restrictions imposed by it, and as the Arabs have come and the Jews are again permitted to occupy themselves with the Torah, to say the Shma\(^5\) and to pray the Tefilla, everything in the services ought to be said in its right place, as ordered by the authorities.'\(^6\)

That the term 'Ma'mad', here occurring twice in the Hebrew

\(^1\) The quotations from the Church Fathers have been collected by Hedy in his work De bibliae textibus originalibus Oxonii, 1705, pp. 238–240. The most important ones have been arranged by Schürer op. cit. vol. i, p. 113, n. 1 (3rd edition). According to these quotations there can be no doubt that the whole sphere of Jewish tradition was included under Deuterosis. Cf. also Graetz, Geschichte der Juden, vol. v, 4th ed. Leipzig 1909, n. 7, pp. 410–13.


\(^3\) Cf. Ginzberg's Introduction, p. xiv.

\(^4\) I give here the Hebrew text as Ginsberg published it on p. 551 f:

text, is to be understood as meaning liturgical poetry, we see from a note in Yehuda b. Barzillai’s ‘Sepher ha-’Ittim’:¹

There was a time when the Jews were forbidden by their oppressors to engage in the study of the Law. The learned men among them, therefore, introduced the custom of mentioning in the course of the prayers the laws of the festivals and the laws of the Sabbath and religious observance and exhorting the common people in regard to them by means of hymns, thanksgivings, rimes (rhymes) and Piyyuṭim.

These texts show the effects of the Novella on the Jewish services in Palestine. When the Jews were forbidden to engage in the study of the law, we must take this as prohibiting the study of Talmud and Mishna, i.e. the ‘Deuterosis’, regarded as particularly suspicious by the Novella. The study of the Bible was certainly not forbidden them. When we are told that they were forbidden to pray the Tefilla, we must remember that the Palestinian form of this prayer contained the following petition:²

May the apostates have no hope! Mayest Thou speedily, in our days, uproot the kingdom of arrogance! May the Christians (םוֹרְם) and the Heretics (שִׁיָּח) speedily perish! May their names be effaced from the Book of Life and not be written together with the righteous! Blessed be the Lord who destroys the arrogant.

Nobody can blame the Byzantine authorities for suppressing such a prayer as soon as they became aware of it. It is more difficult to explain why they prohibited the Shma³, a kind of creed consisting of Deut. vi, 4–9; xi, 13–21; Num. xv, 37–41, preceded and followed by certain benedictions.² Maybe it was regarded as belonging to the ‘Deuterosis’, as the rules for reciting it were given in the Mishna Berakot (1; 1–4).

But the Jews were not prepared to renounce these elements of their services, so they introduced them into their liturgical poetry. They had to go to work cautiously. Only hints of these elements could be included in the poetry. That is one of the reasons why some of it is so exceedingly difficult; only experts in Talmud and Midrash were able to understand such hints.

¹ The translation given by Davidson in Mahzor Tannai, New York 1919, p. xvii, is quoted here.
² This form of prayer, disclosed by Samuel Krauss JQR, v, 1893, p. 123, has been verified by the Geniza Fragment published by Schechter in ibid. vol. x, 1898, p. 657. Cf. Dalman, Worte Jevv, p. 300.
Nevertheless, by reciting, or singing and hearing this poetry in the services they were convinced that they had fulfilled their obligations. We can take it for granted that none of the Byzantine authorities was aware that through these hints the whole ‘Deuteronomy’ was secretly introduced into the services by means of the freely admitted liturgical poetry. Nor do the authorities seem to have realized that the polemic against Edom and Duma in these poems was actually directed against Byzantium. At times, however, doubts seem to have arisen. In an old Leningrad fragment with Palestinian punctuation we read in a Piyut by Yannai:

May the Kingdom of Duma be blotted from the face of the earth
May Roma fall along with all people!

The term ‘all people’ applies to the four kingdoms mentioned by Daniel, which ruled Israel in turn and were later destroyed. The ‘kingdom of Duma’ is the Byzantine Empire and ‘Roma’ is Byzantium. It seems that the allusion to the actual government was a little too obvious and the words הַיָּשָּׁר רוֹמָה יִשְׂרָאֵל רוֹמָה על כל הנשים so that the second half of the sentence now runs thus: ‘Make terror fall upon all people!’ Polemic of a similar kind can often be found in the poems of Yannai and Hedwatha.

It is clear that this kind of poetry must have been developed in Palestine following the publication of the edict, Novella 146, in 553 and that it lost its motive after the Arab conquest in 636. We can therefore assign Yannai and Hedwatha to this period, thereby making an important contribution to the understanding of their poetry. They developed this kind of liturgical poetry in every way. Later poets like Kalir can no longer be declared its ‘law-givers’ as Leopold Zunz thought. Rather did they imitate and continue the work of their sixth-century predecessors. They make polemical allusions to Byzantium only because such allusions were regarded as integral to this poetic form.

Hedwatha devoted his Ḳerobas to the twenty-four divisions (mishmarot) of priests at a time when they performed certain functions. These had long ceased when Kalir composed his elegy for the 9th Ab in which the divisions of priests are mentioned.

As Zulay pointed out to me, one can take it that the additions

---

1 MS Antonin 369. The text has been published and translated by M. Koher in his thesis pp. 37 and p. 57.
from the elements of the 'Deuteronomy', made necessary by the
Novella, must have been placed at the end of the Keroba. It
seems that the Keroba, in earlier times, ended with the third
part, the נְבִיָּהוּ. Gustav Ormann, in the unpublished part of his
Bonn thesis, indicated this fact. The same arrangement occurs
in the Kerobas of the Old Spanish Jews, who must have introduced
them before the Novella of 553 forced the Jews in Palestine to
include the additions and provide a new ending (עֲבָדָא); this is
an interesting indication of the age of the elements of the Jewish
tradition which have survived in Spain.

On the other hand we cannot deal with this Jewish liturgical
poetry without referring to the liturgical poetry of other con-
temporary peoples. The Keroba, the most common form of this
poetry, containing the poems for the services of one Saturday
or festival day, has a definite and very complicated structure\footnote{This structure is described by Israel Davidson in his *Makzor Yossai*, pp. xxvi, ff.}
and must have had its own history. But remnants from earlier
times which would enable us to study its development are very
scarce. The regular use of acrostics in these poems—mostly
alphabetical but occasionally indicating the name of the author
—is not surprising. Alphabetical acrostics are already to be found
in the Old Testament and are in regular use in liturgical poetry.
The metrical form of this poetry is generally the same as the
form which we know from the Old Testament. The verse here
has a certain number of stresses and is quite unlike the fixed
metre of Arabic poetry. Arabic metre was introduced into Hebrew
poetry by Dunash b. Labrat (who died about 990) and developed
by poets of the eleventh and twelfth centuries in Spain such as
Ibn Gabirol, Shemuel ha-Nagid and Jehuda ha-Levi. The
older liturgical poems (the Piyuts) have no verses with a fixed
number of syllables, such as can be found in Syriac poetry. But
it is possible that similar metrical forms also existed in old Syriac
poetry before verses with fixed numbers of syllables were intro-
duced and, influenced by Ephraem, became the classical form
of Syriac metrics.\footnote{See H. H. Schaeder's essay 'Bardesan of Edessa', in *Zeitschrift für Kirchen-
geschichte*, vol. 51, 1932, pp. 47 ff.}

But the surprising characteristic of the poetry is the rhyme,
and the regular use of rhyme in this sixth-century poetry requires
explanation. Rhyme is not to be found in the 'Aboda of Yose
b. Yose and must have been introduced into Jewish poetry in the
period following, exactly when we do not know, but it was before the time of poets of the calibre of Yannai and Hedwatha. In most of the poems all verses end with the same rhyme, a method familiar to us from the Arabic Kašida of the sixth and seventh centuries. But the first poem of the Keroba is composed in actual stanzas, each having a different rhyme.

Rhyme in this changing form is not entirely unknown to the liturgical poetry of the time. Characteristic examples of it can be found in Byzantium. One is found in the dialogues between Mary and Gabriel and between Mary and Joseph which Proclus (d. in 447) inserted in his great panegyric on the Virgin. These dialogues have the alphabetical acrostic. In order to show the way in which the rhyme is used in this instance, I reproduce the first lines of the beginning of the first dialogue:¹

Mary: 'Αγνοῶ τοῦ βῆματος τὸ σαφὲς
καὶ πᾶς γνώσουμαι τοῦ πράγματος τὸ θεοτρέπες;
Gabriel: Ἄπαντεῖς οὖν τὰ ἀγγελικά τάγματα
ἀρχηγὰ δημοσιεύειν βῆματα;
Mary: Ἐλάβῃν ἥξει τὰ τῆς ἑπερωτήσεως,
καὶ φανερῶθη τὰ τῆς συλλήψεως;

P. Maas, in discussing this poetry of Proclus, comes to the conclusion that the kind of dialogue it uses must have its origin in a Syriac prototype and that we find such prototype in the Syriac Sugitha, the 'Wechsellied'; he refers to poems of the fifth-century poet Narses.² Maas is quite right in maintaining that the form in both cases is almost identical. The difficulty, however, is that these poems by Narses—like all Syriac poems known to us—have a fixed number of syllables in the verse, yet no rhyme. According to Maas the fixed number of syllables in the Syriac is compensated in the Greek by the rhyme. But the rhyme is hardly of Greek origin and if Proclus is here really dependent on the Syriac Sugitha, he must have known an earlier type of it which is lost to us. We have already seen that the verse with a fixed number of syllables was preceded by the verse built up in accordance with the older Semitic type of verse. The Syriac poetry preserved to us is influenced by Ephraem. Since he was regarded as the classical Syriac poet, all older forms of Syriac

¹ See P. Maas in Byzantinische Zeitschrift, xix, 1910, p. 292, who refers to Migne, PG, lxv, 740 B.
poetry were regarded as imperfect and were destroyed so that practically nothing has been handed down to us. It is very likely that Proclus had Sugithas with this older type of verse as his pattern.

Another question to be considered is whether we can assume that rhyme was used in this kind of verse. Though we do not know any rhymed verses in Syriac, we do know from the few fragments which have come down to us of the older Syriac literature that rhyme was used as a rhetorical element. I would only refer here to Melito, Bishop of Sardis in the second century, who certainly had connexions with the East. The Greek text of his Homily on the Passion has recently been discovered on a papyrus of the fourth century and published by Campbell Bonner.\(^1\) Several Syriac fragments of this Homily were published as early as 1855 by William Cureton\(^2\) and they show groups of rhymed sentences.\(^3\) But we also find such rhymed sentences in the Greek text\(^4\) and it may be that the rhyme was developed in Syriac literature after that time. Yet it is exceedingly difficult to say anything definite, as nothing of the older type of Syriac poetry has been preserved.

The second example we find in the so-called 'Akathistos', a famous Byzantine Kontakion. A Kontakion is a sort of poetical sermon consisting on the average of eighteen to twenty-four stanzas which agree in number of syllables, in accent and syntactic construction. It begins with an allometric stanza, a κοινοκόλλων. In addition there is within the stanzas a certain correspondence between cola and periods. Finally, acrostic and refrain are obligatory.\(^5\) The Akathistos has been described by W. Christ as 'Hymnus celeberrimus qui ab eo, quod stantes, non sedentes cum cantabant, ἀκάθιστος dictus est, grata memoria praesidium Mariae matris dei prosequitur, quo adiuti Byzantini anno 630 Persas eorumque regem Chaganum,\(^6\) urbem Constantinopolin invadere molientes, muris deicercunt, deiectosque fuderunt fugaruntque.'\(^7\) The Kontakion itself has no rhyme; but in the Akathistos, stanzas

\(^1\) In Studies and Documents, Ed. Kirropp Lake and Silva Lake, vol. xii, 1940.
\(^3\) Cf. my article 'Was Melito's Homily on the Passion originally written in Syriac?' JTS xlv, 1943, pp. 52-5.
\(^6\) P. Witteck remarks that Chagan was not the king of the Persians, but the title of the king of the Avarians, who at that time besieged the town from the European side.
\(^7\) W. Christ, in Anthologia Graeca Carminum Christianorum, adornaverunt W. Christ et M. Paranikus, Lipsiae, 1871, p. lii.
1, 3, 5, 7 &c. have a number of salutations to the Virgin added to them, all formed in exactly the same way, and every two salutations rhyme. The Akathistos is sometimes attributed to Sergius, the Patriarch of Constantinople during the time of the siege. But Paul Maas has shown that it is closely connected with Romanos and must have been composed by him.³

Romanos is the great Byzantine poet who, even if he was not the creator of the Kontakion, certainly brought it to its highest perfection. The time of his poetical activity is indicated by the fact that we find in his poems hints of the collapse of the old Hagia Sophia in Constantinople in 532 and of its rebuilding in 537.² Maas has recently found a fragment of Romanos on a sixth-century papyrus.³ The peak period of the Kontakion was, according to Maas, from 536–556, so we can fix the date of the Akathistos in the first half of the sixth century.

In order to show the method of this rhyme I give here the salutations added to the first stanza. The last verse is a refrain repeated at the end of all salutations of this Kontakion.⁴

\[
\begin{align*}
\text{Χαϊρε, } & \text{ δι’ ἑς ἡ χαρὰ ἐκλάμψει } \\
\text{χαϊρε, } & \text{ δι’ ἑς ἡ ἀρά ἐκλείψει } \\
\text{Χαϊρε, τοῦ πασῶντος Ἄδαμ ἡ ἀνάκλησις } \\
\text{χαϊρε, τὸν δαιμόνιον τῆς Εὐδοκῆς ἡ λύτρωσις } \\
\text{Χαϊρε, ὑφὸς δυσανάβατον } & \text{ ἀνθρωπίνους λογισμοὺς } \\
\text{χαϊρε, βαθὺς δυσθεόρητον } & \text{ καὶ ἐγγέλου ὀρθαλμοὺς } \\
\text{Χαϊρε, δι’ ὑπάρχει } & \text{ βασιλέων καθέδρα } \\
\text{χαϊρε, δι’ ἁραξεῖς } & \text{ τὸν βασάλιον πάντα } \\
\text{Χαϊρε, ἀστὴρ ἑμφανὸν τὸν ἦλιον } \\
\text{χαϊρε, γαστὴρ ἑνθέου σεβακός } \\
\text{Χαϊρε, δι’ ἑς νεωργεῖται ἡ κτῖσις } \\
\text{χαϊρε, δι’ ἑς βρέφουργεῖται ὁ κτίστης } \\
\text{Χαϊρε, νῦμη χιύμφευτε }
\end{align*}
\]

In this connexion it is certainly important to note that the

---
⁴ The Akathistos is published by Christ and Pararikas in Anthologia Graeca Carm. Christianorum, Lipsiae 1871, pp. 140-47 and by J. B. Pitra in Anastasis Sacra Spicilegio Solvemati Parisiis, tome i, Parisiae 1876, pp. 250-262. On pages 263-72 Pitra has published another Akathistos 'De B. Virginis Transitu', which shows a further development of the rhyme. But this poem—similar to others—is simply an imitation of the famous Akathistos, and as we do not know when it was composed it is difficult to make use of it.
home country of the great Byzantine poet Romanos was Syria and that he came of a Jewish family. ¹ We do not know how far his Jewish education had advanced when he became a Christian. It is difficult to imagine that a man like Romanos did not know at least something of the poetry of his former religion. But the poetry which he may have known must have preceded by nearly a hundred years that of the end of the sixth century known to us from the compositions of Yannai and Hedwatha. The 'Aboda of Yose b. Yose, which I mentioned above, is almost all that remains of such earlier Jewish poetry and it does not seem to be significant in this connexion. However, a great amount of old poetry has been preserved in the Samaritan liturgy. We are familiar with the liturgy from the edition by Sir Ernest Cowley, who was occupied in the preparation of this great work² when I first came to know him in 1899. In particular the so-called 'Defter',³ a kind of Common Prayer, which is the oldest part of this liturgy, contains a number of liturgical poems by the fourth century Samaritan theologian Mar’a.

² The printing of the book was long delayed. Cf. The Samaritan Liturgy, ed. A. E. Cowley, two volumes, Oxford, 1909. The work comprises 879 pages of text and 100 pages of introduction. Quite apart from the edition of the text the introduction is also very valuable in which the editor deals with the MSS, gives valuable information about the dates of the texts, provides a grammar to the texts, and furnishes lists of Samaritan high-priests and genealogical tables, a particularly valuable glossary, an index of the initial lines of the poems and an index of the authors.
³ Liturgical poems for family festivals, which cannot be found in Cowley’s edition, have been published by Z. Ben Hajjim in the periodical Tarbiy, vol. x, Jerusalem, 1939, pp. 190–200 and pp. 333–375, under the title Samaritan Poems for Festivals and occasions, from two MSS from Jerusalem and one from the British Museum. When in Nablus in 1908, I had a beautiful MS with these texts copied out for the Berlin Bibliothek.

Dr. John Bowman, director of the Hebrew Department of Leeds University, together with several of his students is making a translation, partly also a new edition, of the Samaritan Liturgy; in this way he will be able to make possible the study of this important liturgical material for those interested in liturgical problems, yet not able to understand the often very difficult language of the Samaritan liturgy.
The liturgical poems of Marka play even to-day an important role in the Samaritan liturgy. They are composed in the Samaritan language, an Aramaic dialect related to the language spoken in Palestine at the time of the birth of Christianity which has given us a literature written by Jews, Christians and Samaritans. These liturgical poems from the fourth century have acrostics and consist of very evenly formed verses, but they do not rhyme. Yet, at a later date, rhyme also entered the liturgical poetry of the Samaritans, as it had entered the liturgical poetry of the Jews, and came to be there of the same importance. We can see this now in the abundant material found in the Cairo Geniza, much of which goes back to the sixth century.

We must suppose that the Jews also at one time used Aramaic for their liturgical poetry, although nothing has been preserved of it in the liturgical books which we have, for Leopold Zunz has pointed to a large number of Aramaic words in Jewish liturgical poetry and Zulay has drawn my attention to the fact that many litanies, beginning with מזָר, and written in Aramaic, have been found in the Cairo Geniza. It seems that for the officially used liturgical poems the Jews introduced Hebrew at an early stage. Thus we can only form an idea of the Aramaic liturgical poetry once used by the Jews from the analogy of the Samaritan poems.


2 Cf. my article 'Das zur Zeit Jesu in Palästina gesprochene Aramäisch', ThR, NF xvii, Tübingen, 1949, pp. 201–16; = Opera Minora, Leiden, 1956, pp. 79–95.

3 See Leopold Zunz, Synagogale Poesie des Mittelalters, 1855, p. 118 and appendix 5, p. 372.
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CHAPTER II
THE HEBREW TEXT OF THE BIBLE

I. INTRODUCTION. THE TRANSLATIONS OF THE PENTATEUCH USED BY THE SAMARITANS

It was in March 1899 that I came to England for the first time. I had published a thesis on the Samaritan Targum of the Pentateuch and hoped to find more material about it in England. I was particularly interested in the Arabic translation of the Pentateuch made by the Samaritans. Abraham Kuenen, the great Old Testament scholar in Leiden, had published, a long time before, Genesis, Exodus and Leviticus in this translation, and I intended completing the work by editing Numbers and Deuteronomy. For this purpose I had copied the text of the Berlin MS Petermann 3 and collated with it the three books edited by Kuenen. I had compared the three MSS used by Kuenen, one from Leiden and two from Paris, and had compared the Berlin MS Or Fol 534, written in Samaritan script and containing the Hebrew and Arabic Pentateuch of the Samaritans. I hoped to find further material in libraries in England.

My third purpose was to study Hebrew Biblical MSS with supralinear punctuation. Some time before, G. Margoliouth of the British Museum had published an article in which he had tried to prove that the Yemenite Bible MSS, of which the most important ones were in the British Museum, though provided with Babylonian vowel signs, had nothing to do with the Babylonian text of the Bible and that Babylonian was an unsuitable term for this kind of punctuation. These problems could be solved only by studying the MSS themselves.

The first four weeks I stayed as the guest of the Rev. Lic. Dr.

1 Textkritische und lexikalische Bemerkungen zum samaritanischen Pentateuch-Targum (Diss. phil. Halle), Leipzig, 1898.
2 Specimen e Literis Orientalibus, exhibens Librum Genesis seruandum Arabicec Pentateuchi Samaritani Versionem ab Abu Salim do conscriptum ... e tribus Codicibus edidit Abrahamus Kuenen. Lugduni Batavorum 1651 ... Libri Exodi et Levitici ... 1854.
3 G. Margoliouth, 'The supralinear punctuation, its origin, the different stages of its development and its relation to other Semitic systems of punctuation', in Proceedings of the Society of Biblical Archaeology, 7th February 1893.
Gustav Diettrich in Sydenham, London, and collated for him a number of Syriac Biblical MSS in London, Cambridge and Oxford.\(^1\) I studied the rich material in the British Museum, continued these studies for nine weeks in Cambridge, went to Oxford where I stayed seven weeks and returned for a further four weeks to London. I published some fragments of the Samaritan Targum which I had found in England together with other fragments sent to me from Leningrad to Berlin.\(^2\) The greater the amount of material I collected, particularly in Nablus, Leningrad and Rome, for a publication of the whole Targum, the more difficult did such an edition prove to be. The fact is that almost every MS offers its own particular text. We have here an excellent example of a Targum in an earlier phase through which translations of the Bible usually pass before they reach their final text. It is as if only Itala MSS of the Latin Bible existed and no Vulgate, or as if there were only Old Syriac Gospels and no Peshitta. A final revision comparable with the Vulgate or the Peshitta was not made by the Samaritans. They attempted it once. In a copy of the Samaritan Targum written in the thirteenth century AD variant readings in great numbers are added in the margins and between the lines.\(^3\) Most of these variant readings can still be found in the MSS of the Targum which have been preserved.\(^4\) A clearly discernible hand has added some variant readings of Targum Onkelos. This collection must be taken to be a preliminary work towards the creation of a textus receptus for this Targum. But the undertaking was never carried out. Arabic had become the language spoken in Palestine and nobody was interested in a uniform text of the Samaritan Targum. The people gradually got accustomed to using the different texts of the Targum concurrently and eventually lost all sense of the differences between the various versions.

---


\(^3\) Of this MS I know 97 folios: 20 folios in the Russian Public Library in Leningrad, MS Sam 192; 43 folios in the British Museum in London MS Or 1449; 30 folios in Trinity College Library Cambridge, MS R 15,56; 2 folios I myself had bought in Nablus. Photostats of all 97 folios are in my possession.

\(^4\) This was the result of a careful examination of the MS by Lea Goldberg in the Oriental Seminary of Bonn University. She pointed out that the Samaritans at that time, apart from the texts of the Targum which we know from various MSS, had yet another text of the Targum which so far has not been rediscovered. Cf. Lea Goldberg, *Das Samaritanische Pentateuchtargum. Eine Untersuchung seiner handschriftlichen Quellen*. (Diss. Phil. Bonn.—Bonner Orientalistische Studien. Heft 17, Stuttgart 1933.)
That is why the Samaritan priests commissioned by Heinrich Petermann in 1868 to copy the Samaritan Targum produced a mixed text from different MSS taken at random. Petermann, not aware of this fact, collated with this mixed text, which he called *Apographon*, the MSS from which it had been copied, adding the text which in the Paris Polyglot had been printed from the worst known MS of the Samaritan Targum and which, together with Walton’s corrections, had been repeated in the London Polyglot. The oldest and most important MSS of this text have either been completely disregarded or are used in a very inadequate way. Carl Vollers, for many years the director of the Khedivial Library in Cairo, who after Petermann’s death completed the edition, did not think it necessary to look at the MSS in Nablus which had provided the basis for the edition.¹

For decades I tried to assemble the material available in Nablus, Rome, Leningrad and English libraries. In 1954, my friend Professor Alejandro Diez Macho of Barcelona University, who himself was engaged in preparing a new critical edition of the Targum Onkelos and to whom I had shown the material for the Samaritan Targum to the Pentateuch, sent to me Father José Ramón Díaz, of the same religious order, who at the time was working in the Pontifical Bible Institute in Rome. I discussed with him the problems of this Targum and put at his disposal the material which I had collected, and he is now preparing a scholarly edition if this important text.² This Targum is written in an Aramaic dialect which was spoken in Palestine by the Samaritans. We have at our disposal excellent MSS of this text and the forthcoming edition of the Targum will yield one of the most important sources for the Aramaic spoken in Palestine in the first Christian centuries.

As for the Arabic translation of the Pentateuch used by the Samaritans, after having collated about thirty MSS of this text I came to realize fairly well what had happened. Here we have


a revised version, a *textus receptus* known to have been made by a certain Abū Sa'id in the second half of the thirteenth century A.D., at about the period when the attempt was made to create a revised version of the Targum. The three MSS used by Kuenen, as also the Berlin MS Petermann 3, contain the text of Abū Sa'id, but there are many more MSS of this version of the text. They are all written in Arabic letters and show only a few variant readings. Some of them also have the notes of Abū Sa'id, which Kuenen published for the first three books of the Pentateuch.

But of much greater interest is the text which lies behind this *textus receptus* and we can, to a certain extent, survey its history. The Samaritans know very well that they first used the Arabic version of the Pentateuch made by Sa'adya Gaon. We know quite a number of MSS and fragments in which we find this text written in Samaritan letters. One fragment of it had already been described by Silvestre de Sacy;¹ another one, from Leningrad, has been published by Harkavy.² Further fragments I found in Oxford³ and in a MS now in Manchester.⁴ But the most important MS of this text is a Triglot of the Pentateuch in Hebrew, Samaritan and Arabic from the twelfth century; I saw it in Nablus in 1906 and 1908. Since 1910 it has been kept in the British Museum as MS Or 7562.⁵

These MSS of the Arabic translation of the Pentateuch by Sa'adya, written with Samaritan letters, are of great interest.

² Cf. MS Sam 179 of the Russian Public Library in Leningrad. The text has been published by Harkavy in his book Ḫadžaži Ǧuyuṭi: Са‘дья Гоан. Письменность Симаритов в Петербургской Императорской Публичной Библиотеке. St. Petersburg 1874, p. 244.
³ Deut. xi, 2–xxvi, 14, in this version is to be found in the Bodleian MS Or 139, Uss. II, a MS which is composed of various fragments. The text in question was written in the twelfth or thirteenth century A.D.
⁴ Deut. 32–34 in Codex ii, described by Edward Robertson on pp. 15–31 of the *Catalogue of the Samaritan Manuscripts in the John Rylands Library Manchester* (1938), contains the Hebrew and the Arabic text of the Pentateuch and is dated 739/1338. I was able to examine the MS closely in Oxford in 1893, where on Cowley's recommendation it was sent from the Bibliotheca Ländesiana which owned it at the time. See my note in *ZDMG*, xci, 1938, p. 685.
⁵ I described the MS on p. lxxxviii f. of the Prologomena to Von Gall, *Der hebräische Pentateuch der Samariter* (Gießen 1918). On the upper part of the folio, showing many additions, a Samaritan priest entered the lost Arabic text according to later versions. The old part of the MS contains the Arabic translation of Sa'adya in Samaritan letters. It may be the oldest MS preserved of Sa'adya's Arabic translation of the Pentateuch. This text has at times been corrected by later hands and it is not always easy to discover the original rendering. One of my pupils tried to make a critical survey of the MS, but alas, without success.
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Mostly they are older than the preserved texts written by Jews, and they often still have old renderings of Saʿadya which have been altered in the *textus receptus* by Saʿadya.¹ On the basis of the material which I had collected, Max Katten,² in his *Untersuchungen zu Saʿadya’s Pentateuch-Übersetzung*, has shown that Jewish authors like Dunash b. Labraṭ (tenth century) Jehuda b. Balʿam (eleventh century), Abraham b. Ezra (died 1167) and Bachja b. Asher (thirteenth century) used Saʿadya’s Arabic translation of the Pentateuch in a version which strongly deviates from the later *textus receptus* of this translation—published by J. Derenbourg (Paris 1893)—and often agrees with the Saʿadya text written in Samaritan letters as it is found in the London Triglot. Besides fragments from the Geniza these early Samaritan MSS will have to be investigated carefully³ for a critical edition of Saʿadya’s Arabic translation of the Pentateuch.

But the Samaritans soon began to deviate from Saʿadya’s Version. We have a number of MSS which show in an interesting way how this translation was altered more and more by the Samaritans until finally the *textus receptus* of Abū Saʿīd resulted.

¹ Some of these problems are discussed in my book *Die arabischen Bibelübersetzungen* ... Leipzig, 1900, cf. pp. viii ff.
³ For his edition of Saʿadya’s Arabic translation of the Pentateuch Joseph Derenbourg used the text printed in Hebrew letters in the four-language Pentateuch (Constantinople 1546), the text printed in Arabic letters of the Polyglots (Paris, 1646, London 1657) and a Yemenite MS belonging to David Cohen, a Yemenite living in Jerusalem. The same Yemenite MS was the basis for the text published by Yemenite Jews, together with the Hebrew text and the Targum Onkelos, in Jerusalein in 1893–1901 under the title יִנָּה יִנָּהָ or יִנָּה. The two texts are essentially the same. Derenbourg naively identified this text with the text composed by Saʿadya himself. It is in fact a *textus receptus*, written for the convenience of the Arabic speaking Jews in Yemen and based on the translation of Saʿadya.

For a critical edition of this text we cannot rely on two early prints and a Yemenite MS. Apart from the Saʿadya texts used by the Samaritans, the main stress, next to earlier MSS, will have to be laid on the remnants of the translation found in the Cairo Geniza and, as Katten did, quotations from old Jewish authors will have to be carefully considered.

Dr. Moses Zucker, a pupil of Apatowitz, who is working in the Jewish Theological Seminary of America in New York, intends to publish a new edition of Saʿadya’s Arabic translation of the Pentateuch and is also occupied with Saʿadya’s commentary on parts of the Pentateuch. When he was in Oxford in the summer of 1956, we thoroughly discussed all the problems of this edition.

But this *textus receptus* is not to be found in MSS written in Samaritan letters. These have always preserved older forms of the text even to the present day.

When I was in Cambridge I came into contact with Solomon Schechter. He spoke with enthusiasm of the treasures which he had brought to Cambridge from Cairo and gave many details of his journey to Egypt which resulted in his finding them. I often saw him sitting in the large room of the Old University Library, which was at his disposal, surrounded by boxes filled with the (at that time) dirty and crumpled fragments, trying to reduce them to order and telling me of the little discoveries he was making nearly every day. When he realized how interested I was in Biblical texts which were vocalized in an unusual way he gave me some fragments with Palestinian vocalization, the first examples of which had recently been discovered in some Geniza fragments. I carefully copied them. In Oxford I found further fragments belonging to the same MS to which Cowley had drawn my attention. I published these fragments in 1901. Besides this I studied in Cambridge and Oxford, without yet having a real understanding of the problems involved, fragments of the text of the Bible and the Mishna with supralinear punctuation. In Cambridge I also identified some Arabic Geniza fragments at the suggestion of Mr. Jenkinson, the Librarian. I made there the acquaintance of the learned Scottish Ladies, Mrs. Agnes Smith Lewis and Mrs. Margaret Dunlop Gibson, who had had a share in the discovery of the Geniza fragments, and Professor Francis C. Burkitt, who had just published the Aquila fragments from the Geniza, and I met Norman McLean, who was at that time preparing the great Cambridge edition of the Septuagint, and A. A. Bevan with whom as with other scholars I subsequently remained in contact. The material from the Geniza had made a deep impression on me, its importance had become clear to me and I knew that I should have to come back to it over and over again.

This impression was strengthened by what I saw in Oxford and heard in conversations with Cowley and Neubauer. Cowley was occupied at the time in editing the Samaritan liturgy. The

---

1 A very characteristic photograph of Schechter sitting in the room of the old University Library and sifting Geniza fragments can be seen in Norman Bentwich's book, *Biography of Solomon Schechter*, Philadelphia, 1940, p. 142.

two big volumes of that work appeared finally in 1909, but he had already some printed proofs of the text which he showed me and which we discussed. I need not say that his great experience in Samaritan matters was very helpful to me. He was also interested in my study of ancient vocalized Hebrew fragments and presented me with some photographs of a fragment of liturgical poetry provided with Palestinian punctuation which—as I have mentioned already—became later of importance to me.

2. The Babylonian text of the Bible

Back in Germany I found the things I had learned during my stay in England of great value for my further studies. When in December 1900 I studied the Hebrew Biblical MSS with supralinear punctuation in the Royal Library at Berlin, I found some Yemenite MSS, but they could not be compared with the much older and better MSS I had seen in the British Museum. But even in the London MSS the Yemenite method of punctuating Hebrew texts was not very helpful as it was entirely based on the Tiberian method. They only render this vocalization in a simplified way by using supralinear signs. What G. Margoliouth had said with regard to the Hebrew text in Yemenite MSS with supralinear punctuation proved to be quite correct.

But there was in Berlin a large fragment of the Ketubim containing parts of the Psalms, Job, Proverbs, Ecclesiastes, Song of Songs, Lamentations, Daniel, Esther, Ezra and Chronicles, and consisting of ninety-four folios of parchment, or fragments thereof, which superficially were punctuated in the Yemenite way—and actually came from Yemen. But on closer examination I found that the vocalization had been systematically altered and that beneath the usual Yemenite punctuation traces of another vocalization, also supralinear, were to be seen which differed in the details from the Yemenite method in a characteristic way. I began to examine the text, a difficult task, and it was nearly two years before I brought out all the details of the original vocalization and was able to write a sketch of Hebrew grammar in accordance with it, which largely differed from the usual Hebrew grammar based entirely on Tiberian punctuation.  

1 Supra, Part i, p. 37.
2 Cf. his article quoted p. 1, n. 3. The Yemenite method of vocalizing the Targum is of much greater importance.
The great problem was: where did this kind of vocalization come from? I tried to discuss the matter in Berlin with Hermann Strack who, in his youth, had seen MSS with supralinear punctuation in Leningrad and had some experience of Hebrew Biblical MSS. But about the origin of this kind of punctuation he had not the slightest idea. Moritz Steinschneider had no interest in Biblical MSS and all his descriptions of these in the catalogues composed by him are exceedingly poor. He failed to realize the importance of the precious Berlin MS. I studied Hebrew grammarians such as Menachem b. Saruk (died 970), Haiyūj (tenth century), Ibn Ezra (died 1167), David Kimhi (died 1235), and others, without result. Only Sa‘adya gave some help. He was born in Egypt, lived for a certain time in Palestine, and became in 928 the head of the Talmudic Academy in Sura in Babylonia. He knew Palestine and Babylonia well. In his Commentary on Sepher Yešira, the well-known old caballistic book, he deals with the different ways of pronouncing Hebrew in Babylonia and Palestine, and there could be no doubt that his statements on the Babylonian pronunciation of Hebrew corresponded in general with the original vocalization in the Berlin MS.

This result was confirmed by other facts. The Masora has preserved a list of the differences in the Hebrew consonantal text used by the Eastern (Babylonian) Jews and the Western (Palestinian) Jews. The Berlin MS always showed the Eastern readings. It was provided with a Masora which clearly differed from the Masora found in Western MSS, including the Yemenite MSS and the Babylonian Codex of the Prophets in St. Petersburg, not only in the way in which the Masoretic notes were

---

1 He had published, together with Harkavy, the Catalog der hebräischen Bibelhandschriften der Kaiserlichen Öffentlichen Bibliothek in St. Petersburg, Teil I und II, St. Petersburg, Leipzig, 1875. Besides, Strack had published the photographic reproduction of the famous Codex of the Prophets, dated 916; cf. Prophetarum Posteriorum Codex Babylonianus Petropolitanaus, St. Petersburg and Leipzig, 1876. In the Zeitschrift für Lutherische Theologie und Kirche (year 1875, pp. 585-624) he had published some Bible fragments with supralinear punctuation.

2 Steinschneider describes the MS Or qu 680 in the Berlin Catalogue vol. ii, p. 2 in the following way: ‘Pergam. 94 bl., Mittl. Quadrat mit babylonischer Punktation über den Buchstaben, grossenteils abgefaute Bibelfragmente mit Randmasora, ungeordnet, hauptsächlich Hagiographen (incl. Megillot); Psalmen, Hiob und Sprüche sind strophisch abgeteilt’.


5 Ibid., pp. 16 ff.
added to the Biblical words, but in the whole style of the technical terms of the Masora.\(^1\) So we had for the first time an example of real Babylonian Masora. It is true that a large fragment of a Masoretic Commentary on the Pentateuch had already been published in 1885 by Christian D. Ginsburg according to a copy which had been made, ten years before, by H. L. Strack in Leningrad from a MS belonging to the Second Firkowitsch Collection and which had come from the Cairo Geniza. But neither Strack nor Ginsburg had recognized it as a piece of the Babylonian Masora, and Ginsburg had interpreted it wrongly and has completely overlooked its importance.\(^2\) So it was clear that I had found a specimen of a real Babylonian MS of the Bible, unique in comparison with all the hundreds and thousands of Hebrew Biblical MSS so far known. Babylonia had been for centuries the centre of Jewish learning. The Jewish Academies of Sūra and Nehardea, later Sūra and Pumbeditha, were famous. The final redaction of the Mishnah had been made there, the Babylonian Talmud regulating every detail of Jewish life up to the present day in an authoritative way had been developed there. The official Aramaic translations of the Bible, Targum Onkelos on the Torah, Targum Jonathan on the Prophets, had received their definite form there. The Babylonian Gaons were regarded as the recognized leaders of the Jewish world. So it was of the greatest importance that we had now, for the first time, a large piece of the Bible text which undoubtedly came from Babylonia.

After I had published my book on the Berlin MS\(^3\) I suspended my work on these matters for several years. I went to the East where I spent more than five years in Cairo and nearly one year in Palestine; there I was occupied with quite other matters. It was only in 1910, when I was 'Privatdozent' in Halle University, that I was able to resume my studies on the text of the Hebrew Bible.

In the meantime a second genuine Babylonian fragment of the

---

1 Ibid., pp. 13 ff.
2 It is the St. Petersburg Bible MS Firk ii, 1540, of which I have given a facsimile, largely reduced in size, in Materien des Ostens, plate 16 b. The original consists of 18 parchment leaves, 33 by 26 cm. The text is published and interpreted by Ginsburg in his huge book The Massorah compiled from Manuscripts, vol ii, London, 1885, pp. 205-68. How little Ginsburg understood the character of this valuable fragment is to be seen from the fact that in the chapter 'The Massorah, its Rise and Development' (Introduction to the Massoretic-Critical Edition of the Hebrew Bible, London, 1897, pp. 287-468) he does not mention the text which he had published 12 years previously. Cf. on Ginsburg’s book 'The Massorah ...' Materien des Ostens, pp. xiv ff.
3 Cf. p. 57, n. 3.
Bible had been discovered and published.\textsuperscript{1} It belonged to the Second Firkowitch Collection in Leningrad and contained, on four parchment leaves, the text of Job ii 11–ix 32. But here the Babylonian punctuation was not corrected by a later Yemenite hand as in the Berlin MS. As the greater part of the text (Job iii, 7–ix 32) was contained in the Berlin MS also, it was possible to compare the two texts: they supported each other in the best way. It was clear that this kind of punctuation had at one time been in more general use and it was necessary to find more specimens of it. From what I had seen in 1899 in Cambridge and Oxford it was clear to me that in the Cairo Geniza collections, if anywhere in the world, further specimens could be expected. So in 1911 I came back to England, this time with the professed intention of studying Geniza material.

During the twelve years of my absence conditions had much improved. In Cambridge the fragments had been carefully cleaned, smoothed and brought into order, and the lists of the Taylor-Schechter Collection in the University Library proved to be very helpful. In Oxford the second volume of the catalogue of Hebrew MSS had been published\textsuperscript{2} and Cowley presented me with a copy. In it he had described as Yemenite all MSS with supralinear punctuation. I was now an expert in these matters and was able to point out to him the great difference between Yemenite and Babylonian punctuation. I found in the Bodleian some very fine specimens of genuine Babylonian Biblical MSS the punctuation and the Masora of which were in good accord with the original punctuation of the Berlin MS. In Cambridge I also found a great number of fragments of the same kind. In the British Museum not a single specimen of a genuine Babylonian text of the Bible could be discovered among all the Geniza fragments which had found their way there.

I returned to Halle with many notes and photographs. At my request several fragments from the Russian Public Library in Leningrad, which Professor Paul Kokovtsov (1861–1942) had kindly indicated, were sent to Halle. Among them I found, besides several Yemenite fragments of no great importance, five fragments with a real Babylonian text and the fragments from


Job, published already by Weerts, which needed a new examination.

I had now a broad foundation for the Babylonian text of the Bible. The fragments at my disposal belonged to about sixty different MSS. I published the results of my investigations in my book Masoreten des Ostens, \(^1\) edited there a great number of Babylonian texts of Bible and Targum, and added facsimiles of sixteen genuine Babylonian MSS. After the War I continued my search for this material. After 1925 I paid seven separate visits to England; each time I came with new problems, and returned with important material I had found. In 1926 I was for six weeks in Leningrad where, especially in the Antonin Collection of the Russian Public Library, \(^2\) I found many more fragments of these texts. Other specimens I found in the volumes which were sent to me from the Jewish Theological Seminary of America in New York. \(^3\) In 1928 I published a list of the material so far known to me. \(^4\) A special grant from the Prussian Minister of Education allowed me to add to this list facsimiles of seventy more Babylonian Biblical MSS. An improved list of these fragments I published in the Prolegomena to the new edition of Kittel’s Biblia Hebraica. \(^5\) Here I was able to report on fragments belonging to more than 120 different Babylonian Biblical MSS.

Of most of these MSS only one, two or three folios are known. Larger fragments very seldom exceed twenty folios. The Berlin MS with its ninety-four folios, to which belong seven folios from the Glaser Collection in New York, is a great exception. It was impossible to quote these fragments merely by the shelf-marks of the libraries to which they now belong. Often folios of the same MS had come to different libraries, and nobody could tell which fragments belonged to the same MS. I had therefore to create a special method of quoting them. Some of these fragments exhibit a simpler method of punctuation, others a more complicated one. The first group I designated by the majuscule E (einfach), the second by the majuscule K (kompliziert).

\(^2\) Cf. supra, p. 7.
\(^3\) "Die hebräischen Bibelhandschriften aus Babylonien". Mit Faksimiles von 70 Handschriften, ZAW, vol. xlvi, Gießen, 1928, pp. 113–37. (100 copies were presented to the 5th German Orientalist Congress, Bonn, 1928.)
minuscule ‘a’ added to the capital letter indicates that the fragment belongs to the Torah, a minuscule ‘b’ that it belongs to the Prophets, a minuscule ‘c’ that it belongs to the Ketubim. It is worth noticing that among the more than 100 MSS to which the fragments belong not a single case is known to me in which a MS contains parts of more than one of these three sections of the Bible. So I had six groups Ea, Eb, Ec, Ka, Kb, Kc, counted (Ea 1, Ea 2, Ea 3 . . . Eb 1, Eb 2, etc.).

Two examples may illustrate how fragments of the same MS came to different libraries: Of Eb 10, a fine MS of the Prophets with simple Babylonian punctuation—a facsimile is to be found in MdO, plate 5—twenty-four folios are known of which ten are in Oxford, bound together with other fragments in MSS Heb d 79 and d 64, four are in Cambridge in Box A 39, 9 of the Taylor-Schechter Collection, seven in Leningrad as MSS Antonin 260, 325, 339, 816, and three are in New York in MS 2021.1 Of MS Eb 22, an interesting MS of the Prophets, bearing the text of the Targum after each Hebrew verse and provided with simple Babylonian punctuation—a facsimile is to be found in ZAW, 1928, plate 47—thirty-six folios are known, of which twenty-five are in Oxford, bound together with other fragments in MSS Heb b. 4, c. 1, d 26, d 49, d 64, four are in Cambridge in Box B 2, 2 of the Taylor-Schechter Collection, seven are in Leningrad as MSS Antonin 280, 908, 909, 910.

The large number of Hebrew Biblical MSS from Babylonia are in their external form very different. Of the eighty-six Babylonian Bible MSS of which I published facsimiles, sixty are without any Masora; only twenty-six have a Masora. In the MSS Ea 7, Eb 26, Ec 1, Ec 4, Ec 5, Ec 11, Ec 12 the notes of the Masora parva are placed between the lines of the Biblical text, exactly above the word to which they belong. In various MSS from Babylonia, which have a Masora magna, the Masora parva is missing (Ea 21, Ka 1, Ka 4, Ka 6, Ka 7, Ka 19). The notes of the Masora magna in the MSS Ec 5, Ec 11 are placed in the margin, next to the Biblical text. As a rule the Masora magna is placed on the lower margin of the Biblical text, but occasionally it is missing in MSS which have a Masora parva (Ka 18, Ka 20).

1 According to Diez Macho, these folis. of Eb 10, belonging now to MS 504, show Palestinian accents added to the Babylonian text. Cf. Estudios Biblicos xiii, Madrid 1934, p. 259. The other folios of Eb 10 do not show any Palestinian accents or vowels, as far as I know.
The Babylonian Masora is written in Aramaic, and Aramaic was also the original language of the Tiberian Masora, although here the Hebrew becomes more and more prevalent. The notes of the Masora parva in Tiberian punctuated MSS are simpler than those in the Babylonian punctuated MSS. Notes of the Masora parva written in the margin of a Babylonian MS always have the form of the Tiberian Masora; they are only found in MSS with complicated Babylonian punctuation (Ka 5, Ka 8, Ka 12, Ka 18, Ka 20, Kc 6). Only one MS of that kind is known to me with simple Babylonian punctuation: Eb 4 (New York) and Eb 8 (Cambridge), facsimile \(\mathcal{ZA}W\), 1928, plate 38. The Hebrew text is followed by the Targum verse by verse. The signs of the original Babylonian punctuation are used very seldom and it is perhaps the oldest specimen with Babylonian punctuation known to me. A later hand has added Tiberian punctuation to the Hebrew text and Tiberian Masora in the margin.

We can observe clearly in this and other cases the influence of the Tiberian Masora which as time went on penetrated increasingly and eventually eliminated the Babylonian Masora. An interesting example of the incursion of the Tiberian Masora can be seen in the well-known Babylonian Codex of the Prophets in Leningrad from A.D. 916 (Kb 13), which in spite of its being provided with Babylonian vowel signs also has the Tiberian Masora. A few pages of the Codex show Tiberian punctuation.\(^1\)

When C. H. Cornill published Das Buch des Propheten Ezechiel (Leipzig 1886)\(^2\) he had carefully collated the text of the St. Petersburg Codex with the usual Tiberian text. He was surprised by the fact that in all the details of punctuation of such a long and difficult text he was able to find only about a dozen slight variations. He concluded that not only the consonantal text but also the punctuation of it was transmitted in Palestine and Babylonia in practically the same way and that the transmission had to be regarded as very constant. We know to-day that this conclusion was wrong. The agreement is to be explained simply by the fact that the St. Petersburg Codex was influenced in every detail by the Tiberian text, and the dozen slight variations found by Cornill are to be regarded merely as details which were overlooked by the Masoretes. This harmonizing of the texts

---

1 These are folio 1b, 212a, 212b, Cf. \(\mathcal{ZA}W\), 1928, p. 117, n. 12. Prof. Kokovtsov drew my attention to it when we discussed the matter in Leningrad.

is sufficient to explain the survival of the St. Petersburg MS, while all the real Babylonian MSS were lost.

The Tiberian punctuation has in a special way penetrated Yemen. Babylonian Biblical MSS were introduced at an early stage and had accustomed the Yemenite Jews to the Babylonian signs of punctuation. But then a simplified form of Tiberian punctuation made its way which, however, held on to the Babylonian vowel signs and also to the Babylonian shva-sign used for the Tiberian haṭef sounds; it set the vowel signs in a different way and could be regarded as a simplified Tiberian system of punctuation, which had little value for the development of Hebrew vocalization. The old Biblical MSS imported from Babylonia were completely revised according to this method. A good example of this sort of revision is the Berlin MS or qu 680, of the Ketubim in which it is often very difficult indeed to spot the original Babylonian punctuation.

We know that old Yemenite Biblical MSS, particularly the British Museum MS or 1467, sometimes still show genuine Babylonian traditions, particularly in the text of the Targum.\(^1\) Recently, however, the discoveries by Professor Diez Macho in the Library of the Jewish Theological Seminary of America at New York have shown that as late as during the twelfth and thirteenth centuries Biblical MSS were copied in Yemen which reproduced the old Babylonian tradition in the Biblical text as in the Targum text, and that the development of the characteristically Yemenite punctuation analogous to the Tiberian punctuation was effected only at a later stage.\(^2\) Diez Macho worked out that the Babylonian Biblical MSS assembled by me consisted of 521 folios, while he alone has found in New York no less than 567 folios of Babylonian Bible texts. It must be realized, however, that the MSS which I assembled are on the whole much older and mostly come from Babylonia itself, whilst his are mainly copies made in Yemen from Babylonian MSS collected by Elkan N. Adler. Also the quantity of Diez Macho's texts is somewhat reduced by the fact that the Targum and often even the Arabic translation are added to the Hebrew text.

Have we any means of dating with some accuracy such genuine Babylonian Bible texts, of which fragments have been preserved?

\(^{1}\) Cf. Mactrotet des Ostens, pp. 213 ff.

It is obvious that none of these fragments bear a date. Dates are usually written at the end or at the beginning of a MS and the first and last leaves of MSS are the most quickly lost. But the Codex of the Prophets from St. Petersburg seems to me to be a good starting point. It shows that about A.D. 900 the influence of the Tiberian Masoretes was so overwhelming that the Babylonian Biblical MSS had to be adapted to them. We can therefore surmise that MSS with complicated Babylonian punctuation, which have not been adapted, must be older; it is likely that the genuine Babylonian Biblical MSS with simple punctuation must be regarded as even older still.

It seems to me that we shall proceed better if we compare the method of punctuation as used in the genuine Babylonian punctuation with the method used by the Eastern Syrians. Babylonian Jews and Eastern Syrians lived in the same country and it is more likely than likely that they were in contact with each other.

The simple Babylonian system of punctuation has usually the following six vowel signs:

\[ a = \_\_ \quad a = \_\_ \quad i = \_\_ \quad e = \_\_ \quad o = \_\_ \quad u = \_\_ \]

Some of these vowel signs represent Hebrew letters. The vowel \[ a = \_\_ \] is a small v, the vowel \[ u = \_\_ \] a simplified ̀, and the vowel \[ d = \_\_ \] is to be regarded as a part of the letter k, which as a complete letter is still used in Ea 23 and Ea 24.¹ In the same texts the letter ̀ is used instead of \[ u = \_\_ \]. The Hebrew letters used in this system make it more than probable that we are dealing with a specifically Hebrew development.

But there is every likelihood that this system was preceded by another which exclusively used dots for its vowels. It can be found in the ancient MS Eb 4 and Eb 8 (belonging to the same MS). In the facsimile of the MS² it can be seen that only six words of the Hebrew text and seven words of the Targum text have Babylonian vowel signs. The following signs have been used:

\[ d = \_\_ \quad a = \_\_ \quad i = \_\_ \quad e = \_\_ \quad o = \_\_ \quad u = \_\_ \]

If we remember that the Eastern Syrians used the following vowel signs:

\[ d = \_\_ \quad a = \_\_ \quad i = \_\_ \quad e = \_\_ \quad o = \_\_ \quad u = \_\_ \]

we see that the two systems are so alike as to make it hard to imagine that, coming from the same country, they should have

¹ Facsimiles in \textit{ZAW}, 1928, plates 16 and 17.
² \textit{ZAW}, 1928, plate 98.
developed independently of each other. Talking of the Syriac system, H. Ewald made it fairly clear that it must have developed from the diacritical point to be found in MSS of the fifth century and may even have been known to Ephraem (fourth century). The final form of the Eastern Syriac vocalization seems to have existed in the eighth century or even a little earlier, according to Rubens Duval. But we must take into account that the final form is a little further developed than the Hebrew system and that we must probably connect the latter with a slightly earlier form of East Syriac punctuation, which must have existed although so far no traces of it have been found.

3. The Palestinian Punctuation

In Palestine, too, an ancient method of punctuation was used. We call it ‘Palestinian punctuation’ in accordance with a notice in an Aboth Commentary quoted in Mahzor Vitry, where apart from the other two systems the ‘punctuation of the land Israel’ (ראה ידיעת) is mentioned. That this method of punctuation actually belongs to Palestine is made very plausible in so much as a very similar method is used by the Samaritans in MSS from the twelfth century onwards. The Palestinian signs are:

\[
\begin{align*}
\text{\textit{d}} & = \dot{\text{\textit{d}}}, & \text{\textit{a}} & = \text{\textit{a}}, & \text{\textit{i}} & = \dot{\text{\textit{i}}}, & \text{\textit{e}} & = \text{\textit{e}}, & \text{\textit{o}} & = \text{\textit{o}} \ (\text{\textit{o}} \text{ and } \text{\textit{a}}), & \text{\textit{u}} & = \text{\textit{u}} \ (\text{\textit{u}} \text{ and } \text{\textit{a}} \text{ or } \text{\textit{u}}).
\end{align*}
\]

The signs used in Samaritan MSS are as follows:

\[
\begin{align*}
\text{\textit{d}} & = \dot{\text{\textit{d}}}, & \text{\textit{a}} & = \text{\textit{a}}, & \text{\textit{e}} & = \text{\textit{e}}, & \text{\textit{i}} & = \dot{\text{\textit{i}}}, & \text{\textit{o}} & = \text{\textit{o}} \ (\text{\textit{u}} \text{ or the Arabic sign } \text{\textit{u}}).
\end{align*}
\]

The differences between the two systems are partly to be explained by the fact that we know the Palestinian punctuation from MSS which may have been written in the seventh to ninth century.

---

3. A Mahzor compiled about 1190 by Simba b. Schemuel of Vitry (France). The text of the Mahzor is published by Hurwitz, Berlin 1889–93. The remark quoted above is to be found on p. 462 of the edition. It was published by Luzzatto in Kerem Chemed, iv (1899) p. 293, long before a fragment with this kind of punctuation was known; see Masoriten des Westens i, p. 24. Luzzatto adds the note: עד אראים נוגיעי וכותב יSetColor.
4. The specimens added in brackets are later developments.
centuries, whereas Samaritan MSS older than the twelfth century are not preserved. ¹ We can take it for granted that the punctuation used by the Samaritans in earlier times bore a closer resemblance to the Palestinian one. ²

Biblical MSS with Palestinian punctuation are comparatively scarce. Whilst, as we have seen, a large part of the text of the Bible is preserved in Babylonian tradition, I was not able to find more than six MSS of the Bible with Palestinian punctuation.

They are:

1. Fragments of a scroll with parts of Ezek. xiii-xvi.
2. Fragments of a scroll with parts of Ps. xxvii-xxxiii, xxxv-xl, xl-xlvi, lv-lix.
3. Two folios with the last four chapters of Dan.

¹ Only very few Samaritan MSS of the Pentateuch are provided with this type of punctuation. I know the following: (1) MS Sam 101 of the Serai Library in Istanbul (12th century); (2) MS Sam 64 and the small fragment 75 in the Russian Public Library in Leningrad (19th century); (3) a Samaritan Pentateuch in Trinity College Library Cambridge, acquired 1917, dated a.d. 1321; (4) MS Or 6461, of the British Museum in London (14th century).

² The oldest MS in book form of the Samaritan Pentateuch known to me is MS Add 1846 in the University Library in Cambridge. It contains a notice that it was sold a.h. 544 (A.D. 1149/50) and it may have been written a long time before that. It certainly gives the impression of being considerably older than the Samaritan Pentateuch MSS written since A.D. 1200, of which we know a good many. It was very famous among the Samaritans and had a long history attached to it. On the basis of the material that I put at his disposal, Herr von Gall published the detail about this MS on pages lxxxiv f of his edition of the Hebräische Pentateuch der Samariter, Giessen 1914-18. But the MS shows no vocalization whatsoever.

Just as little vocalization is to be found in the Pentateuch scrolls, parts of which are older. One of these is to be seen in Sir Frederic Kenyon's book Our Bible and the Ancient Manuscripts, London 1939, plate V, facing p. 51; in the new edition of this book, revised by A. W. Adams, Introduction by G. R. Driver, London 1958, Plate xii, after p. 93. This scroll, however, has nothing to do with the famous Holy Scroll, said to have been written by Abisha', the son of Aaron's grandson in the thirteenth year after the Israelites had taken possession of Canaan. This is kept as a great treasure in the Synagogue of the Samaritans in Ni'lin. It had been rediscovered at the beginning of the fourteenth century. The various problems connected with it are discussed in my article 'Aus der Geschichte der ältesten Bibelhandschrift' in the Baudissin Festschrift—B.Z.AW, xxxiii, Giessen 1918, pp. 247-60.

A complete photograph of the scroll was made in Palestine by request of Professor Fr. Pérez Castro. Cf. his article 'El-Séfer Abiá', Sefarad xiii, Madrid 1953, pp. 119-29, with facsimiles of five columns of the old part of the scroll. On the basis of these photographs I have dealt once more with the old scroll in 'The Abisha Scroll of the Samaritans', in the Pedersen Festschrift: Studia Orientalia Joannis Pedersen Seb Engl Giám, Hauniæ 1953, pp. 185-92. On looking carefully at the photograph of the scroll one soon notices that only the end of the scroll is old (end of Numbers to end of Deuteronomy). This is confirmed by a notice in the margin of the original MS of the Samaritan Chronicle al-Tolida, in the possession of the Samaritan High Priest, which says that the rest of the old scroll was destroyed during a storm. A new edition of the Hebrew Pentateuch of the Samaritans is being prepared for the Spanish Polyglot by Professor Fr. Pérez Castro in Madrid. He will publish there the Abisha' scroll and indicate the Samaritan vowel signs as far as they are found in the manuscripts, and the text published by him will be a text really used by the Samaritans, not a reconstructed text like that published by von Gall.
4. One folio with Jer. i and ii.
5. Two folios of fragments with parts of Ps. li–lv, lxix–lxxii.
6. Eight folios with Biblical texts written in abbreviations (םרְאוּת) containing parts of Isa. and Jer. and Exod. xxviii and xxix. With the exception of 2, I have published these fragments in Masoreten des Westens, vol. ii pp. 66–95 and dealt with the problems connected with them on pp. 16–45. There I also gave facsimiles of the various MSS.

The Psalm scroll is of special interest. The fragments are kept under glass in Cambridge (T–S 10, No 52, 53, 54, 58). Only a few vowel signs are used and only one kind of accent. A careful investigation of the originals revealed that even these few signs have been added by different hands and both hands adopt different methods. An edition of the fragments of the Psalm scroll has been made by Dr. A. Murtonen in his Academic Dissertation: Materials for a non-Masoretic Hebrew Grammar, (Helsinki, 1958) pp. 37–72. He deals with the text of the Psalm scroll on pp. 22 f. of his book. It is clearly to be seen that these biblical texts with Palestinian vocalisation are influenced more or less by the Tiberian method of punctuation, which began to be worked out about 800 and which soon became generally accepted and influenced the texts with the earlier Palestinian vocalisation.

All the more valuable are further fragments which Diez Macho found in the Library of the Jewish Theological Seminary of America in New York. They are the following:

1. MS 594, box B, envelope 12, an incomplete parchment folio, containing on fol. a: Eccles xi 1–9; xii 3–9; on folio b: Lament i 1–4, 7–12. The consonantal text and the Palestinian punctuation, added by the copyist, are written in red-brown ink; the Tiberian signs of punctuation are added in black ink. Professor Diez Macho has kindly put at my disposal a photo of the folio and twice collated my copy with the original. In Appendix III (pp. 336–344) I am publishing this fragment as an instructive specimen of a Biblical text with Palestinian punctuation to which was later added a Tiberian punctuation which gives a very welcome insight into the development of the Tiberian punctuation when it was still in process of formation before it was really

fixed. I am very grateful to Professor Diez Macho for all his help in dealing with this interesting text which he discovered, and I refer to his own observations on pages 251–3 of his article.

2. MS 504, fols. 2, 7, 8. The three folios are part of the Babylonian Biblical text which I have described as Eb 10. When the volume to which it belonged was sent to me from New York in the 1920s, it was marked with the number 2021 and the three folios belonging to Eb 10 are quoted by me in ZAW xiv, 1928, p. 125 as Nos. 12, 14 and 21. The folios 7 and 8 (14 and 21 in my enumeration) consist of fragments of folios to which I also added whilst collating them the words ‘difficult to read’. Diez Macho restricted himself to the investigation of fol. 2 (12 in my enumeration) and gave reproductions of both its sides. When I collated the folio I also entered the Palestinian signs, but it was Diez Macho who recognized their importance. The other fragments of the MS Eb 10 will therefore also have to be carefully investigated with a view to finding how far Palestinian signs of punctuation have been entered.

The investigation of this folio from Eb 10 made by Diez Macho results in the following important conclusions:

1. To an obviously ancient and valuable Babylonian Biblical text Palestinian accentuation has been added.

2. Besides the Palestinian accents some Tiberian accents (distinctive as well as conjunctive) have been added.

3. The Palestinian writer has also added a few Palestinian vowels which, though few in number, are important as Palestinian corrections of the Babylonian pronunciation.

4. The Palestinian punctuator has added to the Babylonian text several Pesikts and Makkefs, as well as a Tiberian Vowel and a Tiberian Dagesh.

5. We can see that a firm classical system with simple Babylonian punctuation must have existed at the time when the Palestinian system of punctuation was valid and also at the time of the transition from the Palestinian to the Tiberian system of punctuation.

3. MS 504, fols. 10 and 11 with reproduction of 11a and 11b containing Judges xviii, 2–xix 15. Fol. 10 contains the end of Judges (xxi 23–25), the two last verses with Palestinian punctuation, with a colophon: חומש שלוחם יצחק בר יהוה בר יעקבי בר יהושע.
To the still prevalent Palestinian accents Tiberian accents are already added with a certain regularity.

Another hand, in considerably larger writing, follows with the text from Isa. i, i–ii, 3 provided, according to Diez Macho, with Tiberian punctuation from the eleventh century, yet retaining some Palestinian accents.

This whole fragment is an exceedingly good example of the transition from the Palestinian to the Tiberian punctuation.

These Biblical fragments with Palestinian punctuation are of great interest to us because they show us what vocalized Bible MSS were like before the Tiberian Masoretes began their work. Although only few Biblical texts with Palestinian punctuation have been preserved, this system of punctuation must have been very general in Palestine. We know texts of Targums with this punctuation, texts of the Mishna, of the Palestinian Midrash, of the Masora, and, above all liturgical texts. The liturgy always tends to be conservative and in liturgical texts this punctuation seems to have prevailed longer.

The chief contribution to the study of texts with Palestinian punctuation has been made by Dr. A. Murtonen. In his Materials for a non-Masoretic Grammar, I. Liturgical Texts and Psalm Fragments Provided with the So-Called Palestinian Punctuation, Helsinki 1958, he gives a review of the texts published so far (p. 20) and adds that the largest part of texts that are known with Palestinian punctuation, hitherto unpublished, are published here. He refers to the fact that the vocalisation marks in these MSS are

1 See Part iii, p. 201.
2 Apart from the fragment E 1, 107 of the Taylor-Schechter Collection in Cambridge to which I referred in Masoreten des Westens, i, pp. 28 ff. (parts of Baba Bathra and Sanhedrin). I found another fragment E 2, 76 of the same Collection (parts of Sanhedrin and Shebuoth). It is possible that these fragments belong to different MSS of the Mishna.
4 Apart from the Cambridge fragment T–S D 1,12, published in Masoreten des Westens, i, p. 29, I found old fragments of the so-called Ochla we-Ochla in Leningrad, Firkowitch II, 1551–54. The last of these fragments show a few Palestinian vowel signs. The fragments will be used by Dr. Fernando Díaz Esteban in the new edition of הכהנמ התנמ prepared in Madrid.
normally used defectively, i.e. the signs do not always appear where a vowel was to be pronounced. In his MS a (the Bodleian MS Heb. d. 55) he has found 10 folios (4–7, 9–14) which are provided with almost complete vocalisation. His sketch of a Hebrew grammar according to the Palestinian punctuation is mainly based on this MS.

Murtonen has seen that the vocalisation of this MS is made by four hands. The first and the second ones differ from each other, however, only in some isolated instances, so that normally they are treated as a whole. The third hand appears rarely, while the fourth one is Tiberian and, consequently, not taken into account by Murtonen. The other MSS are used to supplement MS a, and their disagreements with the latter are recorded where necessary (p. 25).

Since these texts are liturgical and often difficult to understand, I recommended Murtonen to contact my former pupil and friend Dr. Menachem Zulay, who had become head of the Research Institute for Hebrew Poetry in Jerusalem and the great authority on these studies, and whose death (Nov. 1954) was a very great loss. To his memory Murtonen has dedicated his book.

As for the character of the liturgical texts with Palestinian vocalisation, Murtonen confined himself to recording the most important characteristics and asked Dr. Gustav Ormann¹ in Jerusalem to write an appendix dealing with the special characteristics of the Qerobas of Yannay and Qalir.

In his grammatical sketch Dr. Murtonen deals in the main with texts of the Bodleian MS Heb. d. 55 on the folios indicated above. In the Appendix I am publishing in facsimile fols. 4, 4a, 9, 10, 11, 13, selected by Dr. Murtonen himself, and the Cambridge Psalm fragment T-S 20, 54 in order to enable the reader to study these kinds of texts. For the same reason I am publishing also in the Appendix MS 594, Box B, Envelope 12, described on p. 68, in which the Tiberian punctuation was added to a Palestinian punctuated MS.

Dr. Murtonen is convinced that only a sketch, not a complete Hebrew grammar, can be composed from Hebrew texts with Palestinian vocalisation. The ultimate purpose, as indicated by the title of his book, is a grammar on the basis of all non-masoretic traditions. Of these the Samaritan tradition

¹ Ormann was made Dr. Phil. in Bonn in 1930 for his thesis "Das Sündenbekenntnis des Verstöhnungstages", which was published in Frankfurt in 1934.
is the most important, and to enable the reader to study this
tradition I am publishing the texts recorded by Helmut Ritter
and Artur Schaade from the dictation of the High Priest in Nablus
in the year 1917 which have been put at my disposal by Mrs.
Schaade and Professor Dr. Tiemann, the Director of the
Hamburg Staats- und Universitätsbibliothek. Dr. Murtonen has
made special studies with the Samaritans and is preparing a
Grammar of Hebrew as read by the Samaritans in their ser-

But for the non-Masoretic Grammar which he ultimately in-
tends to bring out also, other traditions must be taken into con-
sideration, above all the MSS from the Judaean desert and the
Second Column of the Hexapla as deciphered by Giovanni
Cardinal Mercati.

With this material I shall deal later on.

4. The Approximate Dates of Texts with Babylonian and
Palestinian Punctuation

It would, of course, be of great interest if we could give a date
to the development of the Palestinian punctuation. Here again
we cannot expect to find a date written on any of the fragments.
Nevertheless I believe that an approximate date can be given
to them. To achieve this we must start from the vocalization of
the Western Syrians.

When, in the course of the eighth century, the Western Syrians
introduced Greek vowels as Syriac vowel signs, they used a Greek
omicron as sign for Zekâfâ, a vowel corresponding to the Hebrew
Kamesh. This implies that this vowel was pronounced in Western
Syria at the time as ρ. Yet we know of an earlier system of vo-
calization of the Western Syrians which was introduced by James
of Edessa (about A.D. 700) and which used an Alif for the same
vowel. From this fact Duval correctly concluded that the vowel
marked thus was at the time pronounced like an a.1 It seems

1 Rubens Duval, in his book Traitd de Grammaire syriaque (Paris 1881, p. 45 f.) writes:
The toning of the dull a in α was a fait accompli when the Greek vowels were used
for the notation of the Syriac vowels . . . ; for in this system the Greek α (Omicron
or Omega) is the sign for a dull Syriac a. Was it then the same before the introduction
of this system, that is to say, before the second half of the eighth century? One would
be tempted to deny it when one considers that James of Edessa amongst the types
which he invented ... reproduced a by Alef. Since he took Greek characters as his
pattern it would be reasonable to conclude that the Syriac a corresponded with the
Greek α, written as alpha.

Duval also pointed out that this change-over in the pronunciation would have
therefore that it became a general usage in Western Syria after 700 to pronounce the old $a$ like an $o$.

A similar change in the pronunciation of the Hebrew vowel as rendered by Ḳameṣ seems to have taken place in Palestine at about the same time. It is certain that when the Tiberian Masoretes developed their punctuation at the beginning of the ninth century, they accepted the pronunciation of the Ḳameṣ as $o$ as being correct. Vocalizations like ʼô[p]r, ʼô[p]s can be understood only on the assumption that the words were pronounced like kodoshim, shorashim. This pronunciation corresponds with that of the Ashkenazic Jews and it is beyond doubt that they carried on the pronunciation of Hebrew as intended by the Tiberian Masoretes.

The Babylonian Masoretes pronounced the Ḳameṣ always like $a$, in the same way as the Eastern Syrians pronounced their Zeḵāfā. In the quoted words they could only use the sign for Ḳameṣ in the second syllable and reproduced the sound which they heard in the first syllable by $u$. In this way they wrote ʼô[p]r kudashim, ʼô[p]s shurashim and again ʼô[p] r kudsho for Tiberian ʼô[p]r, as for them the use of the vowel sign Ḳameṣ in reproducing the open $o$ or $u$ was not considered. Only in the MSS strongly influenced by the Tiberian Masoretes, as in the Petersburg Codex of the Prophets from A.D. 916 and in later Yemenite MSS, is the Babylonian Ḳameṣ sign also used to mark an open $o$. The influence of the Tiberian system of punctuation penetrates more and more. MSS which show clearly this influence, in spite of the Babylonian vowel signs which they include, cannot be accepted any longer as genuinely Babylonian.

We know that when the Talmudic Academies in Babylonia fell into decay it was Spain which became the centre of Jewish learning. We hear of Babylonian scholars who emigrated to Spain and we also hear of large sums of money which, for instance, were sent to Babylonia by the well-known Jewish physician and statesman Ḥisdaj b. Shaprut, for the acquisition of books. Ḥisdaj was one of the confidants of the Spanish Ōmāijād Caliphs ʿAbdurrahmān III an-Nāṣir and his successor an-Nāṣir in the tenth century. The contemporary poet Dunash b. Labraṭ exaggerates
when he reports that Ḥisdaj spent his entire fortune on books from Sūra (Babylonia). Babylonian Biblical MSS, however, must have been available for the men who revised the Hebrew text of the Complutensian Polyglot at the beginning of the sixteenth century. But Babylonian MSS must have gone to Spain at a much earlier date. We can conclude this from the fact that the usual pronunciation of Hebrew in Babylonia was so firmly established amongst the Jews in Spain that it could not be influenced by a pronunciation which presupposed a Tiberian punctuation. They were not affected by this punctuation, but adhered to the old Hebrew pronunciation which they knew from Babylonia. This is illustrated by a glossary from the ninth century in which about 200 Hebrew words in Latin transcription are mentioned. As Professor Millas Vallicrosa explained in Cambridge at the International Congress of Orientalists, they are rendered in nearly the same way as they were pronounced according to Babylonian tradition and at a time when the Tiberian punctuation was not yet developed.

Also in Palestine the vowel which was later reproduced by Ḫames was not always pronounced like o, as the Tiberian punctuation surmises. For this fact we hold definite proofs. One of them is that in the transcribed text as it appears in the second column of Origen's Hexapla and the transcription of Jerome, this sound which corresponds to the later Ḫames is always reproduced by a. Also the Samaritans reproduced the sound corresponding to the Ḫames always as a and did not join in the change which the Jews and Syrians effected in their pronunciation.

It is very interesting that we can watch this change in the pronunciation when we see the fragments with Palestinian punctuation. In the scroll of Ezekiel (H) the sign corresponding to the later Ḫames is never used to mark an open o. To designate this sound the o vowel is always used, cf. לָלָה xv, 4; הָלָה xvi, 2, הָלָה xvi, 14, 15, 25. The same thing occurs in the Psalm scroll, cf. בֵּית xl, 7; חוֹמְשׁ xxxvii, 30; אָמַר xli, 11; מַעֲשֶׂה xxx, 5. In the Jeremiah fragment (K) we find in the same way הוֹז ii, 4 andروا ii, 2; in

the Psalm fragments (L) we find הַלְּלֹהַיָּהֶם לֵוִי, 2 and יְרִושָׁם לִי, 9. In the fragments from the Piut by Yannai which I published in *Masoretens des Westens*, i, pp. 26–27, vocalization like נְהָרָא הָעֲקַם הַכֹּהֵן, בִּפְתִּיתָה מִזְרַח can be found.

But the fragment of Daniel יִפְשַׂרֵת (x, 9) and יִפְשַׂרֵת (xi, 3) is written and must obviously be read as shorashe, ukshom'i, whereas in the MS with the abbreviated Biblical texts the vowel corresponded entirely with the Tiberian קמש and is also used in exactly the same way. I refer here to the examples given in *Masoreten des Westens* ii, p. 33*. The same thing happens in many liturgical texts with Palestinian punctuation. One is justified in drawing the conclusion from these facts that the older fragments with Palestinian vocalization presuppose the pronunciation of this vowel as a, the later ones taking the pronunciation as o. If we suppose that this change in the pronunciation of Hebrew in Palestine took place at the same time as the change in the pronunciation of Syriac in Western Syria we are able to fix the older and the later fragments with Palestinian punctuation as having been written before 700 and after 750 approximately.

5. The Beginnings of the Tiberian Masora

In a treatise on the Shwa, which must have been composed soon after the fixing of the reading and of the recitation of the Biblical text by the Masoretes of Tiberias, we have a list of Tiberian Masoretes which was first noticed by Firkowitch and was afterwards made known by Harkavy and also by Strack according to Leningrad MS Firk II Paper 145. A similar list of names of Masoretes is to be found in a treatise on the accents in the books of the Psalms, Job and Proverbs, a folio of which is preserved in MS Firk II Paper 146.

Adalbert Merx in his ‘Studie zur Geschichte der Masora’, made a very scholarly study of these ‘fragments from Tschufut-

1 Harkavy published the texts in *Jewish* 1874, No. 15, also in *Jewish* 1874, in the *Jahrbücher für Jüdische Geschichte und Literatur*, 1876, and with a detailed discussion in *Jewish* No. 2.

2 Strack published the texts in *Theologische Studien und Kritiken*, 1875, pp. 743 f. and 1876, pp. 554 f., as well as in the edition of the *Deutsche ha-Te’asmin*, 1879, pp. 78 f.

3 Merx’s study appeared in conjunction with his ‘Bemerkungen über die Vokalisation der Targume’ in the *Verhandlungen des V. Internationalen Orientalisten Kongress zu Berlin* 1882, vol. i, pp. 188–225.
kale’, in which he tried to arrange the above-mentioned names of Masoretes in groups and assign dates to them. In the treatise on the Shwa the Masoretes are mentioned in connexion with six generations of the Ben Asher family, of which, however, one name has been added between the lines; of the last members of the family we know the dates. To-day we have material to hand, of which Merx could not know anything. His reconstruction of the group of Masoretes is certainly not correct.

Jacob Mann found in Geniza fragments both in Oxford and in London two folios belonging to an Arabic version of the treatise on the Shwa. He published parts of it and pointed out that the Arabic version must be looked upon as the original of the Hebraistic text from Leningrad.¹ In this version only five members of the Ben Asher family are to be found, so the name added between the lines of the Leningrad text must be discounted. Mann’s attempt to date the Masoretes undoubtedly represents an improvement upon Merx. I also have discussed these lists of Tiberian Masoretes.² They provide information about the time of the Masoretes and tell us something about their kind of activity. But a real understanding of this list is only possible when one studies the whole treatise on the Shwa in which it occurs. At my request the MSS were sent from Leningrad to Bonn and I suggested to Kurt Levy, one of my ablest pupils in Bonn, to go into the matter of these texts in connexion with the Geniza material discovered by Mann. He accepted my suggestion and also discovered further material on the treatise about the Shwa in a Geniza fragment which was brought to the Stadtbibliothek in Frankfurt and which contains a fragment of a second MS of the Arabic text of that treatise. His edition and translation of the treatise and the research which he undertook in connexion with it were a brilliant achievement and it was a tragic fate which prevented him from living to see the conclusion of his book.³ I published the book from his manuscript. If he had lived to do it himself, he might have included the result of further investigations and added indices. The problems with which the book deals occupied his attention for many years.

¹ Jacob Mann, The Jews in Egypt and in Palestine under the Fatimid Caliphs, vol. i, 1920, pp. 55, 59; vol. ii, 1922, pp. 43–9. The Geniza fragments found by Mann are in Oxford (Bodleian MS Heb e 74, fols. 59 & 60 Catalogue 2862, 21) and in the British Museum, London (MS or 5554 A, fols. 28 and 29).
² Masoretes des Westens, vol. i 1927, pp. 56 f.
The Leningrad MS Firk II 145 forms a distinctive whole with its 19 folios. Of the two Arabic MSS we have only remnants, but they are more closely related to the original. The fact that parts of three MSS of the treatise have been preserved shows that we are not dealing with a little known fabrication but that the treatise must have been well known and even famous. The list of the Masoretes is important for the understanding of the treatise, because it becomes apparent that its author feels he stands at a certain distance from their activity. He takes the list as concluded with the name of Aaron b. Asher. But he is not too remote from the Ben Asher family. The treatise makes us realize some of the problems which the Masoretes had to face when they gave the text of the Bible the form which was to be its final one. We can take it that in its style of expression the MS belongs to the early Arabic sources of Hebrew grammar, and it is certain that it was composed before Ḥajjūq, who is usually regarded as the first Hebrew grammarian. The list of Masoretes throws light on the character of the treatise, as it is found in similar form in a fragment on the accents which was probably written at nearly the same time. Levy printed this text on pp. 31–3 of his book. The list has a special interest in so far as it shows how fluid the accentuation of the text still was at that time.

Levy, in a very fine investigation, showed how the relation of this treatise to the Diḳduḳe ha-Ṭe'amim by Aaron b. Moshe b. Asher has to be judged and in what way it is related to the ‘Manuel de Lecteur’,¹ published by J. Derenbourg. He discusses the problem of how it can be explained that the treatise about the Shwa disappeared later on from the transmission, and he thinks that the cause was its language which later generations found quaint and incomprehensible (p. 40). This may well be one reason. But two further reasons may be added. One is that the writings deal with problems which the Masoretes had to face with regard to fixing the punctuation of the text of the Bible and with different solutions which these problems found. One does not like to be reminded of such differences of pronunciation once the fixed text has been approved and acknowledged. The other reason is that these writings were of Karaite origin. Levy could not know this when he wrote his book, but now there can be no doubt about it.

For all further details concerning this treatise I refer to Levy's comments, and only wish to quote the list of the Masorites, but I do so from the treatise on the Shwa in the form based on the Arabic text which is the original. Levy had to rely on the Hebraistic text of the Leningrad MS when he made his translation, as it is the only one which forms a conclusive whole and we only have a few remnants of the Arabic text. The Arabic text in question has been printed by Mann and by Levy. But Mann could not read the last words of his original and Levy has restricted himself at the end to the quotation of variants, and it is therefore not easy to reconstruct the Arabic text. As it is these final words which matter to me I set them down according to the original as conclusion to the text printed by Mann:

אמשה והא אלקָעמ debounce עלילם מיה עלילם חכיה חמה חמה ויהמ קורח אשיה
א אינה 여기יה סמלום ומסקק פליחא אלה לולק בהח המיuerdo אוול הסבריו הדה
... משמות באלאלאך הוא כּגא שלוח לא תלחומת והלא יפרים ומא ומא

The translation of the passage in question from the treatise on the Shwa is as follows:

... and there is no difference of opinion among them, for they all maintain and agree that this is the correct inspiration which we have taken from the men of the Great Synagogue by truthful tradition. And these are the pupils who have endorsed these declarations:

Abraham b. Ṛikāṭ, and Ṛikāṭ before him and Abraham b. Furāṭ and Pinhas, the head of the yeshiba. And before him was Ṣemah b. Abī Shaiba and Ṣemah, known as Ibn aṣ-Ṣaiyāra and Rabbi Ḥabīb ben Rabbi Pipīm and Aḥiyyāḥu ha-Kohen ha-Ḥābrer from the city of Maʿazzia (Tiberias). And with these was Rabbi Asher, the great master and Nehemya, his son, and Asher b. Nehemya and Moshe b. Asher and Aaron b. Moshe and he was the last one in the chain, and it is said that they came from Ezra and other people (גֵּשָׁמ יאֵבָל) were with them like Rabbi Moshe Mōḥa and Moshe ha-ʿAzzati (from Gaza), the punctuator and others. And I have only given you their names—may their memory be blessed—because they held different views on many things about Kamēṣ and Pataḥ and the two and the three (dots: Ṣere, Segol) and the Shwa quiescens and the Shwa mobile. And concerning this rule (ḥānūn) of which I treat and about which I have reported concerning them, that they read בַּד, נְצָא, מָחָר, מָחָר, they all agree with it without any difference of opinion and all people from Tiberias do this by inspiration and if there should be a reason for it they don’t know it and don’t know what it is...
The form רַשׁ with Shwa quiescens and following Dagesh lene is, as is well known, a unique case. The author declares that it was generally spoken with a prefixed א. In the treatise on the accents (Firk II Pap 146) we find the following report on the Masoretes:

Now concerning its (a kind of Shofar) use in this way, when you see it in many of the manuscripts, do not wonder for it is no mistake, it is only a difference between the first masters like Rabbi Pinhas, the head of the yeshiba, and Rabbi Ḥabīb b. Rabbi Pinḥas, and Abraham b. Furāt and Abraham b. Rīḵāṭ and Arikāṭ before him and Ṣemāḥ b. Abū Shaiba and Moshe Mīše, and Ṣemāḥ Abū Slūṭōm (sic!) and Asher b. Nehemya and Abu’l—‘Umaitir (עָמִיתֵר). These are the pupils of the first whom we mentioned before these masters, whose views one follows and according to whom one transmits.

The two lists of Masoretes who joined in making the punctuation of the Hebrew text of the Bible are of great interest to us, even if we do not know much of the bearers of the names. To create a uniform punctuation of the text of the Hebrew Bible was a great achievement which demanded the co-operation of a staff. Both lists point out that for the recitation as well as for the pronunciation of the text various possibilities were under discussion. From the second list we see that the accentuation of the Biblical books in question was still fluid at the time when the list was composed. From the first list we learn that concerning the pronunciation of the vowels different possibilities were considered. We also learn that the authorities mentioned held different views on the pronunciation of the vowels, of the Ḳameṣ and Pataḥ, the Ṣere and the Segol, the Shwa quiescens and the Shwa mobile. I think it is very likely that apart from Tiberian punctuated MSS which showed mainly the punctuation to which we are now accustomed there were also Tiberian punctuated MSS bearing a slightly different punctuation, perhaps one which may be regarded as the predecessor of the punctuation of Codex Reuchlinianus and the large number of related MSS which I discussed together with Dr. R. Edelmann as texts of Ben Naftali, in Masoreten des Westens vol. ii 1930, pp. 45*-68*. It is certainly very noticeable

1 See for instance, J. Barth, in Nöldeke-Festschrift, 1906, p. 792.
2 The Segol in jurū refers to the Imāl of ā. Above the line the copyist has written: דַּעַי, clearly the Hebrew word which translates the Arabic term.
that in these many MSS the vowels given are used in a different way from what we find in the Biblical texts familiar to us.

The five generations of the Ben Asher family who are mentioned in the first list as the contemporaries of the Masoretes enable us to fix approximately when and where these Masoretes lived. The Codex of the Prophets, completed in 895 in Tiberias by Moshe b. Asher, proves that the work on the Biblical text was finished towards the end of the ninth century. We can go even further and suggest that the text of the Bible was copied in this way somewhat earlier. It is difficult to suppose that the oldest existing dated manuscript of the Hebrew text of the Bible should have been the first to be copied in this way.

Aaron b. Asher, the son of Moshe, was the great authority who in the first half of the tenth century gave to the text of the Bible the detailed form which it was to retain thereafter. He is explicitly named as the last of the chain.

We know with certainty that Moshe b. Asher and his son belonged to the community of the Karaites, and it is therefore very likely that the other members of the Ben Asher family were also Karaites. How many of the Masoretes mentioned in the list belonged to the Karaites we do not know, but one may suppose that there were followers of the Rabbanites among them. Furthermore we must conceive the possibility that Karaites and Rabbanites worked together towards the carrying through of the punctuation of the Biblical text. But it seems that the Karaites were the driving force. Their founder 'Anan had already encouraged them in the study of the Biblical text. It is very likely that the old MSS brought from the cave near Jericho to Jerusalem about 800 gave new impetus to the study of the Bible.

We have an interesting report about the study of the Bible by the Karaites which is written by Selman ben Jeruham soon after 900. It is to be found in the explanation of Psalm lxix, 1. The passage in question has already been published in a Hebrew translation by Pinsker in his Likkute Kadmoniyot (pp. 21 ff). In view of its importance, Solomon L. Skoss printed it in the Arabic original according to the Leningrad fragment, in his edition of the Kitâb jami’ al-alfâz (Agron), the important Hebrew dictionary by David b. Abraham al-Fâsî, the tenth-century Karaita. I was able to use concurrently the Arabic text of the fragment.

from the Geniza to be found in the Bodleian MS Heb c 19, fols. 89–96 (Catalogue 2628, 29) to which Dr. M. Zucker drew my attention. I reproduce here the whole passage in translation.¹

לְמַנְתָּח עֲלֵי בְּשֵׁם His word: לְמַנְתָּח עֲלֵי בְּשֵׁם means that this prayer is uttered for the sake of the devout who are compared to the lilies, as it is written 'as lilies among thorns' (Cant. ii, 2); he has also compared them with the flowers (םי נא Cant. ii, 12), the vine, the fig and many plants and fruits, and each one of these has a special meaning which, with God's help, I will explain in the commentary on the Canticle. I say now that these lilies and what is like them begin to grow when winter departs, as it is written: for winter is now past, the rain is over and gone (Cant. ii, 11). Such is the appearance of the devout at the end of the four empires, and their appearance occurs on various occasions with the sole difference that each group arrives in greater strength than the preceding one, until in the end there comes (read: ilâ an) the remnant.

And in the fourth empire 'Anan appeared. He made the hearts of men responsive and opened their eyes. They had a longing for the book of God, which grew as they dedicated themselves to the study of it, especially as the party of the Rabbanites and their occupation with the Talmud (bil-gamār) had made them forget the book of God and their concern with the essential things contained in it. Then Benjamin came and with him an increase of effort and discoveries concerning things in which 'Anan had followed the party of the Rabbanites. After Benjamin the Karaites appeared. With them the study and the correct understanding of the book of God increased. Then people came from East and West, the adherence to religion and the endeavour to know (read: bil-'ilm) increased, and they wished to live in Jerusalem and they left their comfort and their homes and lived in the world as ascetics; now they live in Bait al-muṣkaddas, (Jerusalem) until among their followers the remnant shall appear: 'the remnant of Israel shall not do iniquity' (Soph. iii, 13) and they are the lilies, and all the devout who have clung to the religion of the book shall be counted among them.

It is very likely that Selmān, in writing his report about the Karaites who were devoting themselves to the study of the Biblical text, had in mind the Tiberian Masoretes and referred to them.

¹ The two MSS show the same text. But the Bodleian MS must have been in the hands of a Rabbanite who replaced the eulogy-formula after פָּאָר by writing פָּאָר and added after הִנֵּה the eulogy-formula פָּאָר פָּאָר
in this way. At any rate their work must be regarded as an extraordinary achievement. We learn the importance of their work also from Ḫirkisānī, who was a contemporary of Selmān b. Jeruḥim. By 'Benjamin', Benjaˈmin an-Nihāwendi is meant who undoubtedly belonged to the great and influential class of the older  Karaite. Very few of his writings have been preserved. Yet, when Jaˈkūb al-Ḵirkisānī wrote his great work kitāb al-anwār wal-maraˈkib about the year 937, he must have known a considerable amount of Benjamin's works because in more than 150 places he refers to them and discusses them. We know that Benjamin was already active at the beginning of the ninth century. He is generally acknowledged to have been the second founder of the  Karaite community and as such he must have been a remarkable man. He is regarded as the one who first had the courage to use Biblical Hebrew again in his writings instead of the Rabbinic Hebrew which since the reorganization of Jewry had alone been permissible, and we may reasonably suppose that books from the cave near Jericho written in this Biblical Hebrew encouraged him to take this step. With the help of the books from the cave it is very likely that he was able to give new inspiration to the  Karaite which enabled them to surpass the Rabbanites in the course of the ninth century in Jerusalem. The importance attached to him is indicated by the fact that he is the only  Karaite actually named by Selmān b. Jeruḥim, writing about 900. Benjamin also very possibly gave an impetus to the work of the Masoretes from Tiberias.

6. Moshe ben Asher and his Song of the Vine

In order to prove the  Karaite affinities of the Ben Asher Masoretes from Tiberias we have to-day an abundance of material which is decisive. First there is a poem composed by Moshe b. Asher in which Israel is compared with a vine. The first part of the poem, which is in the form of verses having an alphabetical acrostic, is to be found at the end of the Leningrad Codex of the Bible B 19a dated 1009, and follows the Dikduke ha-Teˈamim of Ahron b. Asher on fol. 490 of the Codex.

In the Geniza a second copy of the poem was discovered by Dr. Menachem Zulay. The first part of the poem is in the British Museum (Or 5557 I, fol. 40 b). It contains the alphabetical acrostic from 8 to 2. The continuation is to be found in a Cambridge
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fragment (Univ. Collection Or 1080, Box V, I). Of these Geniza
fragments photographs were made for the Research Institute for
Hebrew Poetry in Jerusalem. The Cambridge fragment has the
continuation with the verses from ג to נ, followed by verses begin-
ning with the letters מ-ש-נ-ב-ס-ס-ש, which indicate as author of
the poem Moshe ben Asher; only the last verse, beginning with
ן, is missing. As in the Leningrad MS B 19a, after the alphabetical
acrostic a verse beginning with פ is to be found; it has
been suggested that verses beginning with נ-ף-ן had followed at
the end.

Clearly in error the copyist of the Leningrad text passed from
the נ-verse to the ב-verse, and the copyist of the Geniza MS
passed from the ב-verse to the ג-case. But on the whole, the
two MSS supplement each other admirably.

Dr. Zulay placed the fragments of the MS discovered by him
at the disposal of Benjamin Klar who published the poem as
far as it goes in the Hebrew periodical Tarbiy xv, 1944, pp. 43 f.
The poem is preceded in the Leningrad Codex by the words:

This is the adornment of Israel and the genealogy of the
prophets in which Israel is compared with a vine of which the
branches are the prophets, the roots are the fathers, and the
unweaned children are the wise who help the many to righ-
teousness.

I publish here the Hebrew text of the poem with an English
translation and refer for text-critical notes to B. Klar’s article in
Tarbiy xv, 1944, pp. 43 f, and I discuss its problems below after
the Colophon of Moshe ben Asher’s Codex of the Prophets.

The Song of the Vine

by Moshe ben Asher

ף בַּשְׁלֵהוֹת יִנְאִירֵךְ אֲשֶׁר מַפְּשָׁמָהּ קֵקָהּ מִכָּל חַטָּב
בַּכְנֵכָל הָרְחִיקְךָ אֲשֶׁר בְּתוֹךְ קָרָה מִלָּכְךָ
יִקְּחֶךָ בַּשְׁלֵם כַּכְלָבּ קָרְחֶךְ שֵׁם יְשֻׁפָּשָׁפָהּ
רַחְלִיתוֹת נֶפֶשׁ נֶפֶשׁ יִשְׁרָאֵל הָרְחִיקְךָ וֹרֵד אֶזְיוֹת
יִקְּחֶךָ בַּשְׁלֵם יָפִים יָפִים מַעֲבַדְתָּ מִלָּהּ בֵּין נַעֲבָדִים
יֵלְקַע מְאֵהֶיָּדָהּ בֵּית שְׁלַשֶּׁהָ יָלְדֵהֶי יִרְיָם שָלַקְתָּ קָדָרָהּ.
Thou hast planted a precious stock of vine
praised more than all vines.

In the tower of David it was planted
and a cedar of Lebanon was in its midst.

The vine of God were the tribes of Jacob,
and the man of Judah is his beloved plantation.

The branches of the vine are the Prophets,
and the tower of David is the mountain of Zion.

It was planted over great waters
and was very lofty among the bushy trees.

And this vine bent its roots
and sent out its sprays over great waters.

The branches of the vine are the pious of the world;
they are Abraham, Isaac and Jacob.
The wise men of the vine are the Prophets of the world Moses and Aaron and Miriam, their sister.

The leaves of the vine are Joshua and Caleb and the Seventy Elders and Eldad and Medad.\(^1\)

The vine presses are the two altars and the Temple and the Holy of Holies.

Like the appearance of the bridegroom and the figure of the bride, so did the community of Jeshurun draw near to Horæb.

The shoots of the vine were Samuel Elijah and Elisha, Isaiah and Jeremiah.

The sources of the vine were Ezekiel, Hosca and Joel, ‘Amos and also ‘Obadiah.

The Prophets of vision, Jonah and Micah Nahum and Habakkuk and Zephaniah.

The blossoms of the vine were Haggai and Zechariah and Malachi and the man of the precious things (Daniel).

The grapes of the vine were the sons of Aaron the holy men of Jhwh, the servants of our God.

The shoots of the vine were the sons of Levi, all singers, with the sweetness of their harps.

The buds of the vine were the children, those sucking the breasts, not having tasted sin.

A cane served as support of the vine that was David, the King of Israel.

Many evildoers has David smitten in Edom and Moab, ‘Ammon and Pelishtim.

The roots of the vine were Joab and Abishai and Asahel who all acted in accordance with their strength.\(^2\)

The perfect ones of the vine are the Elders of Bathra, the heirs of the prophets, who possess knowledge of understanding.\(^3\)

Deep waters that utter mysteries; their heart brings forth wisdom like a flowing brook.

As delights they have established the accents of Scripture, giving sense and interpreting its word.

They have erected as a fence round the Torah of our God well-arranged Masoras to instruct the ignorant.

In their faithfulness they have founded the interpretation of Scripture, surrounded by commandments without deviating from the path.

\(^1\) See Num. xi, 26. 27.

\(^2\) Joab, Abishai, Asahel, the sons of Šeruya, 2 Sam. ii 18.

\(^3\) וואניבק בקר, a Babylonian family which enjoyed Herod's favour and had won through him the presiding place in the Sanhedrin. They were later displaced by Hillel.
Their souls they have given for the Torah of our God
to make the many righteous, to extol the Torah.
Afflictions surrounded them from the kings of the Greeks
and exiled them and dispersed them to No (Egypt) and
its provinces (daughter cities).
The holy tribes rose up against them
and dedicated lights on their fall.

Bring nearer salvation, let the vine reign,
pluck out the roots of all kingdoms.

The especially important verses of this poem are, as has been
shown by Dr. Naftali Wieder, verses 22 and 23. He writes:

As B. Klar rightly observed, Moses b. Asher traced the chain
of Karaitic tradition to the Elders of Bathrya, the spiritual
ancestors of Karaism who had inherited the prophetic traditions
and transmitted them to the Karaites. The latter are thus in
direct line of descent from the prophets.

Wieder shows that it is highly significant that the epithet Moshe
b. Asher conferred upon the Elders of Bathrya is precisely the perfect
ones, which epithet was considered a sufficiently clear identification
mark to indicate their religious affiliations. I confine myself here
to referring to these remarks of Wieder in JQR xlvi, 1956,
pp. 97 f. A full discussion is given below in the section: Psalm
cxix and Moshe b. Asher.

7. Sā'adya and the Masoretes of Tiberias

We have come to know recently that Sā'adya Gaon polemized
against the Ben Asher Masoretes in Tiberias. From the polemic
it becomes clear that these Masoretes were Karaites.1 The first
specimen of Sā'adya's polemic had been discovered by Benjamin
Manasseh Lewin of Haifa. It is a Piut called from the words
with which the first verse begins, יְלַעֲשׂ בְּרֹאשׁ. Lewin published
the specimen in Tarbis iii, 1932, pp. 147–60 and Jacob Mann
added some remarks to it (ibid. pp. 380–92). A further fragment

1 We knew before that a polemic of Sā'adya existed from the tekhubot of Dunash
b. Labrat, the poet and grammarian from Spain who had directed an attack against
Sā'adya under whom he had studied in Sūra. But nothing of the polemic itself was
hitherto known.
was published by Israel Davidson in *Jewish Studies in memory of George A. Kohut* (pp. 9–24 of the Hebrew section), New York, 1935. Lewin subsequently found more material and published it in a small volume under the title *משה מלצב לרבתי שלמה ז"ת ענבל שכר אוצרות הראשהเ nedד ה الكرיאים*, Jerusalem 1943.footnote

Benjamin Klar has dealt in detail with the problems arising from this polemic in two articles published in *Tarbiy* xiv, 1943, pp. 156–73, and xv, 1944, pp. 36–49. He has correctly seen that the Arabic title has to be read *ar-radd 'alā-bni Asher 'Ibrāni* ‘the polemic against Ben Asher, Hebrew.’ He has shown that the poem of Sa'adya contains a sharp attack on the *Dikduke ha-Te'amon* of which we know that the author was the Masorete Aaron b. Asher. So it was evident to Klar that Aaron b. Asher was the Masorete attacked by Sa'adya.

But the matter is not so simple. A great part of Sa'adya’s polemic, as far as it is known, is directed against § 3 of the *Dikduke* which bears the title *seder ha-mikra* and deals with the three night-watches, identified with Torah, Prophets and Ketubim. The believers are admonished in it to observe the commandments taken from all three parts of the Bible. Rabbanitic teaching ordered the believers to take precepts exclusively from the Torah with the help of the Oral Law as codified in the Mishna. The injunction given in this paragraph of the *Dikduke* is typically Karaitic. Against this Sa'adya directs his polemic with the utmost energy.

But precisely this paragraph of the *Dikduke* is older than Aaron b. Asher. We find it written in a prominent way by Moshe b. Asher himself on p. 583 of the Cairo Codex of the Prophets dated 895. It was therefore composed by Moshe b. Asher himself, if he did not take it from an older source. It is the only paragraph of the *Dikduke* taken over by Aaron b. Asher from his father Moshe. We must therefore reckon with the possibility that Sa'adya also attacked Moshe b. Asher in his polemical Piut.

As is well known, Jacob Mann has proved that Sa'adya must have been ten years older than had been generally assumed, being born in 882 instead of 892. He has shown this on the evidence of a statement of Sa'adya's two sons who declared about

footnote
1 The fragments are found in the Library of Westminster College, Cambridge, in the University Library, Cambridge (T-S H 5 131), in the Bodleian Library, Oxford (MS heb e 45, fol. 11 and 12—Catalogue 9787, 6) and in the British Museum (under No. 5557). I may refer here to my article: The Masoretic Text of the Bible and the Pronunciation of Hebrew, in the *Journal of Jewish Studies*, vol. vii, 1956, pp. 133–132.
eleven years after their father's death (10th May 942) that when he died he was sixty years old less some forty days. Mann found this statement in the Geniza, and reported on it in JQR, April 1921.

By this fact all the suggestions which had earlier been put forward about the first decades of his life are rendered useless. Henry Malert, in the Postscript (pp. 421–428) to his book Saadia Gaon, his Life and Works (Philadelphia 1921), had reluctantly to withdraw all his conclusions about the early period of Sa'adya's life. What we know about Sa'adya's stay in his native country, Egypt, is that he had developed there into an excellent Arabic scholar who was far better acquainted than any other Jew with Arabic literature and the conditions of the Muslims. We further know that he had to leave his native country and was never again able to return to it. From Egypt he went to Palestine, and it seems that he stayed much longer there than was previously supposed. The only teacher in Jewish studies of whom we know lived in Tiberias, and it is very likely that Sa'adya first came into contact with Karaites in Tiberias. If he had left his native land when he was twenty-three, as generally supposed, he could well have met Moshe b. Asher in a.d. 905, ten years after the latter had finished the Cairo Codex of the Prophets. Moshe had won by then a high reputation. Later he may have come into contact with Aaron his son who had become the greatest authority on all Masoretic matters. Against these two prominent Karaites Sa'adya developed his polemic in the form of a Piut of which a considerable part has been found in the Geniza.

We have an important witness to Sa'adya from an Arabic contemporary al-Mas'udi who met him together with his former teacher. This is all the more valuable for us as our evidence from Jewish sources is very meagre and confined to two periods only of his life. Al-Mas'udi, an Arab historian and geographer who had seen a great part of the world in the first half of the tenth century, and in his works records many interesting experiences, comes to speak in his kitāb at-tanbih wa'l-ishrāf about Sa'adya and reports as follows:

Concerning the Israelites, both the Ashma'ath who are the

---

1 The text of al-Mas'udi has been published by M. J. de Goeje in Bibliotheca Geographorum Arabicorum, vol. viii, Leiden 1894, p. 113.

2 Ashma'ath corresponds to the Aramaic kamed used in the Babylonian Talmud for tradition and used by al-Mas'udi collectively of the Rabbanites. A single Rabbanite is called ašam'aṭi.
many and the great mass, and the ‘Ananites\(^1\) who believe in righteousness (‘\textit{‘adl}) and monotheism (\textit{tauhīd}),\(^2\) in their explanation of the Hebrew books, the Torah, the Prophets and the Psalms (for Ketubim), which are the 24 books, and in their translation into Arabic, rely on a number of Israelites who are held in very high esteem among them, most of whom we have personally met, among them Abū Kathīr Yahyā b. Zakariya, the Kātib, the man from Tabariya, Ashma‘āthī in belief who died about 320 (932 A.D.), and Sa‘īd b. Ja‘lūb al-Faiyūmī (i.e. Sa‘adya), also Ashma‘āthī in belief, who studied under Abū Kathīr, and whose exegesis of the Bible many of them value most highly. He had differences in ‘Irāk with the Exilarch (\textit{ra‘s al-ḡālūt}) Dā‘ūd b. Zakkai, from the offspring of (king) David, and opposed him. This occurred during the Caliphate of al-Muḥtadīr (908–932) and the Jews were divided into two parties regarding them. He was present at a sitting of the Court under the Wezir ‘Alī b. Iṣā and other Wezirs and judges and scholars for the resolution of these differences. When he had won a majority among them the foremost part was played by al-Faiyūmī and they recognized him as leader. He died after 330 (A.D. 941).

al-Mas‘ūdī further recounts that he had many discussions with Abū Kathīr in both provinces of the land at that time, al-Filistin and al-Urdunn, on the problem of abolishing divine laws, and the coming into existence of new conditions which could bring about alterations of previous divine commandments. Ignaz Goldziher pointed out that \textit{a‘bada} printed by de Goeje is a mistake for \textit{al-badā}\(^3\) on the meaning of which Goldziher wrote a very instructive article in the \textit{Encyclopedia of Islam}, vol. i, pp. 527 ff.\(^3\)

The report on the differences between Sa‘adya and the Exilarch Dā‘ūd b. Zakkai, whom Sa‘adya strongly attacked in a way which led to the formation of two parties among the Jews, is of great interest. Their differences were heard before the High Court of Baghdad, presided over by the Wezir himself, attended by prominent judges and scholars. ‘Alī b. Iṣā Ibn al-Djarrāḥ, is a well-known personality.\(^4\) He was several times the Wezir of the Caliph al-Muḥtadīr, his last term of office being January

\(^{1}\) A name formerly given to the Karaites, derived from ‘Anan, their founder.

\(^{2}\) The Muslim Mu’tazilites used to call themselves \textit{ahd al-‘adl wa‘l-tauhīd}; perhaps al-Mas‘ūdī’s authority was a Mu’tazilite who characterized the Karaites in the same way.

\(^{3}\) I am indebted to Dr. S. M. Stern for drawing my attention to this point.

\(^{4}\) Regarding ‘Alī b. Iṣā see the article of Zettersteen in the \textit{Encyclopedia of Islam} s.v. Ibn al-Djarrāḥ.
to May 928. We may assume that in this period the first session concerned with the Jewish dispute was held. Other sessions must have taken place under his successors whose names are not mentioned by Mas'ūdī. The impression is given that the complete hearing lasted for several years and only came to an end when Sa'adya was elected Gaon for the second time definitively.

In this eye-witness report al-Mas'ūdī refers to Abū Kathīr and Sa'adya on the basis of personal acquaintance. Tiberias was the capital of the Muslim province al-Urdun. As Kātib, secretary, Abū Kathīr must have had a respected position as one of the many government officials in this capital, and he must have been well informed in Jewish matters—Mas'ūdī reports discussions with him in several places, and we may suppose that he was a wealthy man. But he was certainly no expert scholar, so we can understand that nothing is to be found about him in Jewish sources. When Mas'ūdī met both of them, the time when Sa'adya had been his pupil was long past.

As for Sa'adya, there can be no question that he was an unusually gifted man. Ability is inborn and cannot be learnt. But Sa'adya developed into an outstanding scholar. For the acquisition of scholarship even the gifted man needs quiet for study. "Sa'adya was in the habit of travelling" writes Malter (p. 37). Sa'adya had certainly travelled, but we must realize that by travelling one cannot become a scholar. To acquire scholarship one needs a home where books are available. The refugee from Egypt may have found them at the home of Abū Kathīr, and the latter may have advised him how best to make use of them. His own genius soon led him far beyond his teacher, without, however, destroying the good relations between them.

Sa'adya's polemic against the Ben Asher Masoretes of Tiberias certainly embittered the differences between the Rabbanites and the Karaites, to whom the Tiberian Masoretes belonged. As the text of the Bible prepared by the Tiberian Masoretes was accepted by the whole of Judaism, Rabbanites as well as Karaites, we must suppose that this occurred before the polemic of Sa'adya began and the differences came to have such an acute form as we know they assumed in later times.

Benjamin Klar has given in general a correct account of Sa'adya's polemic, but one thing he has completely misunderstood. The Masoretes, especially Moshe b. Asher, are greatly concerned to point out that the punctuation of the text of the Bible fixed by
them is in agreement with the way in which the pronunciation of Hebrew was transmitted by Ezra through the men of the Great Synagogue. Moshe b. Asher was certainly aware that the Tiberian punctuation was the work of the Masoretes of Tiberias. Nevertheless he declares that the Masoretes have not added anything to what was transmitted to them nor have they concealed anything. These points were certainly important in order that the punctuation fixed by the Masoretes of Tiberias might be generally accepted. Later speculations which tried to push back the punctuation to the time of Moses on Sinai do not interest us here. What Klar has written on the question whether Ben Asher believed that the punctuation goes back to Moses and Sinai clearly reveals a lack of understanding.

8. Moshe ben Asher and His Codex of the Prophets

It is of the greatest value that we have Biblical Codices which are closely connected with the last members of the Masorete family of Ben Asher. One of the Codices, finished at Tiberias by Moshe b. Asher in 895, is the oldest dated Hebrew Codex of the Bible which has come down to us. Its preservation is to be attributed to the fact that the Codex was, for a very long time, kept and greatly revered in the Karaite Synagogue of Cairo (al-Kāhira). During my last stay in Cairo I saw the Codex at 5 p.m. on February 20th 1956 and held it in my hands. The jeweller David Zeki Lisha, president of the Karaite community, showed it to me in the recently built Karaite Synagogue in the 'Abbāsīye (Shāri‘a es-Sebil Khāzindār). This is where the Codex was transferred a few years ago after having been kept for centuries in the old Karaite Synagogue situated in the Muski.

The Codex is beautifully preserved and complete from the first to the last page. It is not bound and is kept in a wooden box made to measure which is locked in a safe. To enable the text of the Codex to be used for the Biblia Hebraica, a photographic copy was made of it at my request in 1926 for the Berlin Staats-Bibliothek. This was bound in seven red half-leather volumes and was at my disposal in Bonn for a long time. Whilst it was to hand I had it re-photographed in the Bonn Orientalische

1 David b. Yaḥaḳ Alisha, together with Josef b. Abraham Yomtob, published the book al-murḥḥid al-asān of which Dr. Szyzman kindly let me have a copy.
2 Dr. med. et phil h.c. Max Meyerhof kindly helped with the making of the photographs.
Seminar before returning the original photographic copy to Berlin. For some years now this re-photographed copy of the Codex has been at my disposal. One of my Spanish pupils, Dr. Fernando Diaz Esteban, who is preparing a new edition of the Masoretic work Ochla we-Ochla, carefully studied the Codex in my house, concentrating on its Masora, punctuation and spelling. He found that everything in the Codex must have been done by one who was a master in his own field and that the Masora which is added to the Codex agrees in all its details with what the Codex itself has to offer. Professor Umberto Cassuto had another photograph of the Codex taken for Jerusalem, and the fact that after his death the text of the Prophets, as contained in the Bible published in Jerusalem in 1953,¹ was corrected according to the Codex of the Prophets by Moshe b. Asher was in accordance with Cassuto’s intentions.

We are very well acquainted with the history of the Cairo Codex of the Prophets thanks to the colophons which it contains and which I publish here in original and translation. We learn from a Colophon written by Moshe b. Asher himself (p. 585) that a Karaite living in Jerusalem, called Ya’beš b. Shelomo ha-Babli, commissioned the Codex to be made for his own use. He boasts that he has earned the money needed for the payment of the Codex with his own hands—that he did not spend inherited money on the purchase. This is the Colophon on p. 585:

The following is a translation of the note:

This is the Codex (difter) which it was granted Ya’beš b. Shelomo ha-Babli—may his [i.e. the father’s] soul find rest—to acquire. He prepared it so that he himself might study it, from the reward of his work, the labour of his hands, the sweat of his face, for the honour of the God of Israel—may the Creator of souls mercifully grant him the study of it, to observe and to keep everything it contains; may He give him a good portion

and a good heart and a pleasant lot in this world and good reward for the world to come. May Ya’beš b. Shelomo—may his soul find rest—be worthy to see the grace of God and to visit His temple (Ps. xxvii, 4). May the God of Israel give him sons and grandchildren who study the Torah and who occupy themselves with the Law. And may all blessings which are contained in the Torah and the Prophets and the Scriptures come upon his head and the heads of his offspring and may the whole of Israel be included in the blessing! Amen.

This note is enclosed in a rectangle consisting of the following verses written in small letters: Isa. lix, 21; Joshua i, 8; Isa. lvi, 11. In the diamond above: Ps. cxxi, 7 and 8 are written; in the diamond below: Deut. xxviii, 3 and 4; vii, 14.

From three further notes on pages 582, 583, 588 every one of which is written by a different hand, 1 we learn that a special

1 This is the Codex (differ), the Eight Prophets, which Ya’hes b. Shelomo consecrated in Jerusalem, the Holy city—may God establish it for ever, Sela! (Ps. xxxviii, 9)—for the Karaites who celebrate the feasts on seeing the moon. May they all read in it on Sabbaths and at new moons and at feasts. It shall neither be sold nor bought, and may whoever steals it or sells it or buys it or pawns it be cursed by the God of Israel! And whoever preserves it and follows the instructions of Ya’hes b. Shelomo, the owner of this Codex (differ), may Iwhw preserve him and give him life and make him blessed upon the earth (Ps. xxxxi, 3).

(Added in the margin): Or brings it out of the court of Ya’hes b. Shelomo, may his posterity be cut off; in one generation may his name be blotted out (Ps. cix, 13).

This Codex (differ) which Ya’hes b. Shelomo has consecrated for the Karaites in Jerusalem, the Holy city, shall neither be sold nor bought nor pawns and shall not be brought out of his house. And cursed in the name of the Lord, the God of Israel, be all who steal it and all who buy it and all who bring it out of the court of Ya’hes b. Shelomo, the owner of this Codex (differ), and may the Lord not be willing to pardon them; rather shall the anger of the Lord flare up and His zeal against them, and all the curses that are written in this book shall lie upon them, and the Lord shall blot out their name from under heaven and the Lord shall separate them for their doom from all the tribes of Israel, and may all the curses that are written in all the books of the Holy Scripture cling to them and to their offspring. Amen!

And blessed in the name of the Lord be all those who preserve it and read in it with sincere heart. May they live and see the salvation of Israel. Amen!

In the Prophets, which Ya’hes b. Shelomo has published for the use and edification of all who are wise, are the books and the commentaries on the Books of the Prophets, which Ya’hes b. Shelomo has consecrated in Jerusalem, the Holy city, by the blessing of the Lord, and a special note is made of the fact that the books are to be read and studied by all who are wise, who are to be edified by the writings, and who are to be blessed by the Lord.
place was allotted to the Codex; it was kept in the owner’s grounds in Jerusalem and nobody was allowed to remove it. The Codex was dedicated to the Karaites who were to have the opportunity of reading the lessons from it on Sabbaths, on the festival of the New Moon and other festivals, and it was expressly stipulated that on such days nobody should be denied access to the Codex.

More than once Cassuto has suggested to me that this Codex was probably only one part of a complete Bible MS, and that this complete Bible Codex was the Ben Asher Codex which Maimonides declared to be the model Codex. Such a theory, however, is impossible because in the note on page 583 of the Codex it is referred to as the Codex of the Eight Prophets (Joshua, Judges, Sam., Kings, Isa., Jer., Ezek. XII) and again in the notes on pages 581 and 582 as Codex of the Prophets. It never contained anything but the Prophets. Moreover Maimonides saw the Ben Asher Codex in Old Cairo (Miṣrājim), whereas this Codex, when brought to Egypt, was immediately taken to Cairo (al-Kāhira).

The Colophon, written on p. 581 in Hebrew cursive, tells us that this Codex of the Prophets was dedicated to the Karaite community ( qedem be-Makrā) in the Synagogue of al-Kāhira.

The translation of the note is:

(p. 582). This is the Codex (difter), the Prophets, which Ya'beš b. Shelomo al-Khalafi (אֲלֶ-לָכִּלָּה) has consecrated in Jerusalem, the holy city—may God establish it for ever—for the Karaites, who celebrate the feast at the sight of the moon. They should all read in it and not one shall be hindered from reading in it, in the place where it is deposited, on the Sabbath days, at the new moons and at the feasts. It shall not be sold or bought. May whoever steals it or sells it or buys it or pawns it be cursed by the God of Israel. Whoever preserves it and reads in it shall be preserved by the Lord. May He give him life and make him blessed upon the earth (Ps. 41, 3). Whoever brings it out of the court of Ya'beš b. Shelomo shall be effaced from the book of life and not be counted with the righteous ones (Ps. 69, 28) Amen! And blessed in the name of the Lord be all that preserve it and read in it in sincerity. Amen!

1 The word is altered and cannot be read clearly on the photograph.
This book (sefer), the Prophets, is consecrated to the Lord (והלך) God, the God of Israel. The great lord David, son of the great lord Yefet, known as al-Iskandari, has consecrated it after its redemption for the community of the Karaites (גדע או 말ק), to read in it on Sabbath days and on fast days in the Synagogue in Cairo (מושה אלאיברה), may it (the city of Jerusalem) be built up and established! And when he or one of his descendants is seated, the server shall set it (the book) before him. And nobody shall be permitted to bring it out of the Synagogue except it is done—may God prevent it—by compulsion, and one shall return it in the time of appeasement. Whoever changes this condition (איכת) and this holiness (шийוק) shall be cursed by the Lord (יהו) and all curses shall come upon him. Whoever keeps it and reads in it and puts it back into its place after the days of unrest, may he be blessed in the name of the Lord, may all the blessings and the good reward and wishes come upon his head and the heads of those who have consecrated it, the lord David and his descendants, until the end of all generations and of all Israel.

The donation of the Codex to the Karaites, al-Kāhira took place 'after its restoration'. These words refer to the seizure of valuable MSS by the Crusaders to which event I shall refer in connection with the next Codex. The seized MSS were released soon afterwards, and this Codex of the Prophets could also be 'restored' and brought to Cairo. We can take it for granted that the Codex has been kept as a valuable treasure in the Synagogue of the Karaites in Cairo for the last 850 years.

The original Colophon which the writer himself added to the Codex on page 586 is the following:

וכתרת לאלф אלולו הפשות בכל שלם הבנש חפץ אל ירשה אמן
וכתרת לקס שנמה💵 שונא ושונא ושונא שאלון לוהודר תור השפור יבר
וושמה ROOM עליה בתרסה כי הבנה אוכד יפרתי פסחי תובר בבל שולפ
מקיימ בנן שלש אל הדר אל נין אל ליגלים אליגלים במלאים
ביימתו ובר יברشدد אל יישא אמן

This manuscript of the Prophets, the last one written and ready, was made at and by the order of the Messiah, son of Aaron, and it was brought by the hands of theKaraites of Egypt.
I, Moshe ben Asher have written this Codex (mahzor) of the Scripture according to my judgment 'as the good hand of my God was upon me' (Neh. ii, 8), 'very clearly' (Deut. xxvii, 8), in the city of Ma'azy-a-Tabariy-a, 'the renowned city' (Ezek. xxvi, 17), as it was understood by the congregation of Prophets, the chosen of the Lord, the saints of our God, who understood all hidden things and revealed the secret of wisdom, the oak-trees of righteousness (Isa. lxi, 3), the men of faith, who have concealed nothing of what was given to them nor added one word to what was transmitted to them, who have made the Scriptures powerful and mighty, the Twenty-Four Books which they have founded in their faithfulness with explanatory accents and clear instruction as to pronunciation with sweet palate and beauty of speech. May it please our Creator to illuminate our eyes and enlighten our hearts by His Torah, that we may learn and teach and act with a perfect heart and a willing mind (1 Chron. xxviii, 9) and for the whole of Israel. Amen!

It was written in the year 827 after the destruction of the Second Temple to which may the Creator of souls be pleased to return in mercy and build up with rubies, sapphires and carbuncles (Isa. liv, 11 f.) as a perfect building, a firmly established building, a building which can neither be pulled down nor demolished nor destroyed in eternity and eternity of eternities, (may it be done) speedily, in our days and in the days of all Israel. Amen!

(The following written by another hand:

Whoever alters a word of this Mahzor or this writing or erases one letter or tears off one leaf—unless he understands and knows that there is a word in it in which we have erred in the writing or in the punctuation or in the Masora or in defective or in plene—may he have neither pardon nor forgiveness, neither 'let him behold the beauty of the Lord' (Ps. xxvii, 4) nor let him see the good that is reserved for those who fear Him (Jer. xxxix, 32). He shall be like a woman in impurity and like a leprous man who has to be locked up so that his limbs may be crushed, the pride of his power be broken, his flesh be consumed away that it cannot be seen and his bones that were covered made bare. (Job xxxiii, 21). Amen!

Whoever reads shall hear; whoever hears shall understand; whoever sees shall perceive. Peace!
I have discussed this Colophon with Dr. M. Zucker from New York and also with Dr. N. Wieder of the Jews’ College in London, both of whom are engaged in the study of the early Karaites. There can be no doubt whatsoever that we are here dealing with a characteristic Karaite writing. Dr. Wieder, at my request, put at my disposal a number of valuable remarks which were contained in a letter of his dated the 7th. October 1956 from which I quote the following:

1. The expression מנהיג is a reference to the Karaite scholars who maintained that divine illumination had guided them in their exegetical work. Karaite authors of the ninth and tenth centuries, like Daniel al-Kūmīṣī, Sahl b. Maṣlijah, Yefet b. ‘Alī, and David al-Fāṣī claimed divine illumination for the later Karaite scholars, in contrast to the first generations, including even ‘Anan, who stumbled over the exegesis of the divine laws (al-Kūmīṣī). This is said to have been prophesied in the book of Daniel where we read (xi, 35): ‘some of the Maskilim will stumble’. Al-Kūmīṣī refers to the Maskilim expressly as to ‘prophets who possess knowledge’ and he adds: ‘they know the Bible through and through and (know) why it was thus and not otherwise written’.

That Ben Asher is referring to the Karaite scholars is quite evident from the title קדושת יִלְשׁוֹן, the oak-trees of righteousness, a typically Karaite way of describing Karaites. According to Isa. lxi, 3, it is used for those who mourn for Sion, and the Karaite scholars in the Holy Land who called themselves the mourners for Sion קדושת יֵלֶשׁוֹן applied this expression as referring to them. מנהיג therefore must be translated as the ‘Community of Prophets’.

2. Moshe b. Asher’s claim that the Karaite scholars ‘understand the hidden things’ is quite in agreement with the corresponding claim of other Karaite authors. Dr. Wieder refers to Moshe’s son Aaron who says, in Diḳḳe ha-Ṭe’āmin, page 53, that the wise, God-fearing perfect man knows the hidden things of the Torah. For the ‘perfect’ he refers to his article: ‘The Qumran Sectaries and the Karaites’, which appeared in JQR xlvii, 1956-7, pp. 97-113, 269-292. Thus far Dr. Wieder’s comments.

9. Psalm CIXX AND Moshe Ben Asher

I have discussed Moshe b. Asher’s Song of the Vine and his Colophon to the Cairo Codex of the Prophets with Mr. M. Gertner, of London University, and we came to the conclusion that the
theological conceptions and terminology of Psalm cxix must have influenced, through the Qumran writings, Karaite literature and the ideas of Moshe b. Asher. We can only hope fully to understand all the implications of the words of Ben Asher in the light of this influence. So I asked Mr. Gertner to write a report summarising the evidence for such an influence; and the report is as follows:

Naftali Wieder has shown that some expressions which can be regarded as key-words in Karaite writings are to be found in Moshe b. Asher's Song of the Vine.¹ He has also drawn attention to the importance of Ps. cxix for the Karaites. The expression יְדֵי דוֹקִים, so familiar to Karaite authors, is taken from the Psalm.²

The Psalm was, however, of greater importance for the Qumran sect. In the Qumran library quite a number of copies of this Psalm have been discovered.³ The Qumran authors made a rich use of the Psalm. The expression יְדֵי דוֹקִים was a standard designation for the pious members of the sect.⁴

But the Qumran community did not only make terminological use of the Psalm; they also took over from it one of their basic theological teachings, the teaching that 'knowledge' and 'understanding' of the Torah are given to the pious by God as a gift of grace. Only the man whose eyes are unveiled by God can see the wonderful mysteries of His law. Only if illumination is bestowed on him can he be in possession of the correct understanding of the Torah. God inspires the pious with the true understanding of the Torah.⁵

In a Qumran Midrash on the Priestly Blessing this teaching is clearly expressed; the second verse of the blessing reads in the original (Numb. vi, 25): 'May God make His face to shine upon you, and may He be gracious unto you' (וְהִנָּחֵי). In the Manual of Discipline (ii, 3) this verse is given in the form of a Midrash paraphrase as follows: 'May He enlighten your heart with understanding of life and may He bless you with eternal knowledge'.⁶

---

¹ Naftali Wieder, The Qumran Sectaries and the Qaraite, JQR xlvii, 1956/7, pp. 97–113, 289–302. These expressions are shown to be key-words (in the Song: יַיִשְׁתִּי, יְדֵי דוֹקִים).
² See Wieder, loc. cit., p. 108.
⁵ See Jacob Licht, The Thanksgiving Scroll, 1957, p. 42.
⁶ יְדֵי דוֹקִים is translated 'knowledge and eternal life' in the Book of Esther (Est. vii, 11). The terms understanding of life and eternal knowledge correspond exactly to the blessing given in the Synagogue after the reading of the Torah (b. Mass. Soferim 13.8) in which the Torah is called true Torah יְדֵי דוֹקִים and eternal life יְדֵי דוֹקִים. In the Qumran Midrash יְדֵי דוֹקִים and יְדֵי דוֹקִים mean the true understanding of the Torah.
Both blessings here mean understanding and knowledge for the true exposition of the Torah.

In the Psalm also the poet asks for enlightenment to understand the Torah and for the gracious gifts of wisdom and knowledge of the Torah in order to be able to see in it wonderful things, that is to say: to understand its true meaning by right exposition. The Psalmist prays: 'Let Thy face shine upon Thy servant and teach me Thy statutes (v. 135). Give me understanding that I may know Thy decrees (v. 125). False ways put far from me and graciously grant me Thy law' (v. 29).

As the Torah was already there and one did not need to ask for it as a gift of grace, the request of the Psalmist must have been for the gift of right interpretation of the Torah. That the understanding and right interpretation of the Torah is to be regarded as a gift of God introduces a new refinement of thought about revelation and is here for the first time clearly expressed. From the Psalm the Qumran teachers must have taken over the idea and thus made use of it in their intellectualising interpretation of 'wihunnēka'. For originally this expression (hanan) had nothing to do with spiritual grace. The same holds also of 'making the countenance to shine'. Nor did this originally mean an intellectual enlightenment of the heart. Only after the Psalmist had connected the idea of an enlightenment with the 'teaching' of the law (v. 135) could the passage be interpreted in this way in the Priestly Blessing at Qumran.1

The Qumran scrolls had a great influence on the later Karaites. They, also, believed 'that their interpretation of the Bible was the result of special divine inspiration'.2 We have some evidence that the Karaites had access to the Qumran caves and used a great number of the Qumran writings.3 There is also internal evidence showing the dependence of the Karaites on Qumran.

(a) In Qumran one particular verse of Psalm cxix especially, in various paraphrases, served as a basis for the idea of inspired Torah interpretation. Wieder has shown that the same verse

1 From Qumran this new interpretation of wihunnēka as a gracious gift of knowledge was taken over and included in the Talmudic Midrash; see Sifre, ed. Friedmann, 128 ad loc.—חָיָה נַעֲנֵנָא: 'may he graciously grant you knowledge, reason and understanding.'

2 See Wieder, loc. cit. p. 106.

3 Cf. S. Liebermann, in Proceedings of the American Academy for Jewish Research, vol. xx, 1931, p. 402, concerning Rabbi Mozes Taku. See also the letter of Timotheus I, the Katholikos, on biblical studies in the ninth century, ed. by Oscar Braun, in Oriens Christianus, i, 1901, p. 305, and O. Eissfeldt in ThLZ 1949, col. 598.
served as a basis also for the Karaites' emphasis on the inspired Torah interpretation of their own teachers. Verse 18 of the Psalm runs: 'Unveil my eyes that I may behold wonderful things out of Thy Law'. That this verse asks for enlightenment for the right interpretation of the Torah is very obvious when one takes into consideration the already mentioned verses of the Psalmist on the Torah as a gracious gift from God. In Qumran this verse is quite clearly regarded and used in such a sense. The Hadayoth-poet, paraphrasing the Psalm passage, asks: 'How can I see unless thou unveilst my eyes?' And in the Manual xi, 3, a paraphrase of this verse, explained by the idea of enlightenment, runs: 'God has revealed his light from the source of his knowledge and my eye has beheld the wonders of it.'

The same interpretation occurs in Karaites literature. In his commentary on the Ten Commandments, an earlier Karait teacher, Rabbi Nissi ben-Noah, says:

'The Wisdom, which comes from the Torah of the living God, is ... read by both the wicked and the righteous, but they differ in their interpretations of it, for already (King) David (the Psalmist) said: the knowledge is too wonderful for me. Unveil my eyes in order that I may behold wonderful things out of Thy law.'

(b) The contrasting of the 'true interpreter of the Torah' (משרידי עם פסוקים) with the 'preacher of lies', possessed by Beliya'al, shows such strong similarity both in style and substance with the same kind of contrast made by the Karaites that there can be no doubt of an influence of Qumran on the Karaites.

---

1 See Wieder, loc. cit. 105, 106.
2 See Targum on Ps cxix 18: נלך עineTransform פסוקים מאורעニック means 'wonders', but because of its kinship with ושיר 열ש 'exposition' it has obviously been taken to mean 'wondrous things of the exposition of Thy Torah'. Cf. also J. L. Seeligmann, in VT Suppl. ii, 1953, p. 178, n. 9, who remarks: 'das hier der Midrash als Exegese vorausgesetzt ist'.

3 Hadayoth xviii, 19: אין עטוף אבל מהנה פסוקים. Exactly the same phrasing we find in a late Midrash to this verse of the Psalm where we read: David said: Master of the world, unveil my eyes that I may behold wondrous things of Thy Torah—for if you do not unveil my eyes—how shall I know ... (Ps. cxix, 18) This shows that the same sources must have been known and used by Rabbanite authors too. See above, n. 7 and n. 11.

4 מברך עטרה משיח אורי. הבששתאויי רבע ציון.

5 S. Pinsker, Likute Kaddanayet, App. p. 10: 'The question is whether the Messiah arrives by spiritual circumcision, by spiritual circumcision, or by spiritual circumcision with spiritual circumcision, or by spiritual circumcision.'

6 Posher Hab. x. 9 בושר חק הקדמיאית.
In the scrolls of Qumran it is said of the true teacher: God has given wisdom to his heart that he may interpret all the words of his servants, the prophets;² that he may enlighten the many,³ to guide them in knowledge and to give them insight into wondrous mysteries and into the truth.⁴ On the other hand the false teacher, ‘the man of derision’,⁵ poured out for Israel waters of lies and made them go astray in the pathless desert.⁶ For the false interpreters of the Torah ‘expounded it with smooth falseness and made the righteous become wicked;⁷ and the counsel of Beliya’al was in their hearts,⁸ because they uttered smooth words and they tumbled without understanding . . . ‘They meditated thoughts of Beliya’al to make Thy people exchange Thy Torah . . . for smooth words . . . They kept the draught of knowledge from the thirsty. . . . And they came to inquire of Thee from the mouth of false prophets, seduced by error. For they spoke of the vision of knowledge that it is not right’.⁹

The same contrast, between the true teacher, whose eyes God illumined and to whom he gave knowledge, understanding and reason, and the false teacher, the son of Beliya’al, to whom God gave neither knowledge nor reason nor understanding and whose ‘coarse knowledge’ led him to fall into meaningless interpretations of the Torah, we find also among the Karaïtes:

‘The wise is a man to whom God gave knowledge, reason, understanding, whose eyes he illumined with insight into the Scriptures. . . He did not err and did not cause to err . . .’ The son of Beliya’al is a man to whom God gave no knowledge, no reason, no understanding and no insight, and he erred and caused to err.¹⁰

If we now turn to the Song of the Vine, we see that all the important elements of this teaching about the inspired, true interpretation of the Torah, which was held in Qumran and shared

---

¹ Pesher Hab. ii, 8–9.
³ Manual ix, 16:
⁴ Wieder, op. cit. p. 104, quotes a similar expression from Karaïte literature as the basis for ‘writings of derision’, where the reference is to Rabbinic writings.
⁵ Zad. Doc. i, 14–15.
⁶ Zad. Doc. i, 16–19:
⁷ Hodayoth vi 22:
⁸ Hodayoth iv, 17:
⁹ Pinsker, op. cit. p. 101: . . . but the understanding of the tongue is not the tongue alone. . . . But the understanding of the tongue is not the tongue alone. . . . But the understanding of the tongue is not the tongue alone. . . . But the understanding of the tongue is not the tongue alone. . . . But the understanding of the tongue is not the tongue alone. . . . But the understanding of the tongue is not the tongue alone. . . . But the understanding of the tongue is not the tongue alone. . . . But the understanding of the tongue is not the tongue alone. . . . But the understanding of the tongue is not the tongue alone. . . . But the understanding of the tongue is not the tongue alone.
by the Karaites, are included and expressed in this poetical song, both in style and substance.

The true teachers, according to Ben Asher, are ‘the perfect of the vine’ (דְּוָתָה תַּחְתָּה); their knowledge comes to them by divine inspiration, for they are the ‘heirs of the prophets’ (יְרָשׁ הָבוֹא לָא יָשָׁה), they possess ‘knowledge of understanding’ (דִּינְרַי בְּעָד), and are ‘uttering mysteries’ (דִּיןְרַי צְרִיכָה) from their heart, full of understanding wisdom (לְבָכָה מִשְׁכָּל חָכְמָה) like a flowing brook (בְּעָד חָכְמָה). They founded the exposition of the Scriptures (יְרָשׁ מֵרוֹא מִדָּרְר) ‘without turning aside from the (right) way’ (כִּי לְאֶפֶס מַרְרָא) in order to make just the many (לְהַצְּדֵיקוּ מַרוֹדִּי). The terms מַרְרוֹדִּי and מַדְּרִים are standard terms of Qumran. The image of flowing waters for uttering mysteries—which means wondrous interpretations of the Torah—is biblical, but it became a central concept at Qumran, where we already have the combined term of ‘mashkeh da’ath’ which is not to be found in OT literature.

The phrase: ‘They founded (יְרָשׁ) the exposition of the Torah by their faithfulness’ (בֵּ’ם בִּעְנָן מִדָּרְר) is noteworthy because of the combination of ‘yasad’ with knowledge, a combination we find for the first time at Qumran.

We have shown here the close ties—both terminological and theological—that link Ps. cxix and the Qumran writings with Karaites teaching and literature. We have demonstrated the affinities of the ‘Song of the Vine’—in style and thought—with the Psalm and with Qumran. But there are in the Song two other affinities with the Psalm which deserve proper attention. This is especially so because they are concerned with the signi-
ficance of two basic elements in Ben-Asher’s conception of the ‘ta’ame mikrā’, namely, its aesthetic value as far as the proper pronunciation and correct intonation of the words are concerned and its intellectual importance for the true understanding and right interpretation of the text. Moreover, these two basic elements also constitute the essence of Ben Asher’s description of the ‘ta’ame mikrā’ in his famous Colophon which actually forms the counterpart in prose to his poem (cf. p. 95).

The first and foremost of these two affinities is the term ‘ta’ame mikrā’. ‘Ta’am’ has a number of meanings: taste,1 intelligence,2 command,3 reason or cause,4 sense or meaning,5 accent or intonation.6 Ben-Asher seems to have been the first to create the combined term of ‘ta’ame mikrā’. And it is Ben-Asher too who—in the Song and especially in the Colophon—united the basic meanings of ‘ta’am’—taste and tone, sense and sound—to form the new term ‘ta’ame mikrā’, including all its exegetical and phonetic implications.

In doing so he must again have had in mind Psalm cxix. One verse of this Psalm runs:

Teach me good judgment and knowledge,
for I have faith in thy commandments.7

The ‘good judgment’ (משה דבש) the Psalmist is praying for was certainly taken to mean, probably after the intention of the Psalmist himself, understanding of the right interpretation of the Torah.8 The Psalmist attributes his worthiness to be granted this intellectual ability to his faithfulness (狎יאאימ) to the commandments (חקלא). The same idea we find in Ben-Asher’s Song, when he says:

1 Ex. xvi, 31.
2 Prov. xxvi, 16.
3 Jonah iii, 7.
4 Sir xxv, 16, עשו אתב without any cause or reason. compare b. Sanhedrin 34a: אתרה אתב the reason of the sentence’, and b. Pesahim 119a: אתב the reasons of the Torah’.
5 b. ‘Abodah Zarah 18a: ביו נון ותל sens which make sense, sensible words’. b. Sanhedrin 34a: אתה אתב There are many meanings to one verse’.
6 Gen. Rabba xxxvi, 12: אתב ביו נון ותל (Neh viii, 8) ‘these are the intonations’. b. Megillah 3a and Rashi: אתב ביו נון ותל The division (of the text) by the accents—the intonations are called accents’. Here we already have the idea that the right accents contribute to the right understanding of the text. Ben Asher on his part elaborated it in detail stressing especially the aesthetic point of view.
7 Ps. cxix, 66.
8 In the Greek Bible משיח is rendered by χαριστησατε και наσιλαν ‘kindness and education.’
In their faithfulness (faithfulness) they founded the interpretation of the Bible, surrounded by commandments.

Ben-Asher’s stands for the Psalmist’s.

Now, it is the ‘ta’am-mikra’ which bring about a better understanding of the Torah. But in addition to their intellectual significance they also bring the aesthetic ‘delight’ of correct and beautiful intonation. Ben Asher therefore says:

As delights they established the accents of the Bible, in giving sense to it and in interpreting its word.

That by ‘delights’ he also refers to the phonetically correct pronunciation and the musically right intonation of the words can be seen from his Colophon. In the Colophon he says:

They founded them (the Biblical Scriptures) in their faithfulness by accents of reason (reason), by interpretation of the word, by a sweet (taste of the) palate and by the beauty of the expression.

‘Ta’am’ is here employed with all the shades of its various meanings. It is ‘reason’, ‘interpretation’ and ‘beautiful’ intonation.

Moreover, speaking of the ‘community of prophets’ who by divine inspiration ‘understand all hidden meanings’, he blends both concepts, the intellectual one of ‘understanding’ and the aesthetical one of ‘beautifying’, into one by saying that these inspired teachers are ‘beautifying the mysteries of wisdom’. Thus ‘Ta’am’ with its two separate meanings is here defined by a phrase combining them into one single concept. ‘Beautifying the mysteries’ means interpreting the Bible by the beautifying ta’am-mikra.

That this combined concept of Ben-Asher is based on the above quoted verse of Ps. cxix becomes obvious when we consider the expression he uses for ‘beautifying’ which as an adjective (right) means both ‘good’ (or right) and ‘beautiful’. Ben-Asher made use of this double—a intellectual and aesthetical—meaning of good and formed this unusual grammatical form of it not to be found in Hebrew else-

---

1 See Pesher Hab. ii 6-9 2 who will not believe when they hear all that [will come to pass in] the last generation from the mouth of the priest whom God has given in [the heart wisdom] to interpret all the words of his Servants, the Prophets.

... cf Manual v. 111 They did not inquire into his Statutes to know their hidden meaning.

... cf Manual v. 111 They did not inquire into his Statutes to know their hidden meaning.
where. But the source of this ‘ambiguous’ expression is to be found in our quoted Psalm verse.

The Psalmist prays for רֶפֶּה שֶׁפֶּה; Targum renders these words by שֶׁפֶּה מִכְּרָא שֶׁפֶּה; and Ben-Asher, then, phrases his definition of מִכְּרָא שֶׁפֶּה by playing on the two meanings of both שֶׁפֶּה and שֶׁפֶּה means here for him sense and sound; and שֶׁפֶּה equally means right sense and beautiful sound. In this way the strange phrase turns out to be an ingenious feat of blending two different categories of concepts into one covering a special idea.

That שֶׁפֶּה are a delight (שֶׁפֶּה שֶׁפֶּה) he also borrowed from our Psalm. The term שֶׁפֶּה occurs several times in this Psalm, and always as a designation of the Torah. For Ben-Asher it might have had the association of a delightful sound of the words too.

So there is a direct line from Psalm cxix through Qumran to the Karaites and to Ben-Asher. The fact that at the end of the Song the poet speaks of the ‘lights they dedicated at the fall of the Greeks’ cannot be used as an argument against Ben-Asher having been a Karaita. True, the Karaites do not acknowledge Hanukkah as an established festival. But they do not ignore the historical event. In the poem the author only refers to the event of the dedication of lights after the victory. He does not speak of any established festival.

10. THE BEN ASHER TEXT OF THE BIBLE

From the fact that a Bible text established by Karaites was accepted as authoritative throughout Jewry, by Rabbanites and Karaites alike, we must conclude that this acceptance must have taken place at a time when the relations between the two parties had not yet come to the critical stage that we know existed at a later time. But we must also conclude that the text as fixed by the Tiberian Masoretes was regarded as such a supreme achievement that it was beyond comparison. In addition we must remember that the Masoretes of Tiberias called themselves the men of faith who concealed nothing of what was given to them, who added nothing to what had been transmitted to them; they call themselves the God-inspired guardians

---

1 Comp. b.’Abodah Zarah 20b and J. Levy s. v. שֶׁפֶּה in his dictionaries to Talmud and Targum.
2 See Ps cxix, 16, 24, 47, 70, 77, 92, 143, 174.
3 See Moshe Zucker, in Tarbiyya xxvii, 1957, p. 70.
of tradition, who have made the Twenty-four Books of Holy Scripture great and strong, who have added explanatory accents and thus regulated the reading, and by adding the vocalization have provided a clear guidance to the pronunciation with sweet palate and beauty of speech. Their work, as Moshe b. Asher insists at the end, is meant for the whole of Israel.

Such assurances of the Masoretes, to the effect that they confined themselves in their work to passing on what had been transmitted to them, naturally made an impression also in non-Karaite Jewish circles. The Karaite Masoretes had established a reputation for being the experts on Bible texts and what they had achieved was undoubtedly imposing. Until they began to be regarded as suspect, their work was well received and the Bible text as fixed by them was accepted. We must remember that at the time when Moshe b. Asher completed his Codex of the Prophets in Tiberias, Sa’adya, who waged a sharp controversy against the Karaites, was still in Egypt and, according to the new chronology of his life was not more than thirteen years of age. When about ten years or so later he had to flee from Egypt, his native country, he may have met in Tiberias Moshe b. Asher and his son Aaron, the prominent Masoretes. We do not hear anything about that, but it is very likely that it was so, as he wrote his sharp attack against the Ben Asher Masoretes to which I have referred. The Masoretes of Tiberias may have been the first Karaite whom he met. As the polemical Piut of which certain specimens are found in the Geniza did not diminish the respect the Rabbanites had for the text of the Bible established by the Masoretes from Tiberias, we may conclude with certainty that this text of the Bible was adopted by the Rabbanites long before Sa’adya’s polemic against the Karaites began. But Sa’adya’s polemic resulted in the fact that all information about the Tiberian Masoretes and the text created by them was more and more suppressed. That Sa’adya should already have written in Egypt polemical books against the Karaites is hardly possible.

The other Ben-Asher Codex is the manuscript of the whole Bible which until recently was kept in the Synagogue of the Sephardic Jews in Aleppo but disappeared during the struggle between Arabs and Jews in 1948. It was impossible to ascertain whether it had been burnt together with the Synagogue or whether it had been preserved in part or completely. But now it has been rediscovered. Ishak Ben-Zvi, the President of the State of Israel,
has reported that the greater part of the Codex is again in safety, and photos of two pages (Is. xi and Dt. xxxii) have been published besides the page which had been published in 1887 by Wm. Wickes of which the original is now lost, by Ishak Ben-Zvi in the periodical *Sinai* (סנים), vol. xliii, 1958; pp. 5-13:

This Codex has generally been identified with the text to which Maimonides referred when he wrote:¹

And as I have noticed a great confusion in all the books which I have seen concerning these matters, and also the Masoretes who have written and composed treatises to enumerate the Setumot and Petuchot differ from each other in these matters because of the divergences in the books on which they relied, I have thought it expedient to set down here all Parashas of the Torah, the closed and the open ones and the forms of poems, so that according to them all books may be ordered and corrected. And the book on which we rely in these matters is the book which is known in Old Cairo (מגיד), which contains all the 24 books, which was kept in Jerusalem many years ago, so that from it all books might be corrected; everyone is accustomed to rely on this book because it was corrected (לך שבירה) and all details were fixed in it (ורכוזה) by Ben Asher over the course of many years and he corrected it many times, so it is reported, and I have relied on it in the book of the Torah which I have written according to his directions.

From a commentary which Sa'adya b. David al-'Adeni wrote between 1478 and 1484 on Maimonides' *Yad ha-Hazaqa* we learn that the Aleppo Codex must have been in Aleppo at any rate during the middle of the fifteenth century and must have been regarded as the one which Maimonides referred to when he wrote his notice quoted above: We read in the commentary:

The book to which the Gaon refers is still to-day in the city of Şoba, i.e. Haleb (Aleppo). It is called *the Crown*. It is written on parchment, three columns to the page. At the end is written: 'I am Aaron b. Asher, who has corrected it' . . . and I have myself seen it and read in it . . .²

---

¹ See Maimonides, 'Yad ha-Hazaqa, Hilkhot Sefer Tora', Chapter 8, *Masoretien des Westens*, vol. i, p. 11.

² It was Dr. Naftali Wieder who drew my attention to this commentary. A part of it is preserved in the Bodleian MS Hunt 572. The notice given above in translation reads on fol. 138v in the original (in the original Pedleian MS Huntington 448) reads: 'all corrections that have been made are written in the margins of this book'. The reference is to Aaron b. Asher and is in the name of this writer and places and other places. The codex is the one written in Jewish script.
Otherwise we know nothing of a colophon written by Ben Asher. But we do know of an important notice at the end of the Codex which gives us the following information: The consonantal text of the Codex was written by Shelomo b. Buya’a. Aaron b. Asher had carefully provided the text with punctuation and Masora. A wealthy Karaite from Baṣra, Israel b. Simha b. Sa’adya b. Ephraim, bequeathed the Codex to the Karaite community in Jerusalem. There it was to be kept under the special care of two Karaite princes, Yoshiya and Yechezkiya, the sons of the Karaite prince Shelomo b. David b. Boaz. These princes were to appoint a reliable man in Jerusalem to look after the Codex on the spot. During the three great Jewish feasts, Passover, Pentecost and Tabernacles, the Codex was to be brought out and from it the lessons were to be read publicly. Furthermore, every serious scholar, whether Rabbanite or Karaite, was to be given opportunity to consult the Codex for the purpose of correcting other MSS from it, but no one was really to be entitled to study it. The Codex was only to be made accessible in the presence of the reliable man who was in charge of the Codex.

Shelomo b. Buya’a was a famous copyist in the first half of the tenth century. A Torah MS in Leningrad written by him, and provided with punctuation and Masora by his brother Ephraim, was finished in 929. It is very likely that the Aleppo Codex was finished at much the same time.

The note recording the donation of the Codex to the Karaite princes in Jerusalem gives no date. But we can fix the time approximately by the period of office of the Karaite princes mentioned. David b. Boaz, the grandfather of the two princes, to whose care the Codex was entrusted, was a well-known Karaite author who still held the office of Karaite Nasi in the year 993 A.D. when he wrote a commentary on Koheleth. His son Shelomo held the office of Karaite Nasi in 1016, as can be seen from a colophon in which his two sons Yoshiya and Yechezkiya are both mentioned.

1 See the report of Jacob Berlin in the Hebrew periodical תודעה 1863, pp. 16, 23; Jacob Saphir in the report about his travel, ידיע עשה vol. i, Lück, 1866, p. 121; A. E. Harkavy in דברי אהרן ברכיה no. 6, 1893, p. 7.
2 I have published and translated this notice according to the best sources in Masoretien des Westens, vol. i, pp. 3 f.
3 No. 17 in the 2nd Firkowitch Collection in Leningrad, see Masoretien des Westens, vol. i, pp. 58 ff.
5 No. 225 of the 2nd Firkowitch Collection in Leningrad, see Masoretien des Westens, vol. i, pp. 67 ff, where I published the Colophon.
The sons themselves are mentioned as holding the office of Nasi in Jerusalem in 1042 and in Cairo in 1055 and 1062. They must therefore have changed their residence between 1042 and 1055. As it was suggested that the princes should appoint a representative in Jerusalem, it is very likely that they were already living in Cairo when the Codex was bequeathed to the Karaites in Jerusalem or at least that they had decided to move there.

A note on the first page of the Codex reads:

אַנְטֵךְ הַחַמָּם אֲלַאָפָטְכַּאֵךְ מֹטִיב יְדוֹשִׁלְמָא פִּירְ הוֹקְר...לֶקְחָל מְרֵירִמְ לַכְּלָה יִרְשֶׁלֶם...

According to the law of restoration of the booty from Jerusalem, the holy city, it was transferred to the community of Old Cairo, the Jerusalem Synagogue.

'Booty of Jerusalem' refers to those things seized by the Crusaders when they took Jerusalem on July 15th 1099. The seized MSS were released a few years later by King Baldwin. We hear of a thanksgiving service in Jerusalem held on July 13th 1106 in the Synagogue of 'Anan, the founder of Karaism, on the occasion of the release of the seized books.

It is probable that about the same time the codices belonging to the Rabbanites were also released. Many of the seized books were taken to Egypt. We have seen that the Codex of the Prophets written in 895 by Moshe b. Asher was handed over to the Karaite community in Cairo. Now we learn that the Aleppo Codex of a later date was transferred to Old Cairo and handed over to the Jerusalem Synagogue, which, it seems, belonged to the Rabbanites.

2 Cf. Masoreten des Westens vol. i, p. 9; Saphir loc. cit., p. 17v prints erroneously פָּרָשִׁים instead of פָּרָשָׁה which does not make sense, so it was taken as פָּרָשָׁה to mean with the consent (of the princes). The correct reading is to be found in פָּרֶשֶׁה and with Harkavy loc. cit., p. 8.
3 The note is to be found in a Torah scroll belonging to the Karaites and published by Harkavy in the periodical פִּינְצֶל 1875, p. 47 f. Cf. J. Mann, The Jews in Egypt and Palestine, vol. i, p. 900, n. 1. I gave a translation of the passage in Masoreten des Westens, vol. i, p. 10. Mann’s doubts of the genuineness of the note (cf. Texts and Studies, vol. ii, p. 137), are unfounded; the date is given as 1037 after the destruction of the temple (=A.D. 1104), 1413 Sel.
4 See above p. 94.
II. Chr. D. Ginsburg and Seligman Baer

Another Biblical codex connected with the name of Ben Asher is the Leningrad Codex B 19a. That this codex was copied in Old Cairo (םירע) in 1008 (or 1009), ‘from the corrected clear books prepared by the master Aaron b. Moshe b. Asher’,¹ is expressly stated by the copyist Samuel b. Jacob himself.² For Christian David Ginsburg there was no doubt that this codex was a copy of the Aleppo Codex. He writes:³

In the year 1009, that is, three or four years after it was conveyed to the Jerusalem Congregation at Cairo and most probably in the life-time of the first Trustees, a certain Samuel b. Jacob copied this Standard Codex of Ben-Asher for Meborak Ibn Osdad. This very important copy is now in the Imperial Public Library at St. Petersburg. The name of the Scribe, the place where the copy was made, the honoured person for whom it was transcribed and the date on which it was finished are all most minutely given in the Epigraph of the MS. They are written in the same hand-writing as the MS itself.

But we have seen that the Aleppo Codex was given to the Karaite Community in Jerusalem in the middle of the eleventh century, and that it was brought over to Egypt some years after 1100. In 1897, when Ginsburg wrote his Introduction, nothing was known of the time of the Karaite princes mentioned in the colophon, and he misunderstood the notice on the first page of the codex on account of Saphir’s mistake in reading it.⁴ Ginsburg’s reconstruction is therefore wrong, and we have only the following alternatives: either the Aleppo Codex was in Egypt before it was given to the Karaites in Jerusalem, and afterwards was brought back to Egypt at the beginning of the twelfth century, or the Leningrad Codex was copied from other Ben Asher Codices which were in Egypt about 1000 and which later disappeared.⁵ Ben Asher certainly prepared several MSS of the Hebrew Biblical text with punctuation and Masora. Besides, Samuel b. Jacob, who copied the Leningrad Codex, declares expressly that he had copied the Codex from several correct and clear codices which had been prepared by the master Aaron b.

¹ Cf. Catalog der hebräischen Bibelhandschriften . . . Ed. Harkavy and Strack, 1875, pp. 269 and 269.
² The Hebrew words are: נטנברים יבשומן יתבוגים רואים על אף הזה לפי הזה ואינו נטנברים יבשומן יתבוגים רואים על אף הזה לפי הזה ואינו
³ Cf. his Introduction, pp. 243 f.
⁴ See p. 109, note 2.
⁵ If such a MS loses its last page it is difficult to recognize it as a Ben Asher Codex.
Moshe ben Asher. If we compare the facsimile of the Aleppo Codex published by Wickes (Gen. xxvi, 34–xxvii, 30) with the Leningrad Codex as printed in the Biblia Hebraica, we find in the punctuation only two differences: at Gen. xxvii, 23 the latter codex reads קָנָּה instead of קָנָה, which is also the reading of both codices elsewhere (Gen. xxvi, 12; xxvii, 27), and at Gen. xxvii, 1, the Aleppo Codex has clearly קָנָה with Metheg, which is missing in the Leningrad Codex not only here but in all the other places where the word occurs (Isa. xxi, 3; xxxiii, 15; xliv, 18; Hab. i, 13; Ps. lxix, 24; cxix, 37). Besides, in six places Metheg is inserted where it is missing in the Aleppo Codex, though this may be explained by the fact that Kittel added some Methegs which were not found in the MS. The differences in the Masoretic notes are greater: two notes of the Leningrad Codex are missing in the Aleppo Codex, and twenty-four of the Aleppo Codex in the Leningrad Codex. This could hardly be explained if the Aleppo Codex was the original of the Leningrad Codex. We must therefore draw the conclusion that the Leningrad Codex and the Aleppo Codex were each copied from different originals worked out by Aaron b. Asher; as we find far more Masoretic notes in the margin of the Aleppo Codex it is more than likely that Aaron b. Asher added in the course of time more masoretic notes to his text of the Bible. Maimonides had heard that Ben Asher had been occupied for many years with the Aleppo Codex and that he had corrected it many times.

It is well known that the genuineness of the two Ben Asher Codices has been disputed. William Wickes, who published the facsimile of one page of the Aleppo Codex mentioned above and who investigated some other readings of the Codex known to him, writes:

From these few test-passages we may conclude that the statement assigning this Codex to Ben Asher is a fabrication, merely introduced to enhance the value of the same—and that the whole long epigraph with the list of Qaraite names (showing it to be of Qaraite origin), &c., is untrustworthy and undeserving of serious notice.

Adolf Neubauer published facsimiles of two pages of the Cairo Ben Asher Codex of the Prophets. It was clear to him that the text of that Codex was in general the same as that of the Aleppo Codex,

1 Cf. A Treatise on the Accentuation of the Twenty-One so-called Prose Books of the Old Testament, Oxford, 1887, p. IX.
of which Wickes had declared that it had nothing to do with Ben Asher. So he writes:¹

But from the mode of accentuation in this MS Drs. S. Baer and Wickes both concluded that it could not have been pointed by a Masorete of the Ben Asher school, the accentuation being against the rules laid down by Ben Asher.

Paul de Lagarde, after having seen the facsimile published by Wickes, writes—I translate the passage:²

According to this (facsimile) the Codex comes from Germany and was written in the fourteenth century, therefore it is worthless for research purposes. I would suggest comparison with the Dresden Codex of the 72n, which was once made available to me at my house, and with plate No. 41 of the Oriental Series of the Palaeographical Society. It should, however, be borne in mind that the facsimile given by Wickes is greatly reduced in size.

To begin with Lagarde: I have not seen the Dresden Codex. Plate 41 of the Oriental Series of the Palaeographical Society presents a facsimile of a Cambridge Codex written in 1345 in Germany. But this Codex is completely different and has nothing whatsoever to do with the Aleppo Codex. Plate 40, however, containing a facsimile of the MS Harl 5720 of the British Museum is similar to it, being described by Ginsburg as one of the oldest Hebrew Biblical MSS of the British Museum; he dates it between 1100 and 1120.³ Lagarde’s condemnation of the Aleppo Codex can be explained only by assuming that he mistook the description of one plate for that of the other.

Neubauer had no judgment of his own in the matter and did not dare say anything against the authority of men like Wickes and Baer. That Wickes depended on Baer’s authority in his condemnation of the Aleppo Codex is beyond doubt. Already in his earlier book of 1881 he had acknowledged his ‘obligation to Dr. Baer as a personal friend’.⁴ In his later book of 1887 he writes in the preface:

I have once more to express my obligation to my friend Dr. Baer for the valuable assistance which he has willingly rendered

³ His Introduction, p. 435.
me. His familiar acquaintance with the Masora, a department of study in which he ranks *facile princeps*—has been of special service to me.

Wickes was so strongly influenced by Baer that he even took over from him the typical Jewish animosity against the Karaites. It is therefore Baer with whom I have to deal here.

Seligman Baer (1825–97) in his early youth seems to have been in contact with Wolf Heidenheim (1757–1832). In any case he inherited some of his MSS and continued his work. They were both convinced that all Masora had been written in order to confirm a Hebrew Biblical text similar to that published by Jacob ben Chaiyim in the second Rabbinic Bible (Venice 1524–25). Generally speaking they both took this text to be identical with the text of Aaron Ben Asher, but they thought that they would be able to improve it with the help of the Masora and to bring it nearer to the ideal Ben Asher text. They actually knew a great deal of Masora and were so devoted to its study that one can almost regard them as in a way continuing the work of the Masoretes, as the last Masoretes. The method used by them consisted in eliminating all difficulties, smoothing out the differences and arriving at a unity in which they saw the 'correct' text of the Hebrew Bible. Their method may be illustrated by two examples.

1. After I had published my article about the traditional pronunciation of Hebrew and the punctuation of the Masoretes, in which I showed amongst other things that in the liturgical fragments provided with Palestinian punctuation the suffix of the 2nd person masc. sing. is always -ak and not -eka, as vocalized in the Masora, I received a letter from Professor D. Simonsen of Copenhagen in which he pointed out to me that a remnant of the pronunciation -ak instead of -eka still remains in liturgical poetry, for instance in Selihot where the old editions of the German-Polish Mahzor read: לְנַעֲמֶן &c., and only W. Heidenheim (after 1803) introduced עַנָּמָן, the form of the suffix in accordance with the Masoretes.  

2. In his book *Masora et Mishné*, Rödelheim 1808, Heidenheim had pointed out the rules for setting Metheg in Hebrew Biblical MSS. Baer published a German edition of these rules in his article 'Die Metheg-Setzung nach ihren überliefernten Gesetzen dargestellt'.

---

Franz Delitzsch, who prepared the article for publication, wrote an introductory notice to it. These rules had been worked out by Heidenheim and Baer from late Hebrew Biblical MSS which were the only ones at their disposal. But they were both firmly convinced that they had found the very rules according to which Ben Asher himself had fixed the correct reading of the text. On the authority of men like Franz Delitzsch these rules were generally adopted and faithfully taken over into our Hebrew grammars. Even a critical scholar like Gotthelf Bergsträßer included them in his Hebrew Grammar and illustrated them with some specimens added by himself from the Ben Chaiyim text. When he visited me in Giessen in the spring of 1923, we discussed this part of his Grammar and I asked him whether he had ever studied a Hebrew Biblical MS. ‘No’ was the answer. Thereupon I showed him some photographs of ancient Hebrew Biblical MSS in none of which these elaborate rules for the use of Metheg were observed. He was somewhat surprised and declared that he had not realized that what he had written in his grammar about the use of the Metheg was worthless (‘Makulatur’).

Baer used to regard the Hebrew Bible MSS which did not set Metheg in accordance with the rules worked out by Heidenheim and himself as not belonging to the school of Ben Asher. Hence his condemnation of the Ben Asher Codices.

The methods followed by Baer in dealing with Masoretic material can best be illustrated by the way in which he made his editions. Aaron b. Asher, under the title Dikduke ha Ṭeʾamim, had composed rules for reading and cantillating the text of the Hebrew Bible. Baer edited these rules together with H. L. Strack. But Strack only contributed some bibliographical notes and copies of Masoretic MSS which he had seen and copied a few years previously in St. Petersburg. All the problems of editing the text were left to Baer. Strack was content to share the ‘honour’ of the edition. The title of the joint edition is typical:

Die Dikduke ha-Ṭeʾamim des Ahron ben Moscheh ben Ascher und andere grammatisch-massorethische Lehrstücke zur Feststellung eines richtigen Textes der hebräischen Bibel, mit Benutzung zahlreicher Handschriften zum ersten Male voll-

1 Some parts of his Grammar are published as 29th edition of Wilhelm Gesenius’ Hebräische Grammatik. The first fascicle was published in Leipzig in 1918. As to the criticism of the traditional setting of Metheg, see Rudolf Meyer in his new Hebrew grammar (Sammlung Göschen, Berlin 1952) §16, 2.

Baer did not aim at making a critical edition of the treatise composed by Aaron b. Asher. He had collected Masoretic material of various kinds, written at different times, in order to make it the basis of a ‘correct’ text of the Hebrew Bible. The problem how far such multifarious material could be attributed to Ben Asher did not trouble him. The rules composed by Ben Asher certainly refer to the Ben Asher text and not to the Ben Chaiyim text. But Baer supposed the entire material to be a unity, and as the texts collected by him agreed neither with each other nor with the text which he believed to be the text of Ben Asher, he selected from them what he regarded as ‘correct’, and what differed he declared to be ‘corrupt’, ‘incomplete’ or ‘in confusion’.

We can hardly agree that with such methods old and difficult Masoretic texts can be edited satisfactorily. Yet it is typical of Baer. Strack was a compiler rather than a critical scholar; he raised no objection to these methods of his colleague.

But Baer did not confine himself to selecting from the material at his disposal what he regarded as being ‘correct’. He also freely altered readings of his MSS if they did not offer what he took to be ‘correct’. In Bonn we came across a very drastic example of Baer’s methods. In the preface to the edition of the Dikduke ha-Te’amim a Masoretic compendium is mentioned, called ‘Adat Deborim’ and composed by a certain Joseph of Constantinople. It was available to him in a copy made by Strack in Leningrad, and the Leningrad MS dated 1207 is the only one we know. The author of this compendium had included the main parts of a treatise registering the slight differences of readings between Ben Asher and Ben Naftali, which treatise was composed by Michael b. ‘Uziel. Many fragments from this

1 In the notes to the text published by him remarks such as these can be found: ‘In den übrigen Codd. fehlen in einigen diese Sätze ganz, in andern sind bloss Trümmer davon erhalten’ (p. 5). ‘Von hier an sind in P die Sätze verworren; daher das folgende nach Cod. Cairo and Manuel’ (p. 7). ‘So dieser Satz richtig in K. In den andern Codd. corruptiert’. (p. 11). ‘So in T 21’ (p. 13) the readings of other Codices are not mentioned. ‘In den andern Texten fehlt dies alles . . . überhaupt herrscht in diesem Stücke grosse Verwirrung in den Vorlagen’ (p. 17). ‘Von hier und weiter die Zurechtstellung nach Man(uel) da in den andern Texten die gründ Confusion’ (p. 19).

2 Ginsburg advanced objections to Baer’s methods in his Introduction, pp. 278–85.

3 Cf. Dikduke . . . pp. xxi–xii f. The MS is now ‘Hebrew-Arabic, paper, 161’ of the 2nd Firkowitch Collection.

work are also in Leningrad. I had realized the importance of this text and suggested to one of my pupils, Lazar Lipschütz, that he should investigate and publish it. For this purpose we needed, in addition to the Geniza fragments of the text itself, the MS of ‘Adat Deborim. At my request the MS was sent from Leningrad to Bonn.

Baer had not only used Strack’s copy of this book for the edition of Diḳduḳe ha-Ṭe’amim, but also for the lists of the differences between the texts of Ben Asher and Ben Naftali, which he had added to the Biblical texts published by him and Franz Delitzsch. In the lists added to these editions since 1880, quotations from ‘Adat Deborim can be found in great numbers. Lipschütz’s investigation showed that hardly one of Baer’s quotations from this book agreed with the MS from which it had been taken. Baer had altered nearly all these quotations and had brought them into a form which he regarded as the ‘correct’ Ben Asher text, without saying a word of this somewhat strange method which he had adopted. Franz Delitzsch was so impressed by Baer’s great familiarity with the Masora that he completely omitted to make a critical examination of the methods adopted by him and thus gave his authority to Baer’s pseudo-editions.

Under the circumstances we need not wonder that William Wickes also was impressed by Baer’s acquaintance with the Masora to such an extent that he declared colophons of valuable old Biblical MSS to be fabrications, because the text of these MSS did not follow the rules which Baer believed to be those of Ben Asher; nor need we wonder that Neubauer did not dare to say anything against these authorities.

The book of Mishael b. ‘Uzziel on the differences between Ben Asher and Ben Naftali proved to be of great importance. From Geniza fragments preserved in Leningrad and Paris and from quotations in ‘Adat Deborim the whole text of the book could be restored. It was also possible to prove that ‘Adat

1 Liber Psalmorum. Textum Masoreticum accuratissime expressit, fontibus Masorae varie illustravit, notis criticis confirmavit S. Baer, Praefatua est edendi operis adjutor Franciscus Delitzsch Lipsiae 1880. See the preface by Delitzsch p. vi.
3 The fragments in Leningrad are in the and Firkowitz Collection, Arabic-Hebrew, paper, nos. 147–153. The Paris fragment is MS IX A. 3 of the Bibliothèque de l’Alliance Israélite Universelle. The first part of the book by Lazar Lipschütz was published as a Bonn thesis for 1937 under the title: Ben Asher—Ben Naftali. Der Bibeltext der tiberischen Masoreten. Eine Abhandlung des Mishael b. ‘Uzziel, veröffentlicht und
Deborim was written about 1060. Mishael's book, of which a great part had been incorporated in it, must have been older. It is very likely that it was composed as early as the tenth century, not long after the death of the two Masoretes, and Mishael is really very well informed about both of them. He knows, for instance, that both Masoretes occasionally fixed readings in their earlier years which they later altered.

Mishael begins by giving eight general rules for the differences of the two Masoretes and proceeds to give a list of more than 800 instances from all books of the Bible where all the little details are given in which Ben Asher and Ben Naftali differed from each other. The book is an excellent test for Ben Asher and Ben Naftali MSS at that early time.

A careful examination of the Leningrad Bible MS B 19a on the basis of these test passages showed that in about 95 per cent of the cases the MS presented exactly the readings given by Mishael as those of Aaron Ben Asher. The statement of the copyist Samuel b. Jacob that he had made his copy from MSS which go back to Aaron b. Asher was thus confirmed beyond doubt.

The British Museum MS Or 4445, containing a great part of the Pentateuch (Gen. xxxix, 20 to Deut. i, 33), is connected with the name of Ben Asher in so far as on the margin of the MS 'the great master Ben Asher' (מלמד大师 בן אש) is several times mentioned. Ginsburg had noticed that the vocalization of this MS differed from that of the text of Ben Chaiym and was older than it. But as he was convinced that Ben Chaiym had published the Ben Asher text, Ginsburg suggested that the consonantal text of the codex and the vocalization were written a hundred years before Ben Asher (820–850), and that the Masora was added in the time of Ben Asher, as his name is mentioned without the eulogistic formula (900–40); and G. Margoliouth, in the British Museum catalogue, adopted this somewhat bizarre suggestion. Ginsburg pointed out some features in the writing of the consonants to prove that the codex was written so early.

unternehmen. I saw in Bonn some printed sheets of the continuation of the book, but not the complete text. But I had a written copy of the whole book and had a few more photos made of the fragments from Leningrad. Some of the fragments which I was able to study while still in Bonn went astray in Leningrad during the last war.

1 I published a German translation of these eight rules in Masoreten des Westens ii, pp. 62–5.

But Ginsburg was not acquainted with really old Hebrew Biblical MSS, and so he did not know that the features pointed out by him are found in nearly all the known codices of the tenth and eleventh centuries. A careful examination of the British Museum Codex, of which we had a complete photograph in the Oriental Seminar in Bonn, showed that the codex had the readings given by Mishael b. 'Uzziel as those of Ahron b. Asher in his earlier period.

The third codex examined was the Cairo Codex of the Prophets written by Moshe b. Asher and finished in 895 in Tiberias. The result showed that this Codex never had the readings given by Mishael as being characteristic of Aaron b. Asher. It was clear that the little details of punctuation quoted by Mishael were worked out by the son, not by the father. The Cairo Ben Asher Codex represents a kind of text from which Aaron b. Asher started. The British Museum MS is a specimen of the development of the text in the earlier period of Ben Asher's activity; in the specimens from which the Leningrad Codex was copied we may have types of the Hebrew Biblical text in later periods of Ben Asher's activity. It is very likely that the Aleppo Codex is another type of this text, in which the Masora was further developed.

The fact that Mishael b. 'Uzziel composed his book on the differences between Ben Asher and Ben Naftali shows that in his time Moshe b. David b. Naftali was a highly esteemed Tiberian Masorete. In the Geniza remains I found quite a number of fragments of his text, and with the help of these fragments a number of MSS can be identified as containing a text fixed by this authority or later developments of such a text. It thus becomes possible to give a survey of the characteristics of this group of MSS. Only a few of these MSS, however, show all these characteristics. We see in general a tendency to assimilate this text to that fixed by Ben Asher.

On the other hand the Ben Asher text did not remain unaltered. It was influenced by the Ben Naftali text. The Masora always

---

1 See the facsimiles of fourteen Hebrew Bible MSS in Leningrad, dated between 999 and 1121, and published in Masoret en des Westens, i, plates 17–30.
2 See above pp. 91 ff.
3 How little of this Masorete was known in later times can be seen from the fact that Elia Levita called him a 'Babylonian' Masorete (cf. his Masoreth ha-Masoreth, ed. Ginsburg, London 1876, p. 114) and that even Ginsburg shared this error, cf. his Introduction, p. 267.
4 Cf. the chapter 'Der Bibeltext des Ben Naftali' in Masoreten des Westens, vol. ii, pp. 45–68.
tends to bring differences into unity. The result of this development is a kind of *textus receptus*, which although based on the Ben Asher text, must be regarded as a compromise between the two texts. This text begins to appear from about 1300 and is mostly to be found in MSS of the fourteenth and fifteenth centuries. Such MSS were the basis of the text which was printed in parts and as a whole, chiefly in Italy where the Psalms were the first to be published in Bologna in 1477; but in other countries also, for example, Spain (before 1492) and Portugal (before 1494), such editions of the *textus receptus* were published. The first complete edition of the Hebrew Bible was published in 1483 in Soncino (near Milan) by the Soncino printing press. The Bible published by the same printers in Brescia in 1494 had for the first time the Hebrew accents as well as the vowels. These printings made possible a distribution of the Hebrew Bible hitherto unthinkable. But the printings were mainly limited to reproducing some one or other Hebrew Bible MS in type-print. Lazarus Goldschmidt in his book published in 1950 is able to enumerate no less than 39 prints which had appeared up to the year 1518. Nineteen, nearly half of them, were collated by Ginsburg for his greater Bible edition. These early Bible prints have a certain value as incunabula. They show how in ever-increasing measure the people tried to conquer the difficulties of the Hebrew type-print. They are sometimes beautifully decorated, but from the point of view of textual criticism they have no value. To-day we not only have at our disposal the same MSS as these printers had, but much older and more reliable ones.

Also the Bible text which Jacob b. Chaiyim published in the second Rabbinic Bible, brought out by Daniel Bomberg at Venice in 1524–25 and for centuries accepted as the authentic Bible text, is essentially nothing but a carefully prepared form of the *textus receptus*. That represents its value. Obviously Jacob b. Chaiyim tried to endow it with splendour by adding on its margins the comments of the Masora. He was enthusiastic about this Masora and proud of the achievement. But the Masoretic material which he was able to assemble with the means put at his disposal by Daniel Bomberg was not very satisfactory. "There was not a house where there was not someone dead" (Ex. xii, 30)

---

is applied by him to the Masoretic notes he had found in the manuscripts at his disposal. Jacob boasts of being the first for a long time who had made a special study of the Masoretic material. He is proud of having been able to supplement the incomplete statements of his texts and to correct the faulty ones. He is convinced that he had obtained reliable material for a standard version of the Bible text.

The development, however, really took place in the opposite way. The Masoretic textus receptus was fixed long before Jacob b. Chajiyim attempted to compile a correct Masora from imperfect and disparate material; the Masora became correct only when it was adapted to the Masoretic textus receptus, in other words when it was brought into agreement with the text which it should have supported.

But there are two impressions of the Hebrew Bible made at the beginning of the sixteenth century which differ from those mentioned above, in so far as their editors tried to prepare scholarly editions of the Hebrew text of the Bible and to produce a critical text of the Bible with the help of old and reliable MSS. They were based on the methods according to which classical texts were edited in those days.

The two editions were edited by Jewish scholars who, after their conversion to Christianity, had supplemented their Jewish learning by thorough study in the humanistic schools, and who now endeavoured to apply their newly acquired knowledge in editing the Hebrew Bible. Both editions are dedicated to Pope Leo X, a son of Lorenzo de Medici who had a real interest in such projects. The texts in question are the one prepared by Felix Pratensis for the first Rabbinic Bible published by Daniel Bomberg in Venice, and the one printed in the Complutensian Polyglot in Alcalá in Spain.

12. Felix Pratensis

Felix Pratensis must have become a Christian about 1506 soon after the death of his father who was, we are told, a learned Rabbi. He joined the Order of the Augustinian Hermits at Prato near Florence—hence his name—and here it seems that he thoroughly studied the classical languages.¹ He is described

¹ In Felix Ossinger's Bibliotheca Augustiniana, Ingolstadt, 1718, p. 716, we find the following notice regarding him: a Prato, Felix, natione Hebræus, Alumnus Provinciae Pisarum, Filius Coenobii Pratensis, vixit Saeculo 16. S. Theologiae Magister, ex famoso
as trium linguarum scientia ac solida eruditione ornatus. As a teacher of theology he must have been outstandingly efficient in his Order: adeo in hac scientia profecit ut inter omnes Doctores Theologos similern suo tempore habuerit neminem. His Latin translation of the Psalms made on the basis of the Hebrew text was acclaimed as a great achievement and went through many editions. When it was first published in 1515 it was approved by the Pope himself.¹

In Venice Felix had made the acquaintance of Daniel Bomberg,² a wealthy and educated Christian merchant from Antwerp who had settled in Venice. Felix had taught him some Hebrew and had aroused his general interest in Hebrew language and literature. He had suggested to him the setting up of a large Hebrew printing press and Bomberg had agreed. The first licence was granted by the Senate of Venice in 1515. As Bomberg was very wealthy the printing press could be started in a big way. In the course of the next decades roughly 200 Hebrew works were printed in this press, amongst them such large ones as the Rabbinic Bibles, the Babylonian and the Palestinian Talmud, the Mishne Tora by Maimonides. These editions even to-day deserve our admiration for their fine execution and their correctness. They are of particular value because they were printed before the censorship intervened.

This famous printing press was founded at the suggestion of Felix Pratensis, a fact which alone shows that he was not only a

Hebraeo, Rabbinique factus Eremita Augustinianus, trium linguarum scientia, ac solida eruditione ornatus, a Reverendissimo P. Generali, Gabriele Veneto, Lector Theologiae constitutus, adeo in hac scientia profecit, ut inter omnes Doctores Theologos similern suo tempore habuerit neminem. Anno 1522, Reverendissimus P. Mag. Generalis praefatus Gabriel Venetius illum ad Adrianum VI Pontificem Maximum misit, ut negotia nostra tractaret. Multi annis Hebraeorum Concinatori Romae existiti, et quibus plurimos ad fidem convertit passim eum Hebraecorum flagellum audiebat. Anno 1523, fit auctoritate Pontificis S. Theologiae Magister. Anno 1526 et 28 suae Congregationis Procuratorum egit. Romae, prope centenarius . . . 5. XL. 1559 fidei vitae attigit . . . ¹ The wording of the Papal Imprimatur for the Latin translation of the Psalms is printed by me in Essays presented to Leo Bauck (London, 1954) pp. 53 ff. (=Opera Minora, Leiden 1956, p. 131). There, also, is to be found a facsimile of the Latin dedication to the Pope with a German translation (pp. 55 f. and 132–34). ² Daniel Bomberg, son of Cornelius Bomberg in Antwerp (the name had originally been: van Bombergen), was a wealthy merchant who had settled in Venice. At the suggestion of Felix Pratensis (see p. 120, note 1) he had founded a Hebrew printing office in Venice. The first privilege was granted to him in 1515. Between the years 1516 and 1538 Bomberg published 186 Hebrew texts, many of them of very considerable size. In 1538 he had lost in this undertaking all his money ("four millions in gold"). Cf. A. Freimann, 'Daniel Bomberg und seine hebräische Druckerei in Venedig', in the periodical Zeitschrift für Hebräische Bibliographie, vol. x, Frankfurt a.M., 1906, pp. 92–6, 79–88.
scholar of renown but also a great personality. This is borne out also by the high esteem which he enjoyed in his Order. When after the death of Pope Leo X it became necessary to discuss matters concerning the Order with the newly elected Pope Hadrian VI, the former Archbishop of Tortosa, Felix Pratensis was sent by the General of the Order, Gabriel Venetus, in 1522 to Spain to look after the interests of the Order. We are also told that he was the Procurator of his Order in the years 1526 and 1528, i.e. Vice-General of the Order; he had in these years the second highest position in his Order. After that Felix lived for some years in great seclusion, and he died after 1550 at the age of nearly one hundred years.¹

The Rabbinic Bible edited by Felix Pratensis was among the first works to be published by the press. It contains, besides the Hebrew text of the Bible, the most essential Targums, several learned Jewish commentaries on the Biblical books (Rashi, Ibn Ezra, Kîmîhî) and much important learned material; it consists of 667 large folios. In the dedication to the Pope, Felix Pratensis describes the work he has done on the text of the Bible in the following words:

Many manuscripts were previously in circulation, but they were deprived of their splendour to such a degree that the number of errors almost equalled the number of words, and nothing was more needed by them than to have their true and genuine splendour restored. That I have attained this result will be acknowledged by all who read this (text).

Daniel Bomberg of Antwerp, who from earliest youth was filled with love of learning and was always versed in the study of the fine arts, having under our guidance tried to study the Hebrew language and made very good progress in it, and also encouraged us in this endeavour—this Daniel, I say, has spared neither trouble nor expense so as to ensure that these books were printed for the general benefit, when they had been correctly prepared by our studies, trustworthiness and care, after a great many manuscripts had been collated—an extremely difficult task which for this reason had hitherto not been undertaken by anyone.

Felix had at his disposal a large number of MSS for his edition. With the help of these MSS he was able to produce a correct text of the Bible, with vowels, accents and reading signs, all based

¹ See p. 120 n. 1.
on the best MSS. From the MSS collated by him he collected a number of *variae lectiones* which he added to the Bible text—beginning with the book of Joshua—as far as his MSS went. Unfortunately we know very little about the character of the MSS at his disposal or about their extent. He only says that some contained many errors, occasionally as many errors as words. Ginsburg took this to be grossly exaggerated, and declared that he had never seen such manuscripts in European libraries. But had he, for instance, really studied the famous Reuchlin Codex of the Prophets in Karlsruhe, which he claimed to have used for his greater edition of the Bible, he could easily have seen that hardly one word of this codex is exactly punctuated as in our Bible editions. Felix could easily have found similar Codices among the older MSS which he consulted.

During the years 1913/14 I had the Codex Reuchlinianus at my disposal for several months while staying in Halle, and had some pages photographed which I always find very useful. The codex has now been made generally accessible in a facsimile edition by Alexander Sperber, *Corpus Codicum Hebraicorum Medii Aevi*, Hauniae 1956, as the first of four codices which bear a similar punctuation, two being in Parma, one in the British Museum (Add 21161) of which I myself have published a specimen, *Masoreten des Westens*, ii, pl. 14 and have had for some thirty years more than fifty photostats. Further specimens of codices of the same kind I have reproduced on plates 13, 15, 16 of *Masoreten des Westens* ii, 1930, and with Dr. Rafael Edelmann I have discussed on pp. 45*-68* of my book many more such codices with the problems connected with them.

When Sperber calls these codices pre-Masoretic, it seems to me he misunderstands the development of the Hebrew text of the Bible. I have shown that the Masoretic text of the Bible was fixed in the ninth century, and we are so fortunate as to have access to model codices coming from the great Masoretic authorities and thereby to the Masora created by them. For the Masora we certainly need no longer the compilations made by Ben Chayyim in the sixteenth century from heterogeneous sources so full of mistakes that he himself had to confess of them that there was not a house in which there was not one dead.

The value of the codices published by Sperber has to be assessed against this background; codices which can really be declared pre-Masoretic are of a quite different kind.
We do not know what became of the MSS which Felix used. They belonged to Daniel Bomberg and were naturally at hand when Jacob b. Chaijim continued with the work on the Bible text for Daniel Bomberg, though it was not done as Felix would have done it.

Felix was well acquainted with the Masora. He was the first to mark those passages in his Bible text which, fixed by the Masora, had to be read differently from the way in which they were written (qřē and ktib) and he took careful notice of the letters which, according to the Masora, had to be written differently (majuscule, suspensae, inversae, etc.). Thanks to him a work as fundamentally important for the Tiberian Bible text as the Dikduke ha-Te'amim by Aaron b. Asher was printed, and he added further important Masoretic material to his Bible text. The idea of compiling a correct Masora from the inadequate Masoretic material plus the Masoretic textus receptus and of using a compilation of that kind for his Bible text was never conceived by Felix, the scholarly trained humanist. That was left to Jacob b. Chaijim, the refugee from Tunis. But before I go on with the discussion of the latter’s work, I must deal with the other scholarly edition of the Hebrew Bible, which was made in Spain at about the same time as the Biblia Rabbinica of Felix Pratensis.

13. THE COMPLUTENSIAN POLYGLOT

The Complutensian Polyglot was produced through the efforts of Francisco Cardinal Ximenes de Cisneros, Archbishop of Toledo. He planned an edition of the Hebrew Bible text in his Polyglot at a time when only Jewish circles were thinking of printing the Hebrew Bible or parts of it. In the prologue to his Polyglot he writes to the Pope, to whom he dedicated the edition:

Qua in re id aperte Beatitudini tuae testari possumus . . . maximam laboris nostri partem in eo praecipue fuisse versatam, ut et virorum in linguarum cognitione eminentissimorum opera uteremur et castigatissima omni ex parte vetustissimaque exemplaria pro archetypis haberemus quorum quidem tam hebraeorum quam graecorum et latinorum multiplicem copiam variis ex locis non sine summo labore conquisimus.

As there were no scholars of Christian birth who had sufficient knowledge of the Hebrew language, he had to consult Jewish scholars for the edition of the Hebrew text. Of these the most famous was Alfonso de Zamora, who was born in 1474 and devoted himself to the study of oriental languages at the University of Salamanca. In 1512 he was appointed professor of oriental languages at the University of Alcala, the place where the work on the Polyglot was carried through, and there he remained until his death, an outstanding authority in his sphere of learning.\(^1\)

Another scholar was Pablo Coronel, born in 1480 in Segovia, who had studied theology at the University of Salamanca. In 1502, when he was already lecturing in Salamanca, he was engaged by the Cardinal to work on the Polyglot and he did so until its completion in 1517. We must assume that he is the man most responsible for the work on the Polyglot. Later he retired to Segovia where he died in 1534.

A third scholar was a certain Alfonso de Alcala, of whom it is said that he had a name as both a lawyer and a physician.\(^2\) That the Cardinal was anxious to use the most correct and the oldest MSS for the text he states in his own letter to the Pope. Alvar Gomez testifies time and again to Alfonso de Zamora’s saying that he had acquired seven Hebrew Bible MSS for the Cardinal for the price of 4000 gold coins.\(^3\)

The MSS belonging to the Cardinal were kept in the Collegio de San Ildefonso in Alcala. Those which were still preserved were transferred to the University Library in Madrid when the University of Alcala was removed to that city. Four of them were described by P. Mariano Revilla Rico in his book *La Poliglota de Alcalá. Estudio histórico-crítico* (Madrid 1917), pp. 83–5, which he wrote for the occasion of the quater-centenary of the Polyglot. The most important of them is a complete Bible, written on parchment in three columns which, according to Arias Montano,

\(^1\) Professor Pérez Castro, in the introduction to his work *El Manuscrito Apologetico de Alfonso de Zamora, traducción y estudio*, Madrid 1950, pp. xi–lx dealt in detail with Alfonso de Zamora. We do not know the year of his death, but we do know that he was still alive in 1544, see Pérez Castro, op. cit. p. xxxi.


\(^3\) Alvar Gomez, *De rebus gestis a Francisco Ximeno Cisnerio, Archipiscopo Toletano libri octo*, Complut 1569, fol. 37 v.
was copied at the very latest in the twelfth century and not in 1280, as Ginsburg suspects through mistaking the year of sale for the year of copying the MS.¹

Franz Delitzsch, in his work *Complutensische Varianten zum Altttestamentlichen Bibeltext* (Leipzig 1878), compared more than ninety passages of the Hebrew text of the Complutensis with the Bible text of Jacob b. Chaiyim, which was generally in use, and he proved that the text of the Complutensis is of a high critical value in contrast with which the text of our editions appears to be in many ways inferior; and needs a thorough revision as the mistakes in it consist not merely of small details which do not impair the sense and understanding of the text.

It is a very remarkable fact that such an outstanding scholar as Franz Delitzsch while realizing the superiority of the Hebrew Bible text as printed in the Complutensis, yet did not understand the reason for it. The obvious explanation is that the humanistically trained Spanish scholars, eager to use early codices, had at their disposal Bible MSS based on the old Ben Asher text and not the *textus receptus* of the Hebrew Bible used by Ben Chaiyim. Also, as I shall explain shortly, they had found old Babylonian Bible texts in the old Spanish Synagogues and used them for the Bible text which they published.

Admittedly, the publishers of the Complutensis did not print the old texts as they found them in the MSS at their disposal, but deliberately changed the text in a special way. The Hebrew text of the Complutensis is described by Franz Delitzsch as follows:

The... text... has no accents but only vowels and even these are added inadequately and inexacty as the Sheba-sign appears sometimes at the Haṭefṣ, more often not. The Makkef sign is missing altogether. Of the accents only Athnachta is used, but it is not put under the stressed syllable but after the word, in an ugly way. This Athnachta is used in the books of Job, Psalms and Proverbs instead of the larger dividing accent Mercha-Mehuppach, generally used in these books of the

¹ Ginsburg speaks of the MS in his *Introduction*, London 1897, pp. 771–6, 905–25, Arias Montano, in his *Praefatio de saria in libris hebraicis lectione ac de Mazzoroth ratione signe um* (Vol. viii of the Polyglota Regia): "Sunt nobis biblia hebraica, ante annos, ut scriptura docet, quadringentos manuscripta, sunt et in Bibliotheca Complutensi materi antiquiora." Arias Montano seems to have taken the Epigraph of the Codex, published by Ginsburg in his *Introduction*, p. 772, as referring to the acquisition of the Codex by the two physicians R. Isaac and R. Abraham in the year 1260 and to have supposed that the Codex had been written in the twelfth century.
Bible, so that for instance, in Ps. i, 1, two Athnachtas are used, which is impossible according to our system of accentuation. The Dagesh sign is to be found, but the opposite Raphe-sign is not used at all. These deficiencies are compensated to some extent by two additions . . .

This description, correct in the main, shows what is involved. According to Delitzsch we have to regard these imperfections as excusable defects in printing. In reality the men working in Alcala pursued quite definite aims in their edition of the Hebrew text and carried them through. The essential passage in the prologue to the Polyglot reads as follows:

Illud est enim considerandum quod in hebraicis characteribus scienter omisimus apices illos quibus nunc utuntur Hebraei pro accentibus. Nam hi cum ad nullam vel significati vel pronunciationis differentiam pertineant, sed ad solam cantus ipsorum modulationem merito a veteribus Hebrais rejici sunt; quae in his imitari maluimus . . .

It must be understood that we have deliberately omitted those additional signs which nowadays the Hebrews use as accents. For as these do not refer to any difference of meaning or pronunciation, but only to the modulation of their cantillation, the old Hebrews rightly rejected them. We have intentionally imitated them . . .

It is obvious that the editors of the Polyglot must have had at their disposal Hebrew texts of the Bible showing certain characteristics which are to be found in the Hebrew text of the Polyglot, and there can be no doubt that these were Babylonian texts of the Bible, texts with the simple method of Babylonian vocalization. These do not use Ḥāṭef but the vowel without the Shwa; they do not use Maḵeṭ and certainly no conjunctive accents. They use the accent corresponding to the Tiberian Athnach also in the books of Job, Psalms and Proverbs and place this sign (as also the other accents) not on the syllable of the word which has the stress, but usually after the word. In Babylonian texts of the Bible, distinctive accents were chiefly indicated by small Hebrew letters or parts of letters, and as these signs are not placed over the stressed syllables, we can understand that the editors of the Complutensian Polyglot did not recognize them as accents and could conclude that the old Hebrews did

not use accents. The Babylonian manuscripts of the Bible, in which the editors of the Polyglot could not find Hebrew accents, belonged certainly to the *vetustissima exemplaria* and we can understand that humanists like the editors of the Polyglot were inclined to follow in their steps by leaving out the accents in the Polyglot. To-day we know that in this detail they had misunderstood their *vetustissima exemplaria*. It is very likely that Arias Montano refers to these vetustissima exemplaria when he speaks of the *manuscripta nostris antiquiora* in the Complutensian Library.

Professor Millas-Valllicosa, at the International Congress of Orientalists at Cambridge in September 1954, referred to a Spanish glossary from the ninth century containing about 200 Hebrew words in Latin transcription which certainly cannot be explained on the basis of the Tiberian punctuation. They show certain similarities to the vocalization of Babylonian Bible MSS and would thus prove that Babylonian Bible MSS were already present in Spain during the ninth century. That would naturally be of great interest. As far as I am concerned, the main value of these transcriptions of Hebrew words lies in the fact that they reproduce a pronunciation of Hebrew from pre-Tiberian times, which is what we must expect, as the Tiberian punctuation was only developed in the course of the ninth century.

It is probable that the Babylonian Bible MSS which, as *vetustissima exemplaria* were used by the editors of the Complutensis, belonged to the seven MSS acquired by Alfonso de Zamora for the Cardinal. In my contribution to the Festschrift for Leo Baeck1 I indicated how these old MSS were lost in Spain.

It is interesting to observe how the humanistically trained editors of the Hebrew text of the Polyglot, in their eagerness to make use of old texts, managed to acquire the same two forms of text which even to-day form the main source for an edition of the Masoretic text of the Hebrew Bible: the Ben Asher text fixed in the tenth century and the text in circulation in Babylonia one hundred years earlier.

The editors of the Complutensis modified the Tiberian punctuation of the Ben Asher text according to older Babylonian MSS and thus arrived at a compromise which does justice to neither original, and which, in the form in which it was published, must be described as useless. The two forms of text in question are

valuable and each has a history in relation to Masora and punctuation. They must be published and investigated separately, if one is to do them justice. It is quite understandable that the Hebrew text of the Complutensis as such had no future.\(^1\) Arias Montano, in the Antwerp Polyglot, greatly modified the Hebrew text and made it agree to a great extent with the *textus receptus* of the Hebrew Bible published by Bomberg in Venice. And the text of the first Rabbinic Bible published by Felix Pratensis was replaced by the *textus receptus* published by Jacob b. Chaiyim in the second Rabbinic Bible, though it largely formed the basis of the latter.

14. The Textus Receptus

I now return to this Bible edition of Jacob b. Chaiyim. The more the *textus receptus* was developed in the course of the fourteenth and fifteenth centuries, the more the study of the Masora was neglected. In the end, the Masora was superfluous for this text. One continued to add Masoretic notes to the MSS of the Bible texts, because one had got used to seeing the Bible text surrounded by such notes. But for the most part they were merely decorative. They were written in the shape of flowers and ribbons and are generally full of mistakes. Credit must be given to Jacob for having revived the serious study of the Masora. First he had to search for MSS. In the Europe of the early sixteenth century there were no libraries which kept valuable MSS for the use of scholars. He had to rely on the material which his patron Daniel Bomberg ordered to be bought for this purpose. In the preface to his edition he speaks in words of the highest appreciation of the liberality shown in the matter of these purchases. But the MSS assembled by these acquisitions were disappointing. The Masoretic notes were in great disorder; he had to improve, to add and to assemble as well as he could. Correct MSS were probably also to be found in his time. But these do not seem to have come his way. We only hear that he used the book Ochla we-Ochla. Otherwise it can be seen that he had acquired very varied material. It was mainly Palestinian, but Babylonian material was also amongst it.\(^2\) It was not easy for

---

\(^1\) The Complutensis was published only after the Cardinal's death, in 1522, after Felix Pratensis in Spain had consented to it, cf. *Homagejo a Miller Vallierosa*, vol. i, 1954: P. 744.

\(^2\) To give an example: in the Masora parva for Lev. xviii, 15 we read in the Rabbinic Bible \(\text{יִתְנָה} \text{שֹּׁהַ} \text{לב} \) : shpa in the Babylonian Masora is the name for Atmazh. In the Tiberian Masora the name is unknown.
him to find his way in it and quite often he had to make his own Masora.

Such a Masora, which he assembled and corrected and even partly invented, he added to the Bible text which he printed. He was convinced that there was only one correct Masora—the one he had added to the Bible text—and that the Bible text on the margins of which he had added the Masora was in the main the text as fixed by the great Masoretic authorities in Tiberias, particularly Aaron b. Asher in the first half of the tenth century. Jacob had never seen an old Bible MS and could not possibly detect the clear difference between his text and the text of Ben Asher.

It is strange that the text published by Jacob b. Chaiyim was generally accepted as the definitive Bible text. Attempts, however, have been made to construct an independent Bible text on the basis of MSS. The most important of these was the great collection of critical notes made from Spanish MSS by Solomon Norzi in his critical apparatus called Minhat Shai which was finished in 1626 and published for the first time in Mantua in 1742, of which I shall speak later, and the Hebrew Bible published by Johann Heinrich Michaelis in Halle in 1720, the text of which was still taken as a basis for instance by Bernhard Stade in his Hebräisches Wörterbuch zum Alten Testament, which he edited with Carl Siegfried (Leipzig 1893); for some time the parts of the Bible which Seligman Baer published stood in fairly high repute because they were edited under the aegis of Franz Delitzsch—I have dealt with these above. But then came Christian David Ginsburg who with great emphasis declared the Ben Chaiyim text to be the only one which could be used. He clearly saw the unreliability of Baer's study of the Masora. In his Introduction to the Masoretico-critical Edition of the Hebrew Bible (London 1897), he declares the Ben Chaiyim text, which he reprinted in 1894 for the Trinitarian Bible Society, to be the only Masoretic text worth considering. No editor of the present day should be allowed to diverge from this text without giving definite reasons in each case (p. 963). He could lavish no higher praise on his great new edition of the Hebrew Bible, which began to appear on the occasion of the Centenary of the British and Foreign Bible Society in 1908 and continued to come out until 1926, than that the text of the Bible which he reprinted was an exact replica of the Ben Chaiyim text.1 And yet he pretends to

1 'The text presented in this book is that of the first edition of Jacob ben Chaiyim's Massoretic Recension, printed by Bomberg at Venice in 1524–5. No changes have
have collated no less than 73 MSS and 19 old printings in its preparation.

Nobody would be inclined to regard a classical text, printed at the beginning of the sixteenth century, as the best text available. The New Testament published about this time by Erasmus has to-day historical interest only. It is inconceivable that such a complicated text as that of the Hebrew Bible should have been satisfactorily edited by a man who, more than 400 years ago, relied on late and inaccurate MSS, was overwhelmed with other work, and spent hardly two years on the job. The text is printed together with all sorts of Targums and commentaries on 952 folios, about 1900 folio pages, and is supposed to have been completed in the astonishingly short time of about 15 months. Yet this text has been accepted almost up to the present day as the only authoritative text!

15. The Biblia Hebraica

I was in Leningrad in October and November 1926, studying Hebrew Biblical MSS and Geniza fragments in the Russian Public Library, when I received a letter from Rudolf Kittel in which he asked me what text he should use for the new Biblia Hebraica which he was in course of preparing.

'I think we shall have to print the Ben Chaiyim text again,' he wrote to me. I had just found in Leningrad a number of dated Hebrew Biblical MSS written between 929 and 1121, all of which showed a text generally in accordance with the Masoretic text fixed by Aaron b. Asher and certainly not in accordance with the Ben Chaiyim text. It was clear that this was the Masoretic Bible text as used at that time. On the other hand, I could hardly think it probable that Masoretes working on the Hebrew text of the Bible in the period between 1000 and 1500 would have done anything to it which was based on really old tradition.

been made in it beyond the correction of obvious errors as indicated by the MSS collated, so we read in the 'advertisement' with which each part of the edition is prefaced. The Pentateuch appeared in 1906, the earlier and later Prophets in 1911. After Ginsburg's death the edition was completed by H. E. Holmes and A. S. Gedem in 1926. With regard to this edition I refer to Masoreten des Orients, pp. xiv-xvii, Masoreten des Westens, vol. i, p. 18, n. 2 and infra pp. 196ff.

1 According to Freimann, op. cit. p. 33, the Bible was printed in less than eight months. Lazarus Goldschmidt pointed out to me that this was incorrect and proved that the fifteen months mentioned above were correct. Cf. also W. B. Stevenson in Transactions of Glasgow University Oriental Society, vol. v, 1930, p. 46.

The Leningrad Codex B 19a proved to be a reliable source for the Ben Asher text. The Codex was copied in 1008 or 1009, only a few decades after Aaron b. Asher's death. It represents the oldest dated MS of the complete Hebrew Bible which has come down to us. The writer of the Codex, Samuel b. Jacob, expressly states in the colophon of the Codex that he copied the Codex from correct clear MSS prepared by Aaron b. Moshe b. Asher. So I suggested to Kittel that he should print the text of Aaron b. Asher in the *Biblia Hebræica* and take the Leningrad MS as its basis. Previously I had discussed the matter with an extremely understanding official, Mr. I. A. Bytchkow, who was in charge of the MSS in the Library, and I gathered that it would be possible to have the Codex in Germany for a time.

To the memory of I. A. Bytchkow, my friend Ignaz Kratshkowsky (1883–1951) dedicated the first chapter of his book on *Arabic Manuscripts* (1946), and included a good photograph of Bytchkow (1858–1944). He says of him: Slowly and quietly appears the notable figure of the custodian of the MS treasures, like the spiritus movens, always ready to help, to counsel, to provide information, who had already during his lifetime won a place in the history and legends of the Library. The date of a rare jubilee revealed like a searchlight the path he had trod, and then suddenly there shone in bright light what Iwan Afanojewitsch had done for his country, for science and for all scholars.

I myself belonged to this last category when I was working in the autumn of 1926 for some weeks in the Library, and it was largely due to the valuable help and cooperation of I. A. Bytchkow that my visit to Leningrad was perhaps the most successful journey made in my life.

On my return from Russia in November 1926 I went to Leipzig to visit Kittel at his request. I showed him the photographs of the Hebrew Biblical MSS of the tenth to the twelfth centuries which I had made in Leningrad and told him why I was convinced that these MSS contain in the main the Ben Asher text. He looked at them and was soon convinced that I was right. He invited me to publish the Ben Asher text for the new edition of the *Biblia Hebræica*. Eventually, after some deliberation, I accepted on condition that the Bible text according to Ben Asher should be published together with the Masora belonging to it. I considered it necessary that the Masora which Aaron b. Asher, the greatest of the Masoretes of Tiberias, had added
to his text of the Bible should be added to the text established by him, and that this Masora should replace the Masora compiled by Jacob b. Chaiyim from inadequate material of a different kind and brought into agreement with the textus receptus. This was not the correct Masora which Jacob b. Chaiyim and his successors up to Wolf Heidenheim and Seligman Baer had dreamed of possessing; nor could this Masora be compared with the large amount of Masoretic material which Christian David Ginsburg had assembled from MSS of different date and kind without understanding the real problems. It was the Masora added by the copyist from reliable MSS of Aaron ben Asher himself a few decades after his death, a collection of Masoretic material which could serve as a basis for comparison with other kinds of Masora: the compilation of Jacob b. Chaiyim, the Masora of Ben Naftali, the various forms of Babylonian and Palestinian Masora and other forms.

Kittel agreed. It was not altogether easy to get the approval of the committee of the Württembergische Bibelanstalt, which since 1920 had taken charge of the publication of Kittel’s Biblia Hebraica, to publish the text of Ben Asher with its Masora instead of the Ben Chaiyim text used hitherto. But Kittel had some influence on the committee and besides, we succeeded in obtaining a considerable subsidy for publishing the Ben Asher text from the Deutsche Notgemeinschaft after it had become clear that it was an important scholarly work, not simply a new edition of a successful textbook. Thus for the third edition of the Biblia Hebraica the Württembergische Bibelanstalt agreed to print the Ben Asher text, and also its Masora after I had succeeded in getting a special grant for the extra costs. It then became of special concern to the Bibelanstalt to see that the format should be dignified.

Appreciation of the importance and the size of this publication enabled me to obtain the grants for employing a special assistant for the work on the Biblia Hebraica. These grants were provided for more than eleven years, first by the Preussische Kultusministerium, and from 1933 onwards by the Deutsche Notgemeinschaft. The amount of work involved can be estimated when one realizes that the study of the Masora often raised problems the solution of which needed time, and that we had to read five or six proofs of each printed sheet of the Biblia Hebraica, and for each sheet 60 to 80 hours’ work was needed: the Biblia Hebraica consists of nearly 100 sheets.
I was able to choose my assistants from among my pupils. From the commencement of the work until the beginning of 1933 I had Dr. Raphael Edelmann who then went to the Royal Library in Copenhagen as a specialist in Jewish studies and has also been lecturer in Jewish studies for many years at the University of Copenhagen. Dr. Kurt Levy succeeded him, one of my ablest pupils. He unfortunately met an early death on 22nd July 1935. From 1935 to 1938 Dr. Falk Bar took over, a particularly conscientious and reliable worker who, in July 1938, returned with his wife to his Polish home from where he could not return.

I then chose Pastor Lic. Hellbardt to work out in detail the Masora Magna of the Ben Asher text. For some years until its closure he had been a lecturer on the Old Testament at the Theologische Schule in Wuppertal. When I left Bonn in March 1939, he had the material for the Masora and continued his work on it. Subsequently he had to join the army, and he was killed in the war. His widow handed over to me the Masoretic material after the war.

My Spanish pupil Dr. Fernando Diaz Esteban of Madrid made in 1954, and again in 1956, a very careful investigation of the Leningrad Codex, the Cairo Codex of the Prophets and other Ben Asher Codices which he was able to study from photographs while staying with me in Charlbury and Oxford. Together with Professor Pérez Castro, with whom I have been in contact in Charlbury and in Madrid, he worked out the details of a critical edition of the Masora Magna. For the new edition of the old Masoretic work known under the title Ochla we-Ochla which he is preparing he will be able to use, besides the Paris MS (Ancien fonds hebr 56) which was published by Frensdorff, the following sources: 1. The MS described by Hupfeld ZDMG xxi, pp. 201–20 of the Halle Universitätsbibliothek, MS. Y b, 10 of which he received a very good photograph with the help of Professor Eissfeldt. 2. The text of Ochla we-Ochla on the margins of the Bible MS Erfurt 3. See Lagarde, Symmicta, vol. i, 1877, p. 138. The MS is now Berlin MS or fol 1213. It was sent by the Westdeutsche Bibliothek in Marburg, where it is kept at present, to the Instituto Arias Montano in Madrid, so that Dr. Fernando Diaz Esteban could study it there. I also put at his disposal photographs of various old fragments from the Russian Public Library, some of which were quite extensive. Finally, he found in Oxford and Cambridge interesting fragments from the
Geniza of Old Cairo. These fragments show in some parts old Palestinian, in other parts Babylonian punctuation, and these methods of punctuation prove that the Ochla we-Ochla is old and must have existed in pre-Tiberian times.

The Leningrad Codex B 19 a, dated 1008, was taken as the basis for the text of the Biblia Hebraica. At my request the Codex was sent from Leningrad to Germany where it remained for two years, 1927–29. Gottfried Quell in Leipzig, now Professor at Berlin University, made a thorough revision of the text of the former Biblia Hebraica from the original of the Codex and thus constructed the model for printing the text. At the same time he also carefully noted all the corrections as marked in the Codex.¹

At the expense of the Old Testament Seminar of the University of Leipzig, of which the director was Albrecht Alt, excellent black and white photographs were made of the Codex, and these formed the basis for the study of the Masora and the proof-reading done by me and my assistants at the Oriental Seminar of Bonn University. A reduced copy of the Leipzig photograph was made in the Bonn Oriental Seminar. The original photographs in Leipzig were destroyed in the war.

It was unfortunately impossible to procure a photograph of the Ben Asher Codex from Aleppo. The heads of the community of the Sephardim were convinced that to take photographs of the Codex would desecrate it and that those who gave permission for it to be photographed would most certainly draw all the curses upon their heads which are threatened in the colophons of the Codex. ‘Naturalmente è impossibile vincere una tale superstizione collegata nel timore della morte’, so Professor Umberto Cassuto wrote to me from Jerusalem, explaining why he had not been able to make full use of the Codex for the edition of the Ben Asher text which he had prepared for Israel. Professors Gotthold Weil and Hellmut Ritter had had the same experience twenty years before when, at my request, they tried to obtain permission in Aleppo to take photographs of the Codex. Nevertheless, Cassuto succeeded with some difficulty in studying the Codex for a few months—the sole expert of modern times to do so—and he entered the readings of the Codex in his Letteris text,

a reprint of the Ben Chaiyim-text, unfortunately not in the Biblia Hebraica.

It is now known that the greater part of the Aleppo Codex is safe. Ishak ben Zvi, the President of the State of Israel, has reported this in his article "תורהאמה, כלף-אשף שמכחב נאורה שיריאלת" published in the periodical Sinai, vol. xliii, 1958, pp. 5–13, to which I have already referred.

In Bonn during my work on the Biblia Hebraica I had at my disposal the first Rabbinic Bible edited by Felix Pratensis in 1517; it had been sent to Bonn by the Library of the Marienkirche in Halle, and I used it for many years; and the second Rabbinic Bible edited by Jacob b. Chaiyim in 1524/5 was lent for the same purpose by the Universitätsbibliothek in Halle. The copy had previously belonged to the University of Wittenberg. I derived great profit from being able to compare these two important editions while I was editing the Ben Asher text. But I was not in the least interested in comparing the further 17 early printings of the Hebrew Bible which Ginsburg claimed to have used for his edition. I have already pointed out why these and similar printed editions are of little value from the point of view of textual criticism.

It was not necessary to use for more than occasional references the seventy-three Biblical MSS, the small differences of which Ginsburg had added to the textus receptus of Ben Chaiyim reprinted by him. I had long discussions with Ginsburg in London when the two volumes of the Prophets in his new edition had just appeared (1911). I asked him how he could use more than seventy MSS for an edition without trying to assign these MSS to different groups. He replied that it was not possible to do so. I agreed that it was really difficult for the later MSS, as these merely represent different stages of the Biblical text developed in the time between the Ben Asher and the Ben Chaiyim texts. They had influenced each other in different ways, and so it was difficult to classify them. But the older MSS which Ginsburg claims to have used represent quite distinct types of text. These texts, moreover, were centuries older than the textus receptus edited by Ginsburg. What connexion, for instance, with the textus receptus, which begins to appear in MSS after 1300, have MSS such as the earlier Ben Asher text of the Pentateuch preserved in the British Museum MS Or 4445 (beginning of the tenth century), Ginsburg’s codex K; or different developments of the
Ben Naftali text, such as those preserved in the Reuchlin Codex of the Prophets (dated 1105) and in the British Museum MS Add 21161 (about 1150), his codices 2 and 7; or the interesting specimen of a mixed text in the final development of the Babylonian punctuation, strongly influenced by the Tiberian Masora, as preserved in the Codex of the later Prophets in Leningrad (dated 916), his codex 2; or the oldest Yemenite MSS of the Pentateuch in the British Museum, MS Or 1467 and Or 2963 (twelfth century), his codices 1 and 7. To do justice, for instance, to a text like the Codex Reuchlinianus, it would have had to be printed in a column parallel to and alongside of the textus receptus, as hardly any word in this codex is vocalized exactly as in the textus receptus.1 Nearly the same could be said of the other MSS mentioned above. Ginsburg certainly knew these circumstances. The value of his edition lies in his collation of later Biblical MSS. For the little details in which they differ from each other Ginsburg has carefully collected a great amount of material, and whoever is interested in such details will find them in Ginsburg’s edition, although the way in which they are made available by him makes it somewhat difficult to see the value of this material. For an edition of the Ben Asher text, however, these small differences of later MSS are unimportant.

The difference between the Ben Asher text and that edited by Ben Chaiyim may be illustrated by the following experience.

Dr. David Herzog, chief Rabbi of Steiermark and lecturer and later professor for thirty years at Graz University, was working in 1940 in the Bodleian Library on an old MS of a grammatical treatise composed by Ibn Ezra (died 1167). He was puzzled by the fact that the quotations from the Bible never agreed exactly with the text he found in his Hebrew Bible, a reprint of the Ben Chaiyim text. He asked me how this fact could be explained. I said: ‘You cannot expect Ibn Ezra to quote a text which was fixed centuries after him; compare the Ben Asher text which I published in the Biblia Hebraica in 1937’. He had not heard of this edition, so I lent him my copy of it. A few days later he brought the copy back with the remark that the quotations of Ibn Ezra in the old Bodleian copy showed the closest agreement with the Ben Asher

---

1 In his article ‘Bemerkungen über die Vocalisation der Targume’, (Verhandlungen der Fünften Internationalen Orientalisten Congress, Berlin, 1881, vol. il.), Adalbert Merx dealt with the punctuation of the Codex and gave a few examples on pp. 86–88. Now the whole Codex has been published in facsimile in Copenhagen. See above, PP. 79, 123.
text published by me. In the printed editions of the treatises of Ibn Ezra the quotations are 'corrected' according to the textus receptus as printed by Jacob b. Chaiyim. This naïve method of textual criticism is generally followed by editors up to the present day. Anyone having to edit a vocalized Hebrew text is ashamed to publish it with the vocalization found in an old MS. He is convinced that it is his duty to adapt the vocalization to the rules of his Hebrew grammar based exclusively on the Ben Chaiyim text. It is clear that these rules are largely affected by the now published Ben Asher text. When Professor Nyberg, the orientalist of Uppsala University, came to the Congress of Orientalists held in September 1938 in Bonn, he told me that he was preparing a new Hebrew grammar according to the Ben Asher text, as no existing Hebrew grammars could be used for that text.

As a matter of curiosity I would like to mention that the editors of Sa‘adya’s great liturgical work ǧāmi‘ as-salāwāt wat-tarsābih, published under the title Siddur R. Sa‘adya Gaon in Jerusalem, 1941, replaced the method of vocalization according to Ben Asher in the Bodleian MS (Neubauer 568 = Uri 261), on which the edition is mainly based, by a method of vocalization as used by Ben Chaiyim. Sa‘adya was a contemporary of the Ben Asher; Ben Chaiyim lived 600 years later!

16. THE BEN ASHER BIBLE OF THE BRITISH AND FOREIGN BIBLE SOCIETY

A new Ben Asher text is to be published by the British and Foreign Bible Society, in place of the Letteris Bible published by the Society up to now which is in the main a reprint of the Ben Chaiyim text. The Rev. Norman H. Snaith, of Wesley College, Headingly, Leeds, the editor of the new text, says in an article published in Vetus Testamentum, vol. vii, 1957, pp. 207f, that he has based his edition on his study of Spanish MSS in the British Museum, especially MS Or. 2625–2627 (read 2626–2628) and Or. 2375, together with the Shem Tob MS in the David Sassoon Library. These MSS have suffered the general fate and have been 'corrected' to the Ben Chaiyim text held to be the true Masoretic text up to my researches.

MS Or. 2626–8 of the British Museum is a beautifully illuminated Hebrew Bible written in Lisbon A.D. 1489, described by G. Margoliouth in his Catalogue under No. 62. Chr. D. Ginsburg
deals with the MS in his *Introduction* under No. 48. According to Margoliouth it is the most profusely illuminated copy of the Hebrew Bible in the collection of the British Museum, and Chr. D. Ginsburg writes in his *Introduction*, p. 714: ‘Of the numerous Codices which I have collated both at home and abroad, this is the most extensively illuminated MS of the Hebrew Bible’.

The second British Museum MS used by Snaith is Or. 2375. But this was written in South Arabia, not in Spain, at about the same time as the first one (A.D. 1460–80), and contains the Hagiographa only (cf. G. Margoliouth *Catalogue*, No. 147, and Ginsburg, *Introduction* No. 47). This MS certainly cannot be called a Spanish (Sephardic) MS.

The third MS used by Snaith is the so-called Shem Tob Bible, which is in the possession of the Sassoon family. In the Descriptive Catalogue of the Hebrew and Samaritan MSS in the Sassoon Library (London 1932) it is described as No. 82 on pp. 2–5. The Codex was written in Soria in Spain in the year 1512 in a somewhat peculiar way, so that one could raise doubts whether such a codex should be taken as a basis for an edition of a Hebrew text of the Bible in which nothing of the peculiarities of the codex could be mentioned. I may refer here to the description of the Codex in the Sassoon Catalogue and to that given before by D. Cazès (*REJ* xx, 1890, pp. 80–83) who had seen the Codex in the hands of a Tripoline family in Tunis. The codex must have been in Babylonia for some time in the hands of the later Geonim.1

Snaith began his work by studying Norzi’s text-critical and masoretic commentary on the 24 books of the Hebrew Bible, called *וחרָמה*, a work finished in 1626 and printed for the first time in the Hebrew Bible published in Mantua in 1742. He had noticed that the readings of the Bible preferred by Norzi were mostly those found in Spanish manuscripts, and when he saw that these Spanish readings were generally in agreement with the Ben Asher text published by me in Kittel’s *Biblia Hebraica*, he decided to take Sephardic MSS as the basis of his Bible. It will be found, he declares, that the text of his new Bible is very much closer to that published in the *Biblia Hebraica* than to any other text. ‘This may be taken, I trust, as good evidence that his text and (mine) are sound representatives of the true Ben Asher tradition. Kahle

---

and I have worked from completely different suppositions and we have achieved substantially the same result."

That Norzi preferred Sephardic readings for the text of the Bible is to be explained by the fact that he had seen that these readings were based on Ben Asher MSS which must have been introduced into Spain at an early period when Spain became the great centre of Jewish learning. These Ben Asher MSS must have been copied by Jews in Spain with great care, and a manuscript of the Hebrew Bible written in Toledo in 1277 formed the chief basis of Norzi’s text of the Bible. By comparing this text with the textus receptus of Ben Chayyim, which he found in the printed Bibles, the great value of his Toledo manuscript became clear to him.

The manuscript used by Norzi is still preserved and accessible. It came into the possession of Johann Bernhard de Rossi. In his *Variae Lectiones Veteris Testamenti*, vol. i, Parma 1784, p. cxxiii, the codex used by Norzi is described as Codex 782 in the words:

Codex elegantissimus, accuratissimus, adeoque diligenter ad masorae leges compositus ut perfectissimum masorethici textus exemplar haberi debeat.

In the Parma Catalogue of the de Rossi Codices (vol. ii, Parma 1803, p. 170) Codex 782 is described in the words:

sed majus sane est pretium ac laus quae huic codici evenit ex uso critico quem ejus instituit R. Salomon Norzius, celebris elapsi seculi scriptor, tum in procuranda accuratissima Mantuana Bibliorvm editione an. 1742, minhad scavi παλαιος communiter dicta, tum in ferendis in commentario, quem subjicit, de lectionum auctoritate perpetuis judicis. Ubicumque enim proferentur MS Biblia Toletana noster hic codex intelligendus.

Norzi had no text of the Hebrew Bible at hand which was directly connected with Aaron b. Asher. The first codex of this kind was the complete Bible dated Old Cairo (Medīnat Miṣraiyim) 1008 or 1009, which was brought by Abraham Firkowitz to Odessa, first in 1839, and again in 1845 when he handed it over to the Gesellschaft für Geschichte und Altertümer; it was described by Dr. Moses Pinner in the *Nachtrag* to the Prospectus, Odessa 1845, on pp. 81–92. Later the Codex was brought to the Russian Public Library in Leningrad where it was described in the *Catalog der hebräischen Bibelhandschriften* by Harkavy and Strack, St. Petersburg, 1875, pp. 263–276.
Even this codex does not go back directly to Aaron ben Moshe ben Asher himself; but a certain Shemuel ben Jacob claims to have copied it from correct manuscripts prepared by Aaron b. Asher himself, and it is very likely that such manuscripts were available in Old Cairo some fifty years after Aaron's death. In any case, this is the oldest dated manuscript of the complete Bible that has come down to us, and it is this Codex I took as model of the Ben Asher text published in the Biblia Hebraica. There can be no doubt that here we have the Ben Asher text before us.

The Codex of the whole Bible which was preserved in the Synagogue of the Sephardic Jews in Aleppo was, according to a Colophon, provided with punctuation and Masora by Aaron b. Moshe b. Asher himself. Umberto Cassuto is the only modern scholar who has investigated the original of the Codex in Aleppo, but neither he nor, some twenty years ago, professors G. Weill and H. Ritter on my behalf got permission to take a photo of the Codex. During the struggle between the Jews and the Arabs in 1948 the codex disappeared. The greater part of it is now again in safety. Perhaps it may be possible in the near future to study this Codex more thoroughly.

17. THE TEXT OF THE ARABIC KORAN

We have seen that the men who in the first half of the ninth century started to create a uniform punctuation of the text of the Hebrew Bible belonged to the community of the Karaite. It was due to their efforts that within only a few decades the uniformly punctuated text of the Bible came into existence. This was regarded as an outstanding achievement, acknowledged in Palestine and Babylonia, by Rabbanites and Karaite alike, as the authoritative text of the Hebrew Bible which they claimed could be traced back through the men of the Great Synagogue to Ezra. This text so thoroughly ousted everything that had previously existed in Palestine and Babylonia in the way of vocalized texts of the Bible that remnants of the latter have only been preserved in the Cairo Geniza.

We know that about a hundred years before the Masoretes of Tiberias began their task of establishing the correct reading of the Hebrew text of the Bible, their Arab rulers had had similar problems with their Holy Book, the Koran, the word of God revealed to the prophet Muḥammad (who died in 632). The
consonantal text of the Koran had been collected shortly after Muḥammed’s death, and was brought to its definitive form in the time of the third Caliph ʿOthmān (644–55 A.D.). But now the great problem arose, how this text was to be read and recited correctly. Muḥammed was born in Mecca and belonged, like most of his fellow citizens, to the Arab tribe of Ḳuraish. The Arabic spoken by him was that of a citizen of Mecca, and the consonantal text reflects the Arabic spoken there. But the Arabs were accustomed to regard as the model for correct Arabic the language spoken by the Bedouin. In this language the famous pre-Islamic poetry was composed, and every Arab was proud of it. The word of God could not be read in a language inferior to any other. So in the chief centres of Islam at that early time, in Kūfa, Baṣra, Medina, and Mecca, an intensive study of Bedouin poetry began. The students of this Arabic went out to the Bedouin in their neighbourhood and collected there as much as possible of their poetry, and the narratives connected with it, mostly reports of the little battles called ‘the Days of the Arabs’. The material collected in that way became the basis of the work done by the Arabic readers. They established the model Arabic in every detail, and to this the language of the Koran was adapted. The consonantal text was not altered. But a method of reading the text correctly was developed, and all sorts of signs were added to the consonantal text in order to safeguard a correct reading.¹

The books dealing with reading the Koran do not mention this early activity of the readers.² Books which may have mentioned it are lost. But I discovered in an Arabic MS dealing with the number of the verses of the Koran, belonging to the Collection of Sir Alfred Chester Beatty,³ a notice which at least reflects this development. It is a quotation from al-Farrā’ (who died in 821), one of the greatest authorities on Arabic grammar and on reading the Koran. Some years ago H. Ritter discovered in Istanbul an old MS (fourth century A.H.) of al-Farrā’s Commentary on the Koran, the text of which had been dictated by the

¹ It is very likely that the Arabs began to add vowel signs to the text of the Koran in the first century A.H. Cf. O. Pretzl in Nöldeke’s Geschichte des Korans, 2nd ed., vol. iii, p. 262.
³ It is MS Arab. 705, written A.H. 595= A.D. 1190. I have to express my thanks to Sir A. Chester Beatty for his permission to make use of the text.
author during the years 817–19.\textsuperscript{1} Otto Pretzl, when referring to this MS,\textsuperscript{2} says of the author:

‘Die grammatischen Erklärungen von al-Farrā’ werden von den Arabern selbst als das Vollendeste angesehen was auf dem Gebiete der Koranwissenschaft geleistet worden ist.’

I give the whole text in an English translation.\textsuperscript{3}

Al-Farrā’ says:

We have seen that the readers who know the Book (the Koran) and the practice (\textit{sunna}) and are authorities on correct speech are agreed that it (the Koran) came down in the most correct forms of speech. This was opposed by some of those who investigated ‘the poetry’ and ‘the Days of the Arabs’. They said: ‘Those who claimed the excellence of the Koran have merely done so in accordance with what God ordained for honouring the Koran. But when we look for correctness of speech, we find it among the Bedouin’.

But in this they disagreed. The people of Kufa said: ‘Correctness is to be found among the Asad’, because of their vicinity to them. The people of Baṣra said: ‘Correctness is to be found among the upper Tamīm and the lower Kās from ‘Ukl and ‘Ukail’. The people of Medina said: ‘Correctness is to be found among the Ghaṭafān’, because they are their neighbours. The people of Mecca said: ‘Correctness is to be found among Kābān b. Sa’d b. Bekr and Thākîf’.

We wished to refer them through traditions, analogy, and example to the superiority of the speech of the Ḥuraish over all other languages. So we said: ‘Do not the Ḥuraish surpass the people in the beauty of their stature, in the sagacity of their minds, in the fullness of their bodies?’ They said: ‘We know that as well as anybody. But sagacity and beauty came to them merely because the Arabs used to come to the sanctuary (the Ka’ba) for Ḥajj and ‘Umra (the two parts of the pilgrimage), both their women and their men. The women made the circuit round the House unveiled (ḥawāsir) and performed the ceremonies with uncovered faces. So they selected them by sight

\textsuperscript{1} ‘Philologica ii’, by H. Ritter, in \textit{Der Islam}, vol xvii, 1928, p. 249. It is MS Vehbi Ef Nr. 66. The Oriental Seminar of Bonn University possessed a photograph of this important MS.

\textsuperscript{2} In the new edition of Theodor Nöldeke’s \textit{Geschichte des Korans}, vol. iii, Leipaig, 1928, p. 247.

\textsuperscript{3} Sir Hamilton Gibb kindly revised my translation and made some valuable suggestions in connexion with it. The Arabic text follows below as Appendix iv.
and sought after dignity and beauty. By this they gained superiority besides those qualities by which they were particularly distinguished.  

We said: 'In the same way they were accustomed to hear from the tribes of the Arabs their dialects; so they could choose from every dialect that which was best in it. So their speech became elegant, and nothing of the more vulgar forms of speech was mixed up with it. Do you not see that you will not find in their pronunciation the 'an'ana of Tamîm 1 or the roughness in speech 2 of Kâis, or the keskese 3 of Rabî‘a, or the Kesr (the i-vowel) which you hear from Kâis and Tamîm, like ti‘lamîna, ti‘lam, and like bi‘ir, shi‘ir with Kesr of ta, ba, sin, shin? 4 Correctness came to them from their selection of pronunciation, just as from their selection of wives'.

And by this we refuted their arguments and reverted to the arguments of those who knew the Koran better than they.

And besides, we have heard that ‘Omar b. al-Khaṭṭāb said: 'O Prophet of God, you came to us with a kind of speech of the Arabs which we do not know, although we are really Arabs'. Then the Prophet of God said: 'My Lord taught me, so I learned, and he corrected me, so I acquired correctness; and the superiority of the Koran to every other speech is as the superiority of God to His creatures'.

‘Omar b. al-Khaṭṭāb heard a man reading ‘at-ta hînîn in the meaning of hattâ hînîn. He said: 'Who taught you to recite thus?' He said: ‘Abdallâh b. Mas‘ûd.' 5 So he wrote to ‘Abdallâh b. Mas‘ûd: 'The Koran came down in the language of the Kuraish and it came not down in the language of the Hudhail. So do you teach men to recite it in the language of the Kuraish and not in the language of the Hudhail.'

1 MS; 'an'a; 'an'ana is substituting 'ain for alif, cf. Lane, s.v.
2 'gifâfye means rough, guttural speech, cf. Lane, s.v.
3 According to the Arabic grammarians (see Ibn Ya‘ish, p. 1245) the terms keskese and keskeshâ were used to signify the pronunciation of the suffix -ki alternatively as -kîs or -si, and as -kish or -shi. This is mentioned as a characteristic of the language spoken also by the Rabî‘a. Cf. K. Vollers, Volksprache und Schriftsprache im alten Arabien, Strassburg, 1906, p. 11.
4 To use i in these forms instead of a is mentioned as a characteristic of the Tamîm. Cf. the references given by Vollers, op. cit. p. 16.
5 Ibn Mas‘ûd (died about A.D. 652) was one of the earliest companions of the Prophet and knew perhaps more of him than any other Muslim. He was in possession of his own collections of Koranic material and was regarded as a special authority in matters of Koran and Sunna. The Calif ‘Omar had sent him to Kufa to teach Islam. There, he became the apostle of Islam for Babylonia and the East in general. The Hudhail mentioned here are a tribe of the Bedouin living between Mecca and Medina.
Abū Bekr as-Ṣiddīk said: ‘The Iʿrāb of the Koran¹ is preferable to me rather than keeping some of its letters.’

Abu Huraira² is reported as saying: The Apostle of God said: ‘Learn the Koran and hold fast to its strange words.’

Ibn Masʿūd³ said: ‘Keep to the text of the Koran and adorn it with the best of pronunciations and read it with Iʿrāb (aʿrābūhu); for it is pure Arabic (ʿarabiyyun), and God wishes it to be read with Iʿrāb (an yuʿraba).’

‘Omar’s son⁴ beat his son for pronouncing incorrectly (ʿala-l-lahm).

Mujahīd⁵ said: ‘Verily I prefer to err in a verse than to make an error of pronunciation (an alḥana) in the Book of God.’

And he said:⁶ ‘Omar passed by some people who were contending for superiority in shooting. One of them spoke incorrectly (lahana). ‘Omar said: “Incorrectness in speech is worse than badness in shooting.”’

‘Abdalmalik b. ‘Omair⁷ related that ‘Omar b. al-Khaṭṭāb said: ‘None shall dictate our copies of the Koran except men of the Kuraish and Thakif.’

Muḥammad b. Saʿdān said that ‘Abdalwahhāb b. ‘Aṭā al-Khaffāf⁸ has reported from Saʿīd from Kāṭāda from Zarāra b. Auḥ from Saʿd b. Hīshām from ‘Aisha from the Prophet . . . The expert in reading the Koran ranks with the noble pious recording angels. And he who recites it having an impediment in his speech, so that he says it twice,⁹ gets double reward.’

This is a valuable testimony to the influence of Bedouin Arabic on the language of the Koran. Al-Farrā’ cannot deny this influence. Correct Arabic is really to be found among the Bedouin. But he cannot admit any alteration in the language of the Holy

¹ Iʿrāb are the vocalic endings of the Arabic words according to the laws of the grammar of classical Arabic. The recommendation to read the Koran with these vocalic endings presupposes that they were often not read. In modern Arabic these vocalic endings are usually not read, and are observed only when it is intended to speak classical Arabic, adapted to Bedouin poetry and to the language of the Koran.

² Abu Huraira died about A.D. 677 in Medina. Nearly 3,500 traditions are attributed to him.

³ Cf. p. 144, note 5.

⁴ i.e. the son of the second Caliph, ‘Omar b. al-Khaṭṭāb.


⁶ The same tradition, with some variant readings and with other authorities, is mentioned by Ibn Saʿd, ed. E. Sachau, vol. iii, p. 204, 1. 16. Cf. K. Völkers, Volks sprachen und Schriftsprache im alten Arabien, p. 161.


⁹ The Arabic word is explained by ‘his tongue sticks fast in doing so’. Cf. Lane, s.v. taʿṣaʿa, according to Tāj al-ʿarūs. See Ibn Mājah, adab, § 52. (Fück.)
Book. For a good Muslim it is a matter of faith that the word of God was revealed in the most correct form of Arabic. Up to a few decades ago, conditions had not changed much since the time of al-Farrā’ī. When in 1905 Karl Völlers—an expert on classical Arabic and a special authority on modern Arabic as spoken in Egypt—tried to show the influence of Bedouin poetry on the text of the Koran at the International Orientalist Congress in Algiers, his lecture provoked a real revolt among the Muslim members of that congress.

Al-Farrā’ī found himself in a difficult position. In his capacity as a grammarian he could not deny that correct Arabic was closely connected with the poetry of the Bedouin. As a good Muslim he was convinced that the word of God was revealed to the Prophet in the best and most correct language. As a theologian he could not admit any alteration in the language of the Holy Book. Therefore he had to find a compromise. He antedated the influence of Bedouin poetry to an earlier period. Long before the Koran was revealed to the Prophet, the language of the Kuraish had been influenced by the Arabic of the Bedouin. The Kuraish in Mecca had heard from Arabic pilgrims all sorts of Arabic speech, and so they had been able to select the best ‘just as they had selected their wives’. In this way the Arabic spoken by the Kuraish had become the most perfect Arabic. Al-Farrā’ī can show that this language is superior to any Bedouin Arabic. It has neither a wrong pronunciation of gutturals, nor wrong vowels, both of which occur in some of the dialects spoken by the Bedouin. This ideal Arabic, in reality the result of the work done by the readers of the Koran and the grammarians, was identified by al-Farrā’ī with the language spoken by the Kuraish in the time of the Prophet. In this perfect language the Koran is supposed to have been revealed to the Prophet. Again and again the necessity of correctly reading the holy texts is emphasized in the quotations of al-Farrā’ī.

\[1\] For many years Völlers was the director of the Bibliothèque Khédiviale in Cairo and made extensive studies of the Arabic spoken in Egypt; cf. his ‘Beiträge zur Kenntnis der lebenden arabischen Sprache in Ägypten’, ZDMG, 41 (1887), 50 (1896), 51 (1897). Later he was a professor at the University of Jena.

\[2\] See the preface to his book Volksprache und Schriftsprache im alten Arabien, Strassburg, 1906. Völlers was not very cautious in his statements. Even the title of his book is misleading. Muḥammad certainly did not use a Volksprache, but the language of the reputable Kuraish in Mecca, and their language cannot be contrasted with a Schriftsprache which, after all, was only developed during the following centuries. Cf. the detailed review of his book by Rudolf Geyer in Göttingische Gelehrte Anzeigen, 1909, pp. 10–56. But Völlers is certainly right in stating that Arabic as spoken by the Kuraish in Mecca differed widely from the ideal Arabic as fixed by the readers of the Koran in accordance with Bedouin poetry.
and one is under the impression that these exhortations were necessary to stop a prevalent habit of lax reading and to enforce an exact reading.

The material assembled by al-Farrā' is richly supplemented by a large book—hitherto quite unknown—composed by al-Ḥasan b. Muḥammad al-Mālikī (died A.H. 438, A.D. 1046), under the title: 'The Introduction to the knowledge of Koran recitation', at-tamhīd fī ma'rīfat at-taḡwīd. I found a MS of this work in the Collection of rare Arabic MSS of Sir Alfred Chester Beatty (MS J 152, written A.H. 613). In the sixth chapter of the Tamhīd are to be found more than 120 exhortations to read the Koran in a correct manner, with I'rab, i.e. by taking into consideration all the nominal and verbal endings which are to be found in the classical Arabic language, but which in colloquial Arabic are usually omitted. In my article 'The Qur'ān and the 'Arabiyya', published in the Ignace Goldziher Memorial Volume Part i (Budapest 1948, pp. 163–184) I discussed this book in detail. I translated and explained the first 67 of the exhortations quoted by al-Mālikī. They are those attributed to the Prophet himself and to his contemporaries. I have also dealt with the whole problem in my article, 'The Arabic Readers of the Koran'.¹

With my friend Johannes Fück of Halle University I had a very instructive correspondence regarding these traditions. He pointed out that a large number of the traditions found in tamhīd are also to be found in the great collection of Ḥadith Material published by al-Muttaḳī al-Hindī (died about 1567) under the title Kanz al-'ummaḥī (Hyderabad 1894–6), although they are not so impressively grouped together as in the tamhīd but are scattered through many chapters in the large book and so are less conspicuous.

Fück also pointed out that none of these traditions are to be found in the works of al-Bukhārī or Muslim and that they hardly can belong to the first century A.H., but cannot be later than the second century A.H., as al-Farrā' is aware of them. It is well known that Islamic traditions cannot be regarded as sayings of those people to whom they are attributed, but they show clearly the problems which affected Muslims at the time when they were attributed to the Prophet and his contemporaries, and for this period they have to be regarded as sources of first rank. The exhortations on correct reading of the Koran quoted by al-Farrā' and al-Mālikī were in particular devoted to the

reading of the Koran with I'rāb, and this was a real problem in the course of the second century of the Hijra (A.D. 719–815), and particularly in the second half of this period.

Gotthelf Bergsträsser, in his report on reading the Koran in the first centuries of Islam which was published in the new edition of the third part of Theodor Nöldeke's Geschichte des Qorans, used as his main source the historical retrospect given by al-Ĝazarī (died 1429 A.D.) in his kitāb an-naṣr fi'l-kīrā'āt al-ʿašr (book of the development in the readings of the Ten). Al-Ĝazarī is justly regarded as one of the chief authorities in his branch of studies. But in a book of so late an author we cannot find a trace of the older traditions on reading the Koran. He does not deal with problems which were shocking for people of a later time. Bergsträsser did not take sufficient account of this fact. Otto Pretzl tried to collect all available material in his Quellen der Kirā'āt-Wissenschaft. But he had not a single book dealing with these old traditions. He begins with ed-Dānī (died 1073) who was the first exponent of the authentic reading of the Koran and several of whose writings he published in the Bibliotheca Islamica II and III, 1930 and 1932. Of the many books listed in the Fihrist by Ibn an-Nadim, almost nothing is preserved, and it is very likely that such books on reading the Koran were deliberately destroyed because they dealt with problems which had lost their relevance and might offend good Muslims in later times. To these books belonged also Ṭabarī's kitāb al-kīrā'āt the loss of which is deplored by Nöldeke.

The great value of the two books which I discovered in the library of Sir Alfred Chester Beatty consists in the fact that they are the remnants of a literature which had a wide circulation and which for certain reasons disappeared. We can understand the ever recurring exhortation to read the Koran correctly and with I'rāb only if the Koran was at the time widely read incorrectly and without I'rāb and it was necessary to insist on the correct reading of the Koran.

Vollers' comments in his book mentioned above (p. 181):

Of the first importance were I'rāb and pronunciation of Hamza; hence every kind of haggling was excluded; both were carried through rigorously, without regard to the dialect, rhyme and culture of the author.

1 It is in the first chapter of his work, 'Die Wissenschaft der Koranlesung', Islamica vi, 1933, pp. 4–47.
2 Neue Beiträge zur semitischen Sprachwissenschaft, Strassburg, 1910, p. 2.
In the quotations of al-Farrâ' and al-Mālikī, we find the best confirmation of what Vollers had observed. Theodor Nöldeke sharply criticized Vollers’ comments. His main argument against Vollers is:

If the Prophet and his faithful followers had read the Koran without Iʿrāb, the tradition of it would not have completely disappeared.

The traditions missed by Nöldeke have played an important role in older books on reading the Koran. These books have mainly disappeared. Exhortations to read the Koran correctly and with Iʿrāb are the only form in which such traditions can be expected in Islamic sources. We find such exhortations in al-Farrâ’, and al-Mālikī collected them in his Tāmhid in a very impressive way. It is understandable that books of this kind have disappeared, but their loss does not entitle us to disregard these matters completely in a scientific description of the history of reading the Koran, as was done by Bergsträsser and Pretzl in the new edition of the third part of Nöldeke’s Geschichte des Qorans.

The systematic adaptation of the text of the Koran to Bedouin poetry triumphed over and obliterated the older forms of the Holy Book. For more than 1,200 years, since about 700, this ideal Arabic has been regarded as the original language of the Koran. From this point of view the work of the readers on the text of the Koran can be regarded as that of ‘establishing the text in its integrity’.

18. THE HEBREW TEXT OF THE BIBLE BEFORE THE TIBERIAN MASORETES

After the time of the great Arab conquest in the seventh century the Jews were living in Palestine and in Babylonia, the chief centres of their activity, under Arab rule. In former times Palestine had been for centuries part of the Byzantine empire, and Babylonia had been part of the Sassanid empire. The frontiers had in some ways impeded the exchange of ideas, and that was why different shoots had grown from a common root. From the mainly uniform Mishna text a Palestinian and a Babylonian Talmud had been developed. Besides the old Palestinian Targums written in an Aramaic language well understood in Palestine, official Targums to Torah and Prophets had come into existence in Babylonia. These however were not composed in the Aramaic
current in that country, but in the old Aramaic as used from Persian days. This was done in the firm belief that the widest circulation for the Targums would be secured in such a way.

That also different methods of punctuation of Hebrew had been developed in Palestine and in Babylonia we know only from the rich amount of vocalized Biblical texts preserved in the Geniza of Old Cairo.

Before developments in pronunciation parallel to the system established by the Masoretes of Tiberias became known, it was not possible to look beyond the Masoretic system which stood before us as an inexplicable phenomenon. Nobody could say how it came into being, nor how it was developed. It was like a miracle for which one explanation only could be given: the pronunciation of Hebrew as fixed by the Masoretes of Tiberias was handed down by them unanimously and exactly in the form in which it was transmitted to them, and by the long chain of their trustworthy successors every guarantee was given that they had established the text exactly as read from time immemorial, in the golden days when the Temple was still in existence, when sacrifices were offered and services were held there; indeed, ever since the days of Ezra and the men of the Great Synagogue.

The Masoretes did everything in their power to foster this idea. They eliminated all remnants of earlier pronunciation so radically that no pre-Masoretic texts were allowed to be preserved. The first specimens of earlier punctuation to re-emerge were found in the Cairo Geniza, where they had been stored in order to be destroyed. It was contrary to the intention of the Masoretes that these remnants were preserved there. The Masoretes had wished to ensure that the punctuation finally fixed by them should be the only authoritative one and should alone survive. Thus it became possible to regard the text fixed by these Tiberian Masoretes as something to which, in a slightly modified form, the famous words of Vincent of Lerins could be applied:

quod semper, quod ubique, quod ab omnibus traditum erat,
as a text which in this very form had been transmitted always, everywhere, by everybody—just as the ideal text of the Koran has been regarded as its original form for more than 1200 years.

The material preserved in the Geniza gives us the opportunity to go behind this complicated system of punctuation elaborated by the Masoretes.
Since I discovered in a Berlin MS (Or qu 680) from Yemen, more than fifty years ago, the first specimen of a real Babylonian text of the Bible, a great number of such texts have been discovered, chiefly in the Cairo Geniza. Recently, Professor Alejandro Diez Macho, of Barcelona, while working in the Library of the Jewish Theological Seminary of America in New York, found a great deal of new material. We have now at our disposal nearly half the Bible provided with Babylonian punctuation. An interesting report from Kiršisānī who wrote in the first half of the tenth century tells us that the Babylonian reading (kīrāʾat al-‘Irākī) was used in a great part of the world, from ar-Rakka on the Euphrates to the Chinese frontiers, by most people living in Mesopotamia, Khurasān, Fāris, Kirmān, Isfahān, Yamāmā, Bahrāin, al-Yemen and other countries. Kiršisānī refers for this information to a certain Jaʾıkub b. Esfrain ash-Shāmī of whom we unfortunately know nothing, but it is certain that his report refers to the time before the text fixed by the Masoretes of Tiberias was known and had any authority outside Palestine. It is of some importance that publication is to be expected soon of such texts as are certainly independent of the texts fixed by the Tiberian Masoretes.

For the pronunciation of Hebrew used in Palestine at the time before the Masoretes of Tiberias began their work we can get some information from a few texts of the Bible provided with Palestinian punctuation. These texts, however, had already been influenced by the work of the Tiberian Masoretes—at an early date and in different ways. Comparatively little influenced are the texts written on scrolls to which some Palestinian vowels have been added. I have published the fragments of a Geniza Scroll, a few columns with the text of Ezekiel, and some fragments with the text of the Psalms which I have discussed have been published by Dr. A. Murtonen.

An interesting specimen of a text with Palestinian vocalization worked over by a Tiberian Masorete has been discovered by Professor A. Diez Macho in the Library of the Jewish Theological Seminary of America in New York, containing the end of

Qohelet and the beginning of Lamentations, and I am publishing it in Appendix iii. We see from it how a text of the Bible to which the copyist of the MS had added some Palestinian vowels and accents has been worked over by a Tiberian masorete at a time when the Tiberian vocalization was still in its early stages. It is fortunate that such a specimen has been preserved to us.

But we have seen that the Palestinian punctuation was used in all kinds of Hebrew texts: in particular a great number of liturgical texts have been preserved and these have not been influenced by the Tiberian Masora. In these liturgical texts a great number of biblical verses are quoted, and when these are written in full and provided with punctuation they provide us with specimens of Hebrew as it was read in Palestine before the Masoretes of Tiberias began their work.

A. Murtonen, in his Academic Dissertation, *Materials for a non-Masoretic Hebrew Grammar I* (Helsinki 1958), has observed that there is a comparatively large manuscript which contains a frequent, in many parts almost complete vocalization; it is the Oxford MS. Heb. d. 55, fols. 4–7, 9–14, his MS a, and he considered it possible, therefore, to compose a sketch of a grammar of the Hebrew language according to the Palestinian tradition, chiefly in connexion with the treatment of the punctuation of this manuscript. In its vocalization four hands appear. The first and second ones differ from each other, however, in some isolated instances only, so that normally they are treated as a whole. The third hand appears rarely, while the fourth hand is Tiberian and, consequently, not taken into account.

The grammatical sketch shows that there are many forms which deviate from the Tiberian forms, or are remarkable in some way. Murtonen has mentioned these deviations so that the reader of his book may be aware of them. But he insists that he has only been able to write a sketch of a grammar from this material. Yet we see that the forms given by him are very often closely related to the Samaritan pronunciation of Hebrew. His intention is to study thoroughly the Samaritan material and to compose a historical grammar of Samaritan Hebrew—this time not a sketch, but a real grammar, as the material will be sufficient for that.

The final aim is, as the title of his book says, to compose a grammar on the basis of all non-masoretic traditions. Of these the Samaritan is by far the most important, but other traditions also must be made use of, in the first instance Dead Sea scrolls.
in which the pronunciation is marked by plene-writing, and the readings of the Second Column of the Hexapla.

19. THE PRONUNCIATION OF HEBREW BY THE SAMARITANS

It has been established that a pronunciation of Hebrew closely resembling that in the Palestinian texts has been used up to the present day by the Samaritans. This pronunciation of Hebrew is clearly different from the Hebrew fixed by the Masoretes of Tiberias and used by the Jews in all parts of the world. However differently the pronunciation of Hebrew has developed in the different lands, all these forms are based ultimately on the text fixed by the Masoretes, as it is preserved in our Hebrew Bible. The pronunciation of the Samaritans is the only one which is independent of the Masoretic text, and that this pronunciation of the Samaritans goes back at least in part to a very old tradition has been proved by manuscripts from the Dead Sea as far as they show strong plene-writing. I have proved in my contribution to the Festschrift for Alfred Bertholet that the orthography מְבָּה etc. found for instance in the first Isaiah Scroll has been preserved up to the present day by the Samaritans, although they do not write the ending מ in their texts. They have therefore retained up to the present day a pronunciation clearly found in pre-Christian MSS, but rejected by the Jews already at the time of the reorganization of Judaism after the destruction of the Temple, almost 1900 years ago; for we find no trace of it in the transliterated texts which Origen has included in the Hexapla.

The Samaritans are firmly convinced that the way in which the Torah is read daily in their services has been handed down from father to son from time immemorial. That their pronunciation of Hebrew has not undergone an essential change in the last 600 years can be proved by a number of Samaritan MSS of the Torah provided with vowel signs. I found four of such MSS and entered their vowel signs in my copy of Gall’s edition of Der Hebräische Pentateuch der Samaritaner, Giessen 1914–18. These entries of mine and some other material and notes by Arthur Schaade, of which I shall speak later, were the basis for the book published by Fritz Diening Das Hebräische bei den Samaritanern. Ein Beitrag zur vormasoretischen Grammatik des Hebräischen.¹


² Bonner Orientalische Studien, no. 24, Stuttgart, 1938.
A new edition of the Hebrew Pentateuch of the Samaritans is being prepared by Professor Pérez Castro in Madrid on the basis of the oldest Samaritan MSS of the Torah not used by Herr von Gall. In particular Pérez Castro will use the famous Abisha scroll from Nablus of which he was able to obtain a photograph. That part of it which is old he will publish in facsimile with a transcript.\textsuperscript{1} The text of the Samaritan Pentateuch which he intends to edit will be provided with the vocalization of the MS belonging to Trinity College Library, Cambridge, in the text, and that of the other MSS (London, Leningrad, Istanbul) in the notes.

That the Samaritan pronunciation of Hebrew has not undergone much change is also attested by some Arabic writings of the Samaritans dealing with the Hebrew language, to which Nöeldeke first drew attention.\textsuperscript{2} But at that time our knowledge of the transmission of the pronunciation of Hebrew by the Samaritans was very imperfect and Nöeldeke’s conclusions taken from these texts require to be modified in several ways.

Quite recently the Arabic texts composed by the Samaritans on their Hebrew language have been published in their entirety by Zeeb Ben Hayyim.\textsuperscript{3} The two volumes have 666 + ix pages, and more volumes will follow. There is no doubt that some valuable texts have been published here, for instance a kind of vocabulary, listing Hebrew, Arabic and Samaritan equivalents. I have known a manuscript of this text for nearly sixty years, and am glad that it has been included under No. XI on pp. 437–616; it will be quite useful to have this vocabulary to hand. One may, however, ask whether it was necessary to publish all these Arabic texts, most of which are of little importance, and one may also ask for whom a modern Hebrew translation of all these texts will be of help. Jews in Israel unable to read these Arabic texts will certainly not be able to help in the study of them. Although nobody will deny that Z. Ben Hayyim has been very industrious over a period of


nearly twenty years in collecting the material for this book, a translation into some European language of one or two of the most important texts with references to the others would have been a more valuable contribution to scholarship. Perhaps this compilation may be of service to a scholar who will prepare a grammar of the Hebrew used by the Samaritans in their divine services. But what shall we do with the translations into modern Hebrew? Besides, for such a grammar many other sources must be taken into account.

Heinrich Petermann tried to transcribe the Samaritan pronunciation of Hebrew as spoken to-day. During his stay in Nablus he had asked the High Priest ‘Amram to read slowly before him the Hebrew text of Genesis, and he inserted the Hebrew vowel signs into the copy of the Samaritan Pentateuch of Blayney, which he had before him. From this vocalized copy of the text printed in Hebrew letters he made, when he had returned to Germany, a transcription of Genesis in Latin letters. This transcribed text he published and made the basis of his Versuch einer hebräischen Formenlehre nach der Aussprache der heutigen Samaritaner.

This transcribed text has some value through the vowels which Petermann had added at the dictation of the High Priest, but it is misleading in its rendering of the consonants, where Petermann followed in the main the rules of the Tiberian Masoretes. And the texts transcribed by Petermann are entirely useless as he omitted to indicate the stress of the words, which differs completely in Samaritan reading from what is indicated in the text of the Tiberian Masoretes.

While I was in Nablus (three days in 1906 and a fortnight in 1908) I had other problems to discuss with the Samaritans.

In 1917 I received a letter from Hellmut Ritter then in Nablus; he had known me in his student days in Halle and was aware of my interest in the Samaritans. He had visited the Samaritan High Priest, Isaac b. ‘Amram, the son of Petermann’s informant, whom I knew very well, and had given him my greetings. He enclosed a letter from him together with 23 verses from the first chapter of Genesis, which he had written down at the dictation of the High Priest, without realizing their value.

1 Pentateuchus Hebraeo-Samaritanus charactere Hebraeo-Chaldaico ... ed. Benjamin Blayney, Oxford, 1790. The edition is mainly based on Kennicott.
2 Abhandlungen für die Kunde des Morgenlandes, Band v, no. 1, Leipzig 1868,
fragments and the deciphering of the texts by Cardinal Mercati are already in print and have been sent to me by the kindness of Eugène Cardinal Tisséran and Monsignore Anselmo Albareda, Prefetto della Bibliotheca Vaticana. I am very grateful that I was able to study these texts before their definitive publication. Giovanni Cardinal Mercati spent a great part of his life in the study of this material and its publication will enable us to begin a new study of the Hexapla and the whole problem of the Septuagint. His collection of Hexaplaric material from a great many manuscripts will add much to the material published about eighty years ago by Field, and will also give Mercati’s commentary on the text which he has deciphered.

Cardinal Mercati has made a special investigation of the Second Column of the Hexapla, containing the Hebrew text in Greek transcription. He tries to prove that this text, transcribed into Greek, comes from Origen himself or was made on his initiative. He thinks that Origen, while copying the first column containing the Hebrew text in Hebrew letters, of which no trace has been found so far, put the Greek transcription immediately next to it. Mercati admits that Origen may have had Jewish helpers for this task. Yet it could not have been at all easy to produce the whole Hebrew Bible in Greek transcription with vocalization. Even if one is prepared to grant to Origen far more knowledge of Hebrew than he himself admits, and if one takes into account that he learned much during the work, the task for a non-Jew must have been enormous.

There can hardly be any doubt that this work was done by Jews who from childhood had read the Bible and knew it almost by heart. The Jews created this text for those of their fellow believers who could not read the non-vocalized Hebrew text. This has been proved by Ludwig Blau in his book Zur Einleitung in die Heilige Schrift (Budapest, 1894), where he deals on pp. 80–83 with Biblical Codices in foreign characters. Unfortunately Mercati did not see Blau’s book, and he depends for his criticism of Blau on an article of Orlinski and on a review written by Blau of Friedmann’s book on Onkelos and Akylas, but in neither of these is Blau’s principal argument given and so I quote the relevant part of what Blau has to say on the matter as follows:

2 *JQR*, xxvii, p. 149, n. 10.
3 *JQR*, ix, 1898/7, pp. 728–30.
I regard the Baraitha Schabbath 115a\(^1\) as the chief proof: 'If they (the Biblical texts) are written in Coptic, Medic, 'Ibric, Elamic or Greek—although it is not permitted to use them for reading, they may be saved from the fire'. As I have already stated above, the reference must here be to specimens of Hebrew texts written in the characters of the languages mentioned, as 'Ibric, by which normally must be understood the Hebrew language, would otherwise have no meaning. The precept derived from this Baraitha in Soferim 1.7\(^2\) mentions expressly all kinds of writing besides all languages. The little post-Talmudic treatise Sefer Tora 1.8\(^3\) contains the prohibition: one must not write in (old) Hebrew, Medic, Elamic, Greek.

An old-fashioned Rabbi who certainly did not know anything of Origen's Ἐβραῖκαι, Jacob Halevi of Worms, in whose name the editor gives several explanatory remarks, states that the reference here is to foreign forms of writing, not to foreign languages (although the editor himself does not accept this meaning as it is contrary to the Tosaphot). We have here proof that for the simple method of interpretation, this explanation is much more obvious than the generally accepted one referring the Baraitha to foreign languages. Even although the Talmud understood the Baraitha as referring to different languages this cannot prevent us from preferring the simpler interpretation, all the more as we know a Hebrew text in Greek letters in the Hexapla. This proof can be established in the same way also from the Baraitha Megilla 18a\(^4\) where it is said that the scroll of Esther can be read to the Copts in Coptic, to the Hebrews in Hebrew, to the Elamits in Elamitic, to the Greeks in Greek . . . 'If he has read it in Coptic, Hebrew, Elamitic, Medic, Greek, he has not fulfilled his duty'.

The traditions mentioned, Blau believes, show effectively the existence of Biblical books in the Hebrew language written in foreign characters at least by the second century (A.D.). The Second Column of the Hexapla does not owe its appearance to an idea of Origen, as such Graeco-Hebrew Codices existed already before his time. Origen found this kind of text in existence like

---

\(^1\) אֵין בְּהַכְתָּבָנָה מְרִיתָא עַבְרִיתָא עַלְּעַלְמָתָא יוֹנִיתָא אלָם פִּי שֶׁאֲלִין גִּבּוֹרָה בַּכְּרֵךְ מִצְּרִילָא שְׁמוֹעַ בְּצָלָלֶהָ.

\(^2\) אֵין בְּהַכְתָּבָנָה אלָם צְרוּעָה אָלָם אֲבָדָנָה אֲלָם מְרִיָּנָה אוֹלָם זְרִעָה בַּכְּרֵךְ אֶתְּלִין בַּכְּרֵךְ הַמְּצִירִים (כְּפֶרֶסֶם).

\(^3\) The same in Massecheth Soferim 1.8 in that it is said that the scroll of Esther can be read to the Copts in Coptic, to the Hebrews in Hebrew, to the Elamits in Elamitic, to the Greeks... The same in Massecheth Soferim 1.8 in that it is said that the scroll of Esther can be read to... Ed. S. Schönblum (Lemberg 1877) . . . ed. Raphaël Kirchheim (Frankfurt a. M. 1857).

\(^4\) Baraitha Megilla 18a אֵין בְּהַכְתָּבָנָה מְרִיתָא עַלְּעַלְמָתָא יוֹנִיתָא אלָם פִּי שֶׁאֲלִין גִּבּוֹרָה בַּכְּרֵךְ מִצְּרִילָא שְׁמוֹעַ בְּצָלָלֶהָ.
the Hebrew text and the different translations. Owing to his poor knowledge of Hebrew he was not equipped for the task even with the help of a Jewish assistant. Blau further refers to the general need for such kinds of transliterated texts for the Jews.

The other Semitist with whom Mercati has to do is Joseph Halévy. In an article ‘L'origine de la transcription du texte hébreu en caractères grecs dans les Hexaples d'Origène’ in the *Journal Asiatique,* Halévy had indicated some passages in the Palestinian Talmud and in Canticum Rabba from which he wanted to prove that the Jews also used the Hebrew text in Greek transcription during the services in the Synagogues, particularly in the Synagogue of Caesarea where Origen lived.

I think it is quite possible that this was done, but it is certain that the passages indicated by Halévy do not prove it. Mercati was quite emphatic when he pointed out that the passages do not contain what Halévy read into them, and there can be no doubt that Cardinal Mercati is right, and he is here in complete agreement with Ludwig Blau who declared already in his book of 1894: ‘Other proofs for writing the Hebrew original with foreign characters cannot be given.’ We cannot expect in Jewish texts a clear statement on such matters. Since Christianity had become the religion of the State, the Jews’ dislike of everything written in Greek had increased to such a degree that we may take for granted that passages which may once have referred to such transcribed texts of the Bible were altered or omitted later.

There is no question that the transcribed text of the Bible as presented in this instance is consistent, and that the text of the transcription agrees in essentials with our Hebrew consonantal text. But a recent discovery has shed new light on the origin

---

3 Sér. xvii, 1901, pp. 335–41.
4 I spoke about it in my book, just mentioned, pp. 44 f. Alexander Sperber, in *HUC* xii/xiii, Cincinnati, 1937/8, p. 108 contested the consistency of the transcribed text of the second column on the ground that the transcription usually agrees with that of Cod. A of the Septuagint, but at times also with that of Cod. B. But F. X. Wutz had already shown that the transcriptions of personal names in Cod. B usually follow older methods of transcription, whereas the transcriptions of Cod. A have to a great extent been adapted to the system of transcription of the second column. At other times, the transcription of Cod. B has been revised and Cod. A contains older forms of the transcription. In his work, Sperber referred only to the transcriptions of these two Codices of the Greek Bible.
5 Einar Branno in his work, ‘Studien über Hebräische Morphologie und Vokalismus auf Grund der Mercatischen Fragmente der zweiten Kolumne der Hexapla’ (*AKM* xxvii, Leipzig 1943, pp. 445–47) assembled a large number of variants of the transcribed text against the Tiberian Bible. But only the consonantal texts can really be compared with each other. The Tiberian vocalization did not exist at the time of the transcribed texts, and the Tiberian Masoretes knew nothing of the latter.
and purpose of the transcribed text. In a Greek papyrus of the fourth century, owned in part by Sir Alfred Chester Beatty and in part by the University of Michigan, a homily about the Pass-over and the Passion has been preserved which was composed by Bishop Melito who in the second century was active in Sardis. Fragments in Syriac of this homily have long been known and were published by William Cureton and by Cardinal Pitra. The homily begins with the words:

η μεν γραφή τῆς εβραίκης εξόδου ανεγνωσται καὶ τα γηματα του μουσιμου διακεκριμην πως το προβατον θυτει και πως ο λαος σωζεται ...

The script of the Hebrew Exodus has been read and the words of the Mystery explained, how the lamb was sacrificed and the people saved ...

Campbell Bonner, the editor of the Greek text, has investigated the question of how the first words of the homily are to be understood. Obviously one must distinguish here between the reading of the scripture, the paraphrase, and the following sermon (homily). Sir Frederic Kenyon, the editor of the Chester Beatty Papyri, pointed out that the wording of the text really presupposes that the reading of the text of the Bible was done in Hebrew. Next followed the Greek translation and only then the sermon. Günther Zuntz, in a special investigation of the matter, tried to prove that Melito's words really presuppose that it was usual to read the lessons from the Old Testament in Hebrew in Christian communities of the second century. He suggested that the

1 Speculum Syriacum, London 1855, pp. 49 f.
2 Analestica Sacta, iv, Paris 1883, p. 199.
3 A great number of writings by Melito are known. 'Very soon the memory of Melito was obliterated in the Greek Church and that can only be explained on the assumption that his writings were not in sympathy with the later dogmatic taste.' (Harnack, Geschichte der altchristlichen Literatur bis Eusebios, i, p. 248; on the Syriac fragments, i, p. 250, ii, pp. 358 f.).

In the course of a detailed investigation of the rhetorical rhymes of the homily, to be found as well in the Greek as in the Syriac text, I have pointed to the possibility that the Syriac text may have been the original text of the homily, as these rhetorical rhymes are more often to be found in the Syriac than in the Greek text (see my article: "Was Melito's Homily originally written in Syriac?" TTS xlv, 1943, pp. 59-6). Is it possible that some of Melito's writings were originally written in Syriac?

4 Harvard Theological Review, xxxi, 1938, pp. 175 ff.—The Homily on the Passion by Melito, Bishop of Sardis ... ed. by Campbell Bonner, Studies and Documents, xii, London 1940.


Christians adopted this custom from the Jews. For reading the Hebrew original the transcription in Greek letters would surely have suited all Christians and most Jews. This theory also gives a plausible reason for the existence of a Greek transcribed text; it allowed both Jews and Christians to read the lessons from the Old Testament in Hebrew during the service, and this explains why this transcribed text was composed so carefully and consistently and why Origen thought fit to include it in his Hexapla. The texts must have been valued very highly during Origen’s lifetime. Melito’s Homily was composed about 168; Origen was born about 185. The Greek transcribed text is therefore considerably older than Origen, as Ludwig Blau correctly supposed.

This text, like all the others assembled in the Hexapla, was adopted by Origen from the Jews. A clear proof of this is to be found in the fact that in all the five columns preserved to us the divine name is regularly given as the Tetragrammaton in Hebrew square letters. Hitherto we knew only one very early text of the Septuagint in which this method of rendering the divine name was used, the Papyrus Fouad 266 containing some verses from the last chapters of Deuteronomy. The Papyrus was written in about 100 B.C. But the divine name must have been written in the same way in the Jewish MSS of the Greek Bible which were used by Origen when he compiled the Hexapla. And this way of rendering the divine name was not only used in the text of the Septuagint, but in all the columns of the Hexapla. We have therefore to suppose that this method of rendering the divine name was very widely used in Jewish circles at that time. Origen had certainly not invented it. He only took over what he had found in his Jewish sources, and the Christians copied the texts exactly as Origen had done, and they continued to do so for a long time—the Milan palimpsest was written centuries after Origen, when the Jews had long ago abandoned the method of writing Hebrew with Greek letters, and had ceased to read Greek texts at all. It is very interesting to note that this transcribed text, which was obviously composed by the most official circles of Jewry, and which must have played a very important role among them at one time, should have been preserved for us only because

---


Origen included it in his Hexapla. But this is not surprising. How many early Jewish texts have been handed down to us only because the Christians went on using them! We need only think of Philo, Josephus, the Apocrypha and Pseudepigrapha which were preserved for us in writing only because the Christians went on reading and copying them. The edition of the fundamental work on these Hexapla fragments by Cardinal Mercati will reveal the true value of these important texts. In order to give an impression of them, I give here as a specimen the text of Psalm xxx (xxix in the Greek Bible) as it has been published by Cardinal Mercati. Little errors of the copyist are corrected as by Mercati. My intention is only to give a general impression of the text. For all details I refer to the publication of Mercati. Above each word in the transliterated text I give the Hebrew word with Tiberian vocalisation as it is to be found in the Hebrew Bible.

Psalm xxx (xxix in the Greek Bible)

1. μαζωρ σιρ δννεχαθ αβσαθ λδανειδ

2. ερωμεθα μυη χι δελλιδανη ουλω σεμεθ οιεβαι νι

3. μηθ ...

4. [μηθ] εελθ μεσωλ νεφοι ἰδαι μετωρθ δωρ

5. ζωκεθρου ἱπταν σοιδαυ ωνυσου αζεξπρ κοδω

6. χι μεγε βαιρων αιτν ωρονω βαιρβ ιαιν νεχ ...

7. οιαν αμαρθι βοσαου βαλ εμμαι λωλαι

8. μηθ ωδωνα χεμεθε λαμαρι αζ εσαεθα φαναχ

9. ηλοχ μηθ εκρα ουελ αδωναι θαναν
21. The Pronunciation of the Gutturals

Whoever compares the transcribed text of the Second Column of the Hexapla printed above with the text written in Hebrew characters as we have it in our Hebrew Bible will come to the conclusion that the men who were responsible for this kind of transcription did not pronounce the gutturals as consonants. This is confirmed by the whole material preserved in the Milan palimpsest, as may be seen in a few specimens taken from other Psalms of the Hexapla:

θενομ - ἔννοι xxxi, 4; βατος - ρηθός xxxi, 7; οὖβσαλη - ἀφέσις xxxv, 15; θερε - ἅρπη xxxv, 17; ὀφε - ἀφθάς xli, 19; ἰεμού - ἱμέρη xli, 4; χεσσο - ἑκάτο lxxxix, 30; μηρεμ - μηρίν cx, 3; (Field).
Now it may be said: How was it possible to render Hebrew gutturals with Greek letters? That it really was possible may be seen from the much older methods of transcription which we find in certain strata of the Septuagint. I may refer to transcriptions of proper names like Ἀρφων (φρών) Jer. xxxi (xlviii) 20 A; Ἀρμων (ῥομ) Deut. iii, 8 and often; Ἀρχαιμ (Ἄρχαιμ) I Kings xxix, I A; Ἀρδώρ (Ἀρδώρ) I Chron. viii, 24 A.\(^1\) It is clear that such transcriptions have to be understood as αρφων, αρμων, ἀρχαιμ, αρδωρ. The α prefixed to the guttural which had to be pronounced with the vowel e is the attempt to render in Greek script the Hebrew guttural which still must have been heard when this kind of transliteration was made.\(^3\)

In other cases an ι or ε was prefixed to the guttural. I may refer here to transliterations like Ἰαχεύραν (Ιαχεύραν) Num. xxvi, 42 B; Ἰαβίνευμ (Ιαβίνευμ) Judges iv, 12 A; Ἰασων (Ιασων) Joshua xix, 3 B; Ἰεράκα (Ἰεράκα) Joshua xviii, 23 B; Ἰεράκ (Ἰεράκ) I Chron. vi, 75 A; Ἰελεαδ (Ἰελεαδ) I Chron. vii, 21 A; Ἐλεαζαρ (Ἐλεαζαρ), often; Ἐσωβ (Ἐσωβ) instead of Ἐσωβ (Ἐσωβ) Num. xxxiii, 43 B. Such transliterations are to be understood as ιαχευραν, ιαβίνευμ, ιαξακ, ιερακα, κ.κ., and we can be sure that at the time when they were made the gutturals were still heard by the transcribers.

Besides, in older times the Hebrew letters ꝉ and Ꝋ must have been differentiated like the corresponding Arabic letters, so that ꝉ was pronounced sometimes like Arabic ḫ, sometimes like Arabic ḫā, and Ꝋ sometimes like Arabic ʿain, sometimes like Arabic ghain. An Ꝋ corresponding to gh we find, for instance, in words like Γομορρα (Γομορρα); Γαζα (Γαζα); Ραγου (Ῥαγου) Gen. xi, 18 f; Ραγουθν (Ραγουθν) Num. i, 14 and often; Ραγυμα Ezek. xxxvii, 22 (A.Q. Παγυμα), I Chron. i, 9 (Ἑλειφην); Γαθερ (Ῥαθ) Gen. xxxv, 16 A.D.; Γοθολα (Γοθολα) often; – a ꝉ corresponding to ḫα in χορφαίος (Ῥαθ) Gen. xiv, 6 A; Αχεζαρ (Ἀχεζαρ) Αχεξαμ (Ἀχεξαμ) and similar names.

In the Second Column of the Hexapla we never find transcriptions of this kind. These older methods of rendering Hebrew gutturals in Greek transcription had been completely abandoned in the second century when the transliteration preserved in the Second Column of the Hexapla was made; after the gutturals

---

\(^1\) These specimens as well as the following ones are to be found in the *Concordance to the Septuagint*, by Hatch and Redpath, Supplement, Fasc. i, Oxford, 1900 (photographic reprint Graz 1955).

\(^3\) Perhaps it was actually pronounced (to help the pronunciation of the guttural); in Samaritan such helping vowels regularly preceded gutturals before the disappearance of the latter (proved by the position of the stress) [A. Murtoonen].
had lost their consonantal value, a new method of transliteration was introduced, and in many manuscripts of the Septuagint Hebrew names were adapted to the rules of transliteration used in the Second Column of the Hexapla. The older methods of transliteration were no longer understood.

An important witness for the pronunciation of Hebrew in Palestine is Jerome. He translated the whole Old Testament from Hebrew into Latin, and he knew a good deal of Hebrew. He was in close contact with learned Jews in Palestine and had carefully observed their methods of pronunciation. Transliterated Hebrew words are to be found in great numbers in his writings. But they cannot be taken as a uniform mass, as has been done for instance by Carl Siefried in his well-known article published in 1884.\(^1\) Jerome quotes the Hebrew words just as he finds them in the source from which he has taken them, only replacing the Greek letters by Latin ones. There is a great difference in these quotations according as they are taken from the Septuagint, from the old Greek Onomasticon of Philo or Pseudo-Philo, from later sources such as the Second Column of Origen's Hexapla, or from his own transliteration.\(^2\) Of special interest are the statements made by Jerome about the pronunciation of Hebrew in his time. In his *Liber interpretationis hebraicorum nominum*\(^3\) he quotes the word *Gomorra* which he had found both in the old Greek Onomasticon and in the Septuagint, and he adds:

\[\text{sciendum quod g litteram in hebraico non habet, sed scribitur per uocalem \(\nu\).}\]

We find a similar notice somewhat later when he quotes the word

---


\(^2\) Cf. Franz Wutz, *Die Transkriptionen von der Septuaginta bis zu Hieronymus*, Stuttgart, 1933, who writes concerning Jerome: ‘Die Kenntnis der Onomastik hat sich dabei als recht brauchbar erwiesen; denn schon aus den Onomastica Sacra wusste ich, dass Hieronymus nur mit grösster Vorsicht zu benützen ist, da er ein gewaltiges Sammelsurium von Formen aus allen Jahrhunderten eines Zeitraums von 700–800 Jahren bot. Da Hieronymus trotz aller Gelehrtsamkeit der historisch-kritische Blick für die Divergenz seiner Materialien fehlte, häuft er Material auf Material, ohne zu ahnen, um was es ging; ja er nahm Stellung gegen alte Formen, ohne zu wissen wie sehr sie durch die alte Orthographie berechtigt waren’ (p. 3). This is correct on the whole. But as we now know the changes in the transcription of Hebrew words in the different centuries, the material collected by Jerome is, when used critically, of great importance. Alexander Sperber, in his treatise ‘Hebrew based upon Greek and Latin transliterations’ (*Hebrew Union College Annual*, vol. xii/xiii, Cincinnati, 1937/8) has dealt with Jerome's methods on pp. 109 f. His article is based to a considerable extent on Jerome.

\(^3\) Published by Paul de Lagarde in *Onomastica Sacra*, 2nd ed., Gottingae, 1887, pp. 26–116; cf. ibid., p. 33, and Sperber, op. cit., p. 110.
Segor\(^1\) and declares that it is the same as Seor which he had explained two lines before and adds:

sed scindum quia g litteram in medio non habeat, scribiturque per uocalem ain.

In mentioning the name Cham, Jerome remarks:\(^2\)

sed scindum quod in hebraico χ litteram non habeat, scribitur autem per η quae duplici aspiratione profertur.

It is clear that in older times Hebrew η had in certain cases a pronunciation similar to Greek χ, and that in his own time the Hebrew letter, like all the other gutturals, indicated only a vowel. A. Sperber, after a careful investigation of all the evidence concerning the gutturals spoken in Palestine in Jerome's time, comes to the conclusion: 'Gutturals have, therefore, no independent consonantal value, but serve merely to carry the vowel sign.'

We have seen that in the Jewish liturgical poetry of the sixth and seventh centuries\(^3\) the rhyme—along with the acrostic—is an important characteristic. In these poems there are rhyming words ending in η and ι, and words ending in μ and ι.\(^4\) It seems clear that the poet Hedwatha, who composed in the second half of the sixth century the Kerobas on the twenty-four divisions of priests (תֵּדָרְשָׁם), did not pronounce the gutturals. This is confirmed by the way in which Bible fragments with Palestinian punctuation are vocalized. Pontus Leander, in his article 'Bemerkungen zur palästinischen Überlieferung des Hebräischen',\(^5\) says:

From the Palestinian punctuation we may conclude that the

---


\(^3\) Cf. above, p. 43 ff.

\(^4\) Cf. Massoret des Westens, i, p. 2, where the words נַחֶב, נַחֶב, נַחֶב, and נַחֶב rhyme; p. 7, where רַבְּכַ, רַבְּכַ, רַבְּכַ, and רַבְּכַ rhyme; and p. 11, where נַכְּ[ ], נַכְּ, and נַכְּ rhyme (the fourth rhyme is not preserved).

\(^5\) Cf. ΖΑΨ, vol. liv, 1936, pp. 91-9. The words quoted above in translation may be given here in the German original: ‘Die palästinische Punktation lässt darauf schliessen, dass die Laryngale in der Aussprache nicht, oder wenigstens nicht genau, berücksichtigt wurden.... Wörter, die auf η ausgehn, reimen mit denen auf ι. Und sehr oft wird nur ein Vokal geschrieben, wo die späteren Punktationen zwei—einen vor der Laryngalis, den andern nach ι—zeigen. Diese Fälle sind zu zahlreich, um sich restlos durch Unvollständigkeit in der Vokalschreibung erklären zu lassen; die Laryngalis ist also elfidiert und die umgebenden Vokale kontrahiert.... Es ist kaum anzunehmen, dass die Laryngalis in solchen Fällen wirklich gesprochen wurde, denn alles deutet darauf hin, dass die Laryngale zu dieser Zeit völlig verloren gegangen oder wenigstens in der Artikulation irgendwie geschwächt waren’ (pp. 95 f.).
laryngals (i.e. gutturals) were not, or not exactly, taken into account in the pronunciation; words ending in ב rhyme with those ending in ג. And very often only one vowel is written where the later punctuation shows two, one before and one after the laryngal. These cases are too numerous to be explained by incompleteness in the writing of vowels. The laryngal is also elided and the surrounding vowels contracted.

From the texts published by me, Leander quotes the following specimens: (with כ) נִמֵּשׁ, נָמָשׁ, נַמְשׁוּ, נַמְשָׁוִים (mēres); (with ק) מַלֵּלָה, מָלֵל, מָלֶלָה (mibbad)=מַלָּה, מַלָּה (yēreš)=מַלָּה; (with נ) מֲנַחַד, מַנָּחֵד, מַנָּחַד (nēchad); (with מ) מִיָּת (nēmatak)=מִיָּתֶה, מִיָּתֶה (titnēm)=םיָּתֶה, מִיָּת (mērōk)=מִיָּתֶה. He adds:

"We can hardly assume that the laryngal was really pronounced in such cases, for everything points to the fact that the laryngal was completely lost at this time or at least weakened in articulation."

To these examples I may add a few specimens taken from the scroll of the Psalms with Palestinian punctuation of which the text has now been published by A. Murtonen:¹ הַרְומֶשׁ (וְרֹמֶשׁ) xxxvii, 35; הַלְּאָשָׁה (וְלָאָשָׁה) xxx, 11; הַלְּגָּשׁ (וְלָגָשׁ) xl, 7; הַלְּנָשָׁה (וְלָנָשָׁה) xxxvii, 28; הַלְּבָּבָה (וְלָבָּבָה) xxxvii, 36; הַלְּעָזָרָה (וְלָעָזָרָה) xxxviii, 4; הַלְּעָזָרָה (וְלָעָזָרָה) xxxviii, 32;² הַלְּעָזָרָה (וְלָעָזָרָה) xxxviii, 4; הַלְּעָזָרָה (וְלָעָזָרָה) xxxviii, 2; הַלְּעָזָרָה (וְלָעָזָרָה) xxxviii, 13. It is clear that this method of vocalizing the gutturals confirms the result which we reached on the basis of the other Manuscripts.

This method of not pronouncing the gutturals in reading Hebrew (and Aramaic) has been preserved by the Samaritans up to the present day. The Samaritans know how to pronounce correctly all the gutturals when speaking Arabic. But as soon as they begin to recite the Hebrew text of the Bible or the text of their Targum, or to speak Hebrew or Aramaic, the pronunciation of the gutturals—with the exception of כ and ק in certain cases—is completely omitted. In the summer of 1908 I worked for a fortnight daily in the Synagogue of the Samaritans in Nāblus and was always in touch with some of their priests, and I often discussed

¹ Cf. my reference to these fragments supra, p. 151, note 3.
² In these fragments no vowels are added when the text is written plene.
with them their method of pronouncing Hebrew. They were convinced that they read the holy text exactly as it had been transmitted to them by their forefathers from time immemorial.

The Masoretes who worked on the Hebrew Biblical text at the beginning of the ninth century added to the gutturals a great number of new vowels by which they tried to force the readers of the holy text not to overlook any of the gutturals written in the text of the Bible. ‘From the whole system of the Chatef vowels—a creation of the Tiberian Masoretes—we can clearly see how little they were accustomed to a correct pronunciation of the gutturals’, remarks Pontus Leander.¹ According to his theory the neglect of the gutturals began in the Aramaic vernacular language, especially in Galilee which was long notorious for its lax pronunciation of these sounds.² It spread next into the synagogal reading of the Hebrew Bible in Galilee. But, according to Leander, the Masoretes found the correct method of pronouncing Hebrew in Judæa and introduced it into the reading of the Biblical text by creating vowel signs which they added with great scrupulousness. They failed, however, to establish a correct pronunciation of the gutturals by their methods, and the difficulties they could not master are clearly to be seen in the text they created. Thus far Leander.³

I think it quite impossible to differentiate between the pronunciation of Hebrew in Galilee and in Judæa at that time. Before the Masoretes of Tiberias began their work, the centre of Judaism in Palestine had been for centuries Galilee, and not Judæa. The priestly families, among whom we should expect to find the best tradition for reading the text of the Bible, had been settled in Galilee. They lived in Tiberias and the surrounding places. When after the Muslim conquest Jerusalem was reopened to the Jews, the centre of Jewish learning was transferred from Tiberias to Jerusalem. Where should we find men who had preserved a correct pronunciation of Hebrew during these centuries in Judæa? What we hear of the non-pronunciation of the gutturals from Origen and Jerome was transmitted to Origen in Caesarea, and was heard by Jerome from his Jewish teachers in Bethlehem. Both places were situated in Judæa. Can

² Cf. the well-known stories reported in the Talmud concerning the lax pronunciation of the gutturals. They are mentioned, for instance, by Dalman in his Grammar 2nd edn., Leipzig 1905, pp. 57 f.
we really believe that, besides the faulty pronunciation reported by them, there existed a 'correct' pronunciation of the Hebrew gutturals in Judæa of which neither of them has anything to say? And besides, the Babylonian Masoretic introduced a new pronunciation of the gutturals into their text of the Hebrew Bible at the same time as their colleagues in Palestine, although they did not go quite so far as these. Did they also depend previously on a wrong pronunciation prevailing in Galilee?

We can take it for granted that neither in Palestine nor in Babylonia did a clear pronunciation of the Hebrew gutturals exist at the time when the Masoretic began to revise the pronunciation of Hebrew by fixing every detail through very complicated systems of punctuation. There need be no doubt that the impetus for revising the reading of the Hebrew text was given to the Masoretic by the Arab Readers of the Koran. The Koran was recited everywhere in the great Muslim Empire. In Mesopotamia, Kufa and Basra were the great centres of work on the correct reading of the Koran. The Dome of the Rock, built 692 by the Caliph 'Abdulmalik (ruled 685–705), directed Muslim pilgrims for many years to Jerusalem instead of to Mecca. In both Babylonia and Palestine the Masoretic had every opportunity of observing the exact methods employed in reading the Koran. We have seen how important the correct reading of the Koran was for every Muslim. The Arab Readers of the Koran were the forerunners of the Masoretic in their work on the text of the Hebrew Bible in Palestine and in Mesopotamia.

We see from the orthography of the Koran that consonantal Alif was not read in early times. In accordance with the language of Bedouin poetry the Koranic readers introduced the small sign Hamza with great exactness into the text of the Koran in order to safeguard a pronunciation of this guttural which they regarded as correct. In this Arabic Hamza we must see the model of all the signs introduced by the Masoretic for safeguarding a correct pronunciation of the newly restored Hebrew gutturals, the Haṭeb, and the Patah furtivum introduced by the Tiberian Masoretes, and the auxiliary vowels introduced by the Babylonian Masoretes. The Arabs had to safeguard the pronunciation of only one guttural, that of the consonantal Alif. The other gutturals were not ignored by the Arabs in reading the Koran. The Masoretes had to introduce a newly created method of pronouncing all the gutturals which had generally been omitted in
reading the Hebrew text, just as they are omitted by the Samaritans up to the present day. So the signs introduced by them differed from those used by the Arabs. But Leander is quite right when he says that the signs introduced by the Masoretes were not very successful; the fact, for instance, that, in reading the Bible, the Jews generally pronounce an υ as Aleph and not as ‘Ain, may perhaps remind us of the origin of this innovation made by the Masoretes.

22. The final vowels in the Masoretic Text

In the Masoretic text the regular form of the suffix of the second person singular masculine is ιτ, pausal ιττ; when affixed to a noun in plural ιττ; cf. ιττ, pausal ιττ, thy hand, ιττ, thy hands. Forms of this kind are not found in the Hebrew known from other sources, as will be shown by the following specimens to which I always add the form of the Masoretic text:

(a) The Second Column of Origen's Hexapla.

ουαιμινακα ἐναρ ἐκαθον χαι, 36; αυμακα ἐναρ χαι χαιχαι, 9; βαροσωκανατ ιττιτ τοι, 8; ουαιματα ιττιτ τοι, 3; σειμακα ιττιτ τοι, 4; βαδακανατ ιττιτ τοι, 6; τουβακα νττιτ τοι, 20; σετακανατ ιττιτ τοι, 28; καδακανατ (MS: καδακαδ) ιττιτ τοι, 24; ορακα ιττιτ τοι, 19; ηκακα ιττιτ τοι, 10; αβδακα ιττιτ ιττιτ, 40; μονακα ιττιτ ιττιτ, 39, 52; θελακανατ ιττιτ τοι, 28; σισακανα (MS: σισακανα) ιττιτ τοι, 37; καλακα ιττιτ τοι, 8; καιμα κακα ιττιτ τοι, 2, 10; καιμακανατ ιττιτ τοι, 2; καιμακανατ ιττιτ τοι, 47; βακαμακατ ιττιτ ιττιτ, 50; φανακα ιττιτ τοι, 8, 8, 21; λιρακα ιττιτ τοι, 20; γακα ιττιτ τοι, 23; ελακα ιττιτ τοι, 8; ικακα ιττιτ ιττιτ, 58; αβδακα ιττιτ ιττιτ, 51; ερεκαμεκανακα ιττιτ τοι, 2; κακικιμεκανα ιττιτ τοι, 13; ωδεκα ιττιτ τοι, 13; ιττιτ τοι, 18; ουωκα ιττιτ τοι, 8; εκακακα ιττιτ τοι, 8; αβδακα ιττιτ ιττιτ, 52; καλακα ιττιτ, 3 (Field).

I know of two exceptions only: ουοδεκακα ιττιτ τοι, 10, with 'nun energetic' (cf. γακα Job xl, 14; γακα Ps. cxviii, 28). Such forms may have followed special laws. The other form is ισοκα ιττιτ, xviii, 36.

(b) Jerome

Jerome confirms these forms; he reads ammach, echalach, isachcha as in the Second Column of the Hexapla. Cf. further dodach ιττ Jer. xxxii, 7; goolathhach ιττ Ezek. xi, 15; amaggenach ιττ
Hos. xi, 8; *dabarach* ḥaḇḵaḥ Hos. xiii, 14; *məssiakh* ḥaḇḵaḥ Hab. iii, 13; *alı́kothachs* ḥaḇḵaḥ ṣiyḥaḥ Ps. lxviii, 25 (Field); *məalı́kothachs* ḥaḇḵaḥ ṣiyḥaḥ Ps. lxxiii, 39 (Field): *alechachs* ḥaḇḵaḥ ṣiyḥaḥ Hos. viii, 1 is erroneously written alechsha, and *məteheχ* ḥaḇḵaḥ Isa. xxvi. 19 is erroneously written metheca.

(c) **Liturgical MSS with Palestinian Punctuation**

Here we always find forms of the same kind, cf. נְתַנְתְּא, נְתַנְתָּא, נְתַנְתָא, נְתַנְתָא; these specimens are to be found in the first four verses of Hedwatha’s Ḥeroba on Mishmar Ḥuppa.¹ Forms of this kind are regularly used in all these texts, and, as we have seen,² they were used in liturgical MSS and editions provided with Tiberian punctuation also, up to about 1800, when they were ‘corrected’ by Wolf Heidenheim. It is only since then that in printed texts of the Pius forms with the suffix י, י begin to appear.

Even the Biblical text which was before the copyists of these MSS must have had corresponding forms. Usually in these MSS only the beginning of a Biblical verse is quoted, or the text quoted from the Bible is left without vowel signs. But in the fragments of Hedwatha’s Ḥerobas Bible quotations are given with full vocalization, and from these I quote the following specimens:³ נְתַנְתָא (נְתַנְתָא) Exod. xv, 6; נְתַנָא (נְתַנָא) Num. x, 35; נְתַנָא (נְתַנָא) Deut. xvi, 15; נְתַנָא (נְתַנָא) Deut. xxxiii, 17; נְתַנָא (נְתַנָא) Isa. lxxix, 6; יִגְדָא (יִגְדָא) Jer. li, 20; יִגְדָא (יִגְדָא) Mic. v, 8; נְתַנָא (נְתַנָא) Ps. xviii, 96; יִגְדָא (יִגְדָא) Ps. xxii, 9; יִגְדָא (יִגְדָא) Ps. xix, 15; יִגְדָא (יִגְדָא) Ps. xxvi, 8; יִגְדָא (יִגְדָא) Ps. cx, 1; יִגְדָא (יִגְדָא) Ps. cxxi, 13; יִגְדָא (יִגְדָא) Ps. cx, 11; יִגְדָא (יִגְדָא) Prov. xxii, 21.

(d) **Hebrew as pronounced by the Samaritans**

That the suffix was pronounced and is still pronounced by the Samaritans in the same way, we may see from the following specimens:⁴

---

² Cf. Professor Simonsen’s notice quoted above, p. 113.
³ These specimens are to be found on pp. 6, 7, 9, 15, 20, 21 in *Masoreten des Westens*, vol. i, Hebrew text, and on p. 115 of Zulay’s publication.
⁴ The specimens are taken from the material collected by Schaede and Murtonen. Cf. the article ‘The Hebrew spoken by the Samaritans’, of Professor Foad Hassanain, in *Bulletin of the Faculty of Arts*, Found I University, vol. vi, Cairo, 1942, pp. 47–64.
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debbek הָדֵֹבָֹק; 'áfáarak קַשָּׁס (MT קַשָּׁס) Gen. iii, 19; mëy(y)édaq חָֹנֹֹכ iv, 11; 'ábdaq הָֹבָֹד xix, 19; lëbbâbak חָֹכֹֹי xx, 6; bëนak חָֹנֹֹי; yëyidaq חָֹנֹֹי xxii, 2; yádak חָֹדָֹי xxii, 12; mëtátk חָֹטֹֹק xxiii, 6; kalâltak חָֹטֹֹק xxvii, 13; bëbûrâk חָֹטֹֹק xxxv, 1; mëy(y)âlaøek חָֹטֹֹק xxxv, 11; rë'ushak חָֹטֹֹק xl, 13; fiyyak חָֹטֹֹק xli, 40; yëshâfak חָֹטֹֹק; iii, 15; shûbak חָֹטֹֹק iii, 19; nâtättek חָֹטֹֹק xvii, 5; shâmâttæk חָֹטֹֹק xvii, 20; bërrëkkak חָֹטֹֹק xxii, 17; wëshëyyâk חָֹטֹֹק xxiv, 3; ubbërëkktek חָֹטֹֹק xxvi, 24; shëkerëk חָֹטֹֹק xxx, 16; yësûgâshak חָֹטֹֹק xxii, 18; 'ábàdtek חָֹטֹֹק xxx, 26; ushâ'ëlaq חָֹטֹֹק xxiii, 18; eshëyyâk חָֹטֹֹק l, 6; gêmâlök חָֹטֹֹק l, 17; shâmâk חָֹטֹֹק Exod. ii, 14; shâllättek (Piel) חָֹטֹֹק iii, 12.

(c) Bible MSS with Palestinian Punctuation

These are the fragments H, J, K, L, M, which I published in Masoret en des Westens, vol. ii, pp. 66–95, and the Psalm scroll, T.-S. 10, nos. 52, 53, 54, 58 of the Cambridge University Library, published by Murtonen and the texts recently discovered by Professor A. Diez Macho in Barcelona.1

In MS H, the scroll with the text of Ezek. xiii, ii–xvi, 31, we find in chapter xvi a great number of specimens with the feminine suffix of the 2nd pers. sing., as נֶֹהֶֹרֶֹמֶֹת (נֶֹרֶֹמֶֹת) xvi, 3; נֶֹהֶֹרֶֹמֶֹת (נֶֹרֶֹמֶֹת) xvi, 4; נֶֹהֶֹרֶֹמֶֹת (נֶֹרֶֹמֶֹת) xvi, 5; נֶֹהֶֹרֶֹמֶֹת (נֶֹרֶֹמֶֹת) xvi, 5, &c. But not a single specimen in the whole fragment is to be found where the masculine suffix is vocalized.

In MS J, two folios with the text of Dan. ix, 24–xi, 14, we find clearly written נֶֹהֶֹרֶֹמֶֹת xii, 1, and no specimen is to be found where the suffix is vocalized according to the method of the Tiberian Masoret. In comparing this fragment we have to be cautious as the signs ּ and ָ are also used here for the accents corresponding to Tiberian Zakef and Rebi'a. In some instances the vowels are not written or the words are not preserved. It is very likely that we have here a Biblical MS in which the suffix was vocalized in the same way as in the liturgical fragments.

In MS K, one folio with the text of Jer. i, i–ii, 29, we find invariably forms like נֶֹהֶֹרֶֹמֶֹת (נֶֹרֶֹמֶֹת); נֶֹהֶֹרֶֹמֶֹת (נֶֹרֶֹמֶֹת); נֶֹהֶֹרֶֹמֶֹת (נֶֹרֶֹמֶֹת) i, 5; נֶֹהֶֹרֶֹמֶֹת (נֶֹרֶֹמֶֹת); נֶֹהֶֹרֶֹמֶֹת (נֶֹרֶֹמֶֹת) ii, 28. This MS always gives the vocalization of the suffix in accordance with the Masoretic text.

In MS L, two folios with fragments of Psalms li–v, lxix–lxxii, we find forms like בָּנָי (b’ni), בַּיְתָה (b’thah) lii, 7; בַּיְתָה (b’thah), בַּיְתָה (b’thah) lxix, 25; בַּיְתָה (b’thah) lxix, 28; בַּיְתָה (b’thah) lxx, 5; בַּיְתָה (b’thah) lxxi, 2; בַּיְתָה (b’thah), בַּיְתָה (b’thah) lxxi, 8. The vocalization of the suffix is in accordance with the Masoretic text.

In MS M, containing Biblical texts written in abbreviation, we find forms like בַּיְתָה (b’thah) Isa. lxiv, 2; בַּיְתָה (b’thah) Jer. xxiii, 3; בַּיְתָה (b’thah) xxv, 15; בַּיְתָה (b’thah) xxv, 28; בַּיְתָה (b’thah) Isa. lxiii, 14; בַּיְתָה (b’thah) lxiii, 14; בַּיְתָה (b’thah) Exod. xxix, 36. There is no doubt that the suffix was vocalized here in accordance with the Masoretic text.

In the scroll of the Psalms we have to differentiate between the vocalization added by the first hand, perhaps the copyist of the consonant text himself, and a later hand. Only a few vowel signs are added by the first hand. The second hand has added more vowel signs. They are especially found on the fragment T-S xx, 54. Here we find forms like the following: בָּנָי (b’ni) xxxvii, 34; בָּנָי (b’ni) xxxviii, 3; בָּנָי (b’ni) xxxviii, 3; בָּנָי (b’ni) xxxix, 6; בָּנָי (b’ni) xxxix, 11; בָּנָי (b’ni) xl, 11; בָּנָי (b’ni) xl, 11.

We see it must be supposed that we still have MSS from earlier times in which the suffix of the second person singular masc. is treated in the way in which this suffix is marked in the other texts with Palestinian punctuation at our disposal, and it is also clear that those Biblical MSS which were before the liturgical poets were vocalised in the same way without the ending -a in these forms, and liturgical texts are always very conservative. On the other hand, the ending -a is to be found in the other texts with Palestinian vocalization. We find the same in the fragment discovered by A. Diez Macho in the Library of the Jewish Theological Seminary of America (MS 594 Box B Envel. 12), the fragment of one folio with verses from the end of Ecclesiastes and the beginning of Lamentations which I publish in the Appendix.

That the ending -a existed sometimes in Hebrew we see from MSS with plene-writing discovered among the Dead Sea Scrolls like the first Isaiah Scroll from Qumran Cave I, where such forms are very often written with the ending n. I may refer here to my book Die hebräischen HSS aus der Höhle, Stuttgart 1951
p. 74 f. Here an ending -a to these forms which at one time existed in Hebrew was lost for centuries and was reintroduced with great regularity by the Tiberian Masoretes, and from there entered also the texts with Palestinian and Babylonian vocalization. It has therefore to be regarded as an innovation made in the eighth century.

What have we to say of this peculiarity of vocalization? In the important chapter viii of his *Studies zur Hebräischen Metrik*, headed ‘Versbau und Sprachform’, Eduard Sievers writes with regard to these pronominal forms (§207):

A form such as ידה ידיהו is strange in several ways: (1) orthographically, as it does not indicate the final vowel by a supporting consonant; (2) from the point of view of accent, as it supposes an Early Hebrew oxytone, though otherwise in Early Hebrew the principle of penultimate accentuation is the rule; (3) phonologically, as it affirms the preservation of an original final, yet certainly short vowel which otherwise disappears, and in such forms as לכת (beside לכת) has in fact disappeared; (4) morphologically, as it brings about an incomprehensible difference in the treatment of similarly composed word-forms with masculine and feminine suffix (ydícha as against ydich); (5) metrically, since certainly not all, but at least very many forms of this type do not suit the anapaestic rhythm of the verse. If blind chance is excluded, how can all these irregularities have coincided in one and the same category? The probability of this coincidence in any case is quite extraordinarily small . . .

Somewhat later (§229) Sievers states:

that the forms with feminine suffixes such as pron. לכת, nom. ידיכה, ידיכה, ידיכה, &c., have developed for the most part clearly and regularly, but that the forms with the masculine suffix are quite incomprehensible, at least if one seeks in them the direct continuation of any early Semitic or Hebrew original agreeing with rules and facts otherwise established—and that, after all, is what one has to try first.

Sievers refers to his previous treatment of these problems and sums them up in the following questions:

If the original threefold case-group ידוק, ידיקה, ידיקה was levelled off in Early Hebrew to ידיקה (as must be considered

---

likely) why did it not become, with penultimate accentuation, *yadäka and later *yädäch (as yaddiki to yaddéch)? Why did it become an oxymoron contrary to all rules otherwise applying, and develop into yadéchá? And if it became an oxymoron, why does it not follow the usual system of vowel treatment in nominal forms, i.e. why is it yadéchá and not either yédačhá (as, for instance, dobar) or yadéchá, yédačhá as in yédačhém? The mere descriptive grouping under ‘light and heavy terminations’ does not remove the difficulty, but only describes the facts as they stand. Finally, why is it that in the consonantal text this strange yadéchá is normally written only as yí as if it had no final vowel, and especially where it would have been advisable for the Masoretes to make a difference in spelling between masculine and feminine forms?

Sievers comes to the final conclusion that all the yí forms of the Tiberian punctuators are to be regarded as late innovations which only began to appear in the time of Origen and Jerome.

But even this innovation must be dated in reality later than Sievers believed. In 1901, when Sievers wrote his Metrische Studien, the amount of Hebrew independent of Masoretic punctuation at his disposal was very scanty. He did not know of the texts of the Second Column of the Hexapla discovered in the Ambrosiana in Milan by Mercati, nor of the texts with Palestinian punctuation from the Cairo Geniza, nor the way in which the Samaritans have always read their Torah in their religious services.

On the other hand, we now have, as already mentioned, a certain number of Hebrew manuscripts from the Dead Sea Caves in which an ending yí appears, showing that the a-vowel must sometimes have been pronounced in earlier times, but in later times completely disappeared.

When Dr. A. Murtonen visited me in Oxford in May 1958 we discussed the matter. He thought these circumstances could be explained by supposing that at the time when and at the place where the Dead Sea Scrolls were written, two different forms of pronunciation were used: one form, yádäk, the more solemn form of recitation which alone represented a natural development according to the rules of Hebrew grammar, and another form yádäká, which was a quicker way of pronunciation based on everyday speech, cf. the Dead Sea Scrolls, and Modern Hebrew.

The Masoretes of Tiberias probably followed on this point the
pattern of the Dead Sea Scrolls. It is quite possible that we have
to consider the 'correct Arabic' as the model for this innovation.
It had been introduced into the language of the Koran by the
readers in accordance with the language of Bedouin poetry. It is
very likely that the Prophet, like the people of Mecca, said baitak
'thy house', yadak 'thy hand', darabak 'he struck thee', lak 'to
thee'. The Bedouin said baituka, yaduka (nominative), baitika
yadika (genitive), baitaka, yadaka (accusative), and they said
darabaka and laka. These forms of Bedouin Arabic were introduced
into the text of the Koran by the early Readers, and observed with
great regularity as the only correct ones. The Masoretes followed
the example given by the Arabic Readers and they were con-
vinced—from the example given by the Arabic Readers—that the
forms with a final vowel had to be regarded as the more correct,
and these forms were now confirmed by the orthography of some
manuscripts which had been brought from the cave near Jericho
to Jerusalem in about 800. We have already seen that as
'Karaite' the Masoretes carefully studied these manuscripts and
placed great reliance on them in their reconstruction of Hebrew
grammar.

Such final vowels were also introduced by the Masoretes into
other kinds of forms where they had not been pronounced before.
I may illustrate this by two examples:

In the liturgical texts with Palestinian punctuation the suffix of
the 3rd person singular feminine is always written without the
final vowel when added to a noun in the plural or to a noun
ending with a vowel. In Hedwatha's Kerobas on the Mishmarot
we find the following examples in quotations from the Bible:

\( \text{רַעַמּ} \) Prov. i, 21 (p. 6); \( \text{שֶׁרִּי} \) (ותָּמֹק) Isa. iv, 5 (p. 6);

\( \text{רָעַמּ} \) (ותָּמֹק), \( \text{רָעַמּ} \) (ותָּמֹק) Hos. ii, 17 (p. 23). In the liturgical
poems themselves we find \( \text{רַעַמּ} \) (p. 8, cf. \( \text{רַעַמּ} \) Ps. lv, 11);

\( \text{רַעַמּ} \) (p. 9, cf. \( \text{רַעַמּ} \) Lam. i, 4, &c.); \( \text{רַעַמּ} \) (p. 14, cf. \( \text{רַעַמּ} \)
Ezek. xxxi, 4); \( \text{רַעַמּ} \) (p. 17, cf. \( \text{רַעַמּ} \) Prov. xxxi,
13, &c.); \( \text{רַעַמּ} \) (p. 17). To these examples I may add some
from the 'Aboda of Jose b. Jose, according to the Oxford MS Heb.
d. 55, fol. 12 ff.: \( \text{רַעַמּ} \) (ii, 3; cf. \( \text{רַעַמּ} \) Prov. xxxi, 12); \( \text{רַעַמּ} \) (ii, 4;
cf. \( \text{רַעַמּ} \) Ps. civ; 5); \( \text{רַעַמּ} \) (ix, 5; cf. \( \text{רַעַמּ} \) Prov. xxx, 20, &c.); \( \text{רַעַמּ} \)
(x, 1; cf. \( \text{רַעַמּ} \) Prov. i, 21, &c., see above). Similar forms can
be found in all liturgical MSS with Palestinian punctuation. In
the Second Column of the Hexapla specimens of this kind are generally not preserved. I know of only one example: αμωσά (יְּדִירָם) Ps. lxxv, 4 (Field). It is clear that the Masoretes introduced in these forms too a final vowel which was not spoken before, and it is very likely that this vowel was not pronounced at the time when Hebrew was still a spoken language and Old Testament poetry was composed. I may here refer to §232 of the Metrische Studien, where Sievers has shown that all these forms with the final vowel are against the metrical law on which Hebrew poetry was based.

The second example is the 2nd person singular masculine of the perfect. Here also the Masoretes regularly introduced a final vowel which had not been pronounced—or not regularly pronounced—previously. In the Second Column of the Hexapla we find the following specimens:¹

αισθήναι xviii, 41; αφανεῖσθαι ρήματι xxx, 12; φασίνι λέγει XXXI, 1; αισθήναι ρήματι xxxi, 8; ρεῖλς λέγει XXXI, 8; συμπληρώσαι λέγομαι xxxi, 23; τοιούτου λέγει lxxxix, 39; φασινι θάνατο lxxxix, 41; συμπληρώσαι lxxxix, 41; μαγεύομαι λέγει lxxxix, 45.

To these I may add the following forms transcribed by Jerome: sarith λέγει Gen. xxxii, 29; carath λαλεῖ Jcr. iii, 12; calloth λέγει Nahum i, 14. It is true that these forms without a final vowel are not the only ones found in the Second Column. We have here also the following transcriptions with the final vowel: φασίνι λέγει xxxi, 20; σαφαναθά λέγει xxxi, 20; φασίνι λέγει xxxv, 22; βαραθά λέγει lxxxix, 48. It may be that the different pronunciation of these forms was due to the different Hebrew orthography, in so far as forms written in Hebrew with final י were pronounced with a final vowel. On this assumption we have to suppose that the consonantal text, used by those who created the transcribed text preserved in the Second Column of the Hexapla, differed in some instances from the text which we now have. The same difference is to be found in the liturgical texts with Palestinian punctuation. Here these forms were written without the final vowel when the Hebrew text was written without a final י. In the Kerobas of Hedwatha we find the following examples: ἡ λέγει (יְּדִירָם) Jcr. xxv, 30; וְהָיָה (יְּדִירָם) Ps. xc, 1; וְהָיָה (יְּדִירָם) Ps. cxxxix, 2. But we find also וְהָיָה (יְּדִירָם) Deut. xxvi, 15 and וְהָיָה (יְּדִירָם) Ps. cxxxix, 2 written with י and a final vowel. In the liturgical

¹ Cf. A. Sperber's article, quoted above, p. 166, n. 2.
poems themselves such forms are always written with a final ֹ and therefore also provided with a final vowel. It is clear that in this case also the Masoretes have introduced a final vowel which usually was not pronounced in earlier times; I may here again refer to Sievers’s *Metrische Studien*, where he has shown in §227 that the metrical system demands the forms without a final vowel.

23. THE PRONUNCIATION OF THE BGDKPT

Discussing the regulations for the correct utterance of the Shma', the Jewish creed consisting of the pericopes Deut. vi, 4–9; xi, 13–22; Num. xv, 37–41, which every Jew must in duty recite at least twice a day, Rabbi 'Obadya quotes in the presence of Raba (bar Joseph, died 352, one of the greatest Talmudic authorities) the Baraitha, i.e. a Tannaitic statement not preserved in the Mishna:²

לֹא יְלַעֲבֹךְ (Deut. xi, 18); בֶּכֶל לַעֲבֹךְ (xi, 13); בֶּכֶל לַעֲבֹךְ (xi, 15); אֵלֶךְ מָאָרִין (Num. xv, 38); אֲרָבָהּ מָהָה (xv. 41).

Raba enumerates here the eight places where in the Shma' a word begins with that consonant with which the previous word ends. In order that such words should not cling together, a pause was to be made between them. Six of the examples given by Raba are quite clear. But two examples, לֹא יְלַעֲבֹךְ and מָאָרִין, are meaningless unless both ל and both מ are pronounced in the same way. If one of these letters had been pronounced as a spirant and the other as a plosive, as the Masora demands, there would have been no danger whatever of their clinging.


² Cf. Bab. Talmud, Ber. fol. 16b. The same Tannaitic source is quoted in the Palestinian Talmud, Ber. a. 4, with the same examples, only ל is omitted, and מ is pronounced as מ. Deut. 11, 21 is added. מ is read as מ, an interesting example for the fact that there was no difference in the pronunciation of מ, מ at that time in Palestine. But an authority like Raba is not mentioned here. Louis Ginzberg, in his huge *Commentary* (New York, 1941, 3 vols, more than 1,200 pages for Ber. 1–4), discusses these facts at full length. But he is anxious to write his Commentary on very conservative lines, and so he does not dare draw the necessary conclusions.
together. It is therefore obvious that Raba had in mind here a pronunciation which differed from that fixed by the Masoretes. What do we know of the earlier pronunciation of these letters?

In the Second Column of the Hexapla, the Hebrew ב, ד, ה are regularly rendered by χ, φ, θ, as may be seen in the following examples:

1. for ב: χαβωθ דוד וֹּבַךְ בָּגַבָּק xxix, 1; ουκη σπρε ου καὶ xviii, 29; θεληχ πλοθ.xxxii 8; βαφωθ πλοθ lxxix, 8; τεχιαων πφλ lxxxix, 38.

2. for ד: φαρακοθ φαρακ lxxxix, 41; εφθα περακ xlix, 5; ενιφρου ρημνη xxxv, 26; βακοφη φελοπ ου καὶ xxxv, 16; βακοφω φελοπ xxx, 6; τεφρολου ρελπ xviii, 29.

3. for ה: ναοζωθ νηρν xviii, 41; θεωθοθαλ ηπηθη xviii, 27, &c.

In the Septuagint, representing in certain particulars older pronunciations, we find:

Hebrew ב, usually rendered by χ, as for instance χανακον, χαλεβ, Βασαζον, Αβυμελε, Άγγανακ. But here it is rendered sometimes by χ, e.g. in foreign names as in Κυρος χρυς and in Hebrew proper names, especially in certain books, as Κενοω θηρος Joshua xi, 2; Κεζευ βερη 15, 44; Καξπ (read Καξπ) πηλθ 19, 25; Καξεα μερη 18, 24, and besides Ζακκοθ ραβ we find Ζακκορφ, and we find Αξιωμ έμ Judges i, 31; Σοκοκ ρεκε besides Σοκοθ.

Hebrew ד, usually rendered by φ, as for instance Φαρακον, Φαρακ φαλεγ, is sometimes rendered by π: Πατροσονευμ ησπρηθ Gen. x, 14; Πετρεφς φηκα Παιθο μνε. Exod. i, 11; Θαλπωθ Cant. iv, 4B, besides Θαλωθοθ ibid Cod. A (=θησηθ); Σαλπακαθ δεπλξ Joshua xvii, 3B, besides Σαλπακαθ A; Σουκ πηλ Ι Kings i, 1A; Θαπους (for Θαπους) πηλ Ι Chron. ii. 43B.

Hebrew ה, usually rendered by θ, as in Θαμνα φηκ η κηρ, Θανακ φηκ, is sometimes rendered by τ, cf. Τανακ Joshua xvii, 11; Τανακληλ ραπ ηκηκ xvi, 6A; Ταξωθ γηπ Kings xxiii, 10B, &c.

As to the Letters ב, ד and ה:

Hebrew ב is regularly rendered by β in the Second Column of the Hexapla and usually also in the Septuagint, but here we find sometimes φ, cf. Ιππως τηρ φηκ δρο Judges vii, 25; τηρ βη Ισα. xlix, 4; Δαλαφ (read Δαλαφ) ρηνη Judges i, 31.

Hebrew ד is regularly rendered by δ in the Second Column of the Hexapla and usually also in the Septuagint, but here we find, for instance, ματρωθ δεπ Gen. xxxvi, 39. This letter was pronounced as a spirant in official Jewish circles in the second century a.d. and later is so considered in the Talmud where a
Tannaitic saying is quoted:2 תָּנָא תָּנָא הַלַּיְיוֹת לֹא יִרְצָא 'It is necessary to extend in תָּנָא'. This is explained as meaning that when saying the Sh'ma the י in the word תָּנָא must be extended. This is possible only if this letter was pronounced as a spirant, i.e. as dh.

Hebrew ר is regularly rendered by γ in the Second Column of the Hexapla and usually also in the Septuagint. But here we find sometimes χ, cf. Δωγκίνι 1 Kings xxii, 9 B (Δωγκίν in A); Ῥαφημ δὲ Exod. vi, 21; Φωλκσ, Φωλκ γ Gen. x, 25, xi, 16; Σεκαλακ (besides Σεκαλγ) 7Βεκ Joshua xv, 31 B, cf. xiv, 5.

These few examples show that the transcriptions of these letters varied in earlier times. A careful investigation of the whole material would be necessary before we could come to definite conclusions. Both the different books and the different MSS of the Septuagint would have to be examined separately. Very often the method of transcription differs in the same MS in the different books of the Septuagint. From the different transcriptions of these letters we may infer a different pronunciation. We should also have to pay special attention to the problem of how the Greek letters may have been pronounced at the different times when the transcriptions were made.

Such investigations would also be of great value for the Septuagint itself, as the different methods of transliteration would indicate earlier and later strata in its different books and MSS.3

Conditions had completely changed by the time the transliterations of the Second Column of the Hexapla were made. The uniform rendering of the BGDKPT letters in this transcription seems to indicate that these letters were pronounced in one way only. For the letter ד this is expressly confirmed by Jerome. In mentioning the Hebrew word יִבְּשָׁא Dan. xi, 45, which he transcribes as apedno, he says:3

Notandum autem quod ד litteram Hebraeos sermo non habeat, sed pro ipsa utatur phe, cuius vim Graecum φ sonat. In isto tantum loco apud Hebraeos scribatur quidem phe, sed legatur ד.

The word יִבְּשָׁא is of foreign origin and corresponds to Accad. apadana, and seems to have retained a pronunciation of ד which is not to be found in real Hebrew words in Jerome's time.

2 Cf. Palestinian Talmud, Berakhot 2, 1, Babylonian Talmud, Ber. 13 b.
3 This has been shown by Wutz in the first part of his book Die Transkriptionen ..., cf. above, p. 90, n. 2. Otto Pretzl refers to these problems in his articles 'Septuagintprobleme im Buche der Richter' and 'Die griechischen Handschriftengruppen im Buche Josua untersucht, nach ihrer Eigenart und ihrem Verhältnis zu einander', in Biblica, vols. vii and ix, Roma, 1926 and 1928.
4 Cf. Siegfried, ZAW, vol. iv, 1884, p. 69.
We have already seen that Jerome's transcriptions of Hebrew words have to be regarded with caution.1 He usually renders Hebrew words as he found them in his Greek sources. We should not be surprised to find in his works Hebrew words transcribed according to very early methods. When we find in his quotations a Hebrew ד rendered by $p$, we have to recognize in them quotations from the Septuagint or from the Greek Onomasticon, where such transliterations are often to be found. When we find in his quotations a Hebrew ד rendered by $ph$, we should recognize an influence of the method of transliteration used in the Second Column of the Hexapla, although sometimes possibly derived from MSS of the Septuagint, in which the transcription of Hebrew names was made to conform with that method. Transcribed Hebrew words in which a Hebrew ד is rendered by $f$ are of special interest. In these we must see Jerome's own transcriptions, made to accord with the pronunciation which he heard in Palestine from his Jewish teachers. I may quote here from Hieronymi Quaestiones Hebraicae in libro Genesios3 the following examples: marahafeth נְהַוַּת יִבְיִי, 2; afar נֵס iii, 14; nisilim נִיסֵי לִים vi, 4; tereafim תֵּרָפִים.xxxi, 19; lafeth נְיִי ix, 18; נָיַה x, 2; Fut ט x, 2; Nefthum נַפְתֵּה x, 13; Arfaxon אַרַּףָס x, 24; Salef נַלְחֵי x, 26; Ofir נָפִי x, 29; Fanuhel שֵׁךְלֵי (MT. שָׁךְלֵי) xxxii, 31; Elifaz נִיִּי x, 4; Efratha נַפְתֵּה xxxvi, 16.

This transcription of Hebrew ד is quite in accordance with Jerome's statement quoted above. There can be no doubt that Jerome (about 330–420) heard in Palestine the very pronunciation of Hebrew ד which Raba, the Babylonian Amora (299–352), presupposes as the correct pronunciation of 'כָּה יָסֵי in the Shma', and that this correct pronunciation was ha-kanaf fethil, just as the correct pronunciation presupposed by Raba was 'eseh bhesadhoka or, according to what we have seen before, 'eseh bh'сходах'. It is quite certain that the double pronunciation of the BGDKPT, fixed as alone 'correct' by the Masoretes in Tiberias and Babylonia, was earlier completely unknown to the most authoritative Jewish circles.

The first indication of a double pronunciation of these letters is to be found in the Sopher Yešira, the earliest Cabbalistic writing of which we know, a book which has had great influence upon Jewish thought.4 There is a shorter and a longer text of this

---

1 Cf. above, p. 166.
2 ed. Paul de Lagarde, Lipsiae, 1868.
book, greatly differing from each other. The shorter text is commented on by Jewish authors in the second half of the tenth century and often in later times. On the longer text we have the commentary written by Sa’adya in the first half of the tenth century. We do not know when the book was written. It is certain that Sa’adya regarded the book commented on by him as an old text.

In this book we find a double classification of Hebrew letters, the first on phonetical principles with five groups: (1) ייָהָש, (2) וֹב, (3) יֵשָרֵפו, (4) אַלָּלָנָה, (5) שָׁמֵש; the second differentiating between (1) ‘the mothers’, the three letters שָׁמ, corresponding to the three elements air, water, fire, to the three seasons, &c.; (2) the seven letters with a double pronunciation, the letters דָּאָמ, corresponding to the seven planets, the seven heavens, &c.; (3) the other twelve letters with simple pronunciation, corresponding to the twelve signs of the Zodiac, the twelve months, &c.

It is interesting that the letter ט is connected here with the six BGDKFT. Sa’adya reports that he has himself been told that the double pronunciation of ט was only spoken in Babylonia; it was both spoken and also indicated in writing in Tiberias. In spite of this statement we find the double pronunciation of the letter indicated in the Babylonian MS or qu 680 of the Berlin Library, and no Tiberian MS is known to me in which the double pronunciation of ט is indicated. The Tiberian Masoretes abandoned this double pronunciation, and under their influence the indication of the double pronunciation of the letter was abandoned in later Babylonian MSS of the Bible also. Later Hebrew grammarians mention the difference in the pronunciation of the letter, but they no longer understand it. We have here an interesting proof of the fact that the Masoretes have altered a pronunciation which, according to Sa’adya, was generally used in his time.

The two pronunciations of the seven letters are called יָש and יי in the Sepher Yešīra. This recalls Syriac Kushshaiya and Rukkacha, the signs indicating the double pronunciation of the BGDKFT in Syriac. It was the great James of Edessa

2 Cf. my book Der Masoretsche Text des Alten Testaments nach der Überlieferung der Babylonischen Juden, Leipzig, 1902, p. 44. Other older Babylonian Biblical MSS in which ט is provided with Dagesh and Rafe are mentioned in Masoretten der Ostens.
3 I have quoted and discussed these statements in my book of 1902, referred to in footnote 2 above, pp. 38–45.
(640–708) who, as far as we know, was the first to observe the
double pronunciation of these letters in the Syriac language,
and under his influence signs for the different pronunciations
were introduced.\(^1\) The signs indicating the plosive (hard)
and the spirant (soft) pronunciation were at first not added regularly
to the letters, but only in exceptional cases, and so two signs had
to be introduced. Later these signs were added regularly to these
letters in Syriac MSS.

The fragments of old Hebrew Biblical MSS show the same
method. Here also the signs were added only in rare cases. Thus is the presence of the two signs to be explained. In
later MSS the two signs were regularly added to all the letters
in question. The names of the signs were altered; in the Babyloni-
nian Masora they were called Digsha and Kifya, in the Tiberian
Masora Dagesh and Raphe.\(^3\) But the old names preserved in the
Sepher Yeṣira are valuable hints indicating the origin of this
kind of pronunciation. It is very likely that the double pronun-
ciation of the BGDKFT was introduced into Hebrew in the
course of the eighth century. The regular introduction of the signs
was accomplished in Syriac and Hebrew Biblical MSS during
the ninth century. It is a curious coincidence that the oldest
dated Masoretic Biblical MS of the Syrians preserved to us, the
famous British Museum MS Add. 12138,\(^3\) was written at nearly
the same time (899) as the oldest dated Masoretic text of the
Hebrew Bible preserved to us, the Ben Asher Codex of the
Prophets in the Synagogue of the Karaïtes in Cairo (895).

24. **Conclusions**

From the three examples referring to the treatment of the
Hebrew Bible by the Tiberian Masoretes discussed above, we
can draw the following conclusions:

When in the course of the ninth century the Masoretes of
Tiberias began their work of adding a consistent punctuation to
the text of the Hebrew Bible, they were convinced that it was
their duty to give the text of the Bible as correct a form as possible


\(^2\) Cf. my contribution to Bauer and Leander, *Historische Grammatik der Hebräischen

\(^3\) Cf. Theodor Weiss, *Zur Oströmischen Laut- und Akzentlehre auf Grund der ostromischen
Masora—Handschrift des Britisch Museum (= Bonner Orientalistische Studien, Heft 5)
Stuttgart 1933*. Here the text of Genesis is reproduced according to the British Museum
MS. The earlier references to the MS are mentioned by Weiss.
—just as the Readers of the Koran had been anxious to give the best possible form to the Koran for reading and pronunciation.

The Arab Readers had adapted the text of the Koran, which had been spoken by the Prophet in the language of an educated citizen of Mecca, to a classical form of Arabic based on pre-Islamic Bedouin poetry which they had carefully studied. A large number of exhortations are preserved in which the faithful are taught how much greater value derives from reading the Koran accurately, by observing I'rāb and all details fixed by the Readers, than from reading the text without such corrections.

The Tiberian Masorettes, likewise, created a correct Hebrew text which they indicated by a consistent system of signs added to the consonantal text, thereby regulating in every detail the pronunciation and recitation of the text of the Bible.

The Arab Readers declared again and again that they had done nothing else than restore the word of God to its original purity. They succeeded in causing the disappearance of all the older treatises dealing with the reading of the Koran, so that only those books were preserved which presupposed their accepted method of reading the text of the Koran. It was quite by chance that the two treatises dealing with earlier methods of reading the text came into the Collection of rare Arabic books belonging to Sir Alfred Chester Beatty.

The Masorettes of Tiberias emphasize with all their energy that the form of the text of the Bible which they had fixed was transmitted to them in the most reliable way from the time of Ezra by the men of the Great Synagogue; that they had neither concealed anything nor added anything to what was transmitted to them. What they had intended to do was to make the Scriptures great and powerful, to establish them with explanatory accents and clear pronunciation with sweet palate and beauty of speech.

They secured the abolition or adaptation of all the texts provided with a different kind of punctuation, such as the Babylonian text of the Prophets from Leningrad, or the Yemenite manuscripts. Vocalized texts independent of the text of the Tiberian Masorettes are found only in the fragments of the Geniza, in the texts retranscribed in Greek or Latin letters transmitted by Christians, in the form in which the Samaritans still read the Hebrew text in their Synagogues, and in the ancient Hebrew texts found recently in the caves near the Dead Sea.

These texts are certainly important for understanding the
historical development of the text of the Bible. But up to the present they have hardly been taken into account. The text fixed by the Tiberian Masoretes has been almost the only one considered in the preparation of our Hebrew grammars. Now we know that this text was altered by the Masoretes.

I have tried to show

1. That the Masoretes of Tiberias introduced a number of new vowels to safeguard the newly-established pronunciation of the gutturals. In this task they seem to have followed the example of the Arab Readers of the Koran who introduced the Hamza sign for securing the pronunciation of the consonantal Alif which had not been taken into account in the language of the Koran as previously read.

2. That the Masoretes introduced a number of end-vowels which previously may have existed in Hebrew. We do not know whether the loss of these vowels was caused by an internal linguistic development or by the too powerful influence of the Aramaic vernacular language. But we must realize that the long final vowels had been lost at a time when Hebrew was still a language in daily use. By reintroducing these vowels, the Masoretes probably followed the example set by the Arab Readers when they introduced end-vowels into the text of the Koran in accordance with Bedouin poety, particularly the Irāb. Besides, they may have also followed the example of those Dead Sea Scrolls which were brought, in about 800, from the cave near Jericho to Jerusalem.

3. That the Masoretes introduced a double pronunciation of the bDkpt, a pronunciation of which nothing was known in the most authoritative Jewish circles of previous centuries. The Masoretes may have here followed the Syrians who had created special signs to indicate this double pronunciation which they observed in their spoken language.

The Masoretes therefore corrected and changed the pronunciation of the Hebrew text in three different ways, and they seem to have done so under Arabic, ancient Hebrew and Syriac influence. Consequently we shall have to subject the whole system of Masoretic punctuation to a careful examination. The system has certainly lost much of its authoritative value.¹ What

we need are vocalized Hebrew texts independent of the work of the Tiberian Masoretes.

In the Cairo Geniza we have found rich vocalized Hebrew material independent of their work. The texts with simple Babylonian punctuation have recently been greatly enlarged by the discoveries of Professor Diez Macho, so that we have now almost half the Hebrew Bible with this punctuation. We have seen how this *Iraqian reading* was used in many parts of the world. It is an important task of scholarship to publish the material available as soon as possible.

Further, the material preserved in the texts with Palestinian punctuation, as far as it can be seen to be independent of the influence of Tiberian punctuation, is of great importance also. The Palestinian material prepared by Dr. A. Murtonen of Helsinki shows how the work on these texts must be done, and the grammar prepared by him on the basis of these texts shows us a form of the Hebrew spoken in Palestine before the work of the Tiberian Masoretes began.

We see that the language which was used here is clearly connected with the form of Hebrew used by the Samaritans in their religious services up to the present day. The Hebrew text recorded in Nablus by Hellmut Ritter and especially by Arthur Schaadé, which I am publishing here in Appendix II, will make possible a real study of this form of language. It is of great significance that plene-written Dead Sea Scrolls have confirmed the antiquity of certain characteristics in Samaritan pronunciation of Hebrew.

The Hebrew texts in Greek transcription taken over by Origen for the Second Column of his Hexapla are also very important. They seem to have been made by the most official Jewish circles and exhibit a form of Hebrew used in the second century. The edition of these texts by Giovanni Cardinal Mercati will make possible a careful study of them and will provide the basis for further research on other surviving transcribed texts, thereby giving an opportunity to see the earlier development of Hebrew pronunciation. They are older than the text of our Bible and with their help we might be able to investigate problems of Hebrew metric in a promising way. We must always realize that the Masoretes of Tiberias were interested in preparing a reliable text for divine service. They did not prepare a basis for metrical studies.
Gotthelf Bergsträsser, in his article ‘Ist die tiberiensische Vokalisation eine Rekonstruktion?’ (OLZ 1924, No. 26) puts the question:

‘Is such a daring reform as Kahle supposes thinkable in these centuries bound by tradition? Hardly; least of all if the vocalization does in fact go back to the Masoretes. For what we know of their activity shows an obstinate clinging to the smallest details of what was transmitted to them’ (referring to my article in ZAW 1921, pp. 230–239, = Opera Minora, Leiden 1956, pp. 38–47).

What we knew until recently of the activity of the Masoretes is not very reliable as it was impossible to go behind the text which they created. But now, given the material found in the Geniza and having learned to consider other pre-Masoretic material, it should be possible to arrive at a truly historical understanding of their work. The Jews owe the uniform text of the Bible to the work of the Masoretes. Looking back to this final achievement the verdict of Bergsträsser concerning the character of the Masora is understandable. But it has only the same value as, for instance, the statement that the Law codified in the Mishna is identical with the Oral Law revealed, together with the Written Law, to Moses on Sinai. Both are articles of faith to the pious Jew. But science cannot be based on such principles; it must be established on the data of history.
PART III

The Translations of the Bible
CHAPTER III

THE TRANSLATIONS OF THE BIBLE

1. THE TARGUM ONKELOS

When we speak of Targums, the Aramaic translations of the Bible, we think in the first instance of Targum Onkelos to the Torah and of Targum Jonathan to the Prophets. These are the two official Jewish Targums and there is no doubt that they received the form in which we have them in Babylonia. In the Cairo Geniza quite a number of fragments of these two Targums were found, provided with genuine Babylonian punctuation. This itself shows that they must have circulated in Babylonia. And not the least fragment of any other Targum with this kind of punctuation is known to us. It is clear that only these two Targums were used in Babylonia.

The name Onkelos by which the Targum to the Torah is generally quoted is nothing else than Aquilas. Aquilas was considered to be the author of a Greek translation of the Bible in which the Greek text was adapted as far as possible to the Hebrew original, even to the pedantic rendering of all details. In the Palestinian Talmud the name is written 'Akilas (אֶלֶקֶס) and it is given several times as that of the author of the new Greek translation of the Bible. We learn that he was a proselyte (ר), no born Israelite, and that he was a pupil of Rabbi 'Akiiba. The name is altered in the Babylonian Talmud to Onkelos (אֶלֶקֶלָא), a name which certainly derives from Aquilas. Of Onkelos several things are told, but generally no Bible translation is connected with the name. There is only one place in the Babylonian Talmud, Megillah 3a, where the Targum to the Torah is attributed to Onkelos the Proselyte רַעֲלֵלָא, and in the same place Jonathan ben 'Uzziel is given as author of the Targum to the Prophets. This reference in the Babylonian Talmud is the only evidence for connecting the two Babylonian Targums with these two names.

But the Babylonian Talmud depends here on the Palestinian Talmud,1 where we find, in Megilla 1.9, information concerning

1 As demonstrated by Ludwig Blau, in JQR, xi, 1897, p. 738f.
the Greek version of Aquilas (יוֹאָלָה). It was only the Babylonian Talmud that connected the name of Aquilas, altered to Onkelos, with the Aramaic translation of the Torah, clearly on the assumption that the Targum Onkelos would help the Aramaic speaking Jews to understand the Hebrew Torah correctly, just as the Greek translation of the Bible attributed to Aquilas was intended to help the Greek speaking Jews to understand the Hebrew Bible.

Concerning the language of Targum Onkelos, Gustaf Dalman—like others before him—is quite right in pointing out that it corresponds with neither the Aramaic dialect of the Babylonian Talmud, nor the Aramaic dialect of the Palestinian Talmud. He says that it is related to Biblical Aramaic and he thinks that we may take it to be in the main an exact rendering in the language spoken at that time in Judaea. Yet he goes back on his words when he says:  

At the same time the Targum of Onkelos is not a copy of a translation of the Pentateuch into the Jewish dialect, as spoken by the people, but a scholarly and artificial imitation of the Hebrew original, showing a treatment of the Aramaic language similar to that of the Greek in the translation by Aquila, who belonged to the same circles.

But what Dalman has not seen is that the similarity of the two texts is due to both having been composed in a language which had become the official Aramaic language in the Persian Empire. This official literary Aramaic had originally been only one of the different dialects in circulation. But conditions in the Persian Empire had resulted in one of these dialects becoming the mainly uniform official language. Almost all Aramaic texts known to us are written in it. I would only mention here the Aramaic parts of the Biblical books of Ezra and Daniel, and the Leather Documents from Susa published by G. R. Driver which had been sent by the Achaemenide prince Arsham, the Satrap, to his officials in Egypt, letters important not only for their contents, but also because they originated from non-Jewish circles; they show that the language was at that time in general use in the Persian Empire.

In mainly the same language were written the documents

---

and letters found in the Jewish military colony at Elephantine in Upper Egypt. These have recently been greatly augmented by the texts that Charles Edwin Wilbour, an American Egyptologist who used to spend the winter on his Dahabiye on the Nile, bought in 1893 near Assuan. These papyri came in 1947 to the Brooklyn Museum in New York and were published by Emil G. Kraeling in 1953.1

In the same literary language was written the Targum Onkelos and also for the most part the Targum of the Prophets. But we should not neglect what H. L. Ginsberg of the Jewish Theological Seminary of America in New York has pointed out in his very instructive review of the book of Franz Rosenthal: Die Aramaistische Forschung seit Th. Nöldeke’s Veröffentlichungen (Leiden 1939)2.

But of course, official Aramaic was never absolutely uniform except in intention, and . . . in course of time, especially after the destruction of the Achaemenian empire, became more and more coloured by the spoken language . . . (233) . . . From the Greek period on official Aramaic tended to be coloured more and more by the vernaculars; but so coloured it continued to be employed in writing, by Palmyrenes and Arabs (Nabateans) always and by Jews for certain purposes.

The consequence of this undoubtedly correct observation must certainly be that from the language of texts composed in literary Aramaic we cannot recognize when and where they were written. We can only pick up hints from certain characteristics deriving from the copyists of the texts due to the language spoken by them.

This holds above all for the Targum Onkelos. We must understand clearly that this Targum was written in literary Aramaic and can tell us nothing at all about the form of the language spoken by the people at the time of the beginning of Christianity. Besides, it is certain that this Targum was not written before the destruction of the Temple, at the time when Judaism was being reorganized. The name under which the Targum is still known records this. The proselyte Aquilas, who provided Judaism after the destruction of the Temple with the

trustworthy Greek translation of the Bible that bears his name, is the prototype of the proselyte Onkelos who provided Judaism with the Aramaic translation of the Torah that was to become the authoritative one.

What can be taken as quite certain, though hardly realized even by Gustaf Dalman, is that this Targum composed in literary Aramaic was not of any importance at that time in Palestine. As proof of this it is sufficient for me to give a few sentences from A. Berliner’s introduction to his reprint of the Sabbioneta edition of the Targum Onkelos.¹

To procure recognition and respect for this Targum in its country of origin was not possible. For that reason the Targum had hitherto no authority among the scholars of Palestine. It was only referred to in disparagement; one never quoted from it as from the Greek translation. Consequently no quotation from the Targum can be found in the Mishna or in the Jerusalem Talmud.

This surely means that the Targum Onkelos was without importance in Palestine. If the Targum Onkelos had originated in Palestine, as Berliner and many others claim, we should have to suppose that even the nearly all-powerful Rabbis who worked for the reorganization of Judaism after the destruction of the Temple, among whom Rabbi ‘Aḵiba was one of the most prominent, were not in a position to replace a Targum highly esteemed in Palestine by a newly formed Targum, the Targum Onkelos.

The other alternative is that the Rabbis working on the reorganization of Judaism in Palestine did not think of replacing the Targum current at that time by a new one, and that the Targum Onkelos originated in Babylonia. It is certain that it early came into circulation there. We know from the Masora to Targum Onkelos that manuscripts were in circulation with different readings named after the two Talmudic Academies of Sūra and Nehardea. Since the Academy of Nehardea was destroyed in the course of the third century, we must conclude that the Targum Onkelos was known and was in circulation in the two Academies before that time.

The Targum Onkelos was further developed in Babylonia during the following centuries on the basis of Mishna and Talmud, until it finally became the authoritative text that, in the official

¹ Zweiter Theil, Berlin 1884, p. 108f.
literary Aramaic, established the correct Jewish understanding of every passage of the Torah, and was regarded as of the highest authority among the Jews. As such the Targum was brought to Palestine. It was brought there together with other authoritative products of Babylonian Judaism, especially the Babylonian Talmud, and the yearly Parasha-division of the Torah—in Palestine the Palestinian Talmud, the Palestinian Targum, and the three yearly Seder-division had hitherto been used. We learn of various efforts to persuade Palestinian Judaism to take over the Babylonian Talmud and the whole Gaonic tradition, after Babylonia and Palestine, the chief centres of Judaism at that time, had been united under Arab suzerainty. We are told that already at the middle and end of the eighth century such attempts had been made. But far reaching changes of this kind could not be carried through so quickly. In the Cairo Geniza quite a number of fragments of the Palestinian Targum of the Pentateuch were contained that had been used in Palestine before the Targum Onkelos had been brought there, among them remains of splendid manuscripts in which, after the Hebrew verse of the Torah, the corresponding verse of the Palestinian Targum follows. They show that the demand for Torah manuscripts with the Palestinian Targum was still at that time very strong. One forms the impression that the Targum Onkelos was scarcely introduced into Palestine before 1000 A.D. But subsequently it became so firmly established that it completely replaced the Palestinian Targum of which fragments only were found in the Cairo Geniza.

It was therefore an exceptional event when Professor A. Diez Macho of Barcelona University discovered a complete copy of the text of the Palestinian Targum in MS Neofiti I of the Vatican Library (450 parchment folios) which was written in Rome at the beginning of the 16th century, making now available to us this long lost Palestinian Targum of the Pentateuch in a way we had not at all expected. I will discuss it further below.

2. The Targum of the Prophets

The name Jonathan given to the Targum of the Prophets is simply a translation of the Greek name Theodotion. To Theodotion was attributed a Greek translation of the Bible that was used by Origen in his Hexapla. We now know that it was a Greek trans-
lation of the Bible which was already in circulation in pre-Christian times. The name, hebraized to Jonathan, was given to the so-called author of the Babylonian Targum of the Prophets who was later identified with Jonathan b. 1Uzziel, a pupil of Hillel, with whom, however, it had nothing to do.

In the palimpsest of the Hexapla, discovered by Giovanni Mercati in the nineties of last century in the Ambrosiana of Milan, the Quinta with the various readings of the Sexta is to be found instead of Theodotion. This has been proved by Mercati. The way in which Rahlfs refers to the Milan Fragments:

Jetzt bin ich durch Mercati's Freundlichkeit in den Stand gesetzt, die Mailänder Fragmente vollständig zu benutzen. Allzugross ist allerdings die Ausbeute bei dem relativ geringen Umfang der Fragmente auch jetzt nicht, doch bieten sie eine erfreuliche Bereicherung unser Wissens.

reveals a complete lack of understanding of the problems raised by these important texts which, in the view of Eduard Schwartz, will inaugurate a new era in the study of the Hexapla. When Rahlfs published his Septuagint text, he paid no attention whatever to the Hexapla. Cardinal Mercati often told me how disappointed he was by the way in which Rahlfs had neglected the material he had put at his disposal.

In contrast to the Targum Onkelos old parts can be found in the Targum of the Prophets which go far back into pre-Christian times. Both Professor W. H. Brownlee of Duke University, North Carolina and also Dr. Naftali Wieder of Jews' College in London have shown how probable it is that the Habakkuk Commentary found in Qumran Cave I presupposes in several places the Targum of the Prophets. Exact investigation of the Targum to the Prophets must be made as soon as the new edition of it appears, prepared by Dr. Alexander Sperber partly in Bonn.

We know that additional material to the Targum of the Prophets is often cited by Rashi, Kimhi and in the Codex Reuchlinianus (written 1105 A.D.) of which the Targum text was published (without vocalisation) by Paul de Lagarde and which has just

1 Studi e Testi v, 1901, pp. 40f.
2 Psalms cum Odis, Septuaginta, vol. x, Göttingen 1931, p. 52.
3 Zur Geschichte der Hexapla, Nachrichten, Gesellschaft der Wissenschaften, Göttingen, 1903, Heft 6, p. 7.
6 Prophetae Chaldæae. Paulus de Lagarde e fide codicis reuchlinianii edidit Lipsiae, 1872.
been published in a facsimile edition in Copenhagen by A. Sperber. ¹ Zunz already wrote in 1832 in his *Die gottesdienstlichen Vorträge der Juden, historisch entwickelt*. Berlin, 1832, p. 79:

May we not conclude from the agreement of historical evidence and with reference to Haggadic Targum fragments on the books of Judges, Samuel, Kings, Isaiah, Jeremiah, Ezekiel, Micah, Habakkuk, Zechariah, that for all the prophetical books a complete Jerusalem[—i.e. Palestinian]-Targum must have existed? Professor A. Diez Macho has recently published a fragment of the Targum on Joshua found in the Library of the Jewish Theological Seminary, New York. I had found another fragment of the same text in the Geniza material in Cambridge (Box B 13¹²) of which, at my suggestion, Alastair McIntosh prepared an edition in Bonn. Diez Macho wrote to me a short time ago that he is publishing in a forthcoming number of *Biblica* a new fragment of the Palestinian Targum of the Prophets which he has found.

There can be no doubt that the Targum of the Prophets was in circulation in Babylonia, that like the Targum Onkelos it received the form we know there, and that it was brought over to Palestine together with the Targum Onkelos. But it is more difficult to ascertain the fate of the Targum of the Prophets. And it must be investigated anew as soon as material becomes available.

We have in the Targum of the Prophets, besides the translation of the Hebrew text of the Bible, a great deal of material taken from the Midrash which often contains an interesting commentary on the Bible. This midrashic element is almost entirely lacking in the Targum Onkelos which contains only a word for word translation of the Hebrew text of the Torah, reproducing exactly, however, as we have seen, the interpretation presupposed in Mishna and Talmud. On the other hand, like the Targum of the Prophets, the Palestinian Targum contains, besides the exact translation of the Hebrew text of the Bible, a very full exposition from the Midrash so that the translation of a single verse of the Bible often occupies half a page or more. What Midrashic material we had hitherto comes from a later time, so it is of special importance that the remains of an old Midrash

book have become known through their discovery in Qumran Cave I.

3. The Midrash Book from Qumran I

This Midrash Book is contained in the leather scroll in Aramaic that was difficult to open, on account of its fragmentary condition and the uncertainty of its ownership, as long as it was in America. After the scroll had come into the possession of the Jerusalem University it was opened there with great care, and five of the twenty-two columns have now been published under the very misleading title *A Genesis Apocryphon*,¹ about which I have already spoken. What is known of the text deals with stories of the birth of Noah and of the history of Abraham.² The biblical history is here paraphrased and expanded; the author wishes to make it in this way more attractive and understandable. Chronological and geographical details that are added fix the text in time and place. On the other hand, in contrast with the book of Jubilees with which the book is undoubtedly connected, the chronology is not worked out according to a preconceived plan. The haggadic parts are organically bound up with the text of the Bible that is to be explained by the different passages of Genesis being brought together or by the help of a suitable story. The explanation in this Midrash book follows verse by verse the Biblical narrative. The impression is given that we have here extensive Midrashic material which it was desired to have at hand. It is perhaps not really an old form of Targum as I have previously said,³ but one only has to study the Palestinian Targum of the Pentateuch in order to see how much midrashic material is contained in it—in the Aramaic, in the main spoken by the people, in which the Palestinian Targum of the Pentateuch was written.

An attempt to establish the language of this Midrash Scroll has been made by E. Y. Kutscher of the University of Jerusalem.⁴ He deals with it in the following way:


² See the excellent characterization of the book given by G. Vermès: *Le plus ancien Midrash sur la Genèse*. Cahiers Sioniens vol. x. See also the valuable notes given by Père de Vaux to the text in *RB* bxiv, 1957, 623–5.


Kutscher's explanations seem to be very learned, but I am somewhat doubtful about them. On closer examination one can easily see that the linguistic material on the basis of which the examination is made is somewhat restricted. That only 5 of the 22 columns of the Midrash Book are considered is due to the bad condition of the scroll. We know, however, of ten fragments of the Aramaic Enoch and three fragments of the Aramaic Tobit found in cave 4, and we know of other Aramaic texts found among the Dead Sea material and in the Cairo Geniza. The utilization of these texts seems to me much more important for establishing the language of this Midrash Book than the Aramaic inscriptions made in stone by Jews, Palmyrenians and Nabateans, which Kutscher has frequently quoted. One feels that the author has not always realized the principal difference between texts in literary Aramaic and those in the Aramaic spoken in Palestine. Besides, the texts composed by Jews, Samaritans and Christians in the language spoken by the people require new editions and critical investigation before one can use them in the way Kutscher does.

Nevertheless, Kutscher may have in the main correctly established the age of the Midrash Scroll and its localization. It may well be that the scroll discovered in Qumran I was written in the first pre-Christian century, or somewhat later. But I am convinced that it was composed earlier, as it seems to have been presupposed by the book of Jubilees: the text actually found in the first cave may have been a copy of an older original.1 I also believe

1 Père de Vaux thinks that it is not proved that the Midrash book is older than the book of Jubilees, but he also ends his review of the book (RB lixiv, 1957, p. 624) with the words: 'Les textes de Qumran nous apprennent de plus en plus que cette littérature était riche et que son histoire est complexe.'
myself that the book may have been composed in Palestine; though in the case of a text like this written in literary Aramaic, I do not believe that this can be proved by linguistic arguments, as Kutscher has tried to prove it.

4. PALESTINIAN ARAMAIC

As for the Aramaic texts composed by Samaritans: since I wrote my thesis\(^1\) sixty years ago on the edition of the Samaritan Targum made by Petermann—Vollers,\(^2\) I have tried to collect reliable material on the Targum in Rome, Nablus, London, Oxford, Cambridge and Leningrad. Father José Ramón Díaz, of Logroño/Zaragoza, a member of the same order as Professor A. Diez Macho, has made a thorough study with me of material on the Samaritan Targum.\(^3\) I have put at his disposal all the material I have collected, and he has himself collected with care and understanding further material and has worked on it, so we hope soon to have a trustworthy edition of Genesis according to the Samaritan Targum which will soon be followed by the other parts of the Targum. Only when we have a reliable text can a grammar and a lexicon of the Samaritan Targum be written.

On the liturgical Aramaic texts of the Samaritans, published in the main by A. E. Cowley in 1909, Dr. John Bowman, the Head of the Hebrew Department of the University of Leeds, who has discussed the problems with the Samaritans in Palestine, is now working with his collaborators and pupils. He is preparing studies and translations of the whole material for the use of liturgical scholars who are unable to read these ancient and important texts in the original. I have put at Dr. Bowman’s disposal all the relevant material that I have collected myself. We may look forward to seeing the work published in the near future.

On the Christian Palestinian Aramaic texts Professor Matthew Black of St. Andrews has worked. His edition of the Christian Palestinian Aramaic Horologion, from a manuscript which I bought about fifty years ago in Cairo for the Berlin Library,

\(^1\) Textkritische und lexikalische Bemerkungen zum Samaritanischen Pentateuchtargum. Halle, 1898.


has shown that the problems of these texts are somewhat different from what Francis C. Burkitt or Friedrich Schulthess thought.¹

Regarding the Palestinian Aramaic Pentateuch: as soon as Professor Diez Macho notified me of his discovery of a complete MS of the Targum in MS Neofiti I of the Bibliotheca Vaticana, it was clear to me that a new edition was required of the Geniza fragments of this Targum which I published in 1930. I have had new photographs of the Cambridge fragments made and they have come out extremely well. In addition I have had photographs made of parts of Neofiti I.

Last October, Father Georg Schelbert came to work with me for a year on the Palestinian Targum of the Pentateuch. He had made his studies at the Institutum Biblicum in Rome and subsequently lectured for some years on the Scriptures at Schoeneck near Beckenried NW in Switzerland. He has first been working on the important Cambridge MS T-S 20, 155 (MS A), a Geniza fragment of a parchment scroll containing the Palestinian Targum on Exodus xxi-xxiii of which the Palestinian punctuation gives a very exact indication of the vocalisation of the Targum. With the help of the complete Targum it is certainly much easier to read and to complete the Geniza fragments. He has subsequently begun to work on the other fragments.

Besides the Geniza fragments published by me, other fragments have been found. Professor A. Marx sent me some photographs which were studied at my suggestion by Alastair McIntosh in Bonn. Other fragments have been discovered in New York by A. Diez Macho who has already published some of them.² He has rightly shown that these Geniza fragments published by us are of particular importance because their language is free from the influence of the Babylonian Targums. Moreover, these fragments—with their excellent vocalisation—will be the chief source for a grammar of the Palestinian Targum. The complete MS of the Targum is with the exception of one page without vocalisation.

Professor Diez Macho is preparing an edition of the complete MS Neofiti I with all the many marginal notes, especially variae lectiones, for the Spanish Polyglot Bible, and the Bibliotheca


Vaticana has decided to bring out a facsimile edition of MS Neofiti I to which Diez Macho will write an introduction in Latin and Hebrew.

We shall also have to take into account other material of this Targum which was known to us before: the so-called Fragmenten-Targum and the Targum Pseudo-Jonathan. We now know the Fragmenten-Targum to be a collection of Midrashic material from the Palestinian Targum which people did not want to lose after the Targum Onkelos had become the authoritative Targum in Palestine. I have discussed with Professor M. Black the importance of a new edition of this Fragmenten-Targum on the basis of the material now available, and such an edition is now being prepared.

It is to be hoped that an able scholar will also be found to deal with the Targum Pseudo-Jonathan. Hitherto it has been supposed that this Targum was made up of the Targum Onkelos in which material from the Palestinian Targum had been inserted. As we now have complete copies of both these Targums, we are interested to see how far the Palestinian Targum may have been modified in this process. We must not forget, however, that the Palestinian Targum of the Pentateuch never had an official, uniform text; there were always different texts in existence. We must not think that the single preserved manuscript, (Add 27 031 of the British Museum) which was published by M. Ginsburger, Berlin 1903, contains all that ever existed in the Targum Pseudo-Jonathan. We know that very late events are mentioned in this manuscript. For instance in Gen xxii 21 two wives of the Prophet Muhammed are mentioned.

How important the material can be that is still contained in this Targum Pseudo-Jonathan is shown by an example which Abraham Geiger has provided in Excursus II to his 'Urschrift' of 1857. I quote it here as given by Theodor Nöldeke in his book *Die Alttestamentliche Literatur*. . . Leipzig 1868, p. 256:

> העשויה מִנְיָטומָן '... and those who hate him shall not stand again' is translated by: ולא הוא寺庙ו ידוען דמה רבע רע למסומן

The passage is from Deut xxxiii 11 '... and those who hate Johanan, the highpriest, shall not have a foot to stand on'. The 'highpriest Johanan' is in Jewish writings the usual designation of the great ruler John Hyrcanus. This translation must have been made during the time of his government (135-105 B.C.), because in later times the narrow-mindedness
of the spiritual rulers of the Jewish people discredited the memory of this hero in such a despicable manner, because he had not followed their opinions, that it was impossible to refer to his name after his death. We still find in this Targum all sorts of interpretations rejected in the normative writings of the Jews such as the Mishna; they go back therefore to an earlier time.

I would like to refer here to A. T. Olmstead’s article ‘Could an Aramaic Gospel be written?’

The translation of this passage in the Pseudo-Jonathan Targum would be:

‘Bless, Yahweh, the substance’ of the House of Levi, because they give a tithe of the tithes and accept with good will ‘the work of the hands’ of Elijah the priest, who is sacrificing on Mount Carmel. ‘Smite through the loins’ of Ahab his enemy, and the neck of the false prophets ‘who rise up against him’. There shall be no foot on which to stand for the enemies of John the high priest.

See Olmstead loc. cit. p. 62. He adds:

That this is the prayer of a contemporary for John Hyrcanus immediately after the conquest of the Samaritans, is specifically indicated. That this is not a part of the original text should be equally clear from the context; the original must be earlier than the interpolation and, as found in the fragments (i.e. the Fragmenten-Targum), must therefore be not later than the beginning of the second pre-Christian century.

So we would have here a possibility of dating a part of the Targum Pseudo-Jonathan.

5. The Wensinck Material

As for the language, we have also to investigate the Aramaic parts of the Palestinian Talmud. These two sources have been taken into consideration by the late Professor A. J. Wensinck of Leiden. In the last years of his life (he died in September 1939) he made a special study of the language spoken in Palestine at the time of the beginning of Christianity there. When I saw him for the last time at his Institute in Leiden in Summer 1938, he showed me the extensive collections of slips he had made for this purpose. He had written down on slips all the words occur-

1 Journal of Near Eastern Studies, Chicago, i, 1942, pp. 41–70. I refer especially to pp. 60–62 which deal with the supposed age of the Targum.
ring in the Palestinian Targum in so far as it was available at that time, collecting in this way lexicographical and grammatical material. He had taken into consideration the Greek equivalents and was just working on the Aramaic parts of the Palestinian Talmud according to its first edition (1523). I was able to see the material collected by him and we discussed the problems to which it gave rise. He was deeply impressed because the word rabbuni, which occurs twice in the Gospels and had not hitherto been found in any rabbinic text, is to be found quite often in the fragments of the Palestinian Targum. Unfortunately a serious illness made it impossible for him to go on with these studies.

After the war, I had the opportunity of discussing the future of this material with Professor F. A. H. de Boer at a meeting of the Old Testament Society in Cardiff in 1946. In 1947 I further discussed the matter with Mrs. Wensinck in Leiden, and with her consent and that of Professor de Boer the whole collection was sent to me in England for some years. I copied all the slips collected by Wensinck for a Palestinian Aramaic Dictionary in a bound volume and thus obtained a valuable collection which, in spite of its incompleteness, has been of great help, through its great number of references, to my pupils and helpers and to myself. It will have to be taken as the basis for a dictionary of Palestinian Aramaic. Other parts of the material I sent to Leeds University for the use of my two former pupils, Dr. M. Black and Dr. J. Bowman, who were both working at that time in Leeds University. Under their guidance Dr. T. Jansma worked on the material in Leeds, and when he, after his return to Holland, was nominated Professor of Hebrew in Leiden, I sent the whole Wensinck-material back to Leiden where it is now preserved in Professor Jansma’s Institute under the superintendence of Professor de Boer. We look forward to seeing the observations made by Wensinck put to use in the near future to further the study of Palestinian Aramaic.

As for the material to be found in the Palestinian Talmud, Kutscher has pointed out that we should rely not on a printed edition, but as far as possible on manuscripts, and he has suggested taking for this purpose the edition of the Geniza material from the Palestinian Talmud edited by Louis Ginzberg, New York 1909. ¹ It is reasonable that we should take the oldest ma-

terial that we have for this purpose. But from Ginzberg’s edition we can form no idea of the great differences between the fragments of the Palestinian Talmud that we know. If a useful study of this material from the Palestinian Talmud is to be made, it will be necessary to refer to the originals, or to photos of the originals.

Other material in Palestinian Aramaic is to be found in the Aramaic parts of the Midrash Bereshit Rabba. Hugo Odeberg has based his own edition of The Aramaic Portions of Bereshit Rabba, with Grammar of Galilean Aramaic (Lund 1939) on the edition published by Theodor and Albeck. Theodor, however, had not used the oldest and best MS for his edition, but he had mentioned the various readings in the apparatus. Kutscher has used for Bereshit Rabba the MS Heb. 30 of the Vatican library, a MS from the Palatina.\(^1\) He has studied this manuscript in a microfilm and has shown that it is written in genuine Palestinian Aramaic, and he has even found a few Palestinian vowels in it. Such vocalisation is also to be found in Geniza fragments of Bereshit Rabba of which I possess photographs. To mention only one which seems to me of especial importance: No 958 of the Antonin Collection in Leningrad, a palimpsest with a Christian Palestinian text written underneath, containing a great number of Palestinian vowel signs. It is essential, as Kutscher rightly says, to utilize for the Aramaic texts the oldest sources of the Midrash available.

6. Exod. xxii 4:5 in the Targum

The most important evidence for Palestinian Aramaic as regards language and matter is to be found in the Geniza fragments containing the Palestinian Targum,\(^2\) and of particular importance for its orthography and vocalisation is the fragment of the leather scroll from Exod. xxi–xxiii. It provides the foundation for the study of the language, when it is taken together with the other Geniza fragments and the complete Targum as contained in the Vatican MS Neofiti I.

An important passage of the Mishna enumerates four kinds

---


\(^2\) A new edition of the fragments published in Masoretten der Westen, ii, 1930, prepared in the main by Georg Schelbert, will come out in one of the next Supplements of VT.
of damage which can be done to a neighbour's field: the cattle (יְשֵׁם) (Exod. xxi, 35ff.) and the cistern (חֵסֶר) (Exod. xxi, 33), and there cannot be any doubt that the verses xxii 4 and 5 refer to the other kinds of damage. The text of the two verses in the Revised Version (here counted as vv. 5 and 6) is:

5. If a man shall cause a field or vineyard to be eaten, and shall let his beast loose, and it feed in another man's field; of the best of his own field, and of the best of his own vineyard, shall he make restitution.

6. If fire break out, and catch in thorns, so that the shocks of corn, or the standing corn, or the field, be consumed; he that kindled the fire shall surely make restitution.

This translation agrees in the main with the official interpretation of the text and is presupposed in Mishna and Talmud. The difficulty in this explanation of the text lies in the fact that words of the same Hebrew root רָעֶב which occurs in both verses are taken in vs 4 in the sense of 'cause to be eaten', 'beast' and 'feed', and in vs 5 'that kindled', 'the fire'.

In the Palestinian Targum as we find it in the Cambridge fragment and as it lies complete before us in the Vatican MS Neofiti I, the Hebrew words in both cases are understood as 'fire' and 'to burn' or 'light.' This translation is also given, for instance, by Bruno Baentsch in his Kommentar zum Alten Testament, Göttingen, 1900, and in the modern American translation, ed. J. M. Powis Smith, by J. Meek who has:

If a man in burning over a field or vineyard lets the fire spread so that it burns in another man's field, he must make restitution with the very best of his own field or vineyard. If fire breaks out and catches in a thorn-hedge so that the shocks of grain or the standing grain or the field itself is consumed, he who lit the fire must make restitution.

In the Palestinian Targum of the Pentateuch the Hebrew words are taken in both cases as 'fire' and 'to be consumed', and the verses have to be translated as by Meek. There can be no question that the Palestinian Targum of the Pentateuch takes Exod. xxii 4 and 5 as referring in both cases to a kind of damage caused by fire. It shows a clear understanding of the passage which contrasts with the rulings of the Mishna. That is only possible if the translation is much older than the Mishna.

The fundamental importance of this passage of the Targum
became clear to me through a discussion with my old friend and
lecturer from Giessen, Dr. J. J. Weinberg, when I visited him in
Berlin where he had become Rector of the Rabbinic Seminary.
In the course of our conversation I realized how difficult it must
be for a Talmudic Scholar, as he was, to accept an interpretation
of a passage of the Bible which conflicted with the rules of the
Mishna, even if it was contained in an old Geniza text—the
only source available to us at that time. How intensively he
studied the problem of the right interpretation of this passage
is shown by the fact that he devoted the entire first volume of
his *Investigations in the Talmud* מְמוּשָׁהוּ בְּתַלּוּמָה Berlin 1938 to the
elucidation of these two verses of the Bible and their rendering
in the Palestinian Targum. He came to the conclusion that either
the text of the Targum is corrupt, or the first תָּחַיִּים has by analogy
with Hebrew תָּחַיִּים to be understood as cattle. But we certainly
have to take the passage in the way Abraham Geiger has under-
stood similar divergent explanations of the Bible text in the
Palestinian Targum.

Since in the second century B.C. an addition to the Targum
was made which cannot have been made later than the second
century B.C., the Targum must have existed at that time.
And the divergent interpretation in the Targum of Exod. xxii 4-5
leads to the same conclusion, as we have mentioned. In his
*Urschrift* (1857) Abraham Geiger examined over a hundred
passages in the material of the Palestinian Targum available
to him.

Th. Nöldeke wrote at the time:

Geiger, who has performed a great service to the correct
evaluation of the Targum and in general of the old translations
of the Bible, has also shown that in the so-called Jerusalem
Targum important remains are still to be found of the oldest
Targum along with passages of a quite different time.

We can to-day go further since we now have the oldest Targum
itself in its entirety, and not in a later revision. This Targum, as
we now have it, can be regarded as being nearly in the same form
as when it was in circulation at the time of the beginning of
Christianity. We must only bear in mind that it never had a
fixed text of the kind to which we are accustomed from Targum
Onkelos. Even the oldest Geniza fragments containing this
Targum differ greatly from one another where we have the same
text of the Bible preserved in different fragments. On the other hand we have seen that the interpretation of the Targum in the old Geniza fragment in Cambridge, diverging from the interpretation of the Mishna, is exactly the same as in the MS of the complete Targum dating from the sixteenth century. It is only in the Targum Pseudo-Jonathan that the passage is altered in accordance with the Targum Onkelos.¹

We have seen that the Targum must have been in circulation by the second century B.C. On account of its language and the Midrash material it contains, the Targum must have enjoyed great popularity and we can safely say that it was this Targum which prevented the later Targum Onkelos from establishing itself in Palestine.

Abraham Geiger writes at the end of his observations on the Palestinian Targum (Excursus II, Urschrift p. 480):

Serious and impartial investigation in this field will lead even in other respects to fruitful results for Jewish history.

This judgement will be shared by everybody who studies these old and in the main pre-Christian Jewish texts. We can learn many more details from them than from the material collected by Billerbeck or Bonsirven. Their voluminous works only serve to indicate what the conditions were at the time of the reorganization of Judaism after the destruction of the Temple: they show us how the Rabbis rebuilt Judaism for the future.

In the Palestinian Targum of the Pentateuch we have in the main material coming from pre-Christian times which must be studied by everyone who wishes to understand the state of Judaism at the time of the birth of Christianity. And we possess this material in a language of which we can say that it is very similar to that spoken by the earliest Christians. It is material the importance of which can scarcely be exaggerated.

¹ I may refer here to the excellent article of Georg Schelbert: 'Exodus xxii 4 im Palästinischen Targum' VT, viii, 1958, pp. 253–63.
THE SEPTUAGINT

I. THE LETTER OF ARISTEAS

The Greek translation of the Bible has always been regarded as something unique, as the first attempt to translate a long text into a foreign language. The story told in the letter of Aristeas is well known. The famous Demetrius Phalereus, said to have been the Royal librarian, aroused the interest of King Ptolemy II Philadelphus (284–247 B.C.) in the Jewish Law, and the king wished to have a Greek translation of it in his library. Aristeas, a senior Court official, was sent to Jerusalem. The Jewish High Priest Eleazar selected six elders from each of the twelve tribes of Israel and sent them to Alexandria, together with an exact copy of the Hebrew Torah, written in golden letters on exquisitely prepared parchment. We are told that the king gave seven banquets to these elders, questioning ten of them at each of the first five banquets, and eleven of them at each of the last two banquets, as a result of which he ascertained that these elders were superior to the Greek philosophers. He then put at their disposal a spacious house on the island of Pharos, which was connected with Alexandria by the Heptastadion. Here they accomplished their great task: seventy-two elders translated in seventy-two days the entire Pentateuch in such a marvellous way that at the end they were all found to agree on every detail of the translation.

As long as people were convinced that the Greek translation of the Law was made on the order of a king, they could find in this command a sufficient reason for the translation having been made. But for more than 250 years we have known that the story must be regarded as legendary.¹ To-day there can be no doubt that the Greek translation of the Law was not made by order of a Ptolemaic king, but that it became a necessity for the Jewish Communities in Egypt in view of the great number of their Greek-speaking members who no longer understood Hebrew. The translation was not made by Palestinian Jews, but by Jews who were

familiar with the Greek language as spoken in Egypt. Aristeas’ letter, which was clearly intended to glorify the Jewish people and the Jewish Law, was not written by a pagan, a high official of a Ptolemaic king, but by a Jew who was greatly interested in recommending the translation of the Law of which he speaks. He deals with the time of Ptolemy Philadelphus as a time long past and did not live—as the letter claims—in the first half of the third century B.C., but much later.

The author of the letter of Aristeas is generally well informed about the time in which he lived. On the other hand, W. W. Tarn has shown that he has used older material. The questions said to have been put to the Jewish scholars by King Ptolemy II, were probably part of an essay on the kingdom περὶ βασιλείας, written in the third century B.C. which unlike Aristeas’ letter was not propaganda. The older book seems to have been well known among the Hellenistic Jews. With its help Aristeas tried to compose an apologetic work by showing (§235) that the Jews could beat the Greek philosophers on their own ground.¹

The letter of Aristeas must be regarded as a Jewish story of a similar literary genre as the books of Jonah, Esther, Judith and Tobit. But while the first two of these books were included in the Hebrew and the last two in the Greek Bible, the letter was not included in any form of the Holy Scriptures. Yet it must have been well known. Josephus used it in the twelfth book of his Antiquities and the Christians found in the letter welcome information on the Greek Bible which they used.

The letter only deals with the Jewish Law and was written in connection with a Greek translation of it. This fact has not been sufficiently stressed since the letter’s genuineness was disproved. We have to seek the reasons why the letter was written and cannot confine ourselves, like H. St. J. Thackeray,² to searching in the

¹ W. W. Tarn, The Greeks in Bactria and India, Cambridge, 1938, pp. 414–35 (in the second edition, Cambridge, 1951, a few appendices have been added). Tarn has shown some striking parallels in the “Questions of Milinda”, i.e. Menander, the Greek king in India (about 175–150 B.C.). Menander is said to have put the questions to the Indian sage Nagasena. We know the story from the Milindapañha, a Pall text written by an Indian Buddhist. Among the four persons mentioned in the introduction to the Milinda we find a Demetrius and an Antiochus, the names having been adjusted to Devamantiya and Anantakaya in order to make some sort of sense in the Pall. Demetrius is here the main character. Menander’s questions must have been made public soon after his death. It is quite possible that Demetrius was adopted from this source by Pseudo-Aristeas. He identified him with the famous Demetrius of Phaleron, who, however, was probably dead before King Ptolemy’s rule began. For all details see Tarn’s book.

² Thackeray, The Septuagint and Jewish Worship, Schweich Lectures of the British Academy for 1920, London 1923, p. 11.
letter for details which might be regarded as credible. We read in the letter (§§ 308–11): 1

When the work was completed, Demetrius collected together the Jewish population in the place where the translation had been made, and read it over to all, in the presence of the translators, who met with a great reception also from the people, because of the great benefits which they had conferred upon them. They bestowed warm praise upon Demetrius too, and urged him to have the whole law transcribed and present a copy to their leaders. After the books had been read, the priests and the elders of the translators and the Jewish community and the leaders of the people stood up and said, that since so excellent and sacred and accurate a translation had been made, it was only right that it should remain as it was, and no alteration should be made in it. And when the whole company expressed their approval, they bade them pronounce a curse in accordance with their custom upon anyone who should make any alteration either by adding anything or changing in any way whatever any of the words which had been written or making any omission. This was a very wise precaution to ensure that the book might be preserved for all the future time unchanged.

It is obvious that the letter describes a translation of the Jewish Law officially approved and accepted by the Jewish Community of Alexandria: no addition; no omission; no revision; cursed be he who makes any alteration! The version to which the letter refers was an authoritative one, and there can be no doubt that the letter itself was propaganda for it. 2

We are familiar with propaganda. Nobody makes propaganda for something a hundred or more years old. Propaganda is made for something contemporary. We can be sure that the translation had just been made when the letter of propaganda was written. When we know the date of the letter, we know that of the translation also.

The letter has been ascribed to various dates, mostly on subjective grounds which prove nothing. A few impartially observed facts have recently been indicated by Elias Bickermann. 3 He has shown that certain formulas in documents quoted in the

letter cannot be found in a document before 145 or after 127 B.C. The letter must therefore have been written in the second half of the second century B.C. Sir Harold Idris Bell whose opinion I asked on this argument wrote to me that Bickermann’s deductions agreed with his own general impressions, and he added: ‘His argument seems to me most convincing, for it is on such minutiae too unimportant to be thought of by the average man that a forger most often trips up’. But Bickermann’s arguments for the year 127 are not so conclusive. Momigliano tried to fix the *terminus ad quem* at about 100 B.C.¹ and W. W. Tarn agreed with him. With regard to Bickermann, Tarn writes: ‘His valuable examination of the formula in the Royal letters puts the work within the limits 145–100 B.C., though strictly speaking the facts he gives p. 289, n. 1, prove a date c. 100. His dating before 127 depends entirely ... on the implication in a phrase of Pseudo-Aristeas that Idumea was not part of Palestine, 127 being the date of its annexation to the Maccabean realms. But Bickermann himself has shown that much of Pseudo-Aristeas’s description of Palestine is simply a compound of the Old Testament and of ideas about the ideal state. ... The independent Idumea is only O.T. Edom. ...’²

But whether the letter was written before 127 or c. 100 B.C. is not so important. In any case we must face the fact that the Greek translation with which the letter deals was finished towards the end of the second century B.C.

Now it is clear that the Jews in Alexandria must have had a Greek translation of their Law at a much earlier period. But the translation for which the letter makes propaganda was not the first Greek translation of the Law. It was a revision of already existing translations. The letter, however, attempts to show that it was the first translation ever made. So it antedates this translation by 150 years. Nevertheless, a number of hints as to earlier translations can be found in the letter. In his memorandum (§30) to the king, Demetrius reports that he has taken great care to collect all kinds of books for the library and he continues:

The books of the Law of the Jews (with some few others) are absent. They are written in the Hebrew characters and language and have been carelessly interpreted (ἀμελέστερον σεσήμαντα)

and do not represent the original text (καὶ οἴος ὡς ὀπάρχει) as I am informed by those who know; for they have never had a king’s care to protect them.

The words ἀμελέστερον ἢ ... σεσήμαται ‘rather carelessly written’, are not clear and οἴος ὡς ὀπάρχει ‘with deviations from the original text’ is at least not good Greek. But it seems that the author has deliberately chosen somewhat obscure expressions.

The words ‘rather carelessly’ (ἀμελέστερον) can only be taken as referring to earlier translations, for one can hardly suppose that Demetrius was interested in any form of the Hebrew of the Pentateuch, nor would he suggest that the Hebrew copies had been made carelessly.¹ The end of the letter makes it even plainer that allusion is being made to earlier translations. The author tells us (§§ 314–16) that the Greek historian Theopompos and the Greek tragic poet Philodectos had quoted the Jewish Law in their writings, but that God had inflicted heavy penalties upon them because the translations used by them had been inadequate.

With regard to Theopompos the words explicitly used are ἐρωτικοὶ ὁ ἐπιστάμενος ἐν τῷ νόμῳ, the two above-mentioned Greek authors lived in the fourth century B.C. So the letter implies that at that time a Greek translation of the Jewish Law or at least of parts of it was already in circulation.

So we see that the letter itself contains hints of earlier translations in spite of all the author’s efforts not to refer to them. We shall have to visualize the origin of the Greek translation of the Jewish Law in Egypt in a similar way to the origin of the Aramaic translation of the same Law in Palestine. As the Jews in Palestine translated the Law into Aramaic, the language which since Ezra’s days had been spoken in that land, so the Jews in Egypt

¹ Bickermann tried to understand the text in this way. He wrote in his article ‘The colophon of the Greek book of Esther’ (JBL, lvii, 1944, p. 343, n. 26): ‘The passage is misunderstood by translators and commentators who try to find here a hint of a previous Greek version while the author clearly speaks of the original text of the Law.’ But it seems that the misunderstanding is on Bickermann’s side. ἡ σεσήμαται is certainly not copied, and the whole letter tends to show the royal sympathy for the Greek translation, not for the Hebrew original which after all was imported from Palestine. What Bickermann says about the date of the colophon, i.e. that the words ‘In the fourth year of Ptolemy and Cleopatra’s reign’ refer to Ptolemy XII Auletes and Cleopatra, his wife and sister and that therefore the colophon was written between the 12th September 38 and the 11th September 37 B.C. seems convincing. But he is definitely wrong when he takes ἱσδερίς to be the proper name of ‘Levitas’, although the suggestion goes back to Saul Liebermann. The verb σεσήμαται is singular. Furthermore the word εἶναι, quoted by Bickermann certainly does not mean to exist actually and cannot be translated in this way. But both items are essential for the understanding of this interesting colophon.
translated the same Law into Greek, the language spoken there. It is probable that oral, extempore, translations were made originally. Then the translations began to be written down. The first copies were probably not very perfect. The beginning is always hard. The definition *rather inexact*, in the letter of Aristeas ἀμελέτετρον, is probably quite to the point. Perhaps the copyists tried as best they could to improve the text to make the style and matter conform to the original. In this way circumstances may have been created such as are quite familiar to us from the Palestinian and Samaritan Targums.

2. THE BIBLE COMMISSION IN ALEXANDRIA

We have to suppose that at a certain period the need for an authorized Greek text of the Jewish Law arose among the influential Jewish circles in Alexandria. The need may have been met by basing the Greek version on a Hebrew text procured from Palestine. The commission entrusted with the revision of the Greek Bible text consisted of experts, mainly Jewish scholars from Egypt, but there may have been one or more Hebrew scholars from Palestine. It is very likely that the commission worked on the island of Pharos. Philo gives an account of an annual festivity held there to celebrate the translation:

For this cause there is held to this day every year a festival and assembly on the island of Pharos to which not only Jews, but multitudes of others sail across, to pay reverence to the spot on which the translation first shed its light and to render God thanks for a benefit, ancient yet ever new. After the prayers and thanksgivings some pitch tents on the shore, others recline in the sand, regaling themselves under the open sky with their relatives and friends and regarding the beach on that occasion as more luxurious than a palace. *(De Vita Mosis*, ii. 41–3. I quote Colson’s translation.)

Such a festival could hardly have been instituted without some justification. But the commission entrusted with the translation was presumably selected by the Jewish community of Alexandria and must have worked for as long as was necessary in order to agree on a uniform text. The statements to the effect that the translation was made by order of a king from a beautifully prepared parchment on which the Hebrew text was written in golden letters, that the translation was done by a commission of seventy-
two members, six from each of the tribes of Israel, and that it was completed in seventy-two days are all embellishments of the letter designed to underline the importance of the translation and to help with its dissemination. Swete pointed out how remarkable it was that the translation should first have been presented to the Jewish community and only afterwards to the king who is said to have ordered it.\footnote{1}

We are told that the community in Alexandria declared the translation to be authentic and that they made sure it should be preserved and not altered. In certain Jewish circles in Alexandria admiration for the translation increased with the passage of time. We may remember Philo's comments, about 150 years after Aristeas wrote his letter:\footnote{2}

Sitting here (on the island of Pharos) in seclusion . . . they became as it were possessed, and, under inspiration, wrote, not each several scribe something different, but the same word for word, as though dictated to each by an invisible prompter. . . . The clearest proof of this is that, if Chaldeans have learned Greek, or Greeks Chaldean, and read both versions, the Chaldean and the translation, they regard them with awe and reverence as sisters, or rather one and the same, both in matter and words, and speak of the authors not as translators but as prophets and priests of the mysteries, whose sincerity and singleness of thought have enabled them to go hand in hand with the purest of spirits, the spirit of Moses.

These remarks of Philo obviously refer to the Greek standard text of the Jewish Law, for which Aristeas wrote his letter of propaganda. Philo himself knew too little Hebrew to be able to read the Law in the original. This explains his verdict that it is absolutely the same whether one reads the Hebrew or the Greek text. He has little understanding for philological problems, and speaks as a devoted theologian with special philosophical interests, not realizing that his own quotations from the Greek Torah deviate widely from the text approved by the Jews of Alexandria.

\section*{3. The Prologue of Ben Sira}

But we possess the testimony of an expert who had personal experience of translating a Hebrew text into Greek and who was living in Alexandria at the time when the Commission of Alex-

\footnotesize{1} H. B. Swete, \textit{Introduction}, p. 20. \footnotesize{2} \textit{De Vita Mosis}, ii, 37-40.
andria was working on the Greek text of the Bible. I refer to the grandson of Ben Sira who translated his grandfather’s Book of Wisdom from Hebrew into Greek. In the Prologue to the translation which he has written in the Egyptian χαναί he reports that he had come to Egypt in the eight-and-thirtieth year of king Euergetes. The king in question was Euergetes II Ptolemy VII Physkon. The years of his reign are counted as from 170 B.C. Ulrich Wilken has shown that when an author mentions the name of a ruler and puts έτε immediately after the year, he thereby indicates that at the time of writing the ruler was dead.1 Euergetes II died in 116 B.C., so we can assume that the grandson’s prologue was not written before that. According to Bickermann’s calculation it was written about 110 B.C.2 During the more than twenty years which he had spent in Egypt the grandson had taken the opportunity not only to study the χαναί then spoken there, and to write the prologue in this medium, but also to acquire a knowledge of the Greek used for translation from Hebrew—a much more complicated language—which he himself used, after the model of Bible texts familiar to him, for his Greek version of his grandfather’s Book of Wisdom. He writes that he had ample opportunity to learn and had therefore considered it his duty to make every effort and spare no trouble to translate his grandfather’s work. He had spent many sleepless nights and much learning on the task of finishing the book and having it published. Nevertheless he feels obliged to apologize for certain imperfections in the translation and he does so in the following words (I use the translation in Charles’ Apocrypha and Pseudepigrapha):

Ye are entreated, therefore, to make your perusal with favour and attention, and to be indulgent, if in any parts of what we have laboured to interpret we may seem to fail in some of the phrases. For things originally spoken in Hebrew have not the same force in them when they are translated into another tongue.

Yet the grandson is quite aware that the translations of the Bible, though he had taken them as his model, laboured under the same difficulties.

And not only these, but the Law itself, and the Prophecies, and the rest of the books, have no small difference when they are spoken in their original form.

1 Archiv für Papyrologie, iii, 1908, p. 351; Bickermann, ZNW, xxix, 1930, p. 285.
2 JBL, lxiiii, 1944, p. 343.
These are the words of one who knows from his own experience the difficulties involved in the translation of a Hebrew text into Greek. The same imperfections which he admits exist in his own work are also to be found in the translations of his predecessors. When he mentions the translation of the Law, he obviously has in mind the standard edition of the Greek Law, the subject of Aristeas’ letter. We have seen that this translation was made shortly before the grandson’s translation. That he mentions next after the Law, in his prologue, the Prophets and the rest of the Books, goes to show that the translation of these books must have immediately followed the translation of the Law and that Ben Sira was convinced that it had been made under similar circumstances. Ben Sira’s grandson regards himself as the immediate successor of the Bible translators and we can take it for granted that he was in Egypt when some of the biblical translation work was still being done.

I make these last statements with certain reservations. Professor Kilpatrick has drawn my attention to the fact that there are reasons to suppose the prologue may not be genuine. It is true that the prologue is not to be found in the oldest form of the old Latin translation, that it is missing in some Greek cursive MSS and that other MSS have a different prologue which was undoubtedly written at a later date. It is not very easy to see the import of these facts, as the hitherto existing editions of the Greek text of Ben Sira are quite inadequate. A critical edition meets with great difficulties, as the Hebrew text as well as the Greek translations have undergone drastic revisions. The Cambridge scholar J. H. A. Hart speaks of a revision of the text made by the Pharisees. Most likely he is right. I have already pointed to the fact that this text, coming from priestly circles, had to be adapted to conditions which had developed after the Bnē Šadok had ceased to have influence in the Temple. Yet it is certain that we are not dealing with only one revision. Hart has pointed correctly to the problems which arise from Clement of Alexandria’s quotations and has on the whole done very valuable preparatory work.¹ As far as I can see it is mainly the revised texts which exhibit the differences in the prologue.

Furthermore, the prologue of Ben Sira’s grandson is the only document earlier than A.D. 70 which mentions the threefold

canon of the Old Testament: Law, Prophets and Writings. Yet we must take into consideration that generally speaking we know very little of this time, and also that the few lists of books of the Old Testament which we have, are of Palestinian origin, including what is possibly the oldest list available to us, a Hebrew-Aramaic list, discovered only a few years ago by the Dominican Father, Professor Jean-Paul Audet (Ottawa), in MS 54 of the Library of the Greek Patriarchate in Jerusalem, dated A.D. 1058. This is the codex from which Philotheos Bryennius published the text of the Didache (Constantinople 1883). Epiphanius was familiar with the list and Audet has proved that it must be very old and that it seems to refer to books written partly in Hebrew and partly in Aramaic.

The prologue of Ben Sira’s grandson was written in Egypt and, as I have shown, at the time when the revision of the Greek Bible text in Alexandria had just been completed. It is very probable that the threefold Canon of the Books of the Bible was known in Egypt at a much earlier date than in Palestine. I feel that it is difficult to doubt the genuineness of the prologue, because it is not easy to find a motive which would explain its later authorship and inclusion. Also the critical way in which Ben Sira’s grandson speaks of the Greek translation of the Jewish Law is much more easily understandable if written immediately after its completion than later, when the Aristeas letter and its propaganda had had their effect.

4. The Cairo Papyrus Fouad 266

We are in the happy position of possessing a sample of the revision of the Greek Torah, made in the second part of the second century B.C., which must have been written shortly after completion of the revision. It is the Cairo Papyrus Fouad 266 of which a few verses from Deut. xxxi and xxxii have had our attention drawn to them and been published by W. G. Waddell in order to show that in this Papyrus scroll the divine name was written as the Tetragrammaton in Hebrew square letters.

Professor Kilpatrick informed me of a few more fragments of this papyrus reproduced in America, not very well, but recogniz-

1 The books of the Bible are mentioned in the list in the following order: Gen., Exod., Lev., Num., Deut., Josh., Judges., Ps., 1 Sam., 1, 2 Kings, 1, 2 Chron., Prov., Eccles., Cant., Jer., xii Proph., Is., Ezek., Dan., 1, 2 Ezra, Est. The list is published and all problems examined by J-F. Audet in JTS NS, i, 1950, pp. 135-54.

ably. They all show the Tetragrammaton. I asked Father A. Vaccari S.J. of the Pontifical Biblical Institute in Rome to assess the character of the text of this papyrus. He replied as follows:

Without doubt the papyrus belongs to the group of the uncial A B F and has nothing to do with the Hexaplaric or Lucianic recensions or later minuscules. Its position between the groups of A F and the related minuscules is not so clear and it seems to waver between them. But if we consider that the codex deviates from Codex Vaticanus (B), where this MS stands alone i.e. has its special version and not one of a group, and if we consider further the important conformity with B and the minuscule a₂ in a number of places, I would suggest that the codex must be included in the group B and the minuscule a₂. It must also be regarded as superior to these two MSS, because it does not agree with the deteriorations which in B are individual mistakes and in the minuscule a₂ are to be ascribed to influences from classes. The text of the papyrus contains old elements which disappeared later from the tradition.

Such was the result of Father Vaccari’s examination. His detailed report has been published as an Appendix (pp. 339–42) to my article ‘Problems of the Septuagint’ in Studia Patristica, Berlin 1957, vol. i, pp. 328–38. What Vaccari has shown is that we have here a Greek Bible text in a papyrus scroll which exhibits the text of the Septuagint in a more reliable form than the Codex Vaticanus and the codices nearest related to it. The papyrus was written about four hundred years earlier than the Codex Vaticanus.

Unfortunately we cannot compare this Cairo Papyrus scroll, written by Jews about 100 B.C., with the Chester Beatty Codex of Numbers and Deuteronomy, written by Christians in the first half of the second century A.D., because what is known of the Cairo Papyrus scroll has not been preserved in the Chester Beatty Codex. As to its date, the codex stands half way between the Cairo Papyrus scroll and the Codex Vaticanus (B). Sir Frederic Kenyon has proved that in Numbers the codex is nearest related to Codices B and a₂, in Deuteronomy to the Codices A and a₂ of the Septuagint. The efforts of my friends in Cairo, Professor


A. S. Atiya and Dr. Mohammed Mostafa, to obtain more information about the place where the Papyrus scroll is now kept, were unsuccessful; nor was I able, during my own stay in Cairo in February 1956, to find out any more about it.

We have some more samples of Greek Bible texts, written by Jews for Jews, which have been discovered in recent times. They are of an essentially different nature from the Cairo Papyrus scroll, mentioned above, but for this very reason are of particular importance.

5. THE MANCHESTER PAPYRUS GREEK 458

One is Papyrus Greek 458 of the John Rylands Library in Manchester, remains of a papyrus scroll with fragments from Deut. xxiii—xxviii. They were incorporated in a mummy sarcophagus and had to be extracted with great care. The papyrus has been published by C. H. Roberts. ¹ This papyrus was written about the middle of the second century B.C. and is the oldest fragment of a Greek Bible known to us. To fix the character of the text, it has been compared with the main uncial MSS of the Septuagint, but the result was negative. ²

It was Father Alberto Vaccari S.J. of the Pontifical Biblical Institute in Rome who was able to shed light on the mystery. ³ He proved that the text of the papyrus is most closely related to the Greek text of the Bible which we are accustomed to connect with the name of the martyr Lucian of Samosata (died 7th January A.D. 312). We know that Lucian revised the Greek text of the Bible which was in use during his lifetime. The Lucianic text presents a special recension of the Greek Bible and Paul de Lagarde published the historical books of the Greek Bible ⁴ according to this version while, independently, Frederic Field determined the MSS according to which the Lucianic text could be published. With regard to the historical books of the Bible he came to exactly the same conclusions as Lagarde. ⁵

² As an example take the examination by H. G. Opitz and H. H. Schaedler: 'Zum Septuaginta-Papyrus Rylands Greek 458.' ZNW, xxxv, 1936 pp. 115–17.
⁵ Originis Hexaplarum quae superant ... Fragmenta ... concinnavit emendavit et multis partibus susex Fridericus Field. Oxonii, 1875. Tomus I, pp. lxxxiv ff.
Lucian began his studies in Edessa and continued them in Antioch, and it was there that he became the great authority on the Greek text of the Bible. Some of the material available to him on which he based the revision which bears his name must have been fairly old. We find in the Manchester Papyrus a text related to the Lucianic text of the Bible written some five hundred years before Lucian himself.

If the letter of Aristeas was written about 100 B.C. as propaganda for a Greek Torah which had been completed only a little earlier, the Manchester Papyrus must have been written before the Alexandrian Committee commissioned by the Jews began its work. I have discussed the matter with reference to the Rylands Papyrus in my article ‘Problems of the Septuagint’ in Studia Patristica, Berlin 1957, vol. i, pp. 328–38. C. H. Roberts wrote to me, when I sent him my paper:

I found the tentative conclusions to which you came convincing and it has since occurred to me that they would provide an explanation for something which has always puzzled me, why such a beautifully written scroll of Deuteronomy should have been destroyed and treated as scrap (even being used for a crocodile mummy) in the way that the Rylands fragment was treated. If about the middle of the second century B.C. a more or less ‘authorised’ version of the Law was produced in Alexandria, accompanied by vigorous efforts to ensure that it superseded existing texts, then a complete explanation of the treatment of the Rylands papyrus is supplied. On chronological grounds it would fit admirably; the indications are that it was in the second half of the second century that the Rylands MS was re-used and the text of Deuteronomy may very well have been written in the first half of the century.

There can be no doubt that we must reckon with earlier translations into Greek of the Hebrew Bible. With the different passages in the letter of Aristeas which refer to such earlier translations I have already dealt. It is, moreover, well known that an earlier Greek translation of the Hebrew Bible was mentioned by the Jewish philosopher Aristobulus of Alexandria in a book which he dedicated to King Ptolemy Philometor (184–141 B.C.), fragments of which are preserved by Clement of Alexandria¹ and by Eusebius.²

¹ Stromata, i, 150, i–4.
That the report of Aristobulus was not influenced by the letter of Aristeas was shown by Wellhausen, who refers to the fact that Aristobulus regards the whole story as quite straightforward and makes no allusion to the wonderful circumstances described in the letter of Aristeas. In the Manchester Papyrus we now have before us a sample of an old translation of the Torah which may have been written at the same time as Aristobulus dedicated his book to Ptolemy Philometor. It seems that Aristeas antedated the work of the Alexandrian Commission by about 150 years placing it in the time of Ptolemy II Philadelphus, and in this way identified an older translation of the Jewish Law, in which Ptolemy II Philadelphus may have interested himself, with the work of the Alexandrian Committee on the Bible done by order of the Jewish Community of Alexandria, so as to increase the authority of the work. The 150 years by which Pseudo-Aristeas antedates the revision have to be regarded as part of his propaganda.

Unfortunately the Manchester Papyrus does not contain an example of the Divine name. We now know that the Greek Bible text as far as it was written by Jews for Jews did not translate the Divine name by kyrios, but the Tetragrammaton written with Hebrew or Greek letters was retained in such MSS. It was the Christians who replaced the Tetragrammaton by kyrios, when the divine name written in Hebrew letters was not understood any more. We must suppose that in this fragment also the divine name was reproduced by the Tetragrammaton, and this is, indeed, most likely. In Deut. xxvi, 17, line 27 of C. H. Roberts' edition, the text breaks off just before the mention of the divine name. Roberts supposed that the scribe must have written the word kyrios in full, not in the shortened form used for the nomen sacrum. In reality the unabridged Tetragrammaton was written here, and Roberts agreed with me when I pointed this out. The only thing we do not know is whether the Tetragrammaton was written in square letters as in the previously discussed Papyrus Fouad 266 in Cairo and in the Milan Palimpsest of Origen's Hexapla found by Mercati or whether it was written in old Hebrew letters as for instance in the Aquila fragments from the Cairo Geniza published by Burkitt, or in the leather scroll with the Greek text of the Minor Prophets, of which I will speak later on.

1 Fragments of the Books of Kings according to the translation of Aquila, ed. by F. Crawford Burkitt, Cambridge 1898.
To these texts, of the Greek Bible written by Jews for Jews, we can now add fragments of three texts of similar kind found in Qumran Cave 4. These fragments were discussed by Monsignor Patrick W. Skehan, of the Catholic Institute in Washington, at the International Old Testament Congress held in Strasbourg in August 1956, and his paper was subsequently published in *Vetus Testamentum*, Supplement iv, Leiden, 1957, pp. 148–160, under the title ‘The Qumran Manuscripts and Textual Criticism.’ In actual fact, however, only the second part of the article (pp. 155–160) deals with these texts. When we met in Strasbourg, Mgr. Skehan was kind enough to let me have photos of the three fragments, thus enabling me to study them before he had published his paper.

Let us consider the approximate date of the three fragments. 1. the papyrus, 2. the long leather fragment with the text of Leviticus, 3. the fragments of the leather scroll with the text of Numbers. I discussed the matter with C. H. Roberts who, after consulting Professor E. C. Turner of London University, gave me his considered opinion in a letter dated the 8th of August, 1957, from which I quote the following words:

1. I too was reminded of the papyrus that Waddell published in *JTS* thirteen years ago. If there is anything in the suggestion that there was a particular style favoured by scribes copying the Greek version of the Jewish Scriptures, it might be worth pointing out that there is a remoter resemblance between your photos (1) and (3) and Papyrus Rylands Greek 458—the papyrus scraps of Deuteronomy dating from about the middle of the second century B.C.

2. I should assign (1) (the papyrus) and (3) (the fragments of the leather scroll with the text of Numbers) to the end of the first century B.C. or to the opening years of the first century A.D. There are marked points of resemblance between the papyrus and some fragments of the Odyssey (plate in my *Greek Book Hand*, (No. 9b).

3. I too regard the long leather fragment—No. (2)—as the oldest of the three and would regard a date towards the end of the second century B.C. for this as not out of the question.

I am very grateful to Mr. Roberts for this information. There can hardly be any doubt that the fragments of the Greek Bible found in Qumran Cave 4 are of Jewish origin, and that it
is very likely that they should also be regarded as pre-Christian, so that we now have at our disposal fragments of six manuscripts of the Greek Bible written by Jews for Jews, if we include the leather scroll with the Greek text of the Minor Prophets, of which I will speak later on, specimens of the Greek Bible as it was read when the Christian era began. May I characterize briefly the three texts from Qumran Cave 4.¹

1. The papyrus containing fragments of Leviticus ii–v is written in a hand closely akin to that of Papyrus Fouad 266, characterized as already mentioned by the fact that the name of God is rendered by the Tetragrammaton in Hebrew square letters (יְהֹוָה) not by κυρίος as later in Christian MSS of the Bible. The fragment of Qumran Cave 4 renders the name of God by ω (written in majuscule letters) and this alone already shows that this papyrus was written by a Jew. The text of the papyrus is not as carefully written as that of the Cairo Papyrus and contains some mistakes which the Cairo Papyrus does not have. Although written somewhat later than the Cairo Papyrus, it belongs to the same category.

2. The second specimen consists of fragments of a leather scroll with the text of Numbers iii, 40–42, iv 6–9, 11–12. The first two parts have been published by Skehan, and he is in the main right when he says that the text is generally speaking that already familiar to us. But he has himself pointed out that the fragments have several readings which do not occur in any of the MSS collated for the greater Cambridge Septuagint. In Num. iii 40 the Hebrew שָׁם is translated by αριθμός, a unique translation, all the otherwise known texts of the Greek Bible reading επισκεψις. In five places in these short fragments (iv 6, 8, 11, 12) Hebrew מִדי is translated by αρτηράς (not διαστηράς as Skehan supposes) while all the other known sources unanimously read αναφορές. In Num. iv 9 we find the Hebrew הָעָה הָעָה rendered by τὴν λυχνίαν τῆς φωστήρας which is again a unique translation. The LXX reads τὴν λυχνίαν τῆν φωτιζομένην. And in iv 7 we read μακρύνω ωκενθίνων where all other manuscripts of the Greek Bible known to us, read μακρύνω ολοσπορφίνων. How can one explain this comparatively great number of unique readings in these few pre-Christian fragments?

3. The third specimen is a fragment of a leather scroll of

¹ I am greatly indebted to the Rev. Dr. John Barns for his help in reading these often difficult texts.
Leviticus, containing Lev. xxvi 2–16 in lines each of about 47 letters. These fragmentary lines occupy the full length of one column of 28 lines, with stitching broken away on the left hand side, the margin being intact for the last 12 lines. The upper left hand part of the column and the ends of all the lines are missing, and Skehan describes the fragment quite correctly. But in adding: 'the hand is apparently of the first century A.D.', he is certainly wrong. When I showed the fragment to C. H. Roberts, he immediately said 'This is the oldest of the three', and we have seen that he is inclined to date the fragment in the second half of the second century B.C. The text of the fragment is reproduced and published by Mgr. Skehan on p. 159 of his article with some critical notes on the following page. The text is not very carefully written and contains obvious mistakes; thus on line 4 is written τον ξυλον instead of the neuter, where the Septuagint text has correctly the plural τα ξυλας, and the whole text of the fragment differs greatly from the normal text of the Septuagint. It is hardly possible to complete the 47 letters of each line with the help of the material preserved in the greater Cambridge Septuagint. How can we explain these differences in such an ancient manuscript?

Mgr. Skehan says that the text is in the main the rendering of Leviticus with which we are familiar; nevertheless, he has shown that in the limited fragment of the text at our disposal there are ten separate readings which are unique. Of these, nine are farther from a literal rendering of the Masoretic text than the corresponding readings in the codices of the Septuagint; one is closer, but (i. 15) depends on an inference regarding the amount of text required to fill a gap. None of these unique readings has anything to offer for the criticism of the Hebrew consonantal text. Two of the unique readings, in the opinion of Mgr. Skehan, must be extremely early. In Leviticus xxvi 11, for καὶ οὐ βδελύζεται η φυχὴ μου υμᾶς, the Qumran reading is καὶ οὐ βδελυγμοι υμᾶς; and in Leviticus xxvi 12, for καὶ υμᾶς έσσεθε μου λαος the Qumran text has ἑθν[ος]. Of these two Qumran readings, the former introduces an anthropomorphiac term which is not in the original text; and the latter, in rendering καὶ by ἑθνος, violates the pattern by which the LXX regularly applies ἑθνος to the Gentiles, and λαος to the people of Israel. The general impression I form—so Mgr. Skehan writes—is that we have here one more book of the Old Testament in which a single early Greek rendering seems to have
undergone even before the time of Origen a considerable amount of what we would to-day call critical revision.

7. The Leather Scroll of the Greek Minor Prophets

The leather scroll of the Greek Minor Prophets was discovered by Bedouin in 1952, but nobody can say exactly where it came from. Milik, in his book of 1957, mentions it on p. 115 under *site non localisé* (Époque de la Seconde Revolte). The scroll is now in the Palestinian Museum at Jerusalem, and I learn from Dr. G. Vermès that more fragments of the scroll were found after D. Barthélemy had written his article on it: ‘Redécouverte d’un chaînon manquant de l’histoire de la Septante’. (*RB* lx, 1953, pp. 18–29.)

It is certainly of the greatest importance to know when this scroll was written. So I asked C. H. Roberts in Oxford to give me an estimate on the basis of the facsimile published by Barthélemy. He replied:

The hand belongs to a type known in the Egyptian papyri from the middle of the 2nd century B.C. to the 2nd century A.D. (there is of course considerable development within the type). A characteristic of these hands is the use of decorative script at the top and the foot of the letters. In the Egyptian papyri these normally face to the left; here they face to the right. . . . Some similarities to this particular hand may be noted in Schubart, *Palaeographie*, Abb. 72 (late Ptolemaic) and Abb. 76 (Augustan). I should feel inclined to assign this hand to the century 50 B.C. to 50 A.D.

I have published and discussed this estimate at length elsewhere.¹ As J. T. Milik in his book of 1957 refers to this scroll only via Barthélemy’s article (p. 27, n. 1) and dates it in the time of the Second Revolt (p. 115), I asked Wilhelm Schubart for his estimate of the date of the scroll, and on the 2nd July 1957 he wrote to me:

Gern würde ich Ihre Frage rund und nett beantworten, aber über Ihr eignes Urteil kommt’s nicht hinaus. Der Stil der Handschrift gehört zu der Gruppe, die ich in der Paläographie


I am very grateful to the great authority on Greek Palaeography for this estimate which agrees in the main with that of Roberts, and we can be nearly certain that this scroll with the Greek text of the Minor Prophets was written in the closing decades of the pre-Christian era or at the beginning of our era. To date this scroll with Barthélemy or Milik at the end of the first or the beginning of the 2nd century A.D. seems to me impossible as long as other evidence is not forthcoming. In other words the scroll has to be regarded as a manuscript of the Greek Bible which was written by a Jew for Jews. We must try to understand it on this presupposition.

The Hebrew text on which the Greek translation is based is in the main our Masoretic text, but with deviations in various details. In Habakkuk it generally agrees with the Hebrew text as explained in the Habakkuk Commentary found in the first Qumran cave. If the whole text of the scroll is published, we may be in a position to reconstruct the Hebrew text which was the basis of the Greek translation in the scroll.

Barthélemy pointed out that this newly found Bible text is in almost exact accordance with the Greek text of the Minor Prophets which Justin Martyr took for his Septuagint and from which he made his Old Testament quotations. The quotation from Micah iv, 1–7 in Chapter 109 of Justin's Dialogue shows a very odd text, deviating widely from the Septuagint as we have it in our main manuscripts. The last five verses of this quotation—only these are preserved in the scroll—agree word for word with the text in the newly found scroll. The same applies to the quotation from Zechariah ii, 10–iii, 2 in Chapter 115 of Justin's Dialogue; the only preserved verse in the scroll (ii, 12) agrees with Justin in having ἐξελέξεται compared with ἐπέτει in the usual text of the Greek Bible.

According to Barthélemy, further quotations from the Minor Prophets are not to be found in the newly found scroll. But the quoted instances show clearly that the whole text of the scroll
is of the same kind. The newly found text agrees in the main with the text of the Minor Prophets quoted by Justin.

8. The Text of Lucian

As a result Justin's quotations from the Minor Prophets take on for us an entirely new importance. More than a hundred years ago, the text of the Bible used by Justin was carefully investigated by the Giessen New Testament scholar Karl August Credner. Speaking of the quotation from Micah iv, 1–7, of which five verses have been preserved in the newly found scroll, Credner says: ¹

We can recognize that Justin's text is based, though in repeatedly changed form, on the Greek text of LXX. In various parts Justin's reading seems to agree with Aquila, yet it cannot really be Aquila. The basic text is definitely LXX. There are considerable deviations from Aquila. In Micah iv, 4, readings of Symmachus and Theodotion can be detected. That Justin used the Hexapla of Origen is out of the question, as his text was not emended in later times. Besides the obvious and anxious exactness in the affiliation with the Hebrew, peculiar to Aquila, a certain lack of care is apparent, such as one would never expect from Aquila.

Furthermore, Credner shows that the Bible text used by Justin does not agree with Cod B (Vaticanus) of the Septuagint, but with a group of manuscripts which—as we know to-day—show the text of Lucian. He further goes on to report about his investigations of all Justin's quotations from the Minor Prophets and adds the following:

Some of the corrections agree with Aquila, others with Aquila and Theodotion, others again with Symmachus, whilst in other places Justin's text deviates from all three translations. ... One verse (Zech. xii, 10) to which Justin adheres together with all three translators against the LXX, can be found in the Apocalypse (i, 7).

This means that already towards the end of the pre-Christian era the Jews were anxious to bring their Greek Bible into accordance with the Hebrew original. Credner concludes his examination by saying that all these corrections must have been

made at a time preceding the three so-called later translators. Now that we have in the Manchester Papyrus a Bible text of Lucianic character which is older than any other part of the Greek Bible preserved to us, and which must have been written at a time before the Alexandrian Committee began the work which resulted in our Septuagint, we can characterize the text of the Greek Bible used by Justin in a quite different way, as a text which had been adapted to the Hebrew original by the Jews some hundreds of years before Origen.

Wilhelm Bousset, while making an investigation of the Gospel quotations by Justin, tried to explain also Justin’s Old Testament quotations. Following Credner, he investigated Justin’s quotations from Isaiah and Amos and came to the conclusion that the manuscripts of Justin’s writings seem to go back to an archetype apparently written for the library of Archbishop Arethas of Caesarea—in a province of the Church where the text of Lucian could be regarded as the approved text. In accordance with this text the quotations of Justin must have been corrected thoroughly.

We have seen that Lucianic readings were found in fragments of the Greek Bible written in the second century B.C., and we find them now in our manuscript of the Minor Prophets written by Jews at the beginning of our era.

On the Lucianic text of the Greek Bible, H. St. J. Thackeray has made some valuable observations. Thackeray, when studying the text of Josephus as co-editor of the Cambridge Septuagint for the books of Samuel, Kings and Chronicles, wrote in his *Note on the Evidence of Josephus* as follows:

> With the books of Samuel (more strictly from i Sam viii onwards), Josephus becomes a witness of first-rate importance for the text of the Greek Bible. Throughout the Octateuch he appears to have been mainly dependent for his Biblical matter upon a Semitic source, whether Hebrew or Aramaic (a Targum), and there has so far been little evidence of his use of the Alexandrian version. Throughout the later historical books, on the other hand, his main source is a Greek Bible containing a text closely allied to that of the ‘Lucianic’ group of MSS, but anterior by more than two centuries to the date

1 Wilhelm Bousset, *Die Evangelienzitate Justin’s des Martyres in ihrem Wert für die Evangelienkritik*, Göttingen 1891, pp. 18–32.
of Lucian, and presenting in 1 Sam. occasional parallels with the text of Symmachus (1 S. xiii, 20; xv, 23, 30; xvi, 21; xvii, 39, 53; xxxi, 4). Besides this Greek Bible the historian still apparently employs a Semitic text as a collateral source. His use of a two-fold text renders his evidence somewhat uncertain. Instances where he agrees with the Masoretic text against all known Greek readings have been neglected in the apparatus to this volume, as presumably derived from his Semitic source. A further element of uncertainty is introduced by his habit of paraphrase; this accounts for the frequency with which it has been found necessary to quote his evidence in the form *Jos (uid)*.

Thackeray is anxious to find out from what part of the world Josephus could have received the ‘Lucianic’ text in the first Christian century. In reality, the circumstances are quite similar to those of the quotations of Justin from the Greek Bible which we have now rediscovered in a MS written by a Jew for Jews in pre-Christian, or in the earliest Christian times.

In one of his last books 1 Thackeray gives a general review of the results at which he had arrived with regard to the text of the Bible used by Josephus. We find there the following summary:

Not only can we confidently state in general terms that Josephus used a Greek Bible. We can go further and identify the particular type of Greek text which lay before him. This text was not one contained in our oldest uncial MSS, the codex Vaticanus or Alexandrinus, on which our modern printed editions of the Septuagint are based. It was a text allied to one preserved only in a small group of MSS written not in uncial but in cursive script at a much later date, between the 10th and 14th centuries, 2 and known by the figures assigned to them by the eighteenth-century editors, Holmes and Parsons, as 19, 84, 93 and 103. This type of text . . . was in the nineteenth century identified with a particular recension of the Greek Bible current in Syria and adjacent countries and commonly designated ‘Lucianic’ after the supposed author, the Christian Lucian of Antioch, who suffered martyrdom under the emperor Maximin in the year 311 or 312. And now that we have in our hands fuller and more accurate editions both of the Septuagint

1 Thackeray: *Josephus, the man and the Historian*, New York, 1929, pp. 81 f.

2 Thackeray does not refer here to the *Codex Zweimilneri rescriptus Veteris Testamenti*, ed. Eugène Tisserant (Studia et Testi xxiii Roma 1911). 127 Palimpsest leaves (122 in Rome, 5 in London) of it are known. They belong to six MSS and are written in uncial script of the fifth/sixth century. The text preserved here is of clear Lucianic type.
and of Josephus, we discover that this ‘Syriac’ text in an older form was in existence more than two centuries earlier, and can be carried back from the age of the Christian Lucian to that of the Jewish historian.

With regard to the books of Samuel, Thackeray comes to nearly the same conclusion as Adam Mez, who devoted a special investigation to Josephus’ Bible quotations in some of the books of the Antiquities.¹ Mez tried to prove the agreement of Josephus’ quotations with the ‘Lucianic’ text by a large number of instances, proper names and positive facts reported by Josephus. He referred also to the observation of S. R. Driver that the Vetus Latina affords independent evidence of the existence of MSS containing characteristic readings of Lucian, and that not infrequently the Peshîṭta also shows passages which agree with the Lucianic text.² Josephus, Vetus Latina and Peshîṭta can therefore be regarded as sources for a primitive text of Lucian (‘Ur-Lucian’) in the first and second centuries of the Christian era.

The statements of Thackeray and Adam Mez that for the historical books of the Bible from Samuel onwards Josephus is of first-rate importance for the Bible text of the Old Testament are of great interest in so far as they are in complete contrast with the conclusions of Alfred Rahlfs on the text of these books of the Bible used by Josephus.³ Rahlfs’ book was suggested by a prize offered in 1907 by the Göttingen Academy:

Das Verhältnis des sogenannten Lucian-Textes der Septuaginta zu der ihm zugrunde liegenden Überlieferung soll untersucht werden.

Although Rahlfs had limited his investigations to the books of Kings and had failed to give adequate attention to the essential problem, he was awarded the prize.⁴

Rahlfs begins with a sharp criticism of Lagarde’s edition of the Lucianic text⁵ of the books of Samuel and Kings. Lagarde

---

⁵ *Librorum Vetustis Testamenti canonicae pars prior Graece Pauli de Lagarde studio et sumptibus edita*, Göttingen 1883.
had based his edition on MSS containing the Lucianic text. According to Rahlfs, these MSS show two different forms of text, and a relative value only can be attributed to them. Of greater importance are various readings in agreement with quotations by Church Fathers who follow the Lucianic text, and readings which follow Codex B and the Ethiopic version. The text represented by these two sources is for Rahlfs the text nearest to the 'original' Septuagint. He is convinced that the Lucianic text is derived from the ‘original’ Septuagint. Readings in agreement with Codex B and the Ethiopic version must therefore belong to the oldest parts of the Lucianic text.

On the basis of this reconstructed 'Lucianic' text Rahlfs re-examines the instances of Josephus' quotations from Samuel given by Mez and comes to the conclusion that most of them are no sufficient proof for connecting Josephus' Bible with that kind of text. He himself examined Josephus' quotations from the books of Kings with the result that he found three instances only—one translation, one addition, and the division of the two books—in which the Lucianic text reconstructed by him agrees with the text of Josephus. He concludes that a few scattered readings of Lucian may be of greater antiquity, not the text of Lucian in general, and he supposes that some of these older 'Lucianic' readings may have been influenced by Josephus.

Rahlfs must be accorded the merit of having collected a great amount of material for studying the Septuagint, and his _Verzeichnis der griechischen Handschriften des Alten Testaments_ (Göttingen, 1914) is a very useful piece of work. But his preconceived ideas on the origin of the Septuagint and many other shortcomings prevented him generally from making the right use of this material. In this case we have a very clear example of the methods adopted by him. He reconstructs an older Lucianic text, closely related to Codex B, but one which never existed, and shows that this text has nothing to do with the quotations of Josephus. He severely criticizes Lagarde's edition of the Lucianic text made by that great scholar on the basis of actual MSS and does not see—as had been seen by Thackeray—that for the text contained in the MSS published by Lagarde the quotations of Josephus are of first-rate importance. Nobody will be surprised that Rahlfs did not realize the doubtful character of his methods. It is, however, somewhat surprising that the appropriate members of the Göttingen Academy of that time were so much under the
influence of these methods that they did not see the vicious circle in which the whole of Rahlf's' deductions moved.\footnote{In the Academy's report on Rahlf's' book we read: 'Namentlich gibt er (Rahlf) in allen Fällen, wo eine Gruppe der Lucian-handschriften mit dem griechischen Vulgärtext, eine andere mit B und dem Aethiopen stimmt, der letzteren Gruppe den Vorzug. Dieser Grundsatz, dessen Richtigkeit durch die weitere Untersuchung durchaus bestätigt wird, ist wichtig. Denn es leidet keinen Zweifel, dass der vom Cod. B und dem Aethiopen repräsentierte Texttypus im allgemeinen der ursprünglichen LXX am nächsten kommt' (p. 96).}

There can be no doubt that the quotations of Josephus from these historical books are in agreement with the text of Lucian. It is another question whether this agreement can be explained in the way suggested by Thackeray and—before him—by Mez. Both these men based their investigations on Niese's critical edition of Josephus.\footnote{Flavii Josephi Opera, eddit et apparatu critico instruxit Benedictus Niese. 7 volumina, Berolini, 1887-95. The text printed by Thackeray himself and continued by Ralph Marcus as a basis for their English translation in 'the Loeb Classical Library' (1926 ff) depends on the material assembled by Niese.} We must remember that among the MSS at our disposal there is not a single one which has preserved the unaltered original text of Josephus. Niese writes:

\begin{quote}
Ac primum ne unus quidem (codex) est qui Josephi verba incorrupta tradat. statim enim postquam Josephus maxime a Christianis legi coepitus est, quaedem in eo consulto et de industria mutata sunt, quoniam cum cum libris sacris in lingvam graecam olim conversis consentire volebant ...
\end{quote}

From a quotation by Eusebius in which the original reading of Josephus is preserved, Niese is able to show that this reading was altered in all codices of Josephus. From this and similar facts he concludes that all the codices preserved must go back to one archetype:\footnote{Vol. i, Praefatio p. xxx.}

\begin{quote}
Omnium vere codicum et versionis latinae unum archetypum fuisse etiam alia vitia omnibus communia docent.
\end{quote}

Niese tries to date this archetype from a time after Origen and before Eusebius. I am somewhat doubtful how far this is really possible. Two things, however, are certain: 1. We have no evidence for the text of Josephus before the formation of the archetype. 2. This archetype was not written before the Lucianic text of the Bible was in existence. We must therefore contemplate the possibility that the striking agreement between Josephus' quotations from the historical books and the text of Lucian may be due to alterations made by Christian copyists who were anxious
—or may have been required—to bring Josephus' quotations into agreement with a Greek text of the Bible which at that time was regarded as particularly authoritative. We shall see that similar conditions prevailed with regard to Philo's quotations from the Greek Pentateuch, and the same has also been proved in other cases.

That the quotations from the historical books in Josephus' text were made to agree with the Lucianic text by later copyists is very likely if we consider that Josephus' quotations from other books of the Bible are of a very different character. According to Thackeray, Josephus made little use of the prophetic books, except Daniel, counted by him among the Prophets. For Daniel he appears to have used a Greek text which combines the peculiarities of both the Greek texts of the book preserved. In the Torah he made little use of the Septuagint. Thackeray thinks that Josephus' main authority in this case must have been a Hebrew text translated by Josephus himself. In the books of Joshua, Judges and Ruth, Thackeray finds no evidence for the use of a Greek text. Where the Hebrew and the Aramaic are concerned, Thackeray suspects, at least in Judges, dependence on an Aramaic Targum.¹

It is not very likely that Josephus, in the Antiquities, used for the Pentateuch a Hebrew text translated by himself, for the historical books from Samuel onwards a Greek text of exactly Lucianic type, for Judges an Aramaic Targum (again translated by himself), and for Daniel alternatively two Greek translations. Nobody can deny that Josephus' knowledge of Hebrew and of Aramaic was quite adequate. He declares himself that he wrote his Bellum first in Aramaic, his mother tongue; moreover he had been educated as a priest and therefore knew Hebrew. His mastery of the Greek language is more doubtful. In any case it is difficult to believe that in his later days when living in Rome under vastly different circumstances from those under which he wrote his Bellum he should have translated Hebrew and Aramaic texts into Greek for a book which, with the help of his assistants, he wrote in Greek for non-Jewish readers. The varying character of his quotations must be explained in another way. His Greek Torah, like the Greek Torah used by Philo, may have differed greatly from the 'Septuagint' as used by the Christians. I have already discussed the problem of the Lucianic texts in the quo-

¹ loc. cit. p. 81.
tations from the later historical books. That the quotations from Daniel sometimes agree with the so-called 'Septuagint', sometimes with the so-called 'Theodotion', seems to point to the fact that in addition to the two Greek texts which have come down to us, other texts of Daniel existed in the first Christian century and that one of these texts, now lost, was the Greek book of Daniel used by Josephus.

9. PAUL DE LAGARDE

The Greek translation of the book of Judges is preserved in two different forms. In one of his last publications¹ Paul de Lagarde dealt with the problem of these two texts. He printed Judges i–v according to the two texts side by side, on opposite pages, with the apparatus belonging to each of them, in order to enable the reader to recognize clearly that we have here before us two different translations. He writes:²

Das vorstehende genügt, um folgende Thesen zu stellen:

Lagarde saw that the text of Judges as contained in Codex A had a wide circulation in the Christian Church. He admits that the codex has frequently preserved an older translation whereas Codex B only has an excerpt made from later versions.³ With regard to the book of Judges he is convinced that Codex B contains a different translation. His own interest, however, con-

² Septuaginta-Studien, pp. 71 f.
³ Lagarde refers here to his Anmerkungen zur Griechischen Übersetzung der Proverbia, Leipzig 1863, where he discusses these problems on p. 3 (in text and annotation).
centrates on finding the 'Urtext' of this translation. How can we find an 'Urtext' of two different translations?

Whoever is acquainted with conditions prevailing in older Targums at a time before an authoritative text was fixed will recognize in these two Greek texts typical examples of two forms of an old Targum. The first attempt at translating a difficult Hebrew text into another language was usually not of a high standard. Revisions were made, some with more, some with less ability by different men on different principles. These Targums had no authoritative text. Every copyist could try to improve the text he copied. Sometimes, texts of a higher standard were produced owing to a better understanding of the Hebrew original; at other times we find an adaptation to another Hebrew text. Sometimes the Greek of the translation was improved. But sometimes we see, as Origen did, mere deteriorations in the new texts due to 'the carelessness and indifference of the copyists'.

In this way quite a number of different forms were created and used by Greek-speaking Jews, just as the Samaritans used different forms of their Samaritan Targum and the Jews their different forms of the Palestinian Targum of the Pentateuch.

The Jews soon abandoned the standard text of the Greek Bible, fixed towards the end of the second century B.C. in Alexandria. More and more had they become used to Greek texts which had been assimilated to the Hebrew original. The Hebrew text became more and more the authoritative text for them, and apart from that various Greek texts were used. The Christians were in need of a canonical text of the Greek Bible. Usually they adopted one of the Greek texts used by the Jews. We do not know how it came about that in the book of Judges two such texts were adopted. Paul de Lagarde had little experience of the conditions prevailing in older Targums. So he declared the two forms of the Greek text to be two 'different translations' and did not recognize that they were the remains of different forms of a Greek Targum which had been used by Greek-speaking Jews. If Thackeray is right in saying that Josephus' quotations agree with neither of these two forms, Josephus must have had yet another form of the Greek Targum to Judges before him which is now lost. It is quite possible that this form contained such Midrashic elements as to induce Thackeray to believe that Josephus' quotations were translated from an Aramaic Targum.

I come now to the second conclusion we can draw from the
discovery in 1952 of the leather scroll with the Greek text of the Minor Prophets. We can see from it that a MS of the Greek Bible text in circulation among the Jews had already been assimilated to the Hebrew basic text. Of such assimilations Paul de Lagarde spoke in his Erklärung über die von mir beabsichtigte Ausgabe der Septuaginta, which he called Rechenschaftsbericht and which he had printed in May 1889¹ shortly before his death. Lagarde speaks here about the tasks which face a scholar when he examines a text from Antiquity, and he enumerates them thus: (1) The hearing of witnesses. (2) The classifying of the evidence into groups. (3) The extricating of the oldest available text. Then as (4) he speaks of possibly necessary alterations. In this connection he mentions the variants of the Greek Bible text and points out the following:²

Various readings in the Christian manuscripts of the Septuagint have a distinctive character. Nine-tenths of them are not disfigurations of the original words, due to the carelessness and stupidity of copyists. They are intentional corrections according to a recension of the Hebrew text closely connected with our Masoretic text. It is very likely that they originated from the later Greek translations of the Old Testament unfortunately preserved to us in a very fragmentary form only....

Lagarde here speaks of Christian manuscripts. Of Jewish manuscripts nothing was known in his time. But Jewish manuscripts must have preceded the Christian ones. According to Lagarde, Christian manuscripts may take us back to the time of the Apostles. Quotations by Jewish Hellenistic authors, like Philo and Josephus, may take us back to a text about fifty years older. He scarcely doubted that there was a uniform text transmitted by the Jews to the Christians. Christians were made responsible for the various readings and it was supposed that they derived them from the later translations made by the Jews. That was his great error.

For the early Christians, the form of the Biblical text was no problem. Their aim was to have a Greek text on which they could rely, since the Hebrew text could no longer be used by them as an authority owing to the fact that they did not understand Hebrew. They had taken over their Greek texts from the Jews, and the letter of Aristeas had given to these texts a special authority.

¹ Mittheilungen, iii, 1889, pp. 233-24.
² See Opera Minora, Leiden 1956, pp. 118 f.
The letter of Aristeas was a letter of propaganda composed in about 100 B.C. or somewhat earlier with a twofold intention: to win acceptance in Jewish communities for a Greek Torah prepared with special care, and also to secure the withdrawal of earlier texts used hitherto which were described as unreliable. The miraculous origin of the translation which was regarded as semi-inspired, for instance by Philo, gave to it the necessary authority. That is the significance of the name Septuagint given to the Torah because of the seventy-two men said to have composed it.

The Christians, by extending the name to the whole Greek Bible and all the Greek Biblical texts used by them, attributed to these texts the same miraculous origin and the same authority as the letter of Aristeas had relied on to gain approval for a certain Greek Torah among the Jews.

Greek texts of the Bible used by Christians in early times were not the oldest and best which existed. But nobody was concerned with that. We have seen how often the text had been worked over which was quoted by Justin as his Septuagint. The book of Judges still exists in two different forms both of which must have been used by Christians. In the New Testament, the Bible is quoted in forms which differ greatly from the forms of the Greek Bible which have come down to us. The texts were used exactly as they stood by Christians. The letter of Aristeas was quite sufficient to give these texts the necessary authority, and the letter was used by Christians from the beginning of the second century or even earlier.

Irenaeus (died A.D. 202) is already convinced of the miraculous origin of the ‘Septuagint’, meaning thereby the Greek translation of the whole Bible, and what Philo had said of the divine inspiration of the seventy-two translators of the Torah was said by Irenaeus of the seventy-two translators of the whole Greek Bible. It is of great interest to see to what degree the Christian authors made use of the letter of Aristeas in order to enhance the authority of their Greek Bible. I may refer here to the testimonies collected by Paul Wendland in his edition of the letter,¹ and to his very illuminating article in which he discusses these testimonies.² The letter helped greatly to prove the ‘canonicity’ of the Greek Bible which had become the standard text of the Church. I may

¹ Leipzig, Teubner, 1900, pp. 87–166.
confine myself to referring to the famous correspondence between Augustine and Jerome in which the views of one of the greatest and most enlightened Christian authorities with regard to the Greek Bible are expressed in a very clear and interesting way.¹

Augustine cannot understand why Jerome intends to use the Hebrew text as a basis for his new Latin translation of the Bible. He is greatly disturbed by this news. He is astonished to hear that a new understanding of any Biblical passage might be gained from the Hebrew text which had escaped all the many translators, to say nothing of the ‘Septuagint’, of the miraculous origin and the divine inspiration of which Augustine is firmly convinced. He tries to persuade Jerome to use this ‘canonical’ text as a basis for the new translation, and he is afraid that Jerome’s translation, if based on another text, might bring about a rupture between the Greek and Latin Churches. He declares that it is so convenient to be able to appeal in a debate to the Septuagint as the final authority that it would be very hazardous to refer to a Hebrew original, which could be used by nobody but Jerome, and to abandon so many Greek and Latin authorities.

10. Origen

We know that in deciding to use the Hebrew text as a basis for his Latin translation, Jerome relied on Origen who was the great scholar with a real understanding of the uncertainty of the Greek Bible used in the Church. Origen calls this Bible ‘Septuagint’, as all Christian authors did in his time. But he attributed to it neither the miraculous origin nor the divine inspiration usually connected with that name. He had studied MSS of the Greek Bible and had seen that these texts did not agree at all with each other. The surviving parts of the ‘Septuagint’ column in the Hexapla show clearly that he had different texts of the version at his disposal.²

But—more important—there were differences between the Greek translation and the Hebrew original. Through controversies with the Jews Origen had become aware of these differences. He was convinced that to the original a greater authority must be attributed than to a translation derived from it. He had a certain knowledge of Hebrew, and we hear from Eusebius that

¹ Wendland, loc. cit., pp. 282 ff., based on Augustine’s letters, nos. 28, 40, 67, 71.
he had in his own possession Hebrew Biblical MSS. There can be no doubt that he had been able to procure for himself Hebrew texts which were regarded as authoritative by the Jews of his time. By comparing the Greek Bible with these Hebrew texts he recognized the differences between the two forms of text. But he was not aware that the Hebrew text also had had its history, and that the text which had been the basis of the Greek translation was often not identical with the text regarded as authoritative by the Jews of his time. He could, therefore, see in all the instances where the Greek Bible differed from that text nothing else than deteriorations caused by the carelessness of the copyists. His aim was to repair the disagreements of the Greek Bible according to the authoritative Hebrew text. As his knowledge of Hebrew was not sufficient for doing this directly from the Hebrew text, he used all sorts of Greek translations of the Bible to which he had access, as a help in this task. He could not, however, speak frankly about these problems. He had to be cautious. The 'Septuagint' was regarded as the canonical text, inspired by God. So we only occasionally find in his works a remark on these problems. The chief reference is to be found in his Commentary on Matthew where we read:¹

Great differences have arisen in the transcripts, from the carelessness of some of the scribes, or from the recklessness of some persons, or from those who neglected the emendation of the text, or else from those who made additions to the text or omissions from it, as they thought fit. With God's help we were able to repair the disagreement in the copies of the Old Testament on the basis of the other versions. We judged what was doubtful in the Septuagint (on account of the disagreement of the codices) according to the rest of the versions, and retained what was in agreement with them. Some passages we have marked with an obelus, as not to be found in the Hebrew text, since we did not dare to suppress them altogether; some we have added using an asterisk, to make clear that we have added from the other versions something not to be found in the Septuagint, in accordance with the Hebrew text. Whoever wishes may accept them; he to whom this gives offence may accept or reject them, as he thinks fit.

Origen refers here to his great work on textual criticism, the Hexapla. The chief report on it is to be found in Eusebius' 

Church History (vi, 16). Eusebius depends here on some notes of Origen’s which were published long ago, but the importance of which had not been recognized so that they had been completely forgotten until they were rediscovered and republished by Giovanni Mercati. These notes are contained in an excerpt dealing with some of the sources used by Origen for his great work. Mercati has shown that the excerpt contains original notes by Origen, which were before Eusebius when he wrote his Church History. The passage of Eusebius has been discussed in a short, but important article by Eduard Schwartz. I quote the passage of Eusebius in the translation of J. E. L. Oulton, correcting it at two essential points in accordance with statements of Mercati and Schwartz which had escaped the attention of Oulton.

And so accurate was the examination that Origen brought to bear upon divine books, that he even made a thorough study of the Hebrew tongue, and got into his own possession the original writings in the actual Hebrew characters, which were extant among the Jews. Thus, too, he traced the editions of the other translators of the sacred writings besides the Seventy and discovered certain others differing from the beaten track of translation, that of Aquila and Symmachus and Theodotion, which, after lying hidden for a long time, he traced and brought to light, I know not from what recesses. With regard to these, on account of their obscurity (not knowing whose in the world they were) he merely indicated this: that the one he found at Nicopolis near Actium, and the other in such other place. On the other hand, in the Hexapla of the Psalms, after the four well-known editions, he placed beside them not only a fifth but also a sixth and seventh translation; and in the case of one of these he has indicated again that it was found at Jericho in a jar in the time of Antoninus the son of Severus. All these he brought together, dividing

4 Mercati, loc. cit., pp. 31-32. See also Mercati’s article ‘Sul testo e sul senso di Eusebio H.E. VI 16’, in Studi e Testi, v, pp. 47-60.
7 Oulton’s translation is given in both cases in the notes.
8 ‘And beside the beaten track of translation, that of Aquila and Symmachus and Theodotion, he discovered certain others, which were used in turn...’ The incorrectness of this translation was indicated by Mercati, who translated ‘differenti dalle...’; cf. p. 59, and Schwartz, p. i, n. 9.
9 ‘At any rate’; but here a new sentence begins, Schwartz, p. 9.
them into clauses and placing them one against the other, together with the actual Hebrew text: and so he has left us the copies of the Hexapla, as it is called. He made a further separate arrangement of the editions of Aquila and Symmachus and Theodotion together with that of the Seventy, in the Tetrapla.

I add here an English translation of the excerpt published by Mercati and reprinted by Eduard Schwartz:

Concerning the fifth and sixth edition further:

The fifth edition which I found in Nicopolis near Actium: the marginal notes in it show how far (another similar text) differs from it.

The sixth edition: found together with other Hebrew and Greek books in a jar near Jericho in the time of the reign of Antoninus (MS: Antonius) the son of Severus.

The translator of the fifth edition, having separated the 10th (Psalm) from the 9th, dividing it into two, goes on with the addition of one until the 69th (Psalm), then, joining the 70th to the 69th, he puts the numbers like those in our MSS, until the 113th (Psalm). From there, by joining some and dividing again others, he concludes with the 148th (Psalm).

In commenting on this text, Schwartz remarks that the last paragraph has to be regarded as a subscription under the seventh column of the Hexapla (containing the Quinta). It must have been written there at the end of the Psalms,¹ as is to be inferred from the contents. In the last paragraph but one we have to see, because of Eusebius' testimony, a subscription at the end of the Psalms under the eighth column (containing the Sexta). The subscription under the ninth column (containing the Septima) is lost, like nearly all of that edition. We do not know under which book Origen had placed the first note on the Quinta.

That the Sexta, not the Septima, was found near Jericho could be inferred already from Eusebius' report. It is proved with certainty by the original subscription of Origen. It is interesting to see to what extent Eusebius is dependent in his description on the original subscriptions in the Hexapla. He preserves the active of ἀπέριριβεν for the Quinta and uses the passive for the Sexta, like Origen. It seems that besides these notes very little other material was at the disposal of Eusebius. Schwartz remarks that it is

impossible to say at what time and under what conditions Origen was in Nicopolis, and whether he himself or somebody else in his place discovered and acquired the treasure of MSS hidden in the jar near Jericho.

Mercati and Schwartz have seen that Origen’s notice concerning the Quinta, as preserved in the excerpt, is incomplete at the end. I have added in brackets the supplement proposed by Schwartz. Origen must have had at his disposal at least two copies of the Quinta, which differed from each other in some respect. In the column of the Quinta, Origen had added to the text of one copy the various readings of the other copy (or copies) in the margin. Mercati has pointed out that the Milan palimpsest contains in the last column—that following the column with the Septuagint—the text of the Quinta, not the text of Theodotion, and that the text of this version is provided in the margin with the various readings added by Origen from the other MS (or MSS) of the Quinta.  

We know from Eusebius’ report that these anonymous versions (Quinta, Sexta, Septima) occupied special columns in the Psalms of the Hexapla. But a number of readings from these versions

2 Rahlfis, in his edition of the Greek Psalter (Sebttuaginta Societatis Scientiarum Gottingen, auctore et edidit A. Rahlfis, x, Psalmi cum Odes, Gottingen 1931) refers to the last column of the Milan palimpsest erroneously as belonging to Theodotion, whereas it belongs to the Quinta. Mercati had put at his disposal his copy of the complete Milan palimpsest. Rahlfis quotes it very seldom. We can easily control him, as the whole material, on the basis of the same copy of Mercati, was carefully—and correctly—registered in the Oxford Concordance of the Septuagint, Supplement II (Oxford, 1906). Rahlfis made also very little use of the Hexaplaric material published by Field—it is especially rich for the Psalter. He did not understand the importance of this material. In the Cambridge Septuagint and in Ziegler’s edition of the Greek Isaiah (Septuaginta, ..., XIV, Isaiah, Gottingen, 1938) the Hexaplaric material is carefully registered. Paul de Lagarde, after a long discussion of the importance of this material, declared: ‘Eine Ausgabe der Septuaginta ohne vollständige Aufnahme des sogenannten hexaplarischen Materials halte ich für unwissenschaftlich.’ See Lagarde, Mittheilungen, vol. iii, Gottingen, 1889, p. 234.—Rahlfis’s chief interest is devoted to the different forms of the Greek Bible used in the different parts of the Christian Church, the so-called ‘recensions’, indicated already by Jerome. An exact study of them is of great interest for the history of the Greek Bible in the Christian Church, and their importance is emphasized by Paul de Lagarde. With the help of the material at his disposal, Rahlfis could make here some progress. Arthur Allgeier, however, has shown that his work on some of the sources, especially the Vetus Latina, is quite unsatisfactory, cf. his valuable reviews of Rahlfis’s edition in Deutsche Literaturzeitung, 1931, cols. 1655–59, and Theologische Zeitschr., vol. xxx, 1931, no. 6. By disregarding the other available material which did not interest him, Rahlfis reconstitutes, on the basis of the recensions used in the Christian Church, a text which never existed in that form, presents it in the orthography of the third century n.c., and believes that he has pushed back the text 300 years and has arrived at a text closely connected with the ‘Utext’ of the translation. Paul de Lagarde saw correctly that we may arrive, with the help of the recensions used in the Christian Church, at a text as old as the beginning of the Christian Church, ‘of about the time of the emperor Tiberius’. See Mittheilungen, iii, 234.
belonging to other books of the Bible are reported. Very little is known of the Septima. Two readings from the Psalms are reported by Field (p. xlvi). All the rest of this column is lost. Jerome knew more of this version (Field, p. xliii). We know more of the Quinta and Sexta. 'In Psalmis editiones Quinta et Sexta passim laudantur,' remarks Field (p. xlv). To the material for the Quinta given by Field nearly 150 verses of the Psalms have to be added from the Milan palimpsest. For these verses the full text of the Quinta with various readings is preserved. Besides the material from the Psalms, Field quotes from the Quinta: four readings from the Pentateuch, many from the fourth book of Kings, one from Job, several from Canticles and from the Minor Prophets, especially Hosea. Of the Sexta, Field quotes—besides the instances from the Psalms—one reading from the Pentateuch, one from the third book of Kings, one from Job, many from Canticles, one from Amos, and three from Habakkuk. This survey shows that the Quinta and Sexta must have covered quite a number of Biblical books, although very little of these versions is preserved.

No authors of these versions are known. Origen quotes them by the number of the column which they occupied in the Hexapla. They were of Jewish origin. That the MS of the Sexta was discovered—according to Origen—together with Hebrew MSS makes this quite certain. But they did not belong to the category of versions made on the basis of the authoritative Hebrew text (Aquila, Symmachus) or brought into accordance with that text (Theodotion). We hear from Eusebius that they had been hidden for a long time when they were discovered. This shows that they had been discarded as useless by the Jews.

There can hardly be any doubt that these MSS were discovered by Origen in Jewish Genizas. As a real scholar he was anxious to have the material for his great work on textual criticism as complete as possible. It may be that the Jews themselves indicated to him places where he could find MSS of the Greek Bible. We may regret that he did not give more details of the MSS discovered by him or for him. He had to be cautious in all matters concerning textual criticism, as we have seen. That he himself valued highly these old versions of the Bible we may see from the way in which he made use of them. He would not have provided a special column in the Hexapla for each of these versions had they not differed greatly from each other. He would not have marked various readings in the margins of any of these
translations of which he had more than one MS if they had not been of importance for him. According to Eusebius these different columns existed for the Psalms in the Hexapla. We have seen, however, they were not confined to that book of the Bible.

In these versions, carefully collected by Origen, we have to see different forms of the Greek Bible used by Greek-speaking Jews in pre-Christian times and in the first Christian century.\(^1\) They were later replaced by new Greek translations made in agreement with the authoritative Hebrew text. The more this text became predominant among the Jews, the more older forms of the Greek Bible became obsolete; they were put in Genizas that they might do no harm, and might disintegrate there in course of time.

The Christians, during their discussions with the Jews, soon realized the importance of old texts of the Greek standard Bible. They began to look out for them and to find them. The oldest Bible codex, if we do not include the above-mentioned Cairo Papyrus Fuad 266, is the papyrus codex with extensive parts of Numbers and Deuteronomy belonging to Sir Alfred Chester Beatty. It is probable that the codex was written in the first half of the second century A.D. long before Origen lived. The text of Numbers was taken from a scroll which in the main was closely related to the later Codex Vaticanus (B). The text of Deuteronomy was taken from a scroll of which the text was more closely connected with the later Codex Alexandrinus (A). Yet the relation of this codex to the other most important uncial MSS of the Septuagint is also of great interest. Sir Frederic Kenyon has discussed this problem in detail in his introduction to the edition of this codex.

The position is similar with regard to the other papyrus codices in Sir Alfred Chester Beatty’s Collection. But even such old and valuable papyrus codices show occasionally alterations to bring them into accord with the Hebrew. This is the case with the Papyrus Codex 967 from the third century, with the text of Ezekiel, of which eight folios are in the possession of Sir Alfred Chester Beatty and twenty-six folios went to John A. Scheide. This codex shows on the one hand assimilations to the Hebrew original; on the other hand various readings can be found in it

\(^1\) It is very likely that various readings in the Hexaplaric material introduced by δ’ Ἰουδαίων are taken from old Greek translations of Jewish origin. They occur in the Cambridge Septuagint, for instance, in Gen. xi, 9; xliii, 2; xlvii, 31; Exod. xvi, 31. The Rev. Professor G. D. Kilpatrick kindly collected these references for me.
which agree with Aquila, Symmachus and other Jewish translations. Josef Ziegler has made a careful investigation of these alterations and published them in an illuminating article proving that the variations are pre-Hexaplaric. He thinks that the alterations in the text of the codex were made in the first century A.D. He dared not go further back and suspect that the variations were made by Jews and so originate from pre-Christian times. Yet this is probably what happened. The Christians of the first century had more important and different tasks than to adjust a Greek Bible text to its Hebrew original or to revise it according to the usual equivalent texts among the Jews. If the alterations are so old, they must be pre-Christian.

Proof of this assumption is the newly-found Greek text of the Minor Prophets, written before or at the beginning of our era by a Jew for Jews. It is full of assimilations to the Hebrew original and shows readings of Aquila, Symmachus and Theodotion in abundance. It is therefore very likely that a text of Ezekiel, revised by Jews, was the basis for the alterations of the valuable Ezekiel papyrus with a view to assimilating it to the Hebrew original and to the Jewish parallel translations, as Ziegler observed. It is true that these assimilations are extremely important, and Ziegler is quite right when he sees in them the greatest value of these papyrus MSS.

Barthélemy makes the mistake of seeing everywhere this newly found text of the Greek Minor Prophets. He does not realise that there have been many texts deviating in different yet analogous ways. The proper examination of the actual conditions is made so difficult because one usually does not take into account that, after Christianity had become the religion of the State under Constantine, the Jews endeavoured with success systematically to destroy all their literature in Greek, including the Greek texts of the Bible. Greek Bible texts written by Jews have only been preserved in so far as they were taken over and revised by Christians. The newly found scroll of the Greek Minor Prophets, undoubtedly originating from Jews, is the great exception and has only been preserved because about 1900 years ago it was hidden in a cave and remained unnoticed until now.

There are also remains of other texts, differing widely in details from the texts to hand, but which must yet be accepted as analogous. The Washington Papyrus Codex of the Minor Prophets and the just mentioned Ezekiel text are among them.
I wish to refer here to the two Oxyrhynchus Papyri 656 and 1007, which I have reproduced on plate 12 of my book *Die hebräischen Handschriften aus der Höhle*. The latter is definitely a Jewish text. The Antinoopolis Papyri 10 (1950)—fragments from Ezekiel xxxiii–xxxiv (fourth century), published by C. H. Roberts, show similar conditions in the text to the Chester Beatty-Scheide Papyrus. It is a mistake to try and see standardized, fixed Bible translations in these texts. They can only be seen in their proper perspective if one recognizes in them forms of a Greek Targum which, similar to the Aramaic Targums of older times, were in circulation in different versions, were more and more assimilated to the Hebrew original and influenced each other in many ways. If only we had more Greek Bible texts written by Jews it would become far more apparent that such was the case.

11. Philo’s Quotations from the Bible

A very interesting example of the assimilation of the Greek Bible texts circulating among the Jews to the basic Hebrew original can be seen in Philo’s Bible quotations. There are some Philo MSS in which the Bible quotations mainly agree with the Greek Bible texts accepted as authoritative by the Church. There is another group of Philo MSS in which the Bible quotations, at least in several books, often differ widely from the text to which we have become accustomed. These generally show a tendency to far more assimilation to the Hebrew original than is usually the case with the Bible text which became authoritative in the Church. The editors of the Philo text, Leopold Cohn and Paul Wendland, did not recognize these facts or, at any rate, greatly underestimated them. Certainly they did not see that the MSS with the divergent Bible quotations also offer in many instances a better Philo text than the MSS in which the Bible quotations agree with the Bible text familiar to us. In consequence we can only gather the most important and interesting readings from the apparatus of this edition of Philo with some difficulty.

During a patristic conference held in May 1940 in Oxford, I drew Mr. Peter Katz’s attention to this problem and explained that it would be a worth-while and important task to trace the Bible quotations of Philo, and to examine to what extent aberrant Philo quotations can still be found in the apparatus of the Philo
edition by Cohn and Wendland, in order to see what conclusions could be drawn from them for the history of the Septuagint text.

Katz took up my suggestion and after ten years published his book on Philo, in which he collected the relevant material.¹ He has shown that the aberrant text in quotations from the Bible in Philo’s writings was more common than we had thought, that it was not restricted to the Philo manuscripts F and U, where it had first been observed by August Schröder (a pupil of Alfred Gehrke, in Greifswald) or to Philo’s book *Quod Deus sit immutabilis*. The material collected by Katz is very valuable. The adaptation of the Greek text of the Bible to the Hebrew original in these quotations offers an interesting problem which must be solved. For Katz the matter is very simple. He sees in these adaptations corrections made according to the texts of the so-called later translators, Aquila, Symmachus and Theodotion who are said to have lived in the second century and cannot therefore have influenced Philo, a first century author. Consequently the adaptations must have been made later.

Now Rahlfs tried to find a Greek text of the book of Ruth from the 6th century. Although he was not able to find any trace of such a text for Genesis, i.e., a part of the Torah, nor was Katz able to find anything of the kind, he thought that the adaptations to the Hebrew original in the quotations of Philo originated from these later translators.

The development was certainly in the opposite direction. The Greek Bible which Philo had before him was one which was current among the Jews at that time. What a Jewish text of the Bible at the time of Philo looked like we see in the newly-found leather scroll with the text of the Minor Prophets. This text, written by Jews for Jews, is perhaps so old that it could have been used by Philo. It shows very many adaptations to the Hebrew original and to parallel translations in circulation amongst the Jews. The Greek text of the Torah which Philo used may have been similar. A specimen of such a Torah text I have published in my book *Die hebräischen Handschriften aus der Höhle*, plate xii, 3. There can hardly be any doubt that aberrant Bible quotations in manuscripts of Philo’s works reveal the Greek Bible text as Philo had it before him. Schroeder conjectured this quite rightly,

¹ Philo’s *Bible. The aberrant Text of Bible Quotations in some Philonic Writings and its Place in the Textual History of the Greek Bible*, by Peter Katz, Ph.D. (Cantab.), Cambridge 1950.
and the newly found scroll with the Greek text of the Minor Prophets has fully confirmed his supposition. These aberrant Bible quotations should be carefully collected from the book of Katz. With their help we can form an idea of a text of the Greek Torah in circulation amongst the Jews at the time of Philo.

We know that Philo was one of the Greek-writing Jewish authors from whom the Jews, soon after the destruction of the Temple, turned away. Until the latter part of the Middle Ages Philo's works were unknown among the Jews. It is only due to Jews converted to Christianity that a number of Philo's works have been preserved and only thanks to the Christians that these works were frequently copied. It is conceivable that the Christian copyists corrected the sometimes seemingly odd and aberrant Bible quotations according to the Bible text to which they were accustomed. Happily they could not cope with these corrections and in a number of MSS such original quotations from Philo have been preserved. In view of the newly-found fragments of the Greek Bible we shall have to devote special attention to these aberrant quotations.

The different forms of the Greek Bible were taken over by the Christians in the apostolic period. They are reflected in the New Testament in quotations from and in allusions to the Greek Old Testament. These quotations in the New Testament were not altered according to a later standard text of the Old Testament, the Septuagint, as frequently happened in the case of such quotations from Philo, Josephus and the Church Fathers. The authors of the writings of the New Testament had their own authority.

### 12. Bible Quotations in the New Testament

These quotations can therefore make a contribution of great importance to our knowledge of the forms of the Greek Bible used by the early Christians. We are not interested in proving that these quotations are more or less in accordance with the 'Septuagint' used by the Christians, the only text of the Greek Bible so far considered. That a large number of these quotations agree with the Christian 'Septuagint' can be explained by the fact that one of the different forms of the Greek Bible used by the early Christians was that which later became the Church's standard text. In other cases there are great differences. These cannot generally be called 'free quotations' from the Christian
'Septuagint' although nobody will deny that sometimes a difference can be explained in this way. Usually we must see in these quotations traces of other forms of the Greek Bible used by the early Christians.

Alexander Sperber has attempted to make a systematic investigation of these differences. ¹ He has based his investigations on the readings of Codex B of the Old and the New Testaments but indicated where Codex A and parallels in the Old Testament agree with New Testament quotations. He has dealt with about 300 instances in which New Testament quotations differ from the text of the 'Septuagint' used by the Christians, and has tried to group and classify these various readings according to fifteen criteria: 1. The use of different Greek synonyms. 2. Differences in the exegesis of the same basic Hebrew word. 3. Differences in the use of the possessive pronoun. 4. *Waw consecutivum* in Greek translation. 5. Differences in the use of the personal pronoun. 6. Differences in the use of the article. 7. Collective nouns treated as singulars or plurals. 8. Verb and compound verb. 9. The use of Greek tenses and moods. 10. Differences in Greek syntax. 11. Addition or omission of Greek particles. 12. Hebrew particles in Greek translation. 13. Different interpretation of full sentences. 14. Internal Greek corruptions. 15. Differences resulting from Hebrew *variae lectiones*.

As an example I should like to give here the text of Isa. xlii, 1–4 as quoted in Matt. xii, 18–20. The first line gives the New Testament quotation, the second line the text from the 'Septuagint'. For the first verse I add in a third line the text ascribed to Theodotion. The small numbers added refer to the 'criteria' proposed by Sperber.

Mt. ¹Iσοντας μου δι' ἡσύων ἡ στάσις μου συν ησύων ἰσός ¹ς ἡ στάσις ¹ς μου μοι ἐκλεκτός μου μοι ἐκλεκτός μου μοι μοι προσδέξατε Ἰησοῦς ὁ υἱός του θεοῦ ¹ς τος ἐθνείς ἣν καὶ κρῖσιν ¹ς τος ¹ς ἐθνείς
Is. αὐτὸν ἡ ψυχή μου ἐθνείς ¹ς τος τος ἐθνείς μου ἐτ' αὐτόν, καὶ κρῖσιν ἰσίων ¹ς τος ἐθνείς

The differences between these two versions of the Greek Isaiah are so great that no one can seriously attempt to explain the one text as a free quotation from the other. Apart from an example of each of Sperber's 'criteria' 6, 9 and 14, we find in these verses seven instances of different Greek synonyms for the same Hebrew word; in five instances the same Hebrew word is understood in a different way; in five instances also the Hebrew text which was the basis of one translation differed in some details from the text from which the other translation was made.

There can be no doubt that here Matthew quoted a translation of Isaiah which differed from the translation found in the Christian 'Septuagint'. Special interest attaches to the third text, added to verse 1 and ascribed to Theodotion. Sometimes it agrees with the translation quoted by Matthew, at other times with the later standard text of the Christian Church. The three forms of text are an excellent example of the character of a Greek Targum in the time before a standard text was created. We can assume that still other forms of text existed in the MSS of the Greek Bible which were in the hands of the early Christians.

In the new edition of the Septuagint text of Isaiah, Josef Ziegler has carefully noted in the apparatus the various readings of the text quoted by Matthew. No MS of the Septuagint used by the Christians supports these readings—except for a few cases where we have to see an influence of the New Testament quotation. It is very noteworthy that a Greek translation of Isaiah which must have been well known in the first Christian century and was quoted by Matthew should have completely disappeared. The Church was in need of a canonical text. Differing texts were not copied any longer and disappeared. The standard text of
Isaiah seems to have been established in the Church at a comparatively early stage. In an investigation of the Septuagint text used by Clement of Alexandria, Otto Stählin comes to the conclusion that Clement’s quotations often differ from the readings of Codex B, but that they are usually in agreement with A and particularly with Q. On the other hand, if we compare the quotations from Isaiah in the first six books of the Constitutiones Apostolorum, based on the quotations from the Didascalia, we find that these quotations were taken from a text which was in agreement with the Christian ‘Septuagint’. As to the quotations from Ezekiel in this book, Stählin published Ezekiel xviii, 4-9 according to two different quotations taken from Clement, placing them side by side. It is quite evident that these quotations go back to two different translations of Ezekiel, one of which is similar to the Septuagint, while the other one is entirely different.

In Masoretten des Westens ii, p. 6, I have published a few verses from Ezekiel, which, in the second book of Constitutiones Apostolorum, are quoted in a form which bears no relation to the text of the Septuagint. Since then I have collected a large number of further quotations. They all differ from the text of the Septuagint, though not always to the same extent. These matters must be examined carefully. But it is clear that the standard text of the Greek Isaiah must have been generally accepted in the Church long before the standard text of Ezekiel.

13. Theodotion

One of the texts of the Greek Bible used by the early Christians was that of Theodotion. We know very little of the man who bore this name. A text of the Greek Bible is ascribed to him, which he is said to have adapted to the authoritative Hebrew text. As this Hebrew text did not become a standard text before the second century A.D., Theodotion cannot have made his revision before that time. Nor can he have made it much later, as Irenaeus who died in 202 knew it. The best known part of Theodotion is the book of Daniel, since his text of this book was adopted by


3 Cf. Stählin, loc. cit. p. 69.
the Church and is to be found in nearly all MSS of the Greek Bible. Only one MS from the Chigi-Library in Rome and the Papyrus belonging to Sir Alfred Chester Beatty contain the 'Septuagint' text of this book, for which we have a further witness in a Syro-hexaplaric MS in Milan. In his edition of the Chester Beatty Papyrus, Sir Frederic Kenyon writes:

Since 'Theodotionic' readings are found in works earlier than the date of Theodotion (in the New Testament, Barnabas, Clement, Hermas, to say nothing of Irenaeus and Tertullian, who were his younger contemporaries), it would appear that Theodotion took over, with or without revision, an earlier translation which has otherwise disappeared except in these few quotations.

In his Commentary on Daniel, James A. Montgomery is anxious to avoid this conclusion. He devotes a special chapter to the problem of Theodotion and presents there the material at our disposal with great care and exactitude. After having discussed the early quotations from Theodotion he sets out a very complicated theory. He tries to explain these quotations by the hypothesis of a Hellenistic oral Targum; but in the end he is obliged to admit:

Of course such a theory does not exclude the possibility of literary predecessors of the historical Theodotion.

As a matter of fact there can be no doubt that we must see in the text revised by Theodotion an 'earlier translation,' which clearly differed from the text later to become as 'Septuagint' the standard text of the Christian Church, and which was well known and widely used in earlier times. The quotations from Daniel in writings of the first Christian century show that Theodotion could not have altered substantially the text of the older translation when he adapted it to the authoritative Hebrew text. We can only verify with certainty the quotations from Daniel; for the other books of the Greek Bible we must rely, for 'Theodotionic' readings, on scattered notes from Origen's Hexapla. This old form of the Greek Bible must have been held in high esteem. It was widely quoted in its unrevised form during the first Christian century; after its revision by Theodotion, the text of Daniel was taken over by the Church.

2 Critical and Evangelical Commentary on the Book of Daniel, Edinburgh 1927, see especially pp. 46–50.
One of the characteristics of Theodotion's text is the transliteration of Hebrew words in Greek letters. Field is able to quote more than one hundred of them—names of animals, plants, garments and all sorts of technical terms. Here we depend on occasional quotations from Origen's Hexapla. The translation probably contained many more of these transliterated words. Under the heading 'Hebraisms in Vocabulary' Thackeray writes:

The influence of Hebrew on the vocabulary of the LXX, though considerable, is not as great as might at first sight be supposed. Apart from a small group of words expressing peculiarly Hebrew ideas of institutions (weights, measures, feasts, etc.), the instances where the Hebrew word is merely transliterated in Greek letters are mainly confined to a single group, namely the later historical books (Jud.—2 Chron., 2 Esdras). Now this is a group in which we have frequent reason to suspect, in the text of our uncialis, the influence of Theodotion, and at least one book in the group (2 Esdras) has with much probability been considered to be entirely his work. We know that Theodotion was, whether from ignorance of the Hebrew or in some cases from scrupulousness, specially addicted to transliteration, and many of the instances in the later historical books are probably derived from him.

This view turns the facts upside down. How can we expect that Theodotion, in the second Christian century, should have replaced good Greek translations by transliterated Hebrew words or that such newly-made transliterations should have been substituted for Greek words in some parts of the 'Septuagint'? Obviously the transliterated Hebrew words were used in translations made for Jews. Greek-speaking Jews were familiar with such Hebrew words even if they were not generally able to speak Hebrew. How many Hebrew words are to be found in the Yiddish language which is used by Jews who do not understand Hebrew! They nevertheless understand such Hebrew terms. Theodotion made his revisions for Jewish circles. He did not replace transliterated Hebrew words by Greek translations for he had no cause to fear that the Jews would not understand them.

On the other hand, it is obvious that in MSS of the Greek Bible written for the use of Christians such transliterated Hebrew words had to be eliminated and replaced by Greek equivalents.

1 Field, Prolegomena, pp. xi, f.
Thackeray's account shows that this was not always done with
the same thoroughness in the different books of the Greek Bible.
Such transliterated words can, by the way, be found in MSS of
the Septuagint used by the Christians, in far greater numbers than
could be expected from Thackeray's statements. They are mainly
preserved where Greek copyists mistook them because they
understood no Hebrew. They corrected them and occasionally
Greek words resulted which in the context made nonsense. A
famous example is the word ὑπέρ a couch or bed which, in the old
Greek translation was transliterated ὦπες according to an old
method of transliterating Hebrew words. The Christian copyists
changed this into ἐπεῖς, so that we now read in Amos iii, 12,
priests instead of couch, which is completely without meaning in the
context. Jerome remarks:

Quod in principio capituli juxta LXX positum est, sacerdotes
in Hebraico non habetur, sed pro hoc verbo ἄρης, quod Aq.
interpretatus est grabatum; et puto LXX ipsum verbum po-
suisse Hebraicurn, quod quidam non intelligentes pro ἄρης
legerunt ἐπεῖς.

Jerome transliterates the Hebrew word according to the way in
which it was pronounced in his time, in agreement with the
methods known to us from the text preserved in the Second
Column of Origen's Hexapla. He was no expert in the methods
of transliterating Hebrew words used at different times. The
transliteration ἐπεῖς may have been used in the third or second
century B.C. But he saw quite correctly that the transliterated
Hebrew word was originally to be found in the 'Septuagint'.
Thackeray himself has quoted quite a number of similar cases.2
Franz Xaver Wutz3 has made a special study of such slightly
deformed transliterated Hebrew words in the Christian 'Septua-
gint'. He found them especially in the Codex Vaticanus (B).
The material collected by him must be regarded as very valuable.
These transliterated Hebrew words are among the oldest elements
of the Greek Bible. They are certainly no innovation made by
Theodotion in the second century A.D.

1 Quoted from Field, vol. ii, p. 971.
2 A Grammar of the Old Testament in Greek, pp. 37 f.
3 In his book Die Transkrektionen von der Septuaginta bis zu Hieronymus he first deals
(pp. 10-96) with transliterated proper names, then (pp. 96-176) with other traces
of transliterations in the Greek Bible. The first part of the book was published in
Stuttgart in 1925. The conclusions which he tries to draw in the second part (pp.
177-569), Stuttgart 1933, and the theories which he connects with the material can
hardly be taken seriously.
Thackeray points out that another Theodotionic text may be preserved in 2 Esdras of the ‘Septuaginta’. This theory has been developed with much enthusiasm by Charles C. Torrey.1 Whether or not the theory can be proved, what Torrey has to say with regard to the different Greek texts at our disposal for Chronicles and Ezra is of great interest. He writes:

When we come to the testimony of the Greek versions, we are here confronted with two somewhat widely differing forms of the history. One agrees quite closely with MT (masoretic text), and has the same extent and arrangement, the other—obviously a mere fragment—begins near the end of Chronicles and extends not quite through the story of Ezra. During the part of the history covered by the two in common, the difference between them lies in (1) the words and phrases of the narrative, the difference here (i.e. in the Greek) being very great; (2) the position of extended passages; (3) material of very considerable amount found in one recension, but not in the other,… And finally, each one of the two forms of the narrative, the ‘canonical’ and the ‘apocryphical’ has come down to us in a double Greek tradition, the one embodied in Lagarde’s edition, and the other contained in most of the existing MSS,… That is, for a portion of the Chronicler’s history amounting to about thirteen chapters, we have at every point to compare four Greek texts.

This is an interesting testimony to the condition of a part of the Greek Bible of which several texts, differing in the whole arrangement of the material and in the translation, are still preserved. These various preserved texts are assuredly of Jewish and not of Christian origin. If Theodotion had really something to do with the text which we find in 2 Esdras in the ‘Septuaginta’ we must presume that he revised an older text, not that he created the preserved version. ‘Lagarde’s edition’ quoted by Torrey refers to the Lucianic text edited by him. In this case it is especially evident that we have here an old text of the Greek Bible which was revised by Lucian in the third century, not a text created by him.

In the Lucianic text a form of the Greek Esther is to be found which differs widely from the text usually found in MSS of the ‘Septuaginta’. The editors of the great Cambridge Septuagint write with regard to this text:

This recension differs so much from the B-text that we found it necessary to print it in full as an appendix. ... We have printed Lagarde's text ... without alteration. Fresh collations have been made of the MSS cited by Lagarde.

The Christian martyr Lucian could hardly have been interested in creating a new Greek text of Esther which differed so widely from the form of text usually found in MSS of the 'Septuagint'. He certainly took an old Jewish text for his Greek Bible and may have revised it according to his own principles.

With regard to the text of the book of Tobit the editors of the great Cambridge Septuagint write:

The presentation of the evidence for the text of Tobit offers special difficulties and we have been obliged to modify our system in several ways. Dr. Swete printed the Sinaitic text 'in extenso beneath the Vatican text, but in smaller type, to denote its secondary character'. He divided the text into verses 'corresponding as nearly as possible with those of the standard text'. We are not prepared to express a definite opinion on the relation of the two Greek texts, certainly not to describe the Sinaitic text as secondary (see p. viii).

These few examples may suffice to show that not only for the Greek Book of Judges, but for several of the later books of the Bible also, different forms of text were preserved in MSS written for Christian readers. These different forms were of Jewish origin and were taken over by the Christians. The Church was more interested in having a canonical text for the Pentateuch and Isaiah than for these later books of the Bible.

I think we must agree with the late Professor T. W. Manson¹ that from ancient times Greek translations of the Bible were in existence which were composed in other places than Alexandria and remained in being as an entirety or in parts. One of these earlier Greek translations seems to have been the Bible text composed in Antioch which circulated widely. Such a text seems to have been the basis on which the revision of the Bible text was made by the martyr Lucian in Antioch. In the Manchester Papyrus we have an example of this text probably written before the text came into existence which we usually call the 'Septuagint'. Manson may also be right in assuming that yet another

form of such an early translation originated from Ephesus and was used as a basis for the text which we name after Theodotion. No example of this text from pre-Christian times has yet been found; but St. Paul, writing in Ephesus, quotes in 1 Cor. xv, 54 the verse from Isaiah xxv, 8 in a form which is word for word identical with the text of Theodotion and which agrees with the Peshîṭṭa but differs from the Masoretic text and the Septuagint. In St. John’s Gospel xix, 37, probably also written in Ephesus, Zech. xii, 10 is quoted according to Theodotion. It is very likely that we must in fact recognize here Theodotion’s Bible text, which was used in Ephesus and in the synagogues of Asia Minor.

But it is of the utmost importance that the leather scroll with the text of the Minor Prophets shows, among others, readings which we know from so-called later Greek translations, used by Origen in his Hexapla. We can observe from this fact that the Jews must have wished even then to adapt their Greek text to the Hebrew original. For them the Hebrew text had become, in ever increasing measure, the really authoritative text in addition to which the translations were only accepted in so far as they agreed with it. It is not merely the existence in pre-Christian times of forms of text related to the Lucianic text which has thus been proved; we also learn from this leather scroll that the Greek Bible texts circulating then were, in wide measure, adapted to the Hebrew original.

14. THE COPTIC VERSIONS

Father Barthélemy is anxious to discover, in the newly found leather scroll with the text of the Minor Prophets, the source for all the adaptations to be found in the Coptic versions. He points to the important material assembled and worked upon by Willem Grossouw.¹ Against this assumption it must be pointed out that the influence of the Hebrew text can be found in the Sahidic-Achmimic version, in the doublets of this version and also in the Bohairic version. Moreover, the Coptic text of the various versions generally differs from the text of the newly-found scroll and points to a source which agrees far more with the usual Greek Bible translation. For this reason alone it is very unlikely that it should have been only the newly-found text which was responsible

¹ *The Coptic Versions of the Minor Prophets*. A contribution to the study of the Septuagint (Monumenta biblica et ecclesiastica, 9) Roma 1938.
for the Hebraisms in the Coptic versions. Furthermore, both the Sahidic and the Bohairic translations, which exhibit Hebraisms, are independent translations.

One could hold—as Ziegler has suggested—that the Hebraisms in the Coptic versions originate from a number of Greek MSS which, in greater or lesser degree, show such Hebraisms. In his 'Beiträge zur Koptischen Dodekapropheton—Übersetzung' in which he gave various appendices and rectifications of Grossouw's work, Ziegler concludes,¹

... when one adds the numerous other agreements of the Coptic translations (mainly the Achmimic-Sahidic one) with the Masoretic text, which are only present in Coptic ... one sees clearly the Greek origin of the Coptic translations. They still had MSS which, but for a small remainder, have been lost, but have luckily been preserved in the Washington Papyrus Codex and the Bible MS used by Justin. The texts of these MSS had not been revised by way of the Hexapla, but much earlier than that, from the Hebrew text, on the basis of translations which maybe were those of the Aquila- and Symmachus-versions or at least very nearly related to them.

It is conceivable that the newly found text could be one of these Hebraizing texts which influenced the Coptic versions. On the other hand certain facts suggest that we cannot exclude an influence of Origen and his Hexapla. I would like to point out the following in this connection.

My son Paul Eric Kahle, in the introduction to his book on the Bala'izah-texts,² has suggested that Sahidic was probably the official dialect of the native population in Egypt and became authoritative long before Christianity established itself there, and that it probably has to be regarded also as the official language of Alexandria. At all events we must suppose that the Sahidic version of the Old and New Testaments was not only the first translation into Coptic, but also constituted the translation officially made by Church authorities.

As proved by Till and others, the Achmimic version of the Minor Prophets has been transcribed from the Sahidic version and only as evidence for this is it of interest to us. The same is true of the rest of the Achmimic MSS of the Bible. If we consider

¹ Bibles xxv, 1944, pp. 105–42. I translate his remarks on p. 142.
² Bala'izah, Coptic Texts from Deir el-Bala'izah in Upper Egypt. Published on behalf of the Griffith Institute, Oxford 1954. I discussed the problems of the Coptic translations at great length with my son and the following account is the result.
what an excellent text was used as original for the Sahidic translation of the New Testament we cannot help wondering how it was possible that such a peculiar text was accepted as basis for the Sahidic translation of the Minor Prophets.

Grossouw showed in his book that there are almost 200 passages in the Sahidic translation of the Minor Prophets in which the Sahidic translation agrees with the Hebrew text, in contrast to all known Greek MSS. Furthermore, numerous doublets can be found in the Sahidic text where either the Hebrew reading has been added to the usual text or they have been mixed. In every case the doublet follows the first text without reference.

Origen reports that he marked with an obelus such passages of the Septuagint in the Hexapla as are not to be found in the Hebrew text, and that on the other hand he added other passages, after the parallel translations, which are in agreement with the Hebrew text and which cannot be found in the Septuagint; these additions he marked with an asterisk.

If we suppose that—as was frequently the case—obelus and asterisk were omitted in Septuagint texts of the Hexapla, we should find there the doublets as they occur in the Sahidic translation.

Grossouw proves that in 175 passages the assimilation of the Minor Prophets to the Hebrew can be seen. In 104 of these passages the readings of the four parallel translations (Aquila, Symmachus, Theodotion, Quinta) are known in full or in parts; in 56 passages it can be proved beyond doubt, and in a further 34 passages it is more than likely. In the remaining 14 cases the translation presupposes a different text, but in no one of these 14 cases do we know the variants of all four parallel translations. It is probable, therefore, in spite of Ziegler, that the adaptations to the Hebrew original in the Sahidic translation have been taken from the Hexapla.

If we now recall the fact that the Sahidic translation emerged from official Christian circles and that it was made about the middle of the third century A.D., the conclusion seems obvious that the official Septuagint text which Origen established for the fifth column of the Hexapla formed the basis of the Sahidic translation. It suggests itself particularly from the unusual doublets. We know from Origen himself how it came about that he included them in his Septuagint text and we find them again in the Sahidic text.

We also know that it was precisely during the third century
that the text of the Septuagint in the Hexapla played an important role and was highly esteemed. We remember how the presbyter Pamphilus and his pupil Eusebius were eager to keep on copying this Septuagint text and to win recognition for it; we also remember the interesting note from the Codex Sinaiticus to which Sir Harold Idris Bell\(^1\) called our attention, that Pamphilus, whilst in his prison cell awaiting a martyr's death, corrected Old Testament Bible texts according to the Septuagint text from the Hexapla. The Church, as is well known, did not take over the Septuagint text from Origen. The Septuagint text which became authoritative in the Church during the fourth century had nothing to do with the text of the Hexapla. It goes back to far older sources.

It is very probable that in the Sahidic version of the Minor Prophets we have evidence for the Septuagint text of Origen which was translated either within Origen's lifetime or at any rate very soon after his death, and which as early as the fourth century is supported by MS evidence (Jonah in Budge, *Biblical Texts*), evidence almost 400 years older than the Syro-Hexaplaric version translated by Paul of Tella in the years 616 to 617, which up to now has been accepted as the main source for the Septuagint of Origen.

15. EARLIER TEXTS OF THE GREEK BIBLE

The different forms of earlier texts of the Greek Bible are of great interest to us. Traces of them can be found mainly in four kinds of sources:

1. In the so-called 'recensions' of the Christian 'Septuagint', indicated by Jerome and recognized as of importance by Paul de Lagarde. The chief value of these 'recensions' is that they give us some material for the history of the Greek Bible in the various provinces of the Church and are of great help in classifying the MSS of the Greek Bible. Perhaps the most careful work of this kind, carried out according to the principles laid down by Lagarde, is the Greek Joshua edited by Max L. Margolis.\(^2\) The material

---

\(^1\) *Cults and Creeds in Graeco-Roman Egypt* (Forwood Lectures for 1952), Liverpool 1953, p. 101.

carefully collected and lucidly arranged by him enables us to follow in great detail the different forms of the Greek Joshua in the Christian Church, in Egypt, Palestine, Syria, Asia Minor and Constantinople. Although most of the MSS contain 'mixed' texts—some of them are especially characterized as such by Margolis—they enable us to see in general the development of the standard text of the Church. In a text closely connected with Codex Vaticanus (B), he sees one of the best representatives of the Christian standard text. But this text was only one of those used by Jews and early Christians.

2. In quotations from the Greek Old Testament which are found in the New Testament and in other writings from the first two centuries B.C., in so far as they do not conform with the Christian standard text.

3. In older translations made from the Greek Bible. I refer here, as an example, to two Latin Bible quotations to which the Rev. Dr. A. C. Lawson of Shrewsbury drew my attention and which we discussed. They are to be found in the treatise De Fide catholica contra Judaeos, written by Isidore, Bishop of Seville (died a.d. 636).

Isidore was a remarkable man. His father belonged to the Visigothic royal family; his mother was a daughter of the Emperor Theodoric (died a.d. 526). It is said that Isidore had been asked by his sister Florentina to supply her with arguments with which she could meet Jewish objections to the faith. He wrote for her the treatise mentioned above, in two books, the first giving the history of Christ according to the Old Testament, the second containing the prophecies in the Old Testament about the rejection of the Jews and the welfare of true believers under the New Covenant. It is here that we find among many others the quotations in question. The first, Hos. vii, 16, is quoted twice (19, 2 and 47, 2 of the first book) in the form: facti sunt mihi in sagittam reciprocem. The second, in which A. Lukyn Williams correctly sees an expansion of Jer. iv, 3, is quoted (31, 1 of the first book) in the form: spinis peccatorum suorum circumdedit populus hic. The same quotation spinis peccatorum suorum is to be found in Isidore's Quaestiones in Vetus Testamentum, in Genesis (xviii, 11) and also in Pope Silvester's Discussion with the Jews at Rome, and

is presupposed in the Syriac *Letter to the Blessed Sergius*. Neither quotation agrees with the Hebrew text or with the Christian 'Septuagint'. They reflect a midrashic interpretation of the Hebrew text, and I think that we can find at least hints of them in Jewish sources.

In Hos. vii, 16 the 'treacherous bow' (נמר חשק) is explained by Rashi with the words: 'If you shoot an arrow to the north it will go south'. *Sagitta reciproca* is not very far removed from this explanation.

In Jer. iv, 3 the Hebrew 'You must not sow amongst the thorns' is rendered in the Targum by 'You must not ask for forgiveness whilst you are in sins'. Rashi combines the two ideas by saying: 'You must not cry unto me whilst you are in sins, but when you are repenting, that you may not resemble those who sow a field without having weeded it, as otherwise your seed will turn into thorns.' This is certainly not the quotation of Isidore, yet here also sinners and thorns occur as in *spinis peccatorum*.

It is therefore very likely that these quotations are ultimately derived from a Jewish source. But the direct source for the Christian authors cannot have been a text written in Hebrew or Aramaic. Isidore, for instance, exhibits a certain naïve curiosity in Hebrew, but betrays no knowledge of Hebrew save what he derived from Jerome. The same may be said of other Christian authors who quote such passages. The source must have been a Greek translation of Jewish origin, differing entirely from the Christian 'Septuagint', the readings of which were still used by Christian authors in the seventh century and perhaps later. Dr. Lawson writes with regard to such quotations:

It seems clear that Old Testament quotations were used by Christians in a variety of ways from very early times. The number tends to increase. The same texts were used in East and West, in Greek and Latin. Isidore's texts occur partly in S. Cyprian's *Testimonia*, partly in Pseudo-Gregory of Nyssa, and in *De promissionibus et predictionibus Dei*. So far, in all instances where I have traced them, I have found that he has taken the texts from an author, from a commentary or treatise... These texts are not always used in the same way...
Greek translations of the Bible carefully. They were once used by Jews and Christians, and we may have to see in them remains of one of the anonymous versions included by Origen in the Hexapla, or of a version similar to them.  

4. In the remains of the Hexapla. This great work of Origen is mostly valued only in so far as it gives an indication of alterations in the text of the Greek Bible in accordance with the authoritative Hebrew text. The different versions collected here have, however, their own importance. We have seen that the version adapted to the authoritative text by Theodotion differed from the version which became, as 'Septuagint', the standard text of the Church. Some earlier material may be preserved also in new translations, such as Aquila and Symmachus. Translations of the Bible were hardly made without reference to already existing texts.

Of greater importance are, however, the anonymous versions which were discovered and registered by Origen. Here we have real Jewish texts, not influenced by the Christian standard text.

It was difficult to value this material rightly on the basis of the scattered remains of the Hexapla. The Milan palimpsest discovered by Giovanni Mercati has preserved nearly 150 complete verses of the Psalms in five columns: the Hebrew text written in Greek characters, Aquila, Symmachus, Septuagint, and Quinta. The edition of these valuable fragments, prepared by Cardinal Mercati, will make possible their careful examination. It is certain that a new era in the study of the Hexapla will begin with the publication of these texts. But the whole problem of the Septuagint will be greatly affected. The task which the Septuagint presents to scholars is not the 'reconstruction' of an imaginary 'Urtext' nor the discovery of it, but a careful collection and investigation of all the remains and traces of earlier versions of the Greek Bible which differed from the Christian standard text.

1 Lukyn Williams has seen the problem rightly. He writes with regard to the 'Selected Testimonia from the Old Testament against the Jews', attributed to Gregory of Nyssa (Adversus Judaeos, p. 124): 'To most readers perhaps its chief interest lies in the character of the Greek version of the Psalms and Prophets which he uses. For this often differs much from the Vaticanus text'; and he adds the annotation: 'I cannot find that it has been the subject of any special study in this respect. And until the Cambridge Larger Edition of the LXX has reached the Psalms and the Prophets (in several years time), it is almost impossible for a non-specialist to make any profitable study of the various readings that the Selections exhibit.' It is clear that Rahila's edition of the Psalms is completely insufficient and of no value for an investigation of that kind. Ziegler's editions of Isaias (1939), xii prophetas (1943), Ezekiel (1952), Daniel (1954), Jeremia (1957) are quite different.

THE PESHIŢTA

1. Its Relation to the Hebrew and Greek Bible

We have no information whatsoever about the origin of the Peshiţta, the Syriac translation of the Old Testament, and even Theodore of Mopsuestia (died 428) did not know by whom or where it was made.¹ For the Pentateuch we have, besides the text represented by most of the MSS, some of which were written as early as the sixth century, another text of which Genesis and Exodus are to be found in the British Museum MS Add 14425, dated A.D. 464, the oldest dated Biblical MS so far known = D.² This text differs in many places from that of the other MSS and is here generally in agreement with the Hebrew text. In his Pentateuchus Syriace edited for the British and Foreign Bible Society London 1914, Professor W. E. Barnes published the text found in the majority of MSS and he thinks that this recension must be as ancient as that found in MS D, and that it may be a more reliable copy of the original Peshiţta.³

John Pinkerton, one of Professor Barnes’s collaborators, in a special study devoted to these two texts comes to somewhat different conclusions.⁴ According to him the more literal type is to be found not only in MS D which is the best example of this text, and of which he gives various readings as specimens, but also in other MSS of other books of the Pentateuch; for example in the Florentine MS Laurent Or 58 (ninth century = F) and the British Museum MS Add 14427 (sixth century, containing Numbers, Deuteronomy and parts of Leviticus). Compared with this literal type of text, the other is marked by freedom in translation and by greater fullness and smoothness. These features Pinkerton attributes to the Christian Church’s amplifying and improving the style of the original translation, in accordance with exegetical principles of the time and the genius of the language. From the

¹ The words are quoted for instance by Swete, Introduction, p. 112.
² Numbers and Deuteronomy in this MS are written by another hand and have a different type of text. Leviticus is not contained in the MS.
³ Cf. his article: ‘A New Edition of the Pentateuch in Syriac’ in JTS, xv 1914, pp. 41–44.
⁴ The Origin and Early History of the Syriac Pentateuch in Syriac’ JTS, xv, 1914, pp. 14–44.
fact that Aphrahat, writing in 337 and 345, used a text which followed the Hebrew text more closely than did the text in common use in the sixth century, and that Ephraem (died 373) is more familiar with the text in D than with that of the later MSS, and that the agreements not only outnumber the disagreements but also outweigh them in value and importance, Pinkerton concludes that we have to see in D the older text of the Syriac Pentateuch, and that this text cannot be the result of a later revision according to the Hebrew text. A text like the archetype of D has to be regarded as the work of a Jewish translator, made for the use of a Jewish community. This Jewish translation was taken over by the Christian Church. Here it was gradually amplified and improved in style, and a certain form of this enlarged text, not the result of a systematic revision, was accepted as a standard text; henceforth all codices were made to conform more or less with this type. This must have happened about the fifth century; in the end the older text was ousted by the standard text.

At present it is not possible to control in detail the results of Pinkerton’s researches. The principles of the British and Foreign Bible Society did not allow Professor Barnes to add a critical apparatus to his edition of the text. The new edition was for the use of the Syrians of Mardin and its surroundings and it has obviously served its purpose well.\(^1\) An investigation of the text of Codex D has been undertaken by Professor Ignatius Ortiz de Urbina S.J., the Director of the Pontifical Oriental Institute, and he is now preparing a new edition of the Peshiṭṭa for the Spanish Polyglot. Until we know what his findings are we must restrict ourselves to the material which Pinkerton has published from Codex D and related codices of the Pentateuch. At present the conclusions drawn from this material seem to me convincing.

We must inquire whether these features exist only in the Pentateuch of the Peshiṭṭa or whether they are also to be found in other parts of the Syriac Bible. In the case of Ezekiel, C. H. Cornill\(^2\) carefully compared the text with the Codex Ambrosianus, published in facsimile by Ceriani (=A); the Codex originates from the sixth century. He found that this MS agrees in very

---

\(^1\) The latest attempt to publish the Peshiṭṭa Pentateuch (*Peshiṭṭa in Hebräischer Schrift, Mit erläuternden Anmerkungen Von Ch(nijim) Heller*, Teil i, Genesis, Berlin 1928; Teil ii, Exodus, Berlin 1929), cannot be taken seriously. The author is not aware of the real problems; like the other books published by Heller this one also tends to assume an apologetic character.

\(^2\) *Das Buch des Propheten Ezekiel*, Leipsig 1886.
many places with the Hebrew text against all the other recensions of the Peshiṭṭa—of which, however, he only knew printed texts all depending on the same source. He also found that the Milan MS had been altered to a large extent in accordance with the Hebrew text and he concludes from this that the MS offers the worst of all accessible texts.

Rahlfs already saw\(^1\) that these statements of Cornill cannot be correct. He believed the Milan MS to have in many places a text which, somewhat naïvely, he terms the right text. Professor W. E. Barnes, who consulted MSS in addition to the printed texts used by Cornill, sums up as follows:\(^2\)

After a careful examination of test passages in eight or ten MSS (some of the highest importance) I am led to the conclusion that Professor Cornill's judgment on Cod. A cannot be maintained. Cod. A in its agreement with the Masoretic text does not stand alone to the extent suggested by Cornill words. The reverse is often the case. . . . The agreement of the Codex Ambrosianus with the Masoretic is no doubt a fact, but the whole truth seems to be that a text formed from the best and oldest MSS would agree as frequently as Codex A with the Masoretic and would disagree as frequently with the printed text.

The most important MS for Barnes is here the Florentine Codex Laurent. Or 58, already mentioned by Pinkerton (=F). With regard to the text it offers, Barnes declares:\(^3\)

The text of Codex F is peculiar. While resembling that of Cod. A in many striking instances, it frequently departs from A (and from all other MSS which I have examined) in other instances equally striking to agree with the Masoretic text. . . . It seems quite probable that in Chronicles at least its text has been so freely conformed to the Masoretic, that its value to the text of the Peshiṭṭa is seriously lessened. Yet where A is silent through loss of text, F should surely be heard, for it seems sometimes to preserve the reading of the last mutual ancestor of A and F. . . .

And in his book on the Psalter\(^4\) we find the following statements on the same Florentine MS

In text this MS differs not seldom from all other known authorities. The exact coincidences with the Hebrew in places in

\(^1\) 'Beiträge zur Textkritik der Peshiṭṭa', in ZAW ix, 1889, pp. 180–91.
\(^3\) Ibid., p. xxxii.
\(^4\) *The Peshiṭṭa Psalter according to the West Syrian Text*, Cambridge 1904, pp. xvii f.
which the rest of the MSS of the Pehēṭṭa diverge from the original are especially striking. . . . The relation of F to Nestorian authorities raises some important points. . . . In some cases however F has a double coincidence, i.e. with the Masoretic Hebrew on the one side and with the Nestorian authorities on the other; and it is possible that in such cases the reading of F is due to an assimilation which was intentional as regards the Hebrew, but accidental as regards the Nestorian text. . . . It is also possible on the other hand that the agreement of both F and the Nestorian text with the Hebrew points to a reading belonging to the earliest form of the Peshitta; I should be sorry to reject the suggestion on our present evidence, but I should be still more sorry to accept it at the present stage of Peshitta investigation.

Gustav Diettrich in his book *Ein Apparatus criticus zur Propheten Jesaia* has devoted a special study to a group of MSS to which belong the MSS A and F already mentioned, and the British MSS Add 14432 (sixth century). According to him these codices often have readings in agreement with the text of the Peshēṭṭa used by Ephraem in his Commentary on Isaiah. Many of these special readings in all three codices agree with the Hebrew text and it is just these that are often confirmed by the text used by Ephraem.

Here I may perhaps be allowed to quote the conclusions of S. R. Driver with regard to the Peshēṭṭa of the Books of Samuel:

The Hebrew text presupposed by the Peshēṭṭa deviates less from the Masoretic text than that which underlies the LXX, though it does not approach it so closely as that on which the Targums are based. It is worth observing that passages not infrequently occur, in which Peshēṭṭa agrees with the text of Lucian, where both deviate from the Masoretic text. In the translation of the Book of Samuel the Jewish element alluded to above is not so strongly marked as in that of the Pentateuch; but it is nevertheless present, and may be traced in certain characteristic expressions, which would hardly be met with beyond the reach of Jewish influence. . . .

I think we can deduce from these quotations that the character of the Syriac text in other books of the Old Testament is not entirely different from that of the Syriac Pentateuch, and it

---

1 Beihefte zur ZAW, viii, Giessen 1905, pp. xxvi–xxxii.
is clear that we shall have to regard agreements with the Hebrew text in MSS in general as belonging to the oldest parts of the Peshitta. On the other hand, we shall have to regard instances of the influence of the Septuagint as due to Christian amendments of the Peshitta text. This influence differs in the various books of the Old Testament. Professor Barnes, in his article ‘On the influence of the Septuagint on the Peshitta’ summarized his conclusions as follows:

The influence of the Septuagint is for the most part sporadic, affecting the translation of a word here and of a word there. The Syriac translators must indeed have known that their own knowledge of Hebrew was far in advance of the knowledge possessed by the Septuagint, and yet the stress of Greek fashion had its way now and again. The Syriac transcribers on the contrary were ignorant of Hebrew and ready to introduce readings found in a Greek version or recommended by a Greek father. So the Peshitta in its later text has more of the Septuagint than in its earlier form. It is only in the Psalter (so it seems to me at the present stage of my work) that any general Greek influence bringing in a new characteristic is to be found. That characteristic is a dread of anthropomorphisms from which the Syriac translators of the Pentateuch were free.

In spite of all the valuable work done by Ceriani, by Professor Barnes and his collaborators, by Diettrich and others, we must admit that a really critical edition of the Old Testament Peshitta does not yet exist. But I think we are now beginning to see the direction which further critical work on this version will have to take.

That the Syriac translation of the Old Testament is of Jewish origin agrees with the conclusions to which other scholars have come. It may suffice to quote here what Professor Burkitt says about the version:

It is clear that the translators had a good knowledge of the general meaning of the text and an excellent acquaintance

1 JTS, ii, 1901, pp. 186–97.
2 At the Congress in Strasbourg of the International Organization of Old Testament Scholars (August 27–September 1, 1956) it was agreed that a critical editio minor of the Old Testament Peshitta should be prepared and published. Dr. W. D. McHardy, Professor of Old Testament Studies in the University of London was invited to act as Editor-in-Chief. Scholars in various countries are assisting in the collation of manuscripts. At present they are working mainly on the Minor Prophets. The basis of the edition will be Codex Ambrosianus.
with Jewish tradition. To such an extent is this the case that it seems impossible to avoid considering the Peshtița as the work of Jewish scholars.

It is generally assumed—even by Burkitt—that the translation was made by Jews for Christians, namely the Christian community in Edessa, since there is no evidence that Jews ever used this version. But Pinkerton thinks that this translation, above all of the Pentateuch—which is Pinkerton's main concern—was made for the Jewish community. The problem is, therefore, whether a Jewish community can be identified which required a Pentateuch translated into Syriac. It must have been a community in a Syriac-speaking country which had close connections with Jerusalem. Joseph Marquart pointed out, as long ago as 1903, that the country could only have been Adiabene (דיבנה), a kingdom situated between the two rivers Zab, to the east of the river Tigris, which formed a part of the great Parthian Empire.¹

2. The Jews in Adiabene

In the twentieth book of Josephus' Antiquities we read that Izates II,² king of Adiabene, son of Monobazos I and his sister Helena, had been won over to the Jewish religion while he was still in Spasinu Charax,³ which was ruled by King Abennerig⁴ to whom Izates had been sent for safety. The king had given him in marriage his daughter Symmacho.⁵ A Jewish merchant named Ananias (=Hananya) had been admitted to the king's harem and had interested not only some of the ladies in the Jewish religion but Izates as well. When the latter was recalled by his father,⁶ Ananias accompanied him. On his return home, Izates found that Queen Helena, his mother, had also been converted to the Jewish

² In the name Izates (izador, 'the venerable', a technical term in the religion of Zoroaster) Marquart sees a special omen, but this is hardly justified, as the father of Monobazos and Helena was also called Izates.
³ At the mouth of the river Tigris, near the present Basra; it may be identical with the kingdom of Mesene; cf. Rostovtzeff, in Cambridge Ancient History, vol. xi, 1936, p. 113.
⁴ Abd Nerig, 'servant of Nergal' (Mars), cf. Marquart, Streifzüge p. 289, n. 2. On coins he is called Adinergulus or Abinergulus; cf. N. G. Debevoise, A Political History of Parthia, Chicago 1938, p. 165, n. 72. Here the original l in the name is still preserved.
⁵ Symmacho—Syriac סיממא 'recreation'. In Niezc's edition xx, 23, it is wrongly printed.
⁶ His father made him Governor of Corduene, bordering on Adiabene's northern frontier. For סְפָרַיָּה in Josephus one has to read סְפָרָיו, cf. Marquart, loc. cit. n. 4.
religion by another Jew and that she observed the Jewish rites. After the death of his father Monobazos, Helena arranged\(^1\) that Izates succeeded to the throne. He postponed his official conversion to Judaism on the special advice of Ananias and his mother who feared the opposition of the aristocracy of the land, the majority of whom adhered to the Zoroastrian religion. But under the influence of a Jewish zealot named Eleazar who had come from Galilee to Arbela, the capital of Adiabene, the official conversion took place about the year 40. When Queen Helena saw that it had no serious consequences she made a pilgrimage to Jerusalem where she remained for many (14?) years. We are told that Izates sent five of his sons to Jerusalem for their education. Queen Helena and several other members of the royal family owned palaces in Jerusalem and we hear of valuable presents given by Helena and her son Monobazos II to the temple there.\(^2\) After Izates’ death, his elder brother Monobazos, who succeeded him as King of Adiabene about A.D. 58, sent his remains and those of his mother, who had died shortly after Izates, to Jerusalem to be buried in the ‘tomb of the Kings’, called ‘Pyramids’ by Josephus, a mausoleum erected by Helena herself for that purpose; it can still be seen.\(^3\) Monobazos II was also converted to the Jewish faith and many of his relations and of his entourage followed his example.\(^4\)

Josephus intended to give further particulars of Monobazos II and the benefits Jerusalem had received from these Jewish kings of Adiabene,\(^5\) but he failed to carry out his plan. We only hear by chance\(^6\) that two members of the royal family of Adiabene, Monobazos and Kennedaios, fought on the side of the Jews in the war against the Romans. No more is heard of the Jewish kings of

---

\(^1\) Josephus’ report about Helena’s arrangements is interesting, cf. Rostovtzeff, loc. cit. p. 114. This happened in A.D. 36, see Debevoise, loc. cit.

\(^2\) The palaces are mentioned in, for instance, Helius, v, 6, 1 (253, 253) and vi, 6, 3 (355). The gifts to the Temple are mentioned in the Mishna, Yoma 3, 10.

\(^3\) Ed. Pococke senior (died 1691) correctly identified these tombs with the burial-place of the royal family of Adiabene.

\(^4\) According to Josephus opposition flared up amongst the leading people of the kingdom against the Judaism of the king, and the conflict between Izates and the king of the Parthians, Vologases, was partly due to similar reasons. Marquart (loc. cit. p. 292) thinks this may be correct especially as Vologases is known to have been a zealous Zoroastrian, interested in the maintenance of the Avestic literature, the ‘Avesta and Zend’. But the passage in the Denkart, referred to by Marquart, does not necessarily mean that there was a written Zend (a commentary). Besides, Professor Henning informs me that it is not clear whether Vologases I or Vologases II (148-191) is meant. Rostovtzeff doubts whether these suggested reasons for the conflict can be accepted as historical facts (loc. cit. p. 112).


\(^6\) Bslam ii, p. 520.
Adiabene. The sources at our disposal are of Roman origin and they show no interest in such matters. The last king of whom we hear, Mebarsapes, was one of the chief opponents of Trajan in his Eastern campaign of 116. He was defeated and Adiabene became part of the Roman province of Assyria. We do not know whether the dynasty was later restored by Hadrian. Members of the dynasty seem to have played a certain role in Edessa at the end of the first and the beginning of the second century. But the Jewish interests of the dynasty had disappeared after A.D. 70.

What we know of the Jews and their influence in Adiabene in the middle of the first century B.C. is sufficient to suggest that the Jewish community there, particularly the members of the royal family and the other new converts many of whom belonged to the most prominent families in the land, needed a Bible written in a language they were able to understand. The language spoken in Adiabene was an Aramaic dialect, called 'Syriac'. We can take it for granted that at least parts of a Syriac Old Testament, and in the first instance the Torah were introduced into Adiabene during the time of its Jewish kings, i.e. in the middle of the first century B.C.

3. Peshīṭtata and the Palestinian Targum

That the Syriac translation of certain books of the Old Testament, especially that of the Pentateuch, is not much else than a Jewish Targum has been recognized since 1859, when J. Perles wrote his Meletemata Peschittoniana. But it was difficult to show the exact connections. The only Targum of the Pentateuch then known was the Targum Onkelos and this Targum is of much later origin; and besides, it has a special halachic character of which we find nothing in the Syriac Pentateuch. But to-day there can be no doubt that the closest relationship existed between the Syriac Pentateuch and the old Palestinian Targum, of which we found the first specimens in the Old Cairo Geniza. We have seen that this Targum existed already in pre-Christian times. So the Jews of Jerusalem had already an Aramaic translation of the Pentateuch when the newly converted Jews of Adiabene were in need of an Aramaic Bible. This Targum was composed in the Aramaic dialect spoken in Palestine. The Jews of Adiabene must have been able to understand it. Josephus sent his first
edition of the *Jewish Wars*, composed in the language of his own
country, i.e. Aramaic, to the 'Upper Barbarians' (τοῖς ἄνω
βαρβάροις) and describes them as the 'Parthians, Babylonians, the
remotest Arabians and those of our nation beyond the Euphrates,
with the Adiabenes.'

This history of the Jewish Wars was primarily intended for the real Jews in those countries where
Aramaic, as spoken in Palestine, was understood. But we must
assume that Biblical texts intended for the newly converted Jews
had to be translated into the Aramaic dialect as spoken in Adia-
bene and to be transcribed into the Syriac alphabet used there.
Some of the Jews who had come from Palestine and had been in
Adiabene for years would have no difficulty in fulfilling this task.

But we are faced with other problems. We know that most
fragments of the Palestinian Targum of the Pentateuch contain
special haggadic explanations for some of the verses which are
not to be found in the Syriac Bible. At the same time we must
remember that this Targum had no fixed text and that no
one can tell whether or not MSS of this Targum without these
haggadic elements existed in ancient times. In any case the oldest
specimen of this Targum preserved in the Cambridge MS T-S,
20,155,—MS A, containing parts of Exodus xx xi and xxii, offers
no haggadic explanations. Yet the Syriac Pentateuch known to
us follows, in the translation of Exod. xxi, 4 and 5, the usual
Jewish interpretation and not the one in the Cambridge fragments
mentioned above. We must therefore suppose that this fragment
represents an older type of the Targum than the one which may
have been sent to Adiabene. In any case we have to compare
carefully the fragments of the Palestinian Targum with the Syriac
Pentateuch, particularly with its older text referred to by Pinker-
ton which is closely connected with the Hebrew text. We have
always to remember that the Palestinian Targum existed in many
different forms and we cannot expect that the fragments of the
Targum found in the Geniza, written probably in the period
between the sixth and the ninth centuries, contain the exact
text which may have been sent to Adiabene during the first
century A.D. On the other hand it is evident that the Syrian
Pentateuch, especially the older type of it, has to be regarded as
a valuable source for our knowledge of the old Palestinian Targum
of which we have otherwise only small fragments.

---

1 *Ballism, Proemium, 1, 2; cf. H. St. John Thackeray, Josephus, The Man and the
Historian, New York 1929, p. 24.*
4. THE CHRONICLE OF ARBELA

The conversion of the royal family in Adiabene no doubt greatly strengthened the missionary power of the Jewish religion in the Parthian Empire, and the Jewish mission amongst the pagan population must have helped to pave the way for the Christian mission. Joseph Marquart has suggested that the Christian mission did not start among the pagan population of Edessa, the later centre of Christianity in the East, but amongst the Jewish population in Adiabene.¹ This suggestion has been proved to be correct by the Chronicle of Arbela composed in the sixth century in Syriac by Mesхиhā Zkhā. This chronicle was discovered by A. Mingana and published by him in 1907 in Syriac with a French translation.² Eduard Sachau carefully investigated the text and in 1915 published a German translation with a valuable introduction.³ The value of the chronicle can hardly be over-estimated. Based on local traditions and reliable sources it describes the history of Christianity in Adiabene and other countries in the East from the beginning up to the sixth century, and in spite of some gaps in the chronology it can generally be regarded as trustworthy even when dealing with the oldest times. Adolf Harnack seems to be right when he maintains that we have here a very valuable document for the history of the Christian mission during the second and third centuries which can be rivalled by no other document from the provinces of the Roman Empire.⁴

¹ Osterreichische und Ostasiatische Streifzüge, pp. 298 f.
² Source Syriacum, vol. i, Mahilha Zkha (Texte et Traduction) ... par A. Mingana, Mousoul, Leipzig 1907.
³ Die Chronik von Arbela. Ein Beitrag zur Kenntnis des ältesten Christentums im Orient (Abhandlungen der Berliner Akademie, 1915). For further literature see Baumstark, Geschichte der Syrischen Literatur, p. 134 f. A Latin translation published by Fr. Zorell, Chronica Ecclesiae Arbelenensis ... (Orientalia Christiana, viii, Rome 1927). Cf. further G. Messina, La Cronaca di Arbela (Civiltà Cattolica, bxxiii, 1932). P. Peeters, the Bollandist, first and foremost has raised doubts as to the chronicle, by pointing to inconsistencies between the chronicle and the true martyrologies of Adiabene and to the fact that the Nestorian literature does not refer to the chronicle ("Le Passionaire d'Adiabene", in Anaelecta Bollandiana, vol. xliii, Bruxelles 1925, pp. 261–204). It seems to me that the Rev. P. Peeters goes too far here with his criticism. The inconsistencies alluded to by him are not so conclusive and the fact that the Nestorian literature does not mention the chronicle does not prove much. Furthermore the legends about Addai are to be explained otherwise than Fr. Peeters thinks. But it is clear nevertheless that a renewed investigation is necessary regarding the codex found by Mingana, incomplete as it is at its beginning and end. What Mingana says in his introduction to the edition is very inadequate. Father Ignatius Ortiz de Urbina S.J. in his Bonn thesis Die Gottheit Christi bei Afrasi (Pont. Institutum Orientalium Studiorum, Rima 128, 1933, pp. 28 f.) was quite right in mentioning this.
We find here the apostle Addai as a very active missionary in the mountain villages of Adiabene. A certain Pkidhā is baptized by him and, after having been his disciple for five years, is sent by Addai to Arbela, the capital where, for the next ten years, he worked as the first Bishop of the Christians. We hear all sorts of details about him and his successors who at first had names from the Old Testament (Samson, Isaac, Abraham, Noah, Abel) whereas in later times Christian names prevail. The first leaders of the Christian Church in Arbela seem to have been either converted Jews or Christians of the Jewish population of Arbela. In one passage the chronicle informs us that the parents of the later Bishop Noah, coming from Jerusalem, settled in Arbela 'because many Jews were there'.

1 We must remember that in the sixth century when the chronicle was composed there were no dealings between Jews and Christians. A synchronism which enables us to date the beginnings of Addai's mission in Adiabene some years before A.D. 100 is of special importance. We know that Addai was also active in other places. He is mentioned, together with Mari, as the first missionary in Karka, the present Kirkuk, and several other places claim to have institutions dating back to the time of this apostle. Of special interest is the report in the chronicle that in A.D. 224, when in Persia the rule of the Sassanid kings began, more than twenty bishoprics were established in the lands adjacent to the Tigris, of which seventeen are described in detail in the chronicle.

But Christianity must at that time have spread far beyond the frontiers of Mesopotamia. From the newly-discovered Manichaean texts we learn that Mani went to India about A.D. 240 before he began his mission in A.D. 241 in his home country. There can hardly be any doubt that he followed the tracks of St. Thomas, the apostle of the Indians, and that he knew beforehand something of the legendary history of that saint, as reported in the Acts of Thomas. That the whole framework of these tales belongs to the countries washed by the Euphrates and the Tigris, and that the famous 'Hymn of the Soul' must have been written

1 Sachau loc. cit., p. 50.
3 Hoffmann, loc. cit., pp. 180, 371.
5 H. H. Schaeder, 'Ein Mani-Fund aus Ägypten', in *Gnomon* ix, 1933, pp. 348, 350f.
before the year A.D. 224, when the Parthian Empire was destroyed, is as well known as the fact that these Acts were originally written in Syriac. This was the language of Mani and it later became very popular amongst the Manichaeans. 2 Mani must have expected to find Christians in India and he was not disappointed. We are told that he 'made a good selection', which is as much as saying that he founded a community there. 3

5. The Beginnings of Christianity in Edessa

Under these circumstances it is very improbable that Burkitt is right when he maintains that Christianity east of the Roman Empire started in Edessa about A.D. 160–170. 4 What do we know about these beginnings? Adolf von Harnack makes the following statement in this connection: 5

Das Christentum in Edessa, sofern es noch von dem katholischen verschieden war, knüpft (für uns) an drei Personen an, an den 'apostolischen' Missionar Addai, um das Jahr 100, der aber einstweilen noch im Dunkeln steht; an Tatian, den 'Assyrer', und an Bardesanes (geb. 154).

Harnack here dates Addai in accordance with the Chronicle of Arbela, but he admits that in reality nothing is known of his activity in Edessa. Burkitt rejects the evidence of the Chronicle of Arbela. According to him Addai was a contemporary of Tatian. But he has little to say about the activity of either. Since in the legend Addai is connected with the introduction of the Diatessaron into Edessa, of which on the other hand we know that Tatian is the author, Burkitt, in his last attempt to write the history of Eastern Christianity 6, tried to prove that both men were the same, and that the man who in the West was called Tatian may have been called Addai in the East. This shows how uncertain the whole matter is and we must ask: Are we really entitled to connect the beginnings of Christianity in Edessa with the names of these two men? It is certainly remarkable that

---

1 F. C. Burkitt, Early Eastern Christianity, 1908, pp. 205, 216.
3 H. H. Schaeder, loc. cit. p. 948.
4 Burkitt, Cambridge Ancient History, xii, 1939, p. 402.
6 'Syriac speaking Christianity', in Cambridge Ancient History, xii, p. 493. This identification had already been suggested by Burkitt in his article 'Tatian's Diatessaron and the Dutch Harmonies' in JSY xxv, 1924, pp. 113–90, particularly pp. 129 ff.
in the most reliable source for the history of Christianity there, the Edessene Chronicle, only the last of the three men referred to by Harnack—Bardesan—is mentioned. How can we account for the names of the other two being omitted if they had been of any interest for the town?

There can be no doubt that Bardaisan was of importance for Edessa. I would recall here the fine characterization of him by Burkitt in the fifth of his St. Margaret's Lectures on the Syriac-speaking Church. After giving a very attractive survey of Bardaisan's dialogue On Fate, the only book of his which is preserved, Burkitt outlines his impression of the man and his work as follows:

'It is difficult to realize how an ancient work of this kind appeals to other people; but to myself, coming from the study of ordinary Syriac ecclesiastical literature, the first impression made is of the independence of the writer's mind. It gives me the impression of being the thoughts of one who had learned to think for himself, one who had read much and thought much, and who was not content at the end merely to repeat the formulas of a school. Bardaisan brings out of the storehouse of his learning things new and old, and his imagination has woven them into a new and independent pattern. Such work is of a different order from that of men whose whole achievement is to reproduce as much of the philosophy of someone else—of Aristotle or of Proclus—as they have been able to understand. Burkitt shows how great a tragedy it was that the Syriac-speaking Church was not able to attract or even tolerate the best scientific intellect of the time. In his 'Introductory Essay' to the important material deciphered by C. W. Mitchell from a palimpsest in the British Museum, published after the author's death by his teachers, Professor Burkitt and Professor A. A. Bevan, in 1921. 

1 This chronicle is preserved on excellent ancient parchment in the Vatican Library, in Stephan Euseb. Assemani Bibliothecæ apost.—vatic. Codic. manucript. Catal. para I tom. III. p. 929, No. CLXIII: Codex in fol. membraneus pervetus tus folios 6 constans. Joseph Simon Assemani has published it in his Bibliotheca Orientalis Clementino-Vaticana with a Latin translation (vol. i, pp. 387-417). A new edition with a German translation and a careful investigation has been made by Ludwig Hallier, 'Untersuchungen über die Edessnische Chronik' (Texte und Untersuchungen ix, I) Leipzig 1892. Hallier thinks that the chronicle was composed in Antioch, and that it cannot be the work of an Edessan historian or chronicler, 'that is confirmed also by the fact that the Chronicle has not the specific Edessan reports' (p. 41). But Hallier is here entirely wrong. We shall see that the chronicle is reliable for historical facts, but that it does not contain Edessene legenda.


devoted a special paragraph to the 'System of Bardaisan'. Under the influence of Ephraem's polemic Burkitt is much more reserved in his opinion. He doubts whether Bardaisan had a first-hand knowledge of Greek philosophy and whether he really composed the Hymns attributed to him.

In an instructive article published in 1932¹ H. H. Schaeder made new contributions to a real understanding of the man; he was able to use, besides the material made known by Mitchell, a new translation of Ephraem's 'Hymns' (Madrashe) against the heretics, made by Professor A. Rücker on the basis of Syriac texts largely improved from MSS. Schaeder characterized Ephraem's method of dealing with Bardaisan in the following way:

The valuation of these passages is made difficult by Ephraem's peculiarities of intellect and authorship. He is neither inclined to deal with the ideas of the opponent he attacks, nor is he able to do so. It is sufficient for him to pick out single disconnected expressions of his opponents and to handle them with an extravagant array of words and of moral pathos. We can clearly see from Ephraem what a condition the Church had reached in his time, when it could not bear a spirit like Bardaisan. What in Bardaisan is intellectual clarity and power of comprehending truth, is to him confinement in a gross and primitive theology which does not illumine truth for him, but conceals it. As Bardaisan and his followers had influenced Christian people by their poetry, Ephraem felt compelled to oppose them in poetry. The poetic form in which he clothes his polemics makes them quite unbearable. . . .

In a quotation from Bardaisan preserved by Theodor bar Konai (end of the eighth century), Schaeder recognized a fragment from an original cosmological hymn of Bardaisan.² There can hardly be any doubt that Bardaisan was a poet and that he was the author of the hymn-book ascribed to him. This poetry made him popular amongst the Syriac-speaking Christians. But the specific prosody used by him—and later adopted by Mani—was different from that used by Ephraem. Ephraem's verse with a fixed number of syllables is clearly influenced by the metre of the Greeks, and this kind of metre may have been introduced into Syriac poetry by Bardaisan's son Harmonios who had studied in

² loc. cit. pp. 46 ff.
By examining and comparing information preserved more or less at random, in a more or less fragmentary condition, we have had to try to find outlines of the intellectual constitution of the man. As we have seen, already in the fourth century the positive conception of it had disappeared in the Syrian Church as well as in the Greek. In both East and West everything had been done to obscure his memory and to consign him to oblivion; and Mani, who came after him, was not so much his heir as the destroyer of his thoughts. In Bardaisan's mind Greek civilization and philosophy are still in vigorous and productive tension with the Christian interpretation of life and moral energy. This tension was lost in the dualism and asceticism of the Manicheans. Bardaisan, in his spiritual freedom and his originality, was in a hopeless position in Edessa during the early years of the Eastern Church. In the Greek-speaking Church, more fortunate men took up the work he had begun and continued it. The problem of life, of Christian humanity, to which he devoted himself, is as actual and as urgent to-day as it was in his time.

I think there can be no doubt that it was chiefly due to Bardaisan that Edessa became the centre of Eastern Christianity. He was the famous Syriac classic. He was the gifted poet. It cannot have been easy to break the influence of this man whose real importance we only now begin to understand. We know very little of the details of the struggle. We only see what pains a man like Ephraem had to take in order to refute him—and other heretics like Marcion and Mani, who must both have been of a certain importance for Edessa, since both are mentioned in the Edessene Chronicle. We also see Ephraem eager to compose hymns in order to supplant Bardaisan's very popular hymns. But eventually it was not Ephraem who made an end of Bardaisan's 'heresy' but Bishop Rabbula of Edessa (died A.D. 435). In the Vita Rabbulae, composed

1 loc. cit. p. 56 f. Schaedter quotes Sozomen's Church History, iii, 16, where the fate of Syriac poetry and the differences between the poetry of Bardaisan and that of Ephraem are clearly described.
2 Cf. paragraphs 6 and 10 of the Chronicle.
3 S. Ephraemi Syri, Rabbulae Episcopi Edesseni, Balani alterumque Opera Selecta, ed. J. Josephus Overbeck, Oxonii 1865, p. 192.
shortly after the bishop’s death, we find the following striking report about the end of the struggle:

The evil teachings of Bardaisan flourished in Edessa until they were condemned and conquered by him (Rabbula). Before that time this accursed Bardaisan had drawn all the leading men of the town to himself by his cunning and the sweetness of his hymns, in order to protect himself by them as with strong walls. The fool had hoped that by erring and leading those who were with him to err, he could firmly establish his errors with the weak assistance of his helpers. This saddened him, (Rabbula), the man wise in the fields of the heart. Not only did he exert himself to root up from that field the choking weeds and to leave behind the many blades of corn—that would have been easy—but in his wisdom he also exerted himself to turn the weeds into corn—this too was necessary. So instead of the frightful blast from the trumpets of Joshua and his followers who trumpeted at the walls of Jericho till they fell, and instead of the annihilation of men and the seizing of their property for the Lord, this victorious general of Jesus the Messiah, in the power of his God and with conciliatory and gentle voice, was able quietly to destroy their church, to carry away all its treasure and to bring it to his own, so that he made use of its very stones.

6. The Doctrine of Addai

We may doubt whether all these endeavours would have succeeded, had not another attempt been made to destroy these heresies and to restore the fame of the Edessene Church which had been somewhat impaired by Bardaisan and the other heretics. The weapon used was a reconstruction of the history of this Church based on the legendary story of its foundation by a direct disciple of Christ Himself, said to have been sent there in fulfilment of the promise given by Christ in a correspondence with the Edessene King Abgar the fifth, Ukkāmā (died about A.D. 50).

The legend was already known to Eusebius in the beginning of the fourth century. He accepted it in his Church History as taken from the Syriac original deposited in the archives of Edessa.¹ The apostle sent to Edessa is here Thaddaios, one of the Twelve. In the Syriac Doctrine of Addai² he is replaced by Addai, supposed to have been a member of the larger group of Christ’s disciples.

¹ Eusebius’ Ecclesiastical History, i, 13.
² The Doctrine of Addai, the Apostle... ed. by George Philipps, London 1876.
He is said to have been sent there by Thomas, the apostle of the East, whose relics were ceremonially transferred to Edessa and deposited there in a silver shrine in A.D. 232.1 In the Syriac text the story is given with many more details and connected with other legends. It is astonishing how many persons are mentioned by name. The author is anxious to show how well he was acquainted with conditions at the royal court of Edessa at the time. Most of the men mentioned in the legend are known from other sources to have lived at that time; although they did not belong to the court of King Abgar of Edessa, but to the court of the Parthian kings of the time, Artabanes III (about 12–38), Gotarses II (about 38–50) and Vardanes (about 39–47). This was proved by Joseph Marquart2 and he drew the conclusion that the legend must have been composed in a land ruled by these Parthian kings and that this land was Adiabene.

It seems that when the land had become to a large extent a Christian country, the historical fact of King Izates' conversion to Judaism of which we have heard was transformed into a Christian legend. We still have traces of this Christian legend of Adiabene. King Izates appears in it under the name of Narsai. In the Edessene Doctrine of Addai he is called Narsai, malkā d'Athōrāyē, Narsai the king of the Assyrians.3 More about this legend can be found in the Armenian story as reported by Mose of Khorenec.4

In Edessa, King Izates-Narsai was replaced by his contemporary King Abgar. Ḥanan, the keeper of the archives (ṭabōlārā)6 said to have been sent to Palestine by the king and to have played a prominent role in the conversion of King Abgar, has his prototype in Ananias (=Ḥananya, Ḥanan), the Jewish merchant who was responsible for King Izates' conversion to Judaism. Queen Helena of Adiabene, Izates' mother, is made the wife of King Abgar of Edessa in the Armenian text of the story.4 The life of Addai, the missionary of Adiabene and the lands adjacent to the Tigris, for whom we now have a definite date in the Chro-

---

2 Ostariatische und Osteuropäische Streifzüge. . . . Leipzig 1909, pp. 296, f. The years of the Parthian kings are given according to Debevoise, A Political History of Parthia, Chicago 1938, p. 270.
5 This word was read by Eusebius as tabōlārā and connected with Latin tabellarius, and this he translates: ῥυθμὸς.
6 Lipsius, loc. cit. pp. 86 f.
nicle of Arbela, had to be antedated by more than sixty years in order to become a disciple of Christ and missionary of Edessa in King Abgar Ukkāmā’s time, and he had to be post-dated for more than sixty years in other parts of the legend in order to become the teacher of Bishop Palut in the second half of the second century. In this way he was connected twice with Edessa, which he probably never visited!

It is generally assumed that the reason for importing the legend into Edessa and developing it there was the conversion to the Christian faith of King Abgar IX (ruled A.D. 179–214), with whom Bardaisan is said to have had special connections. But the only Christian king of whom we really know is the king of the legend, the contemporary of Christ. In the Edessene Chronicle King Abgar IX is mentioned several times in the well-known report of the great inundation of Edessa in A.D. 201, and other details about him are reported in §9, concerning the year 205–6. But not the slightest allusion is made to the conversion of this king and it is very likely that this ‘conversion’ should be regarded as a modern legend without historical foundation.¹

Under such circumstances we must hold that the legend connected with the name of Addai is of no historical value for the beginnings of Christianity in Edessa. As it was adapted in Edessa to the needs of that town, it certainly reflects some of the conditions there at a later time. It was imported into Edessa in order to be used for an idealistic reconstruction of the past. It gives the official history of a correct development of Christianity in Edessa as it should have been according to a later point of view.

Burkitt tries to reconstruct the history of Christianity in Edessa with the help of the legend. Addai, in one part of the legend said to have been a contemporary of Christ, was according to other parts of the legend the teacher of Palut, who is said to have been consecrated as a bishop about A.D. 180 by Serapion. Serapion was Bishop of Antioch from A.D. 182 or 192 to 209 and he is supposed to have been in touch with Zephyrinus who was Bishop of Rome from A.D. 202–218.² Through these connections Palut becomes the ‘catholic’ bishop par excellence of the Edessene Church and is the central figure of Burkitt’s hypothetical reconstruction.

² These dates do not at all agree with each other. They are given as taken from Burkitt.
TATIAN AND THE DIATESSARON

On the other hand, Michael the Syrian reports in his chronicle that Bardaisan was converted to the Christian faith by an Edessene Bishop Hystasp who was preceded by Bishop Izani and followed by Bishop Aqai, and Michael puts Palut, of whom he knew from the *Doctrine of Addai*, in the times of the apostles. Michael’s list can hardly be brought to agree with Burkitt’s reconstruction. ‘I think we shall do best to reject Michael’s order altogether.’ Burkitt writes.\(^1\) He may be right, but it may also be that we have here some remnants of the *real* history which were removed in the idealistic reconstruction. We can only state two facts with certainty:

1. If Bardaisan (born *A.D. 154*) was converted in Edessa to the Christian faith, a Christian community must have existed there in the second half of the second century.

2. According to the Edessene Chronicle, the sanctuary of the Christian Church was destroyed in the great inundation of 201. This is the earliest reference to a church *building* in Edessa as distinct from worship in private houses. As the ‘catholic’ bishop, Palut, who must have been bishop of the town at that time, is not mentioned, he cannot have played the important role attributed to him by Burkitt. On the other hand we fully understand why Addai is not mentioned in the Edessene Chronicle.

7. TATIAN AND THE DIATESSARON

Tatian, the second man connected by scholars such as Harnack and Burkitt with the beginnings of Christianity in Edessa, calls himself an ‘Assyrian’, which means that he came from Assyria, the country which, according to the well-known geographer Claudius Ptolemaeus, Tatian’s contemporary, lay between the Tigris and Media, from the Armenian mountains as far as Ctesiphon.\(^2\) It has already been noted above that Adiabene, situated to the east of the Tigris, became a part of the Roman province of Assyria\(^3\) after the war of Trajan (*A.D. 116*). Theodor Zahn may be correct in supposing that Adiabene was Tatian's home country,\(^4\) but we know nothing definite about it. Tatian calls himself a ‘barbarian’, that is to say he was not Greek. His mother tongue

---

\(^1\) Burkitt, *Early Eastern Christianity*, p. 92; in the German edition *Urchristentum im Orient*, p. 20. Chronique de Michel le Syrien ... par Chabot, i, Paris 1899, pp. 184 f.


\(^3\) See above p. 272.

was Syriac, the language spoken in Assyria. He was very gifted and a man of importance. He renounced his chance of being given a high position at home and, eager to learn, went abroad to the West. His Oratio ad Graecos, the only work preserved for us, shows that he wrote excellent Greek and that he was very well acquainted with Greek philosophy and learning. But he was no admirer of the Greeks. The whole Oratio shows that he was proud of being a ‘barbarian’.¹

While in Rome he came in contact with Justin Martyr through whose influence he became a Christian. He must have remained in Rome a few years after his master’s death (about 165). We hear of several of his pupils during these years—Rhodon from Asia Minor, Narcissus from Jerusalem and perhaps Clement of Alexandria. His differences with the Church are mentioned by Irenaeus. Epiphanius tells us that he returned to the East. It may be that he left Rome about the year 172. We have no information about the rest of his life. That he went to Edessa is nowhere reported and is only conjectured by modern scholars because they believe that Edessa is the place where Christianity in the East began. He is not mentioned in the Edessene Chronicle² nor do we hear that he ever came into contact with Bardaisan, who was born at Edessa in 154. It is much more likely that he returned to his home in Assyria and settled there.

We have seen that a Christian Mission had been launched in Assyria before the end of the first century. It is possible that Tatian knew something about Christianity before he started out for the West. In Rome he learned to regard this religion in a different spirit and became a Christian. If he then returned to Assyria, he must have found there a number of Christian communities. The bishoprics, numbering twenty and more, which existed about 224 in the countries along the Tigris,³ needed a certain period to develop. Tatian may have tried to contact them. It seems that it was for these Christian communities in Assyria that he composed a Syriac text arranged in the order of the Diatessaron.⁴

² See above p. 276–7.
³ This formulation was suggested by Professor G. D. Kilpatrick, who remarks: ‘If the Diatessaron was primarily an arrangement of the Gospel material, then the whole question whether the Diatessaron was first produced in Greek or Syriac becomes of less importance.’
3. The Old Syriac Gospels

The Diatessaron is closely connected with the Old Syriac Gospels, of which we know two MSS. One of them is the Codex Curetonianus, probably written in the fifth century and published by William Cureton. The other one is the famous palimpsest from the Convent of Mount Sinai, discovered in 1892 by Agnes Smith Lewis and published in 1894 as a joint edition by Bensly, Rendel Harris and Burkitt, who had studied the original in the convent. The upper script of the palimpsest contains stories of saints; it was written by a monk Johannes in a convent in Ma‘arrat Meṣrān (between Antioch and Aleppo), and was finished in AGri 1090, i.e. A.D. 778. The under script may have been written as early as the fourth century.

These two MSS sometimes differ from each other to such an extent that they have been regarded as two different translations. But this theory, formulated by Julius Bewer under the influence of the material collected by Albert Bonus, is not correct. We have here a translation of the Bible which was never officially recognized. It was subjected to alterations and corrected by copyists who aimed at writing down as perfect a text as possible. They may have adapted the translation to other Greek texts at their disposal. We have an analogue in the Targum and the Septuagint which have occasionally been altered according to other Hebrew texts, and in the forms of the Old Latin Gospels of which we can now form a good idea thanks to the new edition published by the Berlin Academy from material collected by Adolf Jülicher. As soon as we come to an authorized version, the conditions are changed. MSS of the Latin Vulgate, of the Syriac Peshitta, of the Targum Onkelos have generally the same text, with few variant readings.

Of the Old Syriac Gospels we only have two MSS and hardly

---

2 The Four Gospels in Syria, transcribed from the Sinaïtic Palimpsest by the late Robert C. Bensly, and by J. Rendel Harris, and by F. Crawford Burkitt. With an Introduction by Agnes Smith Lewis, Cambridge, 1894.
3 According to A. Hjelt, Syrās Sinaiticus, 1930, p. 24, not later than the beginning of the fifth century.
4 The History of the New Testament Canon in the Syrian Church, Chicago 1900, pp. 3–16.
5 Collatio Codicis Lusiani reascripti ... cum Codice Curetoniano, ... Oxonii 1896.
any quotations by Syriac Fathers, as these usually quote Tatian’s Diatessaron. Burkitt, in his great edition of 1904, was able to print the text of one of these MSS and to add the various readings of the other in the notes. The edition was made with great care and is reliable in its details. But we must keep in mind that in earlier times other texts of this version may have existed and that hardly any two MSS will give exactly the same text. Had more of these texts been preserved, we should have to adopt a method of editing the version similar to the edition of the Old Latin Gospels by Jülicher.

It is unfortunate that Burkitt had been asked to publish a new edition of the Curetonian text which was out of print. Although he himself was convinced that the Sinai MS represented a much older form of text, he had to publish the later text according to his commission, and he had to give the various readings of the older text in the notes. Only where the text of the Curetonianus was not preserved was he able to print the older text. The text published by him is therefore not consistent. In most cases it is the later revised text, but in other cases, where the later text is not preserved, he adopts the older unrevised text. He published these texts as if they represented one and the same recension. Both texts are, he thought, of the same type and written in the same idiomatic Syriac. He states that the text is full of peculiarities in grammar and spelling, hardly to be met elsewhere in Syriac literature. But he maintains that there is no question of dialectical variety or rustic idiom. On the contrary, all indications point to the fact that the translator used the vernacular Syriac of Edessa with the simplicity and ease which comes from literary training. There is no doubt that Burkitt underestimated the differences of the two texts and was more impressed by similarities which they have in common against later translations.

1 There are, however, some passages where the separate Gospels are quoted. Cf. Joseph Schäfers, Eine syrische antimarkionitische Erklärung von Parabeln des Herrn und zwei andere syrische Abhandlungen zu Texten der Evangelien. Mit Beiträgen zu Tatian’s Diatessaron und Markiaus’s Neues Testament. (Neutestamentliche Abhandlungen, ed. M. Meineitz vi, 1, 2, Münster 1917, pp. 225–9.)

2 Evangelion do-Megharreshe. The Curetonian Version of the Four Gospels, with the readings of the Sinai Palimpsest and the early Syriac Patristic evidence, ed. F. Crawford Burkitt (i, ii, Cambridge 1904).

3 The commission to re-edit the Codex Curetonianus was first given to Professor Bensly, before the Sinai MS was known. After Bensly’s death in 1894, it was given to Burkitt.

9. C. C. Torrey’s “Documents of the Primitive Church”

The relation between the two texts was examined anew by Charles C. Torrey.¹ He refers to the fact that the Sinai palimpsest shows traces of Syro-Palestinian pronunciation and spelling. Some of these traces had previously been indicated by Wellhausen in 1905.² Torrey publishes a large number of such instances which he had collected over a long time from his own reading of these Gospels. He writes with regard to the material which he publishes:

‘The list makes no claim of completeness, nor on the other hand does it include only such forms and idioms as are not found at all in Edessan Syriac. Any usage which is much more frequent in the ‘Western Aramaic’ than in classical Syriac may have the right to a place in this investigation.’

The material collected by him is on the whole convincing. He is also quite right in assuming that originally such traces were more numerous in the text, but that they were altered in the course of time by copyists accustomed to correct Syriac. After all, several centuries elapsed between the original date of translation and the copying of the text in the Sinai palimpsest. Torrey arrives at the following conclusions:

The translators of these Old Syriac Gospels were natives of Palestine, Jews by birth and training but converts to the Nazarene faith, who for a considerable time had been resident in the region of Antioch; men of learning and masters of the Syriac language who nevertheless spoke and wrote with an admixture of Palestinian Aramaic sufficient to give it something of the character of a āpatisi. In the Curetonian text we have to see a revision of the Sinai text improving its language in the direction of pure Syriac, removing the conspicuously Palestinian elements and conforming the text to a later form of the Greek.

I fully agree with Torrey’s conclusions except for the words ‘in the region of Antioch’. From the fact that the upper script of the palimpsest was written in A.D. 778 in a monastery near Antioch we cannot draw the conclusion that the under script—the text of the Gospels—must have been written, three or four centuries earlier, at the same place, to say nothing of the place

¹ Charles C. Torrey, Documents of the Primitive Church, New York, 1949, pp. 249 ff.
where the translation itself may have been made more than six centuries earlier. On the other hand it is clear that, if Torrey is right, the translation cannot have been made, as Burkitt suggests, in Edessa. It may be that a revision of the text was made there. The Curetonian offers such a revised text; here all traces of archaic words and forms have been removed. But this, and other revisions, could have been made in Edessa or elsewhere.¹

Torrey’s conclusions agree entirely with the conditions prevailing in Adiabene where there was a large Jewish population among which a Christian mission had been active since the days of Addai (before A.D. 100). We have seen that this Jewish population had been in the possession of at least parts of a Syriac Old Testament—made by Jews for Jews—since the middle of the first century. Burkitt remarked quite rightly that the translation of the Gospels into Syriac must have been preceded by a translation of the Old Testament into that language. The correct rendering of Hebrew proper names in the Gospels cannot be explained from the Greek text alone.² For ‘Jews by birth and education, but converted to the Christian faith who for a long time had been settled’—in Adiabene—the correct rendering of Hebrew proper names would not be difficult. It is very likely that the translation of the Gospels was made in Adiabene where the conditions were precisely such as described by Torrey.

The close connection which obviously exists between the Diatessaron of Tatian and the Old Syriac Gospels can be explained—and has been explained—in two different ways. We can suppose either that the Diatessaron was made from the text of the Old Syriac Gospels, which in this case must have existed before the Diatessaron was composed; or that the Diatessaron was originally composed in Greek and later translated into Syriac. In this case the Old Syriac Gospels are of a later date than the Diatessaron and must have been translated in close connection with it.

Theodor Zahn, who wrote his fundamental book about the

¹ Important material has been collected by M. Black in his book *An Aramaic Approach to the Gospels and Acts*, Oxford, 1946, cf. Appendix A.: The West Aramaic element in the Old Syriac Gospels, pp. 216–221. Most of the instances quoted by Black are from the Sinai text, but there are also examples from the Curetonian. This problem will need a thorough investigation. A second edition of the book was published in Oxford, 1954.

² It requires some acquaintance with the Old Testament to know that Νασαρεῖ in the genealogy given by St. Luke should be written ʲואנ, but שארא should be ךא, and דאא should be דאא. *Evangelion do-Mapharesse*, II, 202 i. Burkitt gives several more examples in support of his conclusions.
Diatessaron in 1881, came to the conclusion that Tatian composed the Diatessaron on the basis of the Old Syriac Gospels, of which Zahn only knew at that time the Curetonian. Friedrich Baethgen, who in 1885 carefully collated the Curetonian with the Diatessaron, stated that this text shows a great number of harmonistic readings which are difficult to explain unless we admit that they were made under the influence of the Diatessaron. This and other reasons led him to the conclusion that the text of the Curetonian must be later than the Diatessaron and that it cannot be older than the middle of the third century. Zahn was convinced that Baethgen was right.

10. Burkitt on the Sinai Palimpsest

In the Sinai palimpsest traces of great antiquity were discovered. Burkitt, in a long article published in 1894 in the Guardian, deals with these various marks of antiquity and concludes:

The arguments for the priority of the Diatessaron which were satisfactory enough against the Curetonianus break down when applied to Syrus vetus represented by the Sinai palimpsest.

But when, ten years later, he published his text he had completely changed his mind. After a long investigation of the different problems connected with these questions he came to the conclusion that the Diatessaron must have been originally composed from Greek texts in Greek and later translated into Syriac. What were the reasons for this change of view?

Burkitt names several reasons, but one was decisive for him: The Diatessaron shows a large number of ‘Western’ readings which otherwise are unattested except by the Cambridge Codex Bezae (D) and by some Latin texts. Such ‘Western’ readings cannot be expected in the East; they must have been imported from the West. This importation must have been made via the Diatessaron, which was composed in Rome from Greek MSS with Western readings, brought to the East by Tatian and there translated into Syriac. A translation of the separate Gospels may have been ordered by Palut, the Catholic Bishop of Edessa, mentioned

1 Theodor Zahn, *Tatian's Diatessaron. Forschungen zur Geschichte des neutestamentlichen Kanons...* i Erlangen 1881.
3 Theodor Zahn, *Geschichte der neutestamentlichen Kanons, i, 1, 1888, p. 405.
earlier. He may have been encouraged to give this order by the fact that the Harmony, as composed by a heretic, was not much valued in the Church of Rome. The translation was made on the basis of a Greek text as read in Antioch about 200, and of the Diatessaron to which the Edessenes were accustomed. In this way the 'Western' readings crept into the new translation. But in spite of these supposed endeavours of the Bishop the new translation gained no influence and the Diatessaron remained the Gospel of the Syrian Church during the following centuries.

In the Introduction to his Evangelion da-Mepharreshe Burkitt presented this sketch of the development with great caution, as a 'working hypothesis', fully aware of the great difficulties inherent in it.\(^1\) In his second St. Margaret Lecture on 'The Bible in Syria', he speaks with much more confidence,\(^2\) and in his last article 'Syriac speaking Christianity'\(^3\) he has somewhat modified his hypothesis under the influence of the Dutch Harmony discussed by Plooij, but in general he does not doubt the correctness of the hypothesis, and here as we have seen, he goes so far as to suggest that Tatian and Addai may be one and the same man.

II. THE 'WESTERN' READINGS IN THE DIATESSARON

The 'Western' readings in the Diatessaron certainly provide a challenging problem. But I doubt whether it can be solved in the way proposed by Burkitt. I only want to refer here to two facts which have come to our knowledge in recent years.

1. The fragments of the Gospels and Acts among the Chester Beatty Papyri, dated by Sir Frederic Kenyon from the first half of the third century,\(^4\) show these 'Western' readings in great number. After a careful investigation of this MS in connection with other ancient texts, Sir Frederic draws the following conclusions:

With D and other authorities of the so-called 'Western' type its (i.e. the papyrus') relations are interesting and significant. In all the Gospels there are a considerable number of passages in which it supports readings of this type, including a good

---

\(^1\) Evangelion da-Mepharreshe, ii, pp. 206 ff.
\(^2\) Early Eastern Christianity, 1904, p. 76 f.
many which have exclusively 'Western' support. But it has
none of the more notable variants characteristic of this type,
and where D and the Old Latin have peculiar readings, the
papyrus is usually against them (p. xiv). . . . The general
result to which this evidence points would appear to be that
this MS is a witness to the existence in Egypt in the first half
of the third century of a type of text distinct from that found
predominantly in B, and with a strong infusion of readings
found in the early authorities which are grouped together
as 'Western'. Its 'Western' features do not imply any connection
with either Rome or the Syriac Church. It only confirms
the conclusion as to the misleading character of the term
'Western'. . . . The readings which do occur in it are not
depographically Western or Syrian, but are early readings
which did not find a place in B, but which in varying degrees
are preserved in Western Syrian, or Caesarean authorities
(pp. xviii f).

As we now have a text of the Gospels with 'Western' readings
which existed in Egypt in the first half of the third century,\(^1\)
we may suppose that much earlier similar texts existed not only
in Egypt where a favourable climate preserved them, but also
in the East in general.\(^2\) Texts of such a kind must have been
the basis of the Old Syrian Gospels.

2. That texts with these so-called 'Western' readings must
really be very old is shown in a quite objective way by Professor
Wensinck in his investigation of 'The Semitisms of Codex Bezae
and their relation to the non-Western text of the Gospel of St.
Luke'.\(^3\) By comparing the text of Codex D with that of non-
Western MSS of the Gospels he came upon a group of variants
originating from a more or less faithful rendering of Semitic
expressions and Semitic syntax. Disregarding the variants which
owe their origin to editorial tendencies, the variants common
to D and non-Western MSS and those common to D and the
parallel texts in the other Gospels, about 270 variants remained.
Of these more than 200 belong to Codex D and about 50 instances

\(^1\) In connection with these facts it is important to remember that the text used by
Clement of Alexandria showed these 'Western' readings in great numbers. See P. M.
Barnard 'The Biblical Text of Clement of Alexandria in the four Gospels and the Acts of the
Apostles' (Texts and Studies v, 5, London 1899).

\(^2\) Cf. the latest discussion of these problems by G. D. Kilpatrick, 'Western Text and
Original text in the Gospels and Acts', JTS, xliiv, 1943, pp. 24-36. In his article
'Western Text and Original in the Epistles' (ibid., xlv, pp. 66-5) he showed that similar
conditions prevail in other parts of the New Testament.

\(^3\) Bulletin of the Bezan Club, No. xii, Leiden December 1937, pp. 11-48.
to non-Western MSS, all of them due to differences of reading or translation of an underlying Aramaic text. In a number of cases the reading of the non-Western MSS, as well as of Codex D, gives an unsatisfactory sense which, in the same way, proved to have a simple explanation. From these observations Wensinck concludes: D represents the Aramaic background of the Gospel tradition more faithfully than the non-Western MSS, and seems, from this point of view, to merit precedence.¹

The so-called ‘Western’ readings in the Old Syriac Gospels are in reality early readings for which the Diatessaron cannot be made responsible. They were already to be found in the Greek text which formed the basis of the Syriac translation. This Greek text must have been a very early one. Torrey writes:

The Sinai text occasionally renders a Greek text to which it is the only witness, preserving primitive readings which the developing Christian doctrine could not tolerate and accordingly revised.

He refers to the reading ‘Ἰωάννης τοῦ Ἰησοῦ’ rendered in Matt. i., 16 together with the support given to this in vv. 20, 24, 25; further, to the reading δεσμήν ἐστὶν rendered in Matt. xiv, 26 and Mark vi, 49, and concludes that the oldest of all Syriac translations of the Gospel must date from the early part of the second century. Torrey is assuredly right. It is very unlikely that a Greek text with such readings was used in the church of Antioch about the year A.D. 200, as Burkitt maintained.

By comparing parallel passages in the Gospels of the Sinai text Arthur Hjelt ascertained that the same Greek word has often been translated in the different Gospels by different Syriac words.² From this fact he concluded that the Syriac translation of the different Gospels was not made by the same man at the same time. Hjelt thinks he can prove that the Gospel of Matthew was first translated and that of Luke last. I am somewhat doubtful whether we can really go so far. But even Burkitt agrees that a number of the instances collected by Hjelt are sufficiently striking and he admits that they present a formidable appearance

¹ Cf. with Wensinck’s conclusion Wellhausen’s remark in Einleitung in die drei ersten Evangelien; Berlin 1905, p. 15: Im Cantabrigiense Bezae sind häufig Semitismen stehen geblieben, die im Vaticanus und Sinaiticus beseitigt sind; und dies ist ein Vorzug. Denn es darf als sicher gelten, dass die Semitismen nicht nachträglich eingetragen, sondern ausgemeint sind. Cf. 2nd edn., Berlin 1911, p. 9.
to those scholars who are inclined to regard a text practically identical with that of the Sinai palimpsest as the earliest version of the Gospels in Syriac.\(^1\)

12. The Syriac Diatessaron

The Syriac text which was before Tatian when he composed the Diatessaron was certainly not practically identical with the text of the Sinai palimpsest. It would be a remarkable coincidence if one of the two forms of text preserved had been the basis for Tatian’s work. We must remember that the Syriac translation had no authoritatively fixed text. The differences between the text of the Diatessaron and that of the Old Syriac Gospels cannot be explained by suggesting that Tatian may have used Greek MSS as well as the Syriac Gospels at his disposal. They only show that the Syriac text used by Tatian differed in some respects from the text in the Sinai MS.

On the other hand, the Diatessaron was a great success. In the Syriac-speaking Church the separate Gospels were forced into the background. It is quite natural that the Syriac translation of the Gospels should have been influenced at a later stage by the Diatessaron. Baethgen pointed out such influences in the Curetonian.\(^2\) The error in Baethgen’s deduction consisted in his conclusion that the translation could not have been made before A.D. 250. He did not reckon with the alterations to which such old translations were exposed. That an authority like Theodor Zahn was led astray by Baethgen shows that even he was not sufficiently acquainted with the conditions under which such old Biblical translations existed. As the Gospel text in the Sinai palimpsest was probably copied in the fourth century, at a time when the Diatessaron was highly valued in the Eastern Churches, it may well be that it also was influenced by the Diatessaron.\(^3\) But in the main we must see in these Gospel texts descendants of the Syriac text which was before Tatian when he composed the Diatessaron.

The view that the Diatessaron was composed in the East on the basis of an old Syriac translation of the Gospels best explains the fact that we have no real trace of its existence and influence

\(^1\) *Evangelion da-Metharrescha* ii, pp. 210–12.

\(^2\) See above, p. 269.

\(^3\) See H. J. Vogels, *Die Altpersischen Evangelien in ihrem Verhältnis zu Tatian’s Diatessaron* (Biblisches Studium, ed. Bardenhewer, xvi, Freiburg 1911).
in the West. It is certainly remarkable that Origen, who was so interested in textual criticism, does not once mention it although he is very well informed about the writings of Tatian.\footnote{Harnack, Geschichte der altchristlichen Literatur, i, 489. It is unlikely that he even knew the title of the book, as Zahn suggests (Geschichte der neutestamentlichen Kanons), i, 412.} Clement of Alexandria (died about 225) knows of several books written by Tatian and often criticizes his views.\footnote{Cf. besides the references given in note 1: Einar Molland, The Conception of the Gospels in the Alexandrian Theology, Oslo 1938, pp. 21 f.} But he knows nothing of the Diatessaron, a fact of special importance as he was probably a personal pupil of Tatian.\footnote{Zahn, Forschungen, i, pp. 14–20; Arthur Hjelt, Die altsyrische Evangelienübersetzung und Tatian's Diatessaron, pp. 29 f.} Nor does Irenaeus (died about 202), the first author to mention Tatian as a heretic,\footnote{Zahn, Forschungen, i, pp. 21 f.} know anything of the Diatessaron.

Eusebius (died about 340) mentions the Diatessaron in his Ecclesiastical History (iv, 29). The Greek text has here:

Tatian, their (the Encratists') first head, brought together a combination and conjunction—I do not know how—of the Gospels, and he called it Diatessaron and this is said still to be found among some people.

The Old Syriac translation of Eusebius shows a few interesting variants:

Tatian, their (the Encratists') first head, collected and mixed and made an Evangelion and called it Diatessaron, i.e. that of the mixed ones, which still exists among many people up to the present day.

The natural inference from this much discussed passage is that Eusebius never saw a copy of the text.

Epiphanius (died 403) knows that the Evangelion Diatessaron called by some people κατὰ Ἑβραίους is said to have been composed by Tatian.\footnote{Ibid. pp. 6 f. 'Beachtenswert ist, dass er über das Diatessaron schweigt'. Harnack loc. cit., p. 491.} Jerome, in his book De Viris illustribus, speaks of the endless series of books which Tatian composed, but he does not mention the Diatessaron.\footnote{Ibid. pp. 6 f. 'Beachtenswert ist, dass er über das Diatessaron schweigt'. Harnack loc. cit., p. 491.}

13. THE GREEK AND THE LATIN DIATESSARON

Until recently not a single line of a Greek Diatessaron text was known to exist. This is no longer so, since on the 5th March
1933 during a joint excavation by Yale University and the French Academy at Dura, a small piece of parchment was found with fourteen lines of a Greek Harmony which has undoubtedly a close connection with Tatian’s Diatessaron. The fragment was published by Carl H. Kraeling.\(^1\) It seems to belong to the third century\(^2\) and is of great value since it clearly shows that a Gospel Harmony in Greek must have existed at an early period. It is of particular importance as it shows some readings which cannot be found in any MS of the Gospels hitherto known. But there can hardly be any doubt that this Greek text is a translation from a Syriac original.\(^3\) Clear evidence of this fact is the name Arimathaea, the place from which, according to Matt. xxvii, 57, Joseph is said to have come. It has the form Εριμαθαιας and we must ask how the ν in the name is to be explained. In Syriac letters the name would have the form [\(\text{La'a}[\text{La'a}]\)], and this was obviously misread by the translator as [\(\text{La'a}[\text{La'a}]\)]. The Syriac RenderTarget and RenderTarget are often very similar when written. They could easily have been confused by someone who was not familiar with the name. Also the initial ε of the word can easily be explained if we think of a Syriac original. Dura-Europos was a place where Greek and Syrian influences met. The Diatessaron was read by the Syrian Christians in their churches and the text was translated into Greek for the benefit of the Greek-speaking Christians there.

Kraeling is probably right when he says that the Greek fragment is the earliest Diatessaron document of which we know. But he admits that the Coptic Manichaean texts recently discovered in Egypt provide evidence for the Syriac text which is only slightly later than that which the Dura fragment provides for the Greek text.\(^4\) That the Evangelion quoted by Mani and his disciples was the Diatessaron has already been suggested by the first editors.\(^5\) The texts published since then leave no doubt whatsoever that this is the case.\(^6\) The language used by

---

\(^1\) A Greek Fragment of Tatian’s Diatessaron from Dura, ed. Carl H. Kraeling. Studies and Documents . . . iii, London 1935.

\(^2\) Kraeling, in accordance with the date of the Christian chapel, in the neighbourhood of which it was found, dates the fragment about A.D. 222.

\(^3\) Cf. Oriens Christianus 3, iii, 1935, pp. 244 ff.

\(^4\) Kraeling, loc. cit., p. 16, n. 1.


Mani was Syriac, and he began his mission in Mesopotamia in 241. The Syriac Diatessaron was well known and generally used at that time. The fragments published by Kraeling show that a Greek text existed. But as far as we know it was not considered to be of great importance.

The same must be said of the Latin text of the Diatessaron which was the source for the Dutch Harmony, the Liège Diatessaron, to which D. Plooij has drawn attention. This Dutch text and similar texts which we know are derived from an old Latin Harmony with a text older than Jerome's Vulgate, and different from the anonymous Latin Harmony found in the sixth century by Victor of Capua which was later brought into accordance with the Vulgate. Plooij thinks that it was an old Latin Harmony which had been forgotten for 1,000 years and which, with the help of the Dutch Harmony, we may be able to reconstruct. He supposes that it was translated directly from the Old Syriac text.

14. THE REVISED TEXT OF THE SYRIAC GOSPELS

At the beginning of the fifth century a new text of the New Testament in Syriac was introduced into Edessa. The author was, as Professor Burkitt has made nearly certain, Rabbula, Bishop in Edessa from 411 to 435, whose activity against the followers of Bardaisan we have referred to earlier. In this new translation, the so-called Peshitta, the separate Gospels were to be found. Rabbula ordered that priests and deacons should arrange for copies of the separate Gospels to be available in all churches and read there. It seems that he was successful, at

---

1 Mani knew besides Syriac some Persian also, but not much. W. B. Henning has published a report about the last audience granted to Mani by King Bahram I, the Sassanian. The report is given by Nuhzadag, who had served as Mani's interpreter on that occasion. Henning remarks: 'Although Mani knew some Persian and had even composed one of his books in—it is true—somewhat halting Persian, he must have felt his knowledge of that language to be insufficient for an audience that was to decide on his life and the future of his community'. Cf. Henning's article 'Mani's last journey', *BSOAS*, vol. x, London 1942, p. 953.

2 Schaedler, *Gnomon*, ix, 1933, p. 349.


5 'Now he translated in the wisdom of God that was in him the New Testament from Greek into Syriac, because of the variation exactly as it was,' *Vita Rabbulae*, ed. Overbeck, p. 172; Burkitt, *Evangelion de-Mepharreshe*, ii, p. 161.

6 See above, pp. 979-80.

least in Edessa. Other bishops of the Syriac-speaking communities followed his example. Bishop Theodoret of Cyrus (died 457) boasts of having collected and destroyed more than two-hundred copies of the Diatessaron in his diocese alone, and of having forced the churches under his jurisdiction to use the separate Gospels, i.e. the Peshîṭta.

But the introduction of a revised translation of a Biblical text has never been an immediate success. We have seen this in the case of the Targum, the Septuagint and the Vulgate and need not be surprised to find the same story repeating itself in the case of the Syriac Biblical text. The older text of the Syriac Old Testament is to be found in MSS as late as the sixth, even the ninth century.\(^1\) The Diatessaron, in spite of all efforts in the fifth century to replace it by the revised text of the separate Gospels, the Peshîṭta, was for centuries highly valued in the Eastern Churches. It may be that the commentary written on it by so great an authority as Ephraem helped to preserve it. The commentary exists to-day only in an Armenian translation,\(^2\) but is quoted in the Syriac original by Syriac authors of the ninth and later centuries,\(^3\) and a copy of the Syriac Diatessaron made in the ninth century is said to have been the basis of the Arabic translation of which a number of MSS are preserved.

\section{15. The Arabic Diatessaron}

The Arabic text of the Diatessaron is known to us in two forms clearly different in details of translation. They are distinguishable even in outward appearance, for one of them has been handed down as anonymous; the other is associated with very full-sounding names of Arab Christians. One form has the genealogies of Christ in the text of the Gospels where one would expect to find them: the genealogy in Matthew i occurs in chapter 2 of the Diatessaron, that of Luke iii in chapter 4 of the Diatessaron. The other form has the genealogies at the end, as a sort of appendix. In the one form the Evangelists are described by the

---

\(^1\) See above p. 266.

\(^2\) It is to be found in the second volume of the Armenian edition of Ephraem's works, Venice 1836. A Latin translation made in 1841 by J. Baptista Aucher, was published in 1876 by Georg Moezingher (\textit{Evangelii Concordantis Expositio fæcta a S. E. Ephraemo Doctori Syro}) and became the basis for Zahn's reconstruction of the text in \textit{Forschungen}, vol. i, 1881.

\(^3\) Rendell Harris, \textit{Fragments of the Commentary of Ephraem Syrus upon the Diatessaron}, London 1895.
first two letters of their names, Matthew مت, Mark مر, Luke لعو, John يو. In the other form they are each named by one characteristic letter Mt م, Mk ر, Lk ك, Jn ح.

The first form is to be found:

1. In the Vatican MS Arab xiv, called A in the published editions of the text, a MS brought to Rome from the East in 1719 by Joseph Simon Assemani. Originally it consisted of 125 folios, but fos. 17 and 118 are missing and fos. 1–7 are not well preserved. The MS was probably written in the thirteenth or fourteenth century. It begins with the words:

   In the name of the Father, and the Son and the Holy Ghost, who bestows life, the One God in essence (jauhar), the Three-fold as persons in attributes (ṣifāt).

It ends with the remark:

   With God's help the holy Gospel is finished which Tatian has assembled from the four Gospels and which is known as the Diatessaron.

A facsimile of fol. 110 of the MS is published by Marmardji on plate I.

2. In a Beirut fragment, consisting of only three folios which contain the report about the Lord's Supper and the last sentence of the Diatessaron, followed by an interesting colophon. The text is in agreement with Codex A. As the genealogies of Our Lord in this manuscript are not to be found at the end of the Diatessaron, they must have been given in chapters two and four, as in MS A. The manuscript to which the fragment belonged was finished in July 1332. It was connected with a very old MS.

---


2 According to Ciasca, who follows Assemani, the MS was written in the twelfth century, see Ciasca's article: 'De Tatiani Diatessaron Arabice versione', in Cardinal Pitra's Analecta Sacra... tomus iv, Parisiis, 1883, pp. 465–87. That in fact the MS must date from a later period has been ascertained by the Swedish scholar J. D. Akerblad (died 1819). Cf. Zahn, Forschungen, i, p. 295.

3 The fragment was first discovered and published by Louis Cheikh, who deals with it in the Journal Asiatique (ix, 18, 1897, pp. 901–5 and in his Chrestomathia Arabica, Beirut 1897, pp. 203–5. A further article about the fragment appears in al-Mashrīḵ vol. iv, 1901, pp. 100–4 and a facsimile of two pages of the fragment is attached. In the Appendix to Sebastian Euringer's book 'Die Überlieferung der Arabischen Übersetzung der Diatessaron' (Bibliotheka Studien, xvii, 2, Freiburg i. Br. 1912), G. Graf has published, on pp. 62–71 a new edition of the fragment.

4 Unfortunately the date of the very old MS is not preserved in the underscript of the fragment.
written in the City of God\textsuperscript{1} (Antioch), by three MSS copied from one another in Egypt. The oldest of these three MSS, the one which had been copied directly from the very old MS, was written by Anbā Yūsif ben Muhabrik, Bishop of Fūwah (on the Rosetta Nile) in the first half of the thirteenth century. Codex A was also written in Egypt and no doubt also goes back to the very old MS.\textsuperscript{2}

The second form is to be found:

1. In MS Borg. Arab. 250 of the Bibliotheca Vaticana (MS B in the editions). It was presented in 1886 to the Museum Borgianum de Propaganda Fide in Rome by its owner, Ḩalim Dās Ghālī, a prominent Catholic Copt in Cairo. On fos. 1–85 it contains an introduction which is described by Ciasca, on p. vi of his edition, in the following words:

Foliis 1–85 habetur praeefatio super Evangelia, in qua anonimus auctor, postquam ostendit quibus dotibus liber quilibet ornari debeat. ut revera utilis sit, easque in Evangeliiis reperiri, de divinis attributis disserit, in primis vero de unitate ac simplicitate, quae ab Evangeliiis potissimum manifestari demonstrat; loquitur insuper de sapientia Dei in novae Legis promulgatione, qua gentes omnes, idolatria excussa, ad Christum venerunt. Quo in tractatu, eruditionis pleno, cuius ob temporis angustias unum dedi argumentum, auctores plures citantur in antiquitate celebriores, uti Zoroaster, Aristoteles, Hermes, Ammonius, Eusebius Caesareensis, Gregorius Armenius. Ibn Attīb non semel, alique non pauci . . .

On fol. 96–353 the Diatessaron follows. A facsimile of the beginning of the Diatessaron is published by Ciasca (fol. 96v–97r) before the printed text. It reveals the remarkable fact that the first two pages of the Arabic Diatessaron are written in exactly the same way as Sura 1 and the beginning of Sura 2 in a MS of the Koran. The five lines of the text on each of the two pages are short and surrounded by decorations such as we are used to seeing at the beginning of a Koran MS. But a further facsimile of two later pages of the MS (fol. 324v/325r)—on Plate II in

\textsuperscript{1} City of God (medīnat Allāh) is a translation of Theopolis. This name was given to Antioch by Justinian when he restored the town after it had been destroyed by Khusrav Anūshirwān, the Sassanide ruler, in A.D. 538. The town belonged from 637 to 969, and again after 1084, to the Arabs. It was held by crusading princes from 1098 to 1268.

\textsuperscript{2} Euringer loc. cit., pp. 32–36, tries to deduce more from these colophons than is really possible and he makes very curious mistakes. But the final result seems to be correct.
Marmardji's edition—shows that the whole MS is written in a way similar to Koran MSS.

Ciasca suggests that this MS was written in the fourteenth century, but the artist who decorated the first two pages of the MS seems to have been familiar with decorations of the Renaissance period, so that it can hardly date back further than the sixteenth century.¹

In the preamble of the MS which Ciasca prints at the beginning of his edition, we read:

We begin with the help of God the Sublime, with the writing down of the pure Gospel and the flowering garden which is called Diatearson; the explanation of this expression is the fourfold (ar-rubāʾî) and it is this which Titianus the Greek has assembled from the four Evangelists Mattay, the chosen one (mustaṭfā)—his sign is m—and Marcus, the chosen one (muṭṭaṣbā)—his sign is r—and Luka, who is acclaimed (muraḍā) —his sign is q—and Yuḥanna the one giving answer (muṣjīb)—his sign is h. It was translated from the Syriac into the Arabic by the noble, learned priest Abulfaraj ʿAbdallāh b. aṭ-Ṭaiyib —God have mercy on him—and he begins with the words: The beginning of the Gospel of Jesus, the Son of the living God. . . .

The postscript of the MS reads as follows:

Finished is the Evangelion which Tatian assembled and which he called Diatearson, which means the fourfold (rubāʾî), assembled from the four gospels of the holy apostles, the four excellent evangelists, blessed may they be! It was translated by the excellent learned priest Abulfaraj ʿAbdallāh b. aṭ-Ṭaiyib —God have mercy on him—from the Syriac into the Arabic from a MS in the handwriting of ʿĪsā b. ʿAlī, the physician, pupil of Ḥumain b. Ishāk—may God give grace to both of them—Amen.

2. In MS 202 of the Library of the Coptic Patriarchate in Cairo, finished on 27th Bashnes A. Mart. 1511 (22nd May 1795) and consisting of 114 folios. A facsimile of fol. 25 is published as Plate III in Marmardji's edition which he has based on this MS called by him MS E. The MS was written much later than A and B and not very carefully, even if one does not overrate

¹ This was also the view of Dr. Hugo Buchtal of the Warburg Institute, whose advice I asked. However, according to him, it is impossible to make a suggestion, after merely having seen a photograph, as to what date after 1500 these decorations may have been made, since they still occur in the nineteenth century.
the importance of the seventy odd mistakes in the vocalization which Marmardji claims to have discovered on every page; the Maronite Marmardji was a fanatical champion of the form of his mother tongue which he had learned at school. That he based his edition entirely on this MS can be explained by the simple fact that the École Biblique in Jerusalem, where he taught, had a photograph of the MS in its library. The preamble of the MS is the same as the one in MS B. The postscript reads as follows:

Completed is the Evangelion which Tatian assembled and which he called Diatessaron, which means the fourfold. It is assembled from the four gospels of the holy apostles, the four excellent evangelists, blessed may they be. The completion of this revered Evangelion took place on the 27th of the blessed month Bashnes of A. Mart. 1511. And power and dominion and magnitude and glory to our Lord Jesus Christ in truth to all eternity. Amen, Amen, Amen.1

3. In MS 1020 of the Library of Père Shath.2 This MS was copied by the deacon (shammās) Ibrāhīm Abū Tibl b. Sam‘ān al-Khawānīkī, one of the servants of the martyr Merkurios Abū Saifain in Old Cairo,3 in A. Mart. 1512 (A.D. 1798). The MS has the same preamble as MSS B and E. A postscript is so far not known.

4. In MS Arab e 163 of the Bodleian Library in Oxford.4 It contains three Christian-Arabic texts: (a) an introduction to the four life-giving Gospels and the ten Canons (fols. 5–31); (b) a compendium on Christian truth; and (c) the Arabic Diatessaron (fols. 140–288).

16. THE OXFORD MS AND AL-GHAZĀLĪ

This MS with the three texts is called at the beginning and end al-mushaf ash-sherif, a name which as a rule is used for a MS of the Koran. The copyist, a certain Antūnī Sa‘d, who finished the second text in July 1805 and the third text in January 1806, declares at the end of the MS that, following the orders

---

1 In the ‘Catalogue de Manuscrits Arabes Chrétiens conservés au Caire’, Studi e Testi, vol. lxiii, 1934, p. 87, Georg Graf gives wrongly the date of the MS as A. Mart. 1512 instead of 1511.


he had received, he had made an exact copy of a MS which had been completed on the 19th Rejeb AH 500 (15th March A.D. 1107). In the Bodleian MS the beginnings of the first and third texts are written exactly in the same way as the first and the beginning of the second Sura in manuscripts of the Koran.

The author of the first text whose name is not mentioned declares that whoever wishes to study a Gospel with profit must do so under the following aspects. He must pay attention to its purpose (gharad): eternal life; its profit (manfa‘a): salvation from the captivity of Satan; its rank (martaba): continuous reading and keeping of its rules is necessary; its characteristics wasm: its divine message; its relation to God (nisba): the Evangelists are apostles or disciples of apostles; its authority (insād): the report of what Christ did on earth; its divisions (fuṣūl): which have to be regarded carefully, as reports on the same things are to be found in the different Gospels. The author enumerates: 219 chapters (Matt 68, Mark 48, Luke 83, John 20), 1,165 canons (Matt 355, Mark 236, Luke 342, John 232), 287 Coptic sections (Matt 101, Mark 54, Luke 86, John 46), the ten canons of Ammonius and Eusebius, the Testimonia (Messianic prophecies from the Old Testament) (Matt 95, Mark 53, Luke 73, John 39). Short prefaces to the Gospels follow containing chiefly biographical notes about the evangelists. (Between fols. 22 and 29 there are eight instead of six folios.)

The second text is of particular interest. It is entitled:

	tiryāk al-‘uṣūl fi ‘ilm al-uṣūl (ad-dīnīyā)

‘Antidote of the minds in the matter of the (divine) principles.’

In the preamble of the text we are told that the book was written at the request of a Muslim ruler who had expressed the wish to have a compendium of the Christian faith with reference to the various Christian parties, in which questions which had been raised by a prominent Muslim concerning the Trinity and the Divinity of Christ were answered. The text contains a compendium of Christian dogmatics (24 chapters) and ethics (5 chapters). In the concluding part (khātīme) the questions of the prominent Muslim are answered. It emerges that this Muslim is no other than the great theologian and mystic al-Ghazālī, of whose work ar-radd al-jamil long quotations are given on fols. 129 and 133 of the Oxford MS, and to which many allusions are made.

The full title of al-Ghazālī’s book is ar-radd al-jamil li-īlāhīyat
'Īsā ‘alā ṣarīḥ al-injīl ‘The fine answer to the divinity of Jesus according to the genuine Gospels’. Louis Massignon drew our attention to this interesting text¹ and showed that what al-Ghazālī knew in the earlier period of his life about Jesus was exclusively based on material to be found in Islamic tradition, chiefly ‘logia’ of an ascetic character. This material had also been the only source for his main work the Ḳiyād ‘ulūm ad-dīn, The Revival of the Sciences of Religion, written after his famous conversion in 1095. He was living at that time in Jerusalem in total seclusion from the world. The approaching Crusaders who in 1099 captured Jerusalem forced him to go to Alexandria for a time. It is very likely that he wrote ar-radd al-jamil in about 1101 in Alexandria. It gives the conclusions at which al-Ghazālī arrived from a study of the Gospels themselves.

Al-Ghazālī’s book was published on the basis of two Aya Sofia MSS (2246 and 2247), which Massignon had already used, and a Leiden MS (Catalogue 208) in which the name of the author is not preserved and which had not been recognized previously; the editor was Robert Chidiac, S.J., one of Massignon’s pupils, and a preface was written by Massignon himself.² The quotations from al-Ghazālī’s book which form part of MS Arab. e 163, the Arabic Diatessaron in the Bodleian Library, have been published by Père Sbath from his own MSS.³

Chidiac added a valuable French translation to al-Ghazālī’s book and, in a detailed introduction, he dealt in a careful way with the various problems. He showed beyond doubt that the text contained in the three MSS is rightly ascribed to al-Ghazālī although al-Ghazālī himself makes no reference to it in his later works.

In the compendium on dogmatics and ethics of which the Oxford MS of the Arabic Diatessaron contains a copy we see the reply of the Copts, which the Muslim ruler had requested from them, to the arguments set out by al-Ghazālī. It is very probable that we have a copy of the original of the Coptic answer dated A.D. 1107 in the text of the Bodleian MS. The Muslim governor

³ Paul Sbath, Vingt traités philosophiques et apologétiques d’auteurs Arabes Chrétiens du ixᵉ au xiiiᵉ siècles ... Cairo 1909, pp. 176–78. Sbath published these texts according to his MS 1580, dated AH 715 A.D. 1315, and refers to his MS 47, dated A.D. 1863.
of Egypt to whom the preface of the Coptic text refers was therefore al-Malik al-Afdal, who succeeded his father, al-Bedr al-Jamali, the famous al-Emir al-Juyushi. A certain interest in Christian matters can be expected on the part of an influential and broadminded Muslim like al-Afdal at a time when Jerusalem was in the hands of the Crusaders. We may suppose that al-Afdal sent a copy of al-Ghazali's work to the Copts soon after its publication, requesting their comments. The MS dated 1107 represents their answer.

17. THE COPTICs AND THE ARABIC DIATESSARON

We can now understand why the Copts gave their MS the title al-mushaf ash-sherif, a title normally reserved for a copy of the Koran, and why the Arabic text of the Diatessaron—and other texts of the MS, were written in the form of a Koran. The Copts may have hoped to make in this way a greater impression on their Muslim rulers. The MS was written by pious members of the Aulad al-Assal, a prominent Coptic family which flourished in Egypt for several centuries. One member of the family, who is simply called Ibn al-Assal, is said to have been the author of the text. The Copts may have entrusted him with the task of writing the answer to al-Ghazali's book. He was the grandson (sibt) of the old and venerable Shaikh Bu'trus as-Sadamant, a well-known Coptic author of the eleventh century. In the introductory remarks to the text, Ibn al-Assal is described as an eminent scholar, but the epithets given to him must not be taken too seriously. They were chosen to make an impression on the Muslims for whom the treatise had been written.

Three brothers belonging to the Aulad al-Assal were well-known thirteenth century authors. One of them was commissioned to make a new Arabic translation of the Gospels (650/1252). In the British Museum MS Or 3382 (Rieu Supplement 7) his name is given as Abulfaraj Hibattullah, son of Abufadl As'ad, son of Abu Ishak Ibraghim, son of Abu Sahl Jirjis, son of Abulbishr Yuhann, son of Ibn al-Assal. The six generations

mentioned in the colophon take us back from the thirteenth to the eleventh century.\footnote{Concerning the family see Duncan B. Macdonald’s article ‘Ibn al-‘Assîl’ in *Encyclopaedia of Islam*, which is chiefly based on articles published by Alexis Mallon. Some new material is assembled by Georg Graf, ‘Die koptische Gelehrtenfamilie der Aulâd al-‘Assîl und ihr Schrifttum’, *Orientalia*, Nova Series, Roma 1943, pp. 34 ff., 129, f., 193 ff. In his *Geschichte der Christl. Arabischen Literatur*, vol. ii, 1947, pp. 387–414, he only speaks of members of the family who were living in the thirteenth century. Already Macdonald pointed out that the family must have enjoyed a certain fame in earlier times. For this we have now definite proof.}

The compendium of Christian dogmatics and ethics is, however, ascribed in other MSS to other authors. A note of the copyist in the Paris MS 178 (thirteenth century) reports that the text was composed by a certain Abulkhair, called Ibn al-Ghaib in Homs (Emesa) in A.D. 1052. In MS Sbath 47 (dated 1863) Abulkhair b. at-Ṭaiyib is named as author, and Sbath, who makes of him a Jacobite priest of the eleventh century, seems to identify him with the author mentioned in the Paris MS. Professor Massignon remarks very aptly that a book referring to a work composed by al-Ghazâlî cannot have been written before Ghazâlî had composed the work. For the same reason Severos b. al-Muḵaffa (tenth century), mentioned as author in the Cairo MS 338 (dated 1746), cannot have composed the text.

In two MSS of the Bodleian Library, Hunt 240 (Uri 38, dated 1549) and Hunt 362 (Uri 50, dated 1476) a certain Abulkhair is named as author. But the name is only to be found on the title-pages and these, in both cases, are late additions. In MS Hunt 240 the title-page was added by a very incompetent person who indicated the contents of the book quite wrongly. He calls the author Rashîd Abulkhair. In MS Hunt 362 the first eleven folios are missing. A later hand has supplemented the beginning of the text by eight folios and here Abulkhair b. at-Ṭaiyib is named as author on the first page, just as in MS Sbath 47.\footnote{Moritz Steinschneider refers to the two Bodleian MSS in his book: *Polemische und apologetische Literatur in Arabischer Sprache* (Abb. für die Kunde des Morgenlandes vi, 3, Leipzig 1877), p. 37, but does not mention that the title-pages in both MSS were added later. He is inexact in other ways also, for instance he quotes MS Marsh 649 instead of Hunt 240.} In three MSS of the Bibliotheca Vaticana described by Angelo Mai under Nos. 105, 118, and 119, all written in the fourteenth century, Abulbarakât b. Kibr is mentioned as the author of a text with the slightly different title of jâlî al-‘ukîl fi ‘îlm al-ustûl. According to Graf these MSS contain practically the same text as those mentioned above. Abulbarakât is a well-known Coptic author, a great compiler who died at the age of ninety in 1363.
In the Cairo MS 391 (eighteenth century) Ibn al-‘Assāl, the grandson of Buṭrus as-Sadamantī, is mentioned as author, just as in the Bodleian MS Arab e 163 and in the original of 1107, from which the MS was copied. The Cairo MS 711 (seventeenth century) is incomplete at the beginning and no author's name has been preserved.

In these circumstances it is somewhat surprising to find Georg Graf declaring⁴ that the MSS of the compendium—with a few exceptions—name Abulkhair b. at-Ṭaiyib as author of the text, whom Graf makes the son of a physician by confounding the words ṭaiyib and ṭabīb, and to whom he gives the name Rashid, found on a very doubtful title-page of one MS only.

According to Graf, all MSS of the text have an appendix (corollarium) at the end. Yet the appendix is missing in two MSS from Cairo, described by Graf himself (338 and 391), and in the Bodleian MS Arab e. 163—as well as in the original of A.D. 1107 from which it was copied.

Graf states that the appendix added to the text consists of seven parts:

1. On prayer, with quotations from the Didascalia.
2. Quotations from Maimonides.
3. Another quotation from the Didascalia.
4. A quotation from Fakhreddīn ar-Rāzī.
5. The Climates of the Stars.
6. A quotation from ii Timothy.
7. On the right faith, as preached to the world by the apostles.

Graf depends here on the three MSS of the Bibliotheca Vaticana and did not notice that they had been enlarged and worked over by Abulbarakāt. In the two MSS of the Bodleian Library Hunt. 240 and 362 the appendix has only four parts:

1. Quotations from Jer vii, 16–18 and Amos v, 25, 26.
2. Quotations from the Didascalia, chap. 23 and Acts xiv, 11f.²
3. Quotations from Maimonides.
4. Quotations from Fakhreddīn ar-Rāzī.

Graf maintains that the appendix was added by the author himself and that the quotations from Maimonides (d. 1204)

---

¹ See his article: 'Zum Schrifttum des Abulbarakat und des Abulkhair,' Oriens Christianus iii, 8, 1933, pp. 139-43.
² The quotation from the Arabic Didascalia can be found in the Oxford MS Hunt 31 (Uri 61) in chap. 30 on fol. 109.
and from Fakhrreddin ar-Razi (d. 1209) prove that the book could not have been written before the thirteenth century. In both Bodleian MSS—Hunt 240 and 362—the appendix is introduced with the words:

What is to be found at the end of the book from which this MS was copied—and it is clear that it is not by the author—and what I have copied, is the clear proof that the people of the Seven Climates adored the Seven Planets.

It is very likely that the appendix to the Paris MS 178 was introduced by the same notice. Slane's description in the catalogue is not very clear and Graf has completely misunderstood it.

We can now see quite clearly that the compendium taryak al-iukal... is preserved in at least three different forms, attributed to different authors:

1. The text attributed to Ibn al-'Assal, the reply to al-Ghazali's book ar-radd al-jamiil... composed between 1101 and 1107.
2. The text attributed to Abulkhair b. at-Taiyib, containing various additions to the former text, especially an appendix consisting of four parts as described above. Quotations from Maimonides and Fakhrreddin ar-Razi in the appendix show that this form cannot be older than the thirteenth century.
3. The text touched up by Abulbarakat and published under a slightly altered title in the fourteenth century.

We have seen that the appendix was enlarged and altered by him. How far he changed the text in other directions can only be ascertained by a careful investigation of the whole text.

It may be that even more forms of this text existed. It is, for instance, very likely that Ibn al-'Assal, when before 1107 he wrote the answer to the book of al-Ghazali, used an earlier composition for his work, and that a kernel of truth may lie in the statement that at least parts of the book were written in 1052 or must even be connected with Severus b. al-Mukaffa. It is interesting to see how the various Christian Arabic authors quite unscrupulously put forward older texts with slight alterations as their own work. A true history of such a text can only be written after a careful investigation of the entire material at our disposal. In any case it is evident that problems in connection with such texts cannot be solved by the methods adopted by Graf.

The third text in the Bodleian MS Arab e 163 is the Arabic Diatessaron. It has the same preamble as MSS B and E and the
MS Sbath. Its text conforms with that of MSS B and E and probably also with that of the MS Sbath. The postscript reads as follows:

Finished is the accomplishment of this fourfold honoured Evangelion which was assembled from the four Gospels of the holy Apostles, the four excellent Evangelists—may they be blessed. The excellent learned priest Abulfaraj ʿAbdallāh ben at-Ṭaiyib—may God be pleased with him—has translated it from the Syriac into Arabic, from a copy in the handwriting of ʿIsā b. ʿAlī, the physician, the pupil of Ḥunain b. Ishāq—may God the Almighty have mercy on both of them.

And he (the copyist) copied this as it was, not rearranging (anything) in the copy, but observing the orders, on the 8th Tobah A. Mart. 1522—25th Shawwāl AH 1220 (January A.D. 1806).

A comparison of this postscript with that of MS B shows that a few slight differences can be found at the beginning of the Bodleian MS and that the note of the copyist at the end has been added. But in the main part of the postscript the MSS agree. They must have been copied from the same original. MS B may have been copied from the MS dated in 1107, two or three centuries before the Bodleian MS was copied from it. The fact that MS B and the Bodleian MS are written in a form imitating a copy of the Koran can best be explained if one supposes that the original was written in the same way.

There is, however, a clear difference between the two MSS which needs to be explained. In the Bodleian MS the Diatessaron is preceded by two texts, as no doubt was the case in the original of 1107. In MS B the Diatessaron is preceded by only one text. This text, the introduction, has more or less the same title as the first text in the Bodleian MS but it cannot have the same contents. In MS B the text takes up 85 folios, in the Bodleian MS only 31 folios. Since admittedly the Bodleian MS is more closely written—B has 8 lines to the page whereas the Bodleian MS has 13 lines—the introduction to the Bodleian MS could possibly take up 45–50 folios in MS B, but not 85 folios. Ciasca’s description of the introduction to MS B has been quoted above. An introduction like that in the Bodleian MS could not be described in this way. But the authorities said by Ciasca to be quoted in the introduction of MS B throw light on the relationship between the two introductions. Ammonius and Eusebius are
names which occur in the first text of the Bodleian MS; the other authorities are to be found in the second text, and they all occur together in the third chapter of the first part of the compendium, which is devoted to the Trinity and the Divinity of Christ. In the introduction to MS B we are faced therefore with a compilation made from the two texts which precede the Diatessaron in the Bodleian MS and in the original of 1107 from which the Bodleian MS was copied.

MS E contains only the Diatessaron, does not exhibit the external form of a Koran MS and does not mention the three Christian Arabic scholars, connected in MS B and in the Bodleian MS with the text. But all other circumstances make it clear that it goes back directly or indirectly to the same original, as must also be supposed in the case of the MS Sbath.

Abulfaraj 'Abdallâh b. at-Ṭâiyib (died 1043) is mentioned in the preambles of all four MSS and in the postscript of two of them as the translator of the Arabic Diatessaron. But who was this man? What Georg Graf,1 Sebastian Euringer2 and Marmardji3 have to say about him is taken exclusively from Christian sources. But it is essential to remember that Abulfaraj b. at-Ṭâiyib had a great reputation among Muslims and that valuable accounts of him are to be found in Muslim sources, from which the information supplied by Christian authors largely derived. Barhebraeus, for instance (d. 1286) whose report is quoted by Euringer and by Marmardji, simply repeats what he found in Ibn al-Ḳifṭī's (d. 1248) Ta'rikh al-Ḥukamā (History of the Scientists)4 and Barhebraeus himself refers to this source. It is somewhat unfortunate that Marmardji should choose this passage, in which there is not a single word which is not copied from the book of the Muslim author al-Ḳifṭī, in order to illustrate the kind of Arabic written by Barhebraeus. On the other hand, Euringer misunderstands the word al-Ḳifṭī, meaning the man from al-Ḳift, the ancient Koptos, a town in Upper Egypt, and takes it to mean al-Ḳibṭī, 'the Copt', in this way turning the famous Muhammedan scholar and Kāḍī into a Coptic Christian.

1 Die christlich-arabische Literatur bis zur frühchristischen Zeit, 1905, pp. 63 ff. Graf deals at great length with him in his Geschichte . . . vol. ii, 1947, pp. 160–7, where he has assembled all the material known to him.
2 'Die Überlieferung der arabischen Übersetzung des Diatessaron' (Biblische Studien, xvii, 2, Freiburg i. Br. 1912), pp. 9 ff.
3 Diatessaron de Tatian, Beyrouch 1933, pp. lxxxv ff.
The most important notice on Ibn aṭ-Ṭaiyib is provided by Ibn Abī Uṣaibī‘a (d. 1270) who devotes a long article to him in his great work on the Classes of Arab Physicians. He mentions more than forty learned books composed by him, commentaries on Aristotle, Hippocrates, Galen, and other works, including a commentary on the Gospels. As Ibn aṭ-Ṭaiyib was a very busy man, he used to dictate his books to his secretaries. But Ibn Abī Uṣaibī‘a is very proud of having found a note-book of this eminent scholar in his own handwriting, dated 406/1016, which had served him as a basis for some of his famous lectures on medicine, delivered at the ‘Aḍūdiye Hospital in Baghdād. He remarks that his contemporary, the famous Ibn Sīnā (Avicenna) valued highly Ibn aṭ-Ṭaiyib’s works on medicine, but did not think that his works on philosophy reached the same standard.

Ibn Abī Uṣaibī‘a reports an interesting story which he had heard from his pupil Muwaffak addīn Ya’kūb b. Iṣḥāq b. al-Ḳuff an-Naṣrānī (d. 1286) which well illustrates the high esteem in which Ibn aṭ-Ṭaiyib was held among Muslims:

Two young Muslims came from Persia to Baghdād intending to study medicine under Ibn aṭ-Ṭaiyib. At his house they were told that he was in church. There he was shown to them, an old man vested as a priest, censer in hand, offering incense. When they saw him later in his house and told him why they had come to Baghdad, he asked them whether they had made the pilgrimage to Mecca. ‘No,’ was the reply. So he recommended them to go to Mecca first and when they returned he would accept them as pupils. When they came back, tired and weary, he asked them whether they had done all they were ordered to do, including throwing stones in the valley of Mina. They had done all. ‘That is good,’ he told them. What is ordered by divine law must be fulfilled to the letter, without reflecting about it. They had seen him doing so in church; now they had done what was ordered by their own law. They became his pupils and were later famous physicians in their home country.

Ibn Abī Uṣaibī‘a gives a long list of famous physicians in all the lands of Islam who had been his pupils, and he admits that Ibn aṭ-Ṭaiyib was a devout Christian priest who, as secretary to the Nestorian Patriarch in Baghdād, had a great influence among the Christians there.

 Hunain b. Ishāk (d. 873) who is mentioned in the postscript of MS B and of the Bodleian MS was the foremost Christian scholar of the ninth century. Through his excellent translations of Greek and Syriac texts into Arabic he more than anyone else acquainted the Muslims with the achievements of classical science. He was himself an authority in the medical field and physician in ordinary to the 'Abbāsid Caliph al-Mutawakkil (d. 861).

Hunain had founded a school of translators who worked according to his methods and whose translations he corrected. One of the most prominent of his pupils was 'Īsā b. 'Alī who is mentioned as the third in the postscript. He was physician in ordinary to the 'Abbāsid Caliph al-Mu'tamid (d. 892), and a scholar of renown. He is well known as the author of the first Syriac-Arabic dictionary (Bar 'Alī) for which he was able to use material which had been collected by his teacher Hunain himself.

Three outstanding Christian Arabic scholars, all very well known among Muslims, are connected through a group of MSS with the Arabic Diatessaron. First and foremost Abulfaraj b. at-Ṭaiyib, of whom we know that he had made a translation of the Gospels from the Syriac into Arabic. Marmardji published specimens of this translation and of other writings of his dealing with Christian matters which show that he was an able stylist who could write very well classical Arabic. Marmardji rightly concluded that he cannot be the translator of the Arabic Diatessaron, the language of which is not very correct and certainly not classical. How can we explain his name being connected with this translation?

We have seen that the four MSS of this group of the Arabic Diatessaron go back to an original written in 1107. The preamble in the four MSS and the postscript in two of them were copied from the original, which was written at the request of a Muslim Governor to whom it had to be handed over. The Aulād al-'Assāl who prepared the copy were anxious to put it into a form which would make an impression on the Muslims. They tried to do this by giving the manuscript the external appearance of a copy of the Koran, and bestowed upon it a name customary

1 See G. Bergsträsser, Hunain Ibn Ishāk und seine Schule, Leiden 1919.
2 waḥsan min aqall talāmidhāhī 'and he belonged to the most prominent of his pupils', says Ibn Abī Usbība's, vol. i, 203.
3 Graf, Geschichte ... vol. i, pp. 150 f.
for such a copy. Ibn al-’Assāl, the author of the second text, was
given a number of epithets so that he might be regarded as a great
scholar. They further enhanced the value of the Arabic Diat-
tessaron by connecting it with the names of three outstanding
Christian Arabic scholars who were held in high esteem among
the Muslims. Thus Ibn at-Ṭa’iyib, the famous professor of me-
dicine and devoted Christian priest, who was known as author
of the commentary on the Gospels, and who had translated some
of the Gospel from Syriac into Arabic, was mentioned as trans-
lator of the Syriac Diatessaron into Arabic, ‘Īsā b. ‘Alī, the well-
known physician, the great authority on the Syriac language and
outstanding pupil of the famous Hunain b. Ishāk, was named as
the copyist of the Syriac text from which the Arabic translation
of the Syriac Diatessaron is supposed to have been made. The
text handed over to the Muslims was to be supported by the
greatest possible authority. In reality none of these Christian
Arabic scholars had anything to do with the Arabic Diatessaron.

This discussion of the MSS of the Arabic Diatessaron leads us
to the following conclusions:

1. Ghazālī had based his polemic against certain doctrines of
the Christians on an Arabic translation of the Gospels which at
that time was used in the Coptic churches. This translation had
been made from the Coptic text, and R. Chidiac proved that it is
in the main identical with the text published later by Erpenius.¹
If the Copts in A.D. 1107 handed over to the Muslims, together
with an answer to Ghazālī’s polemic, a copy of the Arabic Dia-
tessaron, they must have been convinced at the time that this
text was more reliable than their own Arabic Gospels.

2. Although the Christian Arabic scholars mentioned in the
preamble and postscript of the text had actually nothing to do
with the Arabic Diatessaron, it is nevertheless beyond doubt that
it was introduced into Egypt from Mesopotamia and that it was
translated from Syriac into Arabic. The text presented to the
Muslims must still have been in existence in Egypt at the begin-
ing of the nineteenth century, when the MS now in the Bodleian
Library was copied from it. It may yet come to light again.

¹ Novum D. N. Jesu Christi Testamentum Arabice, Ex Bibliotheca Leidensi. Edente
Thoma Erpenius, Leidae 1616. See for Erpenius the excellent characterization
given by Joh. Fück, Die arabischen Studien in Europa vom 12. bis in den Anfang des
19. Jahrhundert, Leipzig 1944, pp. 143-57—Chidiac speaks of the text of the
The investigation needs to be made on a broader basis. The Biblical quotations in
ṭirīḍ al-‘uṣūl must also be investigated with care.
Until then the four MSS of the second form of text which we know must be used to help reconstruct the common original.

3. The two MSS of the first form go back to a 'very old' MS which was brought to Egypt from Antioch before 1200. We know that this text was copied several times in Egypt during the thirteenth and fourteenth centuries.

4. For about 900 years these two forms of text have not influenced each other. They must be accepted as two of the various forms of text which existed in the eleventh century. Both of them were brought to Egypt. There they were copied and in this way saved. All traces of other forms which may have existed have now been lost.

5. We cannot derive one of these forms from the other and cannot reconstruct an 'Urtext' of the Arabic Diatessaron from them. They must be dealt with separately. Ciasca's attempt to publish a mixed text from both these forms was a mistake. Marmardji's attempt to create a 'new' text on the basis of these two forms by improving the Arabic and adapting it to the text of the Peshîtta, which he supposed to be the Syriac original, shows that he had not any real understanding of the actual problems.

6. The value of the Arabic Diatessaron consists in the amount of help it gives for finding out readings of the Syriac Diatessaron as Tatian composed it. This is limited. The Syriac Diatessaron from which the Arabic translation was made already included alterations made in Tatian's work in order to make it conform with the Peshîtta. In so far as the Arabic translation agrees with the Peshîtta, it is of little value. But it is of great importance when it implies a Syriac text different from the Peshîtta. Here we may find traces of the genuine text of Tatian. Such passages must be carefully picked out and investigated with the help of the Old Syriac Gospels on the one hand and the Peshîtta on the other. They must be discussed in connection with all the other material of the Diatessaron at our disposal. The task is not easy. It cannot be done on the basis of a translation; the original texts must be investigated. This demands a sound linguistic equipment and a good grasp of the existing problems. Yet it is beyond doubt that in such a way a great service could be rendered to New Testament textual criticism.

---

1 This was noticed by Hope W. Hogg in his translation of the Arabic Diatessaron (Ante-Nicene Christian Library, Additional Volume, Edinburgh 1897, p. 36 f.) and by Hjelt, Die altsyrische Evangelienübersetzung und Tatian's Diatessaron, Leipzig 1901, p. 61.
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NOVELLA 146 FROM THE YEAR 553

The Emperor Justinian to Aerobindus, the most honourable Praefectus Praetorio.

PREAMBLE

The Jews, when they heard the Holy Scriptures, ought not to have clung to the mere letter, but should have turned their attention to the hidden prophecies which foretell the great God and Saviour of the human race, Jesus Christ. But although they have given themselves over to irrational explanations and have, to this day, gone astray from the true interpretation, when we heard they were divided among themselves we could not leave their differences unresolved. For from reports made to us we have learned that some hold to the Hebrew language and wish to use it alone for the reading of the Holy Scriptures, whereas others wish to use the Greek language as well, and in this matter they have long disagreed. Informed of this, we have found those more praiseworthy who wish to have the assistance of the Greek language for the reading of the Holy Scriptures [or, indeed, any language which, in relation to the place, is more suited to and better understood by the audience].

CHAPTER I

We therefore decree that, wherever there are Jews who so desire, the Holy Scriptures may be read in the synagogues in Greek [or in our mother tongue (that is in Latin) or in any other language which suits the place where the reading is given] so that the text may be understood by those present and they may live and act according to it. The Jewish interpreters (ἐξηγηταῖοι) shall not be allowed to corrupt the Hebrew text on account of their being the only ones who understand it, relying, as they do, on the ignorance of the people who do not notice the corruption. Those, however, who read in Greek are to use the Septuagint, the most accurate translation of all, which is to be
preferred especially because of the miracle which occurred when it was made, the translators, working only in pairs and in different places, producing one and the same text.

1. Who, moreover can fail to marvel when he considers that these translators, who lived a long time before the saving appearance of our great God and Saviour Jesus Christ, foresaw it and, full of the spirit of prophecy, translated the Holy Scriptures? All shall therefore prefer this translation to others. But, in order that we may not seem to deny the Jews the other versions, we give them permission to use, if they so wish, the translation of Aquila, although the author is of an alien race and his translation shows not inconsiderable differences from that of the Septuagint.

2. But we strictly forbid what they call Deuteronomy, as it is neither included in the Holy Scriptures nor transmitted of old through the Prophets, but is an invention of men who spoke merely with earthly wisdom and were not divinely inspired. They shall read the holy words themselves, opening the Holy Scriptures with their own hands, and hiding nothing of what is written by adding worthless and vain phrases of their own which are not contained in the text but only invented in order to corrupt the pure text. Since this permission has been granted by us, those who use the Greek [and other languages] shall neither be punished nor hindered by anyone. Nor shall those called Archiperektiae or elders or teachers be entitled to prevent this by cunning or by curse, unless they wish to be made wise by corporal punishment and to forfeit their property to us who will and order the better course and the one more pleasing to God.

Chapter II

But if any of them dare introduce godless and vain teachings denying the Resurrection, the Last Judgment, or that the angels are the work and creation of God, it is our will that he shall be expelled from every place and shall not be allowed to utter such blasphemous language devoid of the knowledge of God. For those who dare say such things shall be subjected to the most severe penalties so that we may thereby purge the Jewish people of the error thus introduced.

Chapter III

We wish to admonish those who hear the Holy Scriptures read in one language or the other to beware of the wickedness of their
interpreters; they should not cling to the letter, but penetrate into the matter itself and grasp the truly divine sense so that they may come to know what is better, and finally cease to err and sin in regard to the most essential thing: we mean hope in God. For this is the reason why we have given them the optional use of (the Greek) [every] language for the reading of the Holy Scriptures, so that in future all, one after another, may by acquiring knowledge become more receptive of what is better. For everyone will agree that a man who has been brought up in the Holy Scriptures and has little left in him needing correction will be much more able to distinguish and choose what is better than one who knows nothing of Scripture but only clings to the name of divine service, cleaving to it as to a holy anchor and believing to be divine doctrine what in reality must be termed sheer heresy.

EPITOME

This our will and what is decreed by the present sacred law is not only to be observed by your Highness and those under you but by everyone who holds the same office. Under no circumstances shall he permit the Jews to undertake anything against it; he shall rather subject those who dare to resist it or hinder it in any way to corporal punishment first, then force them to live in exile and confiscate their property, so that they may not act disrespectfully against God and the Emperor. He shall also send orders to the provincial prefects, commanding them to obey our law and to publish it in every town when they have studied it and have realized that everybody must necessarily observe it for fear of arousing our displeasure.

Given at Constantinople, 13th February, in the 26th year of the reign of the Emperor Justinian, in the 12th of the consulate of Basilius, V.C.L. (=AD 553).

Note: The above translation of Justinian's Novella was made jointly by Professor Fritz Schulz (of the Law-Faculty of Bonn and Berlin) and myself. Schulz realized that originally the Law dealt, apart from the Hebrew language, only with the Greek. The laws of Justinian were first introduced in Italy one year after the decree, in AD 554, and the sentences relating to other languages, particularly Latin, were inserted later. These parts are included in square brackets. One word was left out after the interpolations, and this is included in round brackets.
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THE PRONUNCIATION OF HEBREW
BY THE SAMARITANS

as recorded at Nablus in 1917 by HELLMUT RITTER
and ARTHUR SCHAADE

Edited by A. MURTONEN

* Gn i 1-23. This section is recorded by H. Ritter. Its most important special characteristics compared with the texts recorded by Schaade are the very scanty use of * especially at the beginning of words, its use of * even at the end of many words, and its use of the acute accent even for long vowels, where Schaade practically everywhere has the circumflex accent. The latter is in accordance with the observations of the present writer and also of all other students of this dialect with whom I have been in contact. It may be that Ritter intended to indicate only the main stress in general, not differentiated into species. Regarding the * at the end of words, Ritter writes to me that he may have been influenced by the written text. I have, nevertheless, always retained it in the text, since the matter is not quite certain, and the use of this sound varies strongly between different persons. There are people who hardly pronounce it at all, while others utter it fairly regularly at the beginning of words (even in place of a written * occasionally), some people even in the middle of words, curiously merged with the vowel. The same variation of frequency in the use of * may also be observed, even in recitation by one and the same person at different times. These phenomena will be dealt with in greater detail in a grammar of the dialect which will follow in due course. I have placed accents upon monosyllabic words where they seem to be required by the rhythm; Ritter has not marked the accentuation of these words, except where they have another similar one as an enclitic (e.g. kl-ṭōb). In the division of sentences into words I have followed the normal Hebrew pattern, except in the case of the preposition בּ, which I have attached to the word next following, since it is pronounced just like ב, with which it seems to be completely interchangeable in this dialect. Monosyllabic words which can with certainty be recognized as proclitics or enclitics are connected with their main words by means of a hyphen. Other punctuation marks come from Ritter’s pen, whose original manuscript I have seen and copied, but not used when redacting the final text.

Gn i 1 בָּרָשִׁית בָּרָא אֵלŵָם it אֶשֶּׁם וָאֶראֶשׁ. 2 וּאֶראֶשׁ אֶזְגִּיאָתָא תִּיְּעִ ubé’tu. wášek al fáni tum urú elûwem emrâšat ‘al fáni émmim. 3 ujâômer elûwem já’ti òr wejá’i òr. 4 ujérê elûwem it òor kl-ṭōb
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ujédel ëlùwem bin àor ubin åsek. 5 wíjíra ëlùwem làor jóm wläsek kàra lile ujá’i àëreb ujá’i bëkäër jóm åd.

6 ujá’ômer ëlùwem jà’i ärkì’ éftok ëmmim ujá’i mëbdil bin mem ‘âl-mim. 7 wíjäs ëlùwem it ärkì’ ujédel bin ëmmim, èsàr mìttät lärkì’, ubin ëmmim èsàr mfjel lärkì’ (?) wíj’ài kén. 8 wíjíra ëlùwem lärkì’ šànmem wíj’ài àëreb wíj’ài bëkäër jóm shèni.

9 wíjá’ômer ëlùwem jëkkåbu ëmmim mìttät èssàmim ‘al màkòm àd turrú’i ejjabàbà ëwíj’ài kén. 10 ujíkra ëlùwem eljabàbà åriå (-ç) welmàkwa ëmmim kàrà jámmim. ujá’ërë ëlùwem kì-ìbò. 11 ujá’ômer ëlùwem tédàsì ñàrèn dësàr èsàb mezzì’ zàrèn’ bus-fíri ‘àsì fíri elmnì’ èsàr zërà’u bët ‘al àriå wíj’ài kén. 12 tòsì ñàrèn dësàr èsàb mezzì’ zàrèn’ almin’èn’ ün jisì (?) fíri èsàr zërà’u bët elmin’èn’ ün wíjá’ëre ëlùwem kì-ìbò. 13 wíj’ài àëreb wíj’ài bëkäër jóm shëfòi.

14 wíjá’ômer ëlùwem jà’i màùërot bérkì’ èssàmim. là’er al ñàrèn ulàbdil bin èjjom ubin ellîle. 15 wíjà’i lòót welmòddìm weljámmèn shànmèn. wàjì’ elmàà’òrot bérkì’ èssàmèn là’er al ñàrèn. wíj’ài kén. 16 wíjà ëlùwem it èssì ammà’ùrot eggàddìèm. it ammà’or eggàddìèl elmmààlàt èjjom. wit ammà’or èkkàtan elmmààl ellîle wit kúkà-bìm. 17 jìtten óttìma ëlùwem bérkì’ èssàmèm là’er al ñàrèn. 18 lëmì’al bëjìjìm ubellàlà làbdil bin s’or ubin åsek wíj’àërë ëlùwem kì-ìbò. 19 wíj’ài àëreb wíj’a’i bëkäër jóm ràbì’.

20 wíjá’ômer ëlùwem iàràsù ëmmim kàrèssè nàfiìs ‘àjìjì ur-làsèf al ñàrèn ‘al fàni èrkì’ èssàmèn. 21 wíjìbra ëlùwem it èttàánnèm eggàddèlìm wit-kàl nàfiìs ‘àjìjì arràmìàsèt èsàr kàràsù ëmmim elmùnì- jìmmèì mìt-kàl dìf kànnìf ëlimestone wíj’àërë ëlùwem kì-ìbò. 22 wíjàbèrèxèk èttìma ëlùwem lìmìí fèrèr utùnlà’ù it ëmmim billàjìmmèn wa’of jàbì bàrèn. 23 wíj’à’i àëreb wíj’a’i bëkäër jóm ëmìssì.

Gn i 24 sqq. The texts recorded by A. Schaeade begin here and continue to the end. My principles of redaction are the same as in the preceding section. The punctuation marks come from Schaeade, except that the accentuation is added where the rhythm requires it and no doubt can arise regarding the stressed syllables and the quality of the stress. When I was preparing the text, Schaeade’s manuscript was available to me. The text is based upon Schaeade’s original notes. The mark for the circumflex accent is “ (used also by S. along with “).
afşalam əlûwém bâra útu zâkârunâkâba bârâ qîftîmni. 28 wjâbâr-rêk qîftîmna əlûwém wjâhâ'omer lêmâma əlûwém fêrû wrêbû wmaâlû'êêt arêš wâlêbûnhêrû wrêdû əsfêdêkêt ûjjûm ubûf eşsâmim wêfkel 'ajja erâmêsat 'al arêş. 29 wjâhâ'omer əlûwém Innâ nattattî lêmâma ût-kal-qâbê zari zêrea əşar 'al fânî kal arêş wêt-kal-îş əşar bû fêri is zari zêrea lêmâma jêji lâkâle. 30 wâlkêl 'ajjat arêş wâlkêl îf eşsâmim wâlkêl nerrêmêş 'al arêş əşar bû nâmêş 'ajja ût-kel jêrêk qâbê lâkâle. 31 wjâhâ əlûwém ût-kel əşar 'âxeh wênnâna tôb mê'od. wjâhâ'îrêb wjâhâ'î bêzêh jom ešsîsî.

ii 1 wjîkêlûl ešsâmêm wârêş wîkêl šabêérîmêmê. 2 wjâkêlêlm əlûwêm bêjjom ešsîsî mâlêktû əşar 'âxah wjîshat bêjjom ešsêbî mîkkêl mâlêktû əşar 'âxah. 3 wjâbâr-rêk əlûwêm êt-jom ešsêbî wjîkêddîês ôtu kî-bû šabat mâkkêl mâlêktû əşar bârê əlûwêm lâssût. 4 illa tôldat ešsâmim wârêş bêbêbârîmêmê ébbjom 'ašjot əxëmah əlûwêm şâmêm wârêş. 5 wîkêl-ê ešsêdi ûrêm jêji bêrêz kael qâbê ešsâdi ûrêm jasêmah kî lâ âmêr əxëmah əlûwêm 'al arêş wadam în lêbbad êt âdâmà. 6 wêd jêlîlî men arêş wâskê ût-kel fâmî âdâmà. 7 wjîsar əxëmah əlûwêm . . . 'âtar men ûdâmà wjêbhâm bêbbuh nêsêmat 'ajjim wjâhâ'îd eâm eflâfis 'ajjia.

8 wjittha əxëmah əlûwêm gân bêdên mîkkêdêm wjîsêmêm şêmma it êdam əşar jasa. 9 wjasmaî əxëmah əlûwêm men êdâmah it-kêl is nâmmand elmârî wîb al emêkêل wiş 'ajjim êftok éggan wiş eûtôt tôb wrâ. 10 wnûr jasa mijêdên lâskot it éggan wîshêstêmêmah jibârrad wjîjâh lêrbhî rásim. 11 wîm ãhêd fîshun û-essûbâb it-kêl arêş abbûla əşar şêmâmah ûzêb. 12 wzâb arêş a'tî tôb mê'od wêşêmâmêm abâdla wàben ešsâm. 13 wêshenn ešsêni gîjon û-essûbâb it-kêl arêş ku. 14 wêshem ennâr ëxshêli ûddêkkël û alek kîdmat əşar. wannar erôfêbû û fêrat.

15 wjîkêlha əxëmah əlûwêm it êdam wjînîjê'û éffanêd. 16 wjê-şabê əxëmah əlûwêm 'al êdam limôr: mîkkêl is éggan åkal tê'òkêl. 17 wêm êddat tôb wrà lâ tê'òkêl mimminûn kî ébjom êklak mimminûn tôm tômêmôt. 18 wjâhâ'omer şêmâm əlûwêm la-tôb äjîût êdam elbêddû əxjî lû 'ázar kânîngdû. 19 wjîsar şêmam əlûwêm ûd mên êdâmà it-kêl 'ajjat äsêdzi wît-kêl üf ešsâtêmêm wjîbi elêdam élra'ot mû-jîtêkra lû' wîkel əşar jîkra lûh êdam nâmêş 'ajja û şêmû. 20 wjîkêlha 'êdam şêmôt 'êklêk ebbêmêm umûf ešsâtêmêm wêlêkêl 'ajjat äsêdzi elêdam lâmâşa 'ázar kânîngdû. 21 wjêbêlê əxëmah əlûwêm terdêmêmâm 'al êdam wjîsnân wjîkêlha 'âd misîllâ'ûto wjésgir ûsêr têtîtîjê. 22 wjîblî əxëmah əlûwêm it așšîrê ãsêr lëkâha men êdam lîssé wjîbîjjah elêdam. 23 wjâhâ'omer
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Adam zae'ot ebbam 'asam mijjasami wbaasar mibbasari elza'ot jikkar'i fishe ki misa la'ekijjah zae'ot. 24 'al-m'en jazzab is it abijju wit immu dabik bishu wajja missennijimma elbasar 'ad. 25 wajjju shennijimma 'aremen adam wisnu wla jittebassatu.

iii 1 wennas aja 'arum mikkel 'ajjat essa'i a'sar 'asa sama\b eluwem wja'omer ela'issa ef-ki ami mar eluwem la tai'okel miikkel is eggan. 2 wta'omer a'issa elennes miiffiri is eggan na'okel. 3 wmiiffiri a'is ezee a'asar efток eggan amar eluwem la tai'okelu mimminnu wla tigga'u bu fen te'mutun. 4 wja'omer ennas ella'iissa: la-mot te'mutun. 5 ki jada eluwem ki ejbom aklakimma mimminnu wneggak'a'i iniikima wa'itimma kai eluwem jada'i tob wra. 6 wt'ree a'issa k-tob a'is chmakal wki tawa u linim wnaemmad a'is laykel wtikka\b miiffiro wta'okel wtitten gam li'sa imma wja'okelu. 7 wttefakana ini shennijimma wja'da'i ki 'aremen imma wjif'aru 'ali tina wja'ss u lamma lageoret. 8 wjissma'u it-kol same\b eluwem mta'llak beggan elrbe 'ejjom wjetaba adam wisnu miiffani same\b eluwem efток is eggan. 9 wjikra same\b eluwem seladam wja'omer lu: 'ika? 10 wja'omer: it kolkata samati beggan wa'ta ki 'arom anakai wai'bb. 11 wja'omer: min egged lak ki 'arom atta? amen a'iis a'asar sabitek elbibi akal mimminnu akalta? 12 wja'omer adam: a'issa a'asar nataatta 'immadi 'i netina li men a'is wu'okel. 13 wja'omer same\b eluwem la'iissa: ma-zae'ot a'siti? wta'omer a'issa: ennass shennijani we'okel.

14 wja'omer same\b eluwem elennas: ki 'assa ta'ze'ot, 'arur atta mikkel ebbma umikkel 'ajjat essa'di, 'al ga'onak telak wafar tai'okel kael jamii 'ajjik. 15 wijja'bce 'asdet binak wbin a'issa wbin z'arak wbin z'arak. 16 je'sifak re'os watta te'ossinu ekeb. 16 wela'iissent amar: zerb erobb\b 'asabunek wreqijjunek ba'sabun teladi baniim welisek te'sukatek u jimsal bek.

17 wladam amar: ki shamatta elkol istak tai'okel men a'iis a'asar sabitek limor la tai'okel mimminnu 'arura adama bagurak bagabon tai'okellina kael jamii 'ajjek. 18 wko's wdardar tasmi lak wakalta it assi essa'di. 19 efzat ebbeke tai'okel lem 'ad sibak 'eladama ki mimminna le'sita ki 'asaf atta we' 'asarak te'sub. 20 wjikra adam same isto 'abba ki 'i 'ajjata 'em-kal-'aj. 21 wja's same\b eluwem ladam wlisto kettanot ur wjelbi'isimma. 22 wja'omer same\b eluwem: en 'adam 'ajja kad mimminnu aldat tob wra wattha fen jiesella jedu le'ga gem mis 'ajjim wakal wu lulum. 23 wjessa'ellael'ei u same\b eluwem niggan-edan legbard it adama a'sar le'ki mimisemma. 24 wijegere'res it adem wjesken mikkekde emgan eden it ekkerubim wit-lait arib emmetasfe ket is'mar it derek is 'ajjim.
iv r wádam jáda it 'ábab 'šútu wtár wtálad ōt-ākín wábab ‘qánátì 'iš ét ‘šémah. 2 wtäsif šéjldét it 'ā’o it ‘ébel wjā’ti ‘ébel rā’i ‘šé’on wkn ščjā ‘ábed ‘áدامā. 3 wjā’i mbikñ sájmim wjībi kén mbiffirī ‘áدامā mānāh el‘šémah. 4 ‘ébel ibi gēm ‘ū mibbā’kūrot ‘šé’ūnu wmljilā-bijjīnna wjāša ‘šémah el‘ébel wjlūnāttu. 5 wélkn wjlūnāttu lā šā wjār ‘élkn mē’od wjāłlu fānu. 6 wjā’ómér ‘šémah ‘élkn lēma ‘árā lak włéma náfál fānēk. 7 āłū ‘ém tūtib sāt wdlmā ‘tūtib ‘élfēta ‘étāt rēbas wšlk ‘ěšukāttu wätta tımśl bū. 8 wjā’ómér kén el‘ébel ‘ā’o: nēłāka ēšādí wjā’ti bājitīmma beşšādí wjākam kén el‘ébel ‘ā’o wjārāqē’u.


13 wjā’ómér ēl. ēl-nā: kēs kāl bāsār bā alfānī kī mīlā āreṣ āmēs mīffānīįjīmma wīnnāni mēṣītīmma ēt āreṣ. 14 ēsī lak tībāt ēsī gāfar kīnnēm tēsīj it ēttībī wkślārtā ūtā mibbīt mǐjọg eflkāfār. 15 wēē ēsār tēsīj ‘ūta ēṣās-ā’ot āmē āreṣ ēttībī wēmīssēm āmām rēbbaḥ ēsēlāsēm āmām kūmātāb. 16 ēṣār tēsījī lēttībah wālāmām tēkēllīnna mīmlālā fētaḥ ēttība afṣīddah tāṣīm tēṣīm șēnim wēlīsā’em tēsījī.

17 wāńi ‘innāni mībī it emmēbbol mēm ‘al āreṣ lāṣīt kēl bāsār ēsār bū-ū ‘ājjim mīttēt ēsšāmīm kēl ēsār bārēs jīgbā. 18 wīlkīntī it bērītī ‘ıtītak wbatāa șěltībaa tātā wbnēk wīstaḥ wīnsī bānēk itītak. 19 wmnīkēl ‘ājja ēmkēl bābāsār șēnim mīkkēl tībi ṣelettība lījīt itītak zākār unākāba. 20 wējjīa mēn ā’OF ickname’u wmnē ēbbīmē ēlnēmēh wmnīkēl ēsār rēmēs ‘āl ādamā ēlnīnijīmma șēnim mīkkēl jābā’u īlēk lījūt. 21 wällt ā-lak mīkkēl mākal ēsār tijkīkēl wālītta ‘ilēk wējjīa lak wļēmēm lākālēh. 22 wjās nāb kākāl ēsār șābē ṭūtē ēl. kēn ‘āsha.
vii 1 wjā'omēr 'ael. ēlnāḥ: bā-āṭta wkel bītak ēlāṭtībā h kī ētak ērāta sādhīk ēśānā bēddur ēzzē. 2 ṭīkkā lák šāba h šāba h zākār unākāba wmen ēbbīma h 'aśār lā tā'ēra h tī ēśēnīm zēnāk unākāba h. 3 wzēm mējūf ēśēnim ēṭa h sābē h zākār unākāba h lījūt zēra h 'al fēnī kēl ērēs. 4 kī lējājīmūm ūd šēba γ anākī māntīr 'al ērēs ērbīm jom wērbīm ēle wmen'ītī tī-kael ēṣākēkum ēsār 'ašītī mūjīl fēnī ēdāma. 5 wjā sā h kākal ēsār sābe u ēsēma h.

6 wmn h bēn sēs mā'ot ēsēna h wēmmēbbo lājja mēm 'al ērēs. 7 wjābā h nā bōsū wīnī bānō ēttu ēlāṭtībā mīfīnī m ēmēmmēbbo. 8 mnē ēbbīmē ēṭa ērē wmen ēbbīmē ēsār ēnnīna tā'ēra h wmen 'a'ōf wmn kēl šēba ēsār rēmēs 'al ēdāma. 9 ēśēnim ēsēnim bāu 'al-nā ēlāṭtībē h zākār unākāba h kī 'aśār šēbē ēsēma h tī-nā h.

10 wjā'ī ēlsābēt ajjāmīm wmi ēmmēbbo lājju 'al ērēs. 11 rēf- ēsēnat 'ēśēs mā'ot ēsēna h lējī nā h bādēś ēsēni ēfsābē h 'aśār jom lādēś bējjom ēzzē nībbākā'ū kēl-mājānā tūm rēbā h wērābōt aśānīm mīffītē tī. 12 wjā'ī ēggēsam 'al ērēs ērbīm jom wērbīm ēlē. 13 bāsam ējīm ēzzē bā nā h sēm 'ām wjēfēt bānī nā h wīssēt nā h sēlāsēt nītī bānō ēśēsāmē ēlāṭtībā h. 14 lēmē wkal 'lījja ēmnēnā h wkal ērrēmsē ērmēsē 'al ērēs ēmnīnū'ē kēl ēłōf ēmnīnū'ē kēl sībōr kēl kānēf. 15 ēbāu ēsēna h aśētībā ēsēnim ēsēnim mīkkal bēsār ēsēr bū-rū 'ājīmī. 16 wēbā'īm zākār unākāba h zākār unākāba h mīkkal bēsār bāu ēkē ēsēr sēbā-ūtu ēlī. 17 wjā'ī ēmmēbbo ērbīm jom 'al ērēs wjīrbū ēmmīm wjīssē 'ūtī ēlūtībā h wērām mūjīl ērēs. 18 wījgābārū ēmmīm wjīrbū mē'od 'al ērēs wōtāl ēttībā h 'al fānī ēmmīm. 19 ēmmīm ēgērū mē'od mē'od 'al ērēs wjēkēssū kēl ērēm ēggēbā'ēm ēsār tēt kēl ēsēsamīn. 20 ēmmīm 'īsārā h ēmā h mīlmēla h ēgērū ēmmīm wjīkkēssū 'ārim. 21 wījībā bēsār ērrēmsē 'al ērēs būf ubēbbīma h ubājja h wēfīl ēsēsē ēsēsē ērēs bākēl ēśēma h ērēs wēkēl ēdām. 22 kēl ēsār nāśēmat rū 'ājīmī bēbbo mīkkal ēsār bārēbā h mētu. 23 wījīmā h tī-kēl ējīkēm ēsār 'al fānī ēdāma mūjīdām 'ad bīma h 'ad rēmēs 'ad ūf ēsēsamī wjimmū mēn ērēs wjīssē ēk-nah wēsēr ēttu bēttībā h. 24 wījgābārū ēmmīm 'al ērēs ēmīsēm ēmāt jom. 25 wjēzākār ēlī. ēttī-nā h wīt-kēl ēājja wīt-kēl ēbūmmā h ēsār ēttu bēttībā h wjābīrī ēlī. rū(b) 'al ērēs wjīssēkū ēmmīm. 2 wīsēkē-kārū mējījānō tūm wērābōt ēsēsamīm wjēkēlī ēggēsamī mēn ēsēsamīm. 3 wjīsēbu ēmmīm mūjīl ērēs 'alākū wāsābū wjīssēr ēmmīm mīkēs ēmīsēsm ēmāt jom. 4 w̃ēnānā ēttībā bādēś ēsēbē ēfsābē h ēsār jom lādēś 'al 'ārī ērērat. 5 ēmmīm 'ājju ēlākū wāsārū 'ad ēdēs a'ēśārī bā'ēśārī bēdē lādēś nīrā'ī rāšī ērēm.
6 ώσά τι μόκκης ἄρβιμ ἐσον ἡλίθτα βάθι ἂλον ἐπίτε μάρια 
7 μορέσσαλα ἂτ ἄρεμ μόσσα ὑψω ἄν πάκα ἄν δό θεῖςῃ 
8 ἐπίτε μορέσσαλα ἂτ ἀαβάντα βαίν ἰπίτε ἄραι ἔκτι ἁμί 
9 ἐπίτε ἄαβαντα βάθι ἂμο μόλκα ἱγκ ἰπίτε ἄτθα ἡλίθτα 
10 ἂτ ἄερ ἀδά μόλκα ἁμί 
11 ἀδά μόλκα ἂτ ἀμο ἁθά ἧθ 
12 ἂτ ἄερ 
13 ἂτ ἄερ 
14 ἂτ ἄερ 
15 ἂτ ἄερ 
16 ἂτ ἄερ 
17 ἂτ ἄερ 
18 ἂτ ἄαβ 
19 ἂτ ἄαβ 
20 ἂτ ἄαβ 
21 ἂτ ἄαβ 
22 ἂτ ἄαβ 
23 ἂτ ἄαβ 
24 ἂτ ἄαβ 
25 ἂτ ἄαβ 
26 ἂτ ἄαβ 
27 ἂτ ἄαβ 
28 ἂτ ἄαβ 
29 ἂτ ἄαβ 
30 ἂτ ἄαβ 
31 ἂτ ἄαβ 
32 ἂτ ἄαβ 
33 ἂτ ἄαβ 
34 ἂτ ἄαβ 
35 ἂτ ἄαβ 
36 ἂτ ἄαβ 
37 ἂτ ἄαβ 
38 ἂτ ἄαβ 
39 ἂτ ἄαβ 
40 ἂτ ἄαβ 
41 ἂτ ἄαβ 
42 ἂτ ἄαβ 
43 ἂτ ἄαβ 
44 ἂτ ἄαβ 
45 ἂτ ἄαβ 
46 ἂτ ἄαβ 
47 ἂτ ἄαβ 
48 ἂτ ἄαβ 
49 ἂτ ἄαβ 
50 ἂτ ἄαβ 
51 ἂτ ἄαβ 
52 ἂτ ἄαβ 
53 ἂτ ἄαβ 
54 ἂτ ἄαβ 
55 ἂτ ἄαβ 
56 ἂτ ἄαβ 
57 ἂτ ἄαβ 
58 ἂτ ἄαβ 
59 ἂτ ἄαβ 
60 ἂτ ἄαβ
 açsar la jisma t's et t'csrfat r'yu. 8 wjiifis š. ôtïmma miššëmma 'al fâni kæl âres wjadâlu lîbnot it a'ir wit ennëgdal. 9 'al-ken kârâ šëmah bâbél k'i şëmma bâllal š. it 'ësfat kæl âres wmiššëmma ifïsîmma Š. 'al fâni keel âres.

xii i wja‘ömër š. elaâram lik-lak mi понравилися трубки вмббет à'bék elaâres âsår arrák. 2 wëssak elguwvi gâdol wëber-râkak wegdîlah šëmak wëbî bârâka. 3 wëbërrek ëmbërrëkëk wëmâkalëk š'ar wnbbarâku bak kæl mës'at àdâmâ. 4 wjâlak ábram kâ'ësår dëbbër ñlo š. wjâlak ñtu lot wâbr. bën 'àmmës šënim sâbëm ñeñah efçëjëtù mi понравились им. 5 wjîkka abr. it serînh ñstu wît-Ïot bën 'a'o wît-kal râkësîmma âsår râkësî wît anàfës ësår 'àsù ñërran wëjëša'u llekëkset ârâ kânnan wjâbâ'u ârâ kânnan. 6 wjâbbar abr. bârës 'ad mâkomp ëskëm 'ad 'âlon mûra' wakkânâni ëz bârës. 7 wjirrâ'i š. el'âbr. wja‘ömër lû elçërëk ñttën it âres ezzë'ot wjîbnî şëmma meçba él. ënnirrâ'i ñlo. 8 wjâttak mi понравились ërâ mekâkëdëm elbit'èl wjat à'olù bitte mi понравились wjîbnî şëmma meçba él. wjîkra efçëm š. 9 wjëšsa abr. ålôk wnaâa ennëgba.

10 wja‘î ràbb bârës wjârad abr. mi понравились ëlgor şëmma k'i kâbëd ërràb bârës. 11 wja‘î kâ'ësår ëkrib lâbû mi понравились sah wja‘ömër el'sëri ñstu ñnna n'à jádâtî k'i ñësa jëfet màri ëttî. 12 wëjja k'i jërë'ù ëtëk ëmmislëm wàmârû ñstu zë'ot wàràgu ùtì ëzëtek jëjî. 13 ëmmâr n'à 'ënti jëttî ñmëñ jëtâb-lë bëbudëk wajjàta nëfêl efçëlabëk. 14 wja‘î kâbû abr. mi понравились wjërë'u ëmmislëm it à'ësla k'i jëfëse 'i më'od. 15 wjërë'u 'utab ëshër fâru wjylëlu ñtab ëlfâru wûtûkka ë'ësla bitàb fâru. 16 wlahab. ë'tab bëbudrà wja‘î lû ñë'ôn wâbak miñni kâbëd më'od. 'âbâdëm wassûtët wëmûrmot wëmmûtòt wàmmâlëm. 17 wjëvëggâ abr. it fâru ñëgë'im gaddelâm wît bûtò 'al dëbar sëri ñësàt abr.

18 wjëkra fâru laâram bârës wja‘ömër mû zë'ot 'asìtà-li ësáma lë eggittà-li ki ñstak 'ì. 19 wësëma ëmàrta 'a'unità t'ì wjîkka ñtab ñlësà wàttà ñnna ñstak kà wllk. 20 wjësâba 'âlô fâru ënâsëm wjësëllà'u ñtu wît ñstu wît-kal âsår lû wlot immu.

xviii i wjirrâ'i ñlo ñësa bêlûun mimrë 'ù jësib fëta'ab'ol kàm 'àjjom. 2 wjësâ ino wjërë wénna ñësàlà 'ënùësm nësibëm 'âlo wjërë wjâraâ elkerëätîmma mîfëtëb 'ab'ol wjësëbbi 'àrâa. 3 wja‘ömër ädënni 'em-nà maâsätti 'an binnikëmma âl-na tábbarû mi понравились 'abdarëmme. 4 jîkka abr. na mât mmët wraâru règûlîkëmma wîssa'inu têt 'a'is. 5 wjîkka fat lëm wàsáu ëlbabicksa wà'er tábbarû k'i 'àl-kën 'abbartîmma 'al 'abdarëmme wja‘ömër kën tëjë kâ'ësar debbertà. 6 wjëmà'er abr. 'a'ola elçërra wja‘ömër më'ëri sëlaš sim kàmà sàlët lùsî wëšì 'iggot. 7 wël'abbàkàr râst abrâm wjîkka bën bâkàr rak
wšob wšitten elšnnar wįšėmaër lāššutu. 8 wįjįkkaብ āmāh wālab wit-ben abbākār āšar "āšΛa wįšitten elfānįjimma "ū āmēd ālitjimma tēt āiš wįjā'okču. 9 wįjā'omēru ilo: aţįjēh šarrāh 'įstak? wįjā'omēr 'įnnaḥ bā'ol. 10 wįjā'omēr šob 'ēšob 'īlēk kā'et 'ājja wēnnaḥ bēn elšērraḥ 'įstak wāsērraḥ šāmāt fētaḥ 'ā'ol wî 'ā'ōro. 11 wabram wāsārraḥ zākīnim bā'īm bejjāmint ādal lāj jot elšērraḥ 'āraḥ kā'īnšim. 12 wtešā'ik šarrā 'efkīrbaḥ limor: 'ā'ōri bālţī 'ajjātā-lī 'īdna wādēnnī zāken.

13 wįjā'omēr šēmaḥ elbrām lēma zē šaţįka šērraḥ limor: 'āf 'āmēnīmma ēlād wāni zākānti. 14 'ajīfišaḥ miššēmaḥ dēbar īmām-mūwańd 'ēšob 'īlēk kā'et 'ājja wāsārra bēn. 15 wtešačeš šarrā limor: lā šaţįktī kī járāh wįjā'omēr lāb kī šaţįktī. 16 wįjākāmū miššēma 'ā'ēnīšim wįjįkafu 'al fâni sādim wabram 'ālēk immīmma elšēllī'imma.

xxii 1 wįjet 'ā'ēr ēṭdēbārēm 'ā'illa wā'ēlūwēm nāssas abr. abram wįjā'omēr ilo: 'abram! wįjā'omēr 'įnnan! 2 wį. kā-na it bēnak it já'idak 'ēšar 'ā'ibtâ it jēsāk wîlk-lak ēl'ārés 'āmmūrījaḥ wāllā'u śēmma 'āla 'al 'ād ārēm 'ēšar 'ā'ōmer 'īlēk. 3 wįjākām abram bebbēkār wįjābēšēs it ēmūru wįjįkkaḥ it ūnē nāro 'ittu wit jēsāk bēn wįjēbākā 'iši 'ālah wįjākām wįjālak ēlammākōm āšar 'āmar lu 'ā'ēlūwēm. 4 bējjom ēşšālīṣi wįjēsā abram it 'ino wjēre it ammākōm mirāk. 5 wįjā'omēr abr. ēnāro šēbu lākīmna fā 'ēm 'ā'ēmor wānī wannār nēlāka 'ād-kaḥ wništābbī wnēsob 'īlīkimma. 6 wįjįkka abr. it 'iši 'ālah wįjāšēm 'al jēsāk bēnu wįjįkkaḥ ēbjēdu it 'ā'ēs wit 'ammākēlēt wįjįlākū śēnįjimma jáddu.

7 wįjā'omēr jēsāk elbrām. 'ābījju wįjā'omēr: 'ābī. wįj.: 'įnnanī bēni. wįj.: 'ā'ēs wār'ēsēm wįjįjē 'ēşîi lālāh. 8 wįjā'omēr abr.: ēlūwēm jērēti lū-stī lālāh bēni. wįjākū śēnįjimma jáddu. 9 wįjāba'ū ēlammākōm 'ēšar 'āmar lū ēlēlūwēm wįjīnī śēmma abr. ētēmmēzbaḥ wįjārēk it 'ā'īsim wįjįkkēd it jēsāk bēnu wįjāšēm 'ūtū 'al ēmmēzbaḥ mimmījjał lāsīm. 10 wįjįsēlla abr. it jēdu wįjįkkaḥ it 'ammākēlēt ēlšāṣ it bēnu.

11 wįjķra ilo mālāk śēmaḥ men ēššāmim wįjā'omēr abr. abr. wįj. 'įnnanī. 12 wįj. šel tēsālāh jēdak 'al 'ēn нар wal tēşį lū mē'ūmaḥ kī 'āttāḥ jādātī kī járī ēlūwēm 'āttā lā 'āšëkta it bēnak it já'idak mimmīnī. 13 wįjįssā abr. it 'ino wjēre wēnnaḥ il 'ād nā'ęez erfābāk efkārēno wįjālak abr. wįjįkkaḥ it 'ā'il wįjālē'ū 'ālaḥ tāt bēnu. 14 wįjķra abr. it śem ammākōm 'ādō śēmaḥ jērēti 'ēšar 'ījahmer 'ājjom bār śēmaḥ jirrā'. 15 wįjķra mālāk śēmaḥ ēl'abram śēnit men aššāmim. 16 wįjā'omēr bi nišābbāttī nām śēmaḥ kī jān ēšar 'ašita it ēṭdēbēr ēżē wālā 'āšēkta it bēnak it já'idak mimmīnī.
'ael 'ā'o: mā bāṣa kī nārag 'it 'ajānu wkkēsēnu 'it dēmmu. 27 likū nēmekkērīnū laejiṣāmā'īlēm wjēdānu 'el tējjī bū kī 'ājanu wbaṣānru 'ū. wjiṣāma'u 'ā'o. 28 wjaḥbāru 'ēnāšēm medждēnēm sērrim wjimākētu wjāltū 'it jūsīf mēn ebbōr wjēmekkēru 'it jūsēf laejiṣāmā'īlēm bīsrēm kāsīf wjbējiju 'it jūsīf miṣṟīma.

29 wjašāb rē'ūben 'el ebbōr wēnna bī jūsēf bēbbōr wjēkārā 'it bēgādo. 30 wjašāb 'el 'ā'o 'wja'omēr 'ējījād 'inīnu wānī 'āna 'ānī bā. 31 wjīkā'ū 'it kīttānēt jūsēf wjēṣātu šīr 'izzēm wjīṭbālū 'it kīttānēt . . . 32 . . . effēsēm wjībējīwvāh 'ēlēbījījīma wja'omērē zē'ot māṣānnu ēkkir-nā 'akīttānēt bēnak 'ī? 'ām-lā? 33 wjēakēkērē 'wja'omēr kīttānēt bēnī 'ī; 'ajjā rā bā 'akālītu; tārēf tārēf jūsēf. 34 wjēkērra jākōb sāmālūtu wjašēm šek bēmtānō wjētābāl 'al bēnu jāmim rábbīm. 35 wjākāmu kēl bānō kēl bānūto ēlnā'ēnu wjīmmān 'enētnām wja'omērē kī 'ējād 'al bēnī 'ēbēl šējūlā hējēbekēkē 'ūtu 'abījū. 36 wemmedждēnēm mekkēru 'it jūsēf miṣṟīma bīl fūṭīfār sārēs fāru bā šar aṭṭābīm.

XXXIX 1 wjuṣēf wūwārēd miṣṟīma hējījā'ē'ū fūṭīfār sārēs fāru bā šar aṭṭābīm 'īs miṣrī mijjēd ajiṣāmā'īlēm 'ēṣār 'ūridē'ū šēmā. 2 wja'ī šēmā 'ēt jūsēf wja'ī 'īs māṣlī wja'ī bit 'ādēnno emmīṣrī. 3 wjēre 'ādēnno kī šēmā 'ītto wkuēl 'ēṣār 'ū 'āṣī šēmā māsīlē ebjēdu. 4 wjīmāsā jūsēf 'an bīnī 'ādēnno wjējēsēret 'ūtu wjēfējīdē'ū 'al būtu wkuēl 'ēṣār jēs-lu nātān ebjēdu. 5 wja'ī mijjāz ēffēd 'ītto bābītu wēl-kēl 'ēṣār jēs-lu wjēbērrek šēmā 'īt-bēt emmīṣrī evvēlāl jūsēf wja'ī bārākat šēmā ēffal 'ēṣār jēs-lu bēbbēt wēbēsēdē. 6 wjazzāb kēl 'ēṣār lū ebjēd jūsēf wla jādā 'ītto mē'ūmāh kī-lēm 'ālēm 'ēṣār 'ū 'ākēl wja'ī jūsēf jēfāh ṭār wja'ēfā mārī.

7 wja'ī 'ā'er ǧēddēbārēm 'ā'illa wṭīšēa 'īsīṣēt 'ādēnno 'it 'inījā bā 'ējījī 'tā'omēr šēkābāh 'inmī. 8 wjīmmā'n. wja'omēr 'ēlīsīṣēt 'ādēnno 'en 'ādēnnī lā jādā 'ītī mē'ūmā hēbītu kūl 'ēṣār jēs-lu nātān ebjēdī. 9 'inīnu gādol bēbbēt 'ēzzēh mīmmīnī wla 'āṣak mīmmīnī mē'ūmāh kī-lēm 'ūtēk bēbērē 'ēttī 'īṣūtu wīk 'ēṣštī 'āṣrāh 'agğāddēlāh 'ēzzē'ot wāṭīfī lēlūwvēm.

10 wja'ī kēddēbērēh bījūsēf jom wjom wla šāma 'īlējīja bā 'īsībāh lāshī bīṣāh lājījot 'īmmāh. 11 wja'ī kēejīm wēzzēh wja'bā jūsēf ebbīta bāshītāt mālāktu bēbbēt wīn 'īs mijjēnāshē ēbbēt šēmā bēbbēt. 12 tit-faṣē'ū bēbēgādo limor: šēkāba bī 'inmī wjazzāb bēgādo ebjēda hējījān wjiṣāsu a'ūṣa. 13 wja'ī kārī'ūta bīt 'āzab bēgādo ebjēda hējījān wjiṣāsu a'ūṣa bā. 14 wṭīkra lēnāsī bīta bā wja'omēr lēmām limor rē̄'ū bībī lānū 'īs 'ībrī ēlīsē'ēk bānū bā 'īl līskāb 'inmī. wīkra ēffkūl gādol. 15 wja'ī kāṣāmā'ū kī 'ārenī kūlī wīkra wjazzāb bēgādo ebjēdī hējījān wjiṣāsu a'ūṣa bā. 16 wṭēnna bēgādo bīṣāh 'ād-ba
'ädénno 'sēlbītu. 17 wtēdbēbir 'īlo keddēbārēm 'ā'illa limor: bā 'iili 'ābed 'ā'ibrī āēmar 'ībatā tānnū sēlgā'ek bi. 18 wjāt kārēmī kulīt wēkra wjāzzab bēgādo 'īslī wjānas 'ā'ūsa. 19 wjāt kāsāma 'ädēnno 'it dēbāri 'īstu 'ēsār ḍēbērāh 'īlo limor: keddēbārēm 'ā'illa 'āṣāh li 'ābdak wjār ēbbu. 20 wjikka 'ādénnī jūsēf 'ūtu wjīttēnē'ā 'ēlītīt assār màkōm 'ēsār 'āsūrī ammālēk āsūrēm wjāt sēmmā bābēt assār. 21 wjāt sēmēma 'et jūsēf wjāt 'īlo 'ēsēd wjīttēn 'īmnu bīnī sār-bet assār. 22 wjīttēn sār-bet assār ēbījēd jūsēf 'īt-kāl 'āsūrēm 'āēsār bābēt assār wīt-kal 'ēsār 'āsim sēmmā 'ū 'ājjā 'āsī. 23 'īn sār-bet assār rē 'īt-kāl mē'ūmah ēbējēt ëēsār sēmēma 'īt wēkal 'ēsēr 'ū 'āsī sēmēma māsīlī.

xl 1 wjāt 'ā'er eddēbārēm 'ā'illa 'ātā'ū mēškī tālēk màlēk mīsrīm wāfah lādēnnījījīmama ēlmālēk mīsrīm. 2 wjikṣaf fārūh 'āl sēnī sēriso 'āl-sār emmēskīm wēl-šār 'āsim. 3 wjīttēn 'ūtīmmā bemmēsar bīt-sār attābīm ēlītīt assār màkōm 'ēsār jūsēf 'āsor sēmmā. 4 wjēf-kēd sār attābīm 'it jūsēf 'ēttīma wjēsērret 'ūtīmmā wjājīm jāmēm bemmēsar. 5 wjēllāmū 'ēlēm sēnījījīmama 'īs 'īlμu 'ebīlāh 'ād 'īs kāfstrun 'īlmu emmēskīt wāfah 'ēsār ēlmālēk mīsrīm 'ēsār āsūrēm bābēt assār. 6 wjāba līlījījīmama jūsēf bēbbēkār wjērē 'ūtīmmā wīnnīmama zēfīm. 7 wjēṣā'el 'it sērisi fārūh 'ēsār 'ūtīmmā bemmēsar bīt 'ādēnno limor: meddu fānīkīmama rā'em 'ājjom? 8 wjātōmērū 'īlo: 'ēlēm līlmūnu wēfītēr 'īn 'ūtu wjātōmēr 'līlījījīmama jūsēf 'ālū lēlūwwēm fītrānēm sēfārū nā-lī.

9 wjēsāfir sār emmēskēm 'it 'īlmu ēljūsēf wj. lū bēlmī wēnnah gāfen ēlfānī. 10 wbbēggāfen sēlāsah sīrrūgēm wī kāfrat 'ālāta nāssah ibšilu īskūltūtijah 'ēnābēm. 11 wkbūwwas fārūhēbjēdī wǐkka 'it 'ā'ēnābēm wēṣāt 'ūtīmmâ 'al kūwwwas fārūh witten 'it ekkūwwas 'ālkaf fārūh. 12 wjātōmēr lū jūsēf: zēbākhātrānu sēlēsāt ēssīrrūgēm sēlēsāt jāmēm 'īmmah. 13 būd sēlēsāt jāmēm jēsah fārūh 'īt rē'ūsah wīsībāk 'al kinnak wūnattātā kūwwwās fārūhēbjēdī kummēsējat arrā'īsōn 'ēsār 'ā'īta mēšēkēu. 14 kī-l'mēm zākārtanī 'īttak kī 'ēsēd jītāb-lak wēsītā nā 'immādi 'āsēd wāzgīrtānī 'ēsfārūh 'u'ūsāttānī mēn ēbītēt 'ēzzēb. 15 kī gānob niggānābītī miṯjārēs 'ā'ibrēm wgbēm-fah lī 'ašūtītī mē'ūmah kī sāmü'ūtī bēbhor. 16 wjērē sār 'āfīm kī-tob fātar wjātōmēr 'ēlījūsēf 'āf 'ānī bēlmī wēnnah 'sēlāsah sēlī 'ārī 'al rē'ūsī. 17 wbbāsal 'ālījjon mīkkēl màkal fārūh māsēj 'āfah wā'ōf 'ākel 'ūtīmmah mījjal 'āssal mījjal rē'ūsī. 18 wjān jūsēf wjātōmēr zēbākhātrānu: sēlēsāt ēssēlīm sēlēsāt jāmēm 'īmmah. 19 būd sēlēsāt jāmēm jēsah fārūh 'īt rē'ūsah mījjālīk wτāla 'ūtak 'al 'ā'īs, wākāl ā'ōf 'it bāsārak mījjālīk. 20 wjāt bējjom ēsēlēsīj jom 'ūlēdēt 'it fārūh wjās mēštī ëkkal 'ābādo wjīssā 'īt rē'ōs
šar emmeškem wit rę’oš šar ’afim étok ’ābádo. 21 wjišeb ’it-šar emmeškem ’al meškê’u wijtten ’it ekkuwwas ’ál-kaf fâru’. 22 wit-šar ’afim tala kâ’ešar fâtar lâ[m]ma jûsèf wâlâ zàkar šar emmeškem ’it jûsèf wjiškê’ê’u.

Ex ii 1 wjâlak ’is mîbbêt lîbi wjiškâh it-bêt lîbi. 2 wttâr ’ā’îšâh wtàlad bêng wttêrg ’útu kî-tob ’u wtašfêne’u šêlâsa jêrim. 3 wîla jâkâla ’ût d’asfêne’u wtiškê-lu ’îmmu titb gâmî tâmâra bîmar wếfêset wtàšem bâh it ’ajjâlêd wtàšem bássaf ’al ’eskat ’ajjar. 4 wttisêb ’a’ûtu mrîrak éldût mâ ’iijàsî lî. 5 wîtârad bêt fâru’èrâš ’al ’ajjar wnařûtîjja ’alâkat ’alağd ’ajjar wttêrg it éttibah’èfok ássaf wtecêlêh’u it ’âmâta’u wtiškâh. 6 wtištah wttêrg it ’ajjâlêd wénna nàr bâkî. wttâmàl ’álò bêt fâru. . . 7 wtištah ’ómêr ’a’ûtu ’élbêt fâru’ ’a’alak wkârattî lik ’îša mînköt mên ’âbrijjot ’ûtinîk-like ’it ’ajjâlêd. 8 wttâh ’ómêr lâh bêt fâru’lik wttâmàl ’alâma’u wttkà ’it-kem ’ajjâlêd. 9 wtištah ’ómêr lâh bêt fâru’lik ik ’it ’ajjâlêd ézzê wniłêk’u li wânî ittên it šêrkêk wtiškâh ’îšâsh it ’ajjâlêd wtiškê’u. 10 wjîgdal ènnàr wttibijje’êl bêt fâru’wajt łâh èlben wttkà it ’èmu mûşi wtt’ómêr. kî-mên émmêm mêsîtîjju.

11 wjâl bêjjâmêm ’â’îmmna wjîgdal mûshi wjîssâ c’lo’o wjêre çësâbaûtûmma wjêre ’is mîsř mëkkî ’is ’ibrî miijjâ’o. 12 wjîfàfan kâh wki kàh wjêre kî ’in ’is wjekkî it èmmësìi wistmânê’u bûl. 13 wjîssâ bæjjjom cëssêni wènnenh sënh ënàsim ’ibrîm nàsim wjî’ómêr lèrrêsha lêmah’êkkè rëk. 14 wjâ’ómêr mî šâmîk lîš šar wélûfât ’âllûn ’âlèragâni ’àta ’âmèr kà’âshar ’ârîgta it èmmësìi? wjirà mûshi wj’ómêr ’âkèn nûda çëddêbar. 15 wjîisma fâru it çëddêbar ézzê wjébèkkê lârag it mûshi wjibra mûshi mißàni fâru wjîsèb bârêsméd wjašàb ’al èbbir.

16 wëlkâ’én médjan šàba bânot wttbâ’înna wttidlà’înna wttmîlà’nna it arràtim lâskot it ñè’ôn àbiijjînna. 17 wjâb’u èrrà’im wjègerê-şûmma wjtakà mûshi wjusîjjinna wjësgi it ñè’onîmma. 18 wttbâ’înna çërawâl àbiînna wj’à’ómêr mëddà mà’màtem bàh ’àjjom? 19 wtt’ómêrènna ’is mîsř ’àsîlànu mijjed èrrà’em wqêm dàlà dàlà lânî wjësgî it așsê’ôn. 20 wj’ómêr çëbânûto wèjjëh lèmma’çè ’àzàbêtn it ’â’sèkèrèn lô wj’a’okè lèm. 21 wja’el mûshi èlësëbèt ñê ’a’îš wjitten it ñëbêrûh ñîttu èlëmûši lîssà. 22 wttâlad bêng wjišra it ’èmu gîşam kî ’a’îš bârês nkriîjja.

23 wjâ’t bæjjâmêm ’arràbbîm ’â’îmmma wjamaòt màlèk màsîm wjàna’u bànî ’is’rèl mên ’âsèbîda wjasèl’èkku wttèl ñûwûtîmma ’sèl’è’lûwûwèm mên ’âsèbîda’. 24 wjîsèma’èlûwûwèm ’it ñèkàtîmna wjëgàsàkar ’èl. ’it ñèrîtu ñèt abr. ñèt jëfàk wèt jàkob. 25 wjère ’èl. ’it bànî jišrà’el wjàda èl. iii 1 wmuši ’àjja rà’t it ñè’ôn jìtru
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'ātēnu kā'én médjan wjēnā'īg 'it ašē'on 'ā'er 'āmmēdbar wjābā ġ'ar 'a'ēl. 'ūričha. 2 wjirrā'ī 'ilo mālāk šēmā'ī alblā'ēbat ġs mīttok ġssānīh wjēre wēnna'h assānīh bār bēs wassānīh 'ēnnūn 'ēkēl. 3 wjā'ōmer mūśī 'ēsor nā wērē'i it ammāri eggādol 'ēzzē'h mēdū lā jībbār 'assānīh. 4 wjēre 'ēl. kī-sar ġlā'ōt wjīkra 'ilo 'ēl. mīttok assānīh wjā'ōmer: mūśi, mūśi! wjā'ōmer 'innañi! 5 wj.: ael tikrab 'ēlam ġel nāleq mījjal rēgālek ki ammākom 'āsār 'ūttā 'ūmed 'ālo 'ādamāt kādeš 'ī. 6 wjā'ōmer 'ānāki 'ēlūwī 'ābūtēk 'ēlūwwī 'ābr. wēlūwwī jēsāk wēlūwwī jākōb wjestēr mūśī fāno ki jārā mījībābe 'ālē'ālūwwēm.

7 wjā'ōmer šēmāh rā'ū rā'rīt 'it 'ānīnī 'āmmī 'āsār bāmīrīm wit šā'iktimma šēmāttī miffâni nēgšō ki jādātti 'it mākā'ūbu. 8 wērādah lāšešlu mījjad mīsrim wēlūtū mēn 'ārēq 'ālī ael 'ārēq zābat 'ālubdābāš 'āl mākkōm ēkkānānnī 'āttī wē'ēmērī wēfērīzzī wēggērgēšī wēlūbbī wējjēbūsī. 9 wāttāh 'inna sā'ēkēt bānī 'īsā'ēl bā 'īli wāgēm rā'rīt 'it 'āllās ġēsār mīsrim lī'ēsēm 'ūtīmma. 10 wāttāh līk wēlēsēlāk 'ēlfrūhī 'ūsātta 'it 'āmmī bānī jīsā'ēl mīmīsrim. 11 wjā'ōmer mūśī 'ālē'ālē. mī 'ānāki kī 'ēlak 'ēlfrūhū wēkū 'ūsī it bānī 'īsā'ēl mīmīsrim. 12 wjā'ōmer kī 'ējējī 'īmmak wēģ-lak 'ā'ōt kī 'ānāki šēlēttēk būsijjāk 'it 'ām mīmīsrim tābbādūn 'it 'ālūwwēm 'āl 'ār ēzē. 13 wjā'ōmer mūśī 'ālē'ālūwwēm 'īnna 'ānākī bā 'ālēbānī jīsā'ēl wēmārtī lēmma 'ēlūwwe 'ābūtīkīmma šēlānnī 'īlīkīmma wēmārū lī mā šēmu? mī 'ē'ōmer 'īlījīmma?

14 wjā'ōmer 'ēl. šēmūšī 'ējējī 'ēsār 'ējējī wjā'ōmer: kāh tā'ōmer šēlēbānī jīsā'ēl: 'ējējī šēlānnī 'īlīkīmma. 15 wjā'ōmer 'ūd 'ēlūwwēm 'ēlšūmī kāh tā'ōmer šēlēbānī jīsā'ēl šēmāh 'ēlūwwe 'ābūtīkīmma 'ēlūwwe 'ābrām wēlūwwe jēsāk wēlūwwe jākōb šēlānnī 'īlīkīmma zē'h šēmī lōlam wēgēzē'h ēkkō lēdar wdōr. 16 līk wāsīfta 'it žākīnī bānī jīsā'ēl wēmārtī 'īlījīmma šēmāh 'ēlūwwe 'ābūtīkīmma nīrrātī 'īlt 'ēlūwwe 'ābrām wējēsāk wējākōb līmor fākad fākātī itkīmma wit 'āšūwī līkīmma bāmīrīm. 17 wēmēra 'āllī itkīmma mījēnī mīsrim 'āl ārēq ēkkānānnī 'āttī wē'ēmērī wēfērīzzī wēggērgēšī wēlūbbī wējjēbūsī 'āl ārēq zābat 'ālubdābāš. 18 wēgēmū'nēkēlāk. wbātta 'āttā wēzākīnī īsā'ēl 'ēlēmākē mīsrim wēmartīmma 'īlo šēmāh 'ēlūwwe 'ābrēm nīkēkārā 'īllīnī nēlākā hā dēkē šēlēsāt jāmēm bennēdībar wniżbāh 'ēlšēmāh 'ēlūwwēnū. 19 wānī jādāttī kī-lā jīttēn itkīmma mīlēkē mīsrim lēlēk 'īlū ūbēdē 'āzejēkā. 20 wējēllātī 'īt jēdī wēkkītī 'it mīsrim ēkkāl niżlā'ūttī 'ēsār 'ēssēl ekīrī pā wē'ōrī ken jēssēla itkīmma. 21 wnīttātī 'īt 'ānīnī 'ēzzē bānī mīsrim wējja kī tēlākōn lā tēlakōn ūkēm. 22 wāsē'ēl 'īs mījjad rē'u wēssēh mījēd rā'ūtah mēkīnta wēmgāt bītāh kīlī kāsēf wkīlī zāb wēmālut.
wšemtímma ‘al bānikímma wēl bānūtikímma wnašeltímma ‘it mišrim. iv i wjān mūši wja‘ömér wēn-lā jāmēnū lī wla jišmā’u ‘eelkūlī ki jā‘ömērū lā nīrrā‘ī ‘ilēk šēma.b


NOTES

Gn i 6 ēfhor: R. ēftot, obviously an error. 7 wja‘āf: R. wja‘ās, either an error (cf. v. 16) or due to Jewish influence, which does not seem very probable. Even in the Samaritan Hebrew, it is true, the two šin’s were perhaps originally differentiated (contrary to the opinion of other scholars), but the original šin, where not pronounced like š, appears nowadays as š (šפ), cf. ‘āj ṭot ii 4, ‘ēfth ii xxii 7, &c. 10 wēmēkēwē: the stressed a must be short; if R. has d, it is unquestionably an error, since the form would be without any parallel; Obadiah Ṣedaqah recited to the present writer with d. 11 R. mērē (Betonton unklar); Ob. Ṣēd. recited mērē, which is in accordance with parallel forms (see further in the grammar). 12 wis:
nowadays $s$ can often be distinguished from $s$ only by a very sensitive ear, at times not at all. The same is the case with $t$ and $k$, while $k$ has never been identified with $h$, but resembles rather $\dot{h}$. In accordance therewith, I have corrected every $k$ which appears in the place of $h$, but left $s$ and $t$ in similar cases unchanged, though there naturally must be cases where the omission of the point below is due to an oversight, as it always is in the case of $k = h$. 14 mādrot: R. mādit, error. 18 R. lāmaš. The long vowel, however, is inexplicable, since there is no guttural after it. 19 ūdāši: the regular form is ūdāši (so Ob. Šed.), but the variant in the text is also used sometimes. It has without doubt arisen through the analogy of šēnī, šēlist, &c. 20 udrāšu: $s > k$, probably through the influence of the first $s$, except that the two sounds resemble one another rather closely. The initial $j$ before an $i$ is occasionally neglected in pronunciation. us-ūfānāft: R. usū ṣūf. 21 attānmēnem: sic R.; retrograde assimilation supported by partial dissimilation (to avoid the accumulation of dentals). R. eggādālim. watt-ḥal (bis), ḫānīf: confusion of the so-called emphatic and non-emphatic sounds also occurs in this way, and in this case $k$ can be pronounced as $h$ (cf. v. 12). šārdās: cf. v. 12. elamānījīmma: R. el-māni jīmāmān, the word being divided probably because of the two main accents. There are, however, analogous cases, e.g. ii 22, 23. The final $m$ is obviously an error, either of the reader or of the scribe.

Gn 1 24 svāmāš: S. here and in v. 25 rāmās with acute, but everywhere else with circumflex, which seems to be the correct one here also. 26 efēkhēt: sic S., cf. v. 28. 27 zāḥāmūmāhāba: sic S., and Ob. Šed. also read these words very closely together, as one word, but only in this verse; everywhere else they can clearly be recognized as two words, unlike 'alabudābaš Ex iii 17 which is everywhere pronounced as one word. In the present passage, perhaps some myth about the First Man being originally a hermaphrodite was the original cause of this reading.

ii 1 uṣīkella: S. 'Wohl Hörfehler für uṣīkella; vgl. Pet. S. 77, zum Pual der Verba', but the quite regular form is Pu'al (or Fe'al, in Sam. Hebrew), which Petermann did not recognize; similarly Ob. Šed. 2 S. eṣēh, mistake. 3 ʿūatu: S. 'fast wie ʿūatu'. 5 ḫāmāš: sic S.; the normal accentuation would be ḫāmāš, but Ob. Šed. pronounced ḫāmāb; the latter perhaps influenced by ṣṭāmāš v. 9, where the circumflex on the final syllable is regular. 7 before ʿāfār S. omitted it ḏām. 10 wēmmēmmēmah: S. 'Die Verdopplung des $m$ habe ich hier nicht notirt', mistake. 11 ʿām: S. 'sic! wohl ʿām gemeint?', but it is not necessary, cf. 'anʿāmnūxxxix 4, 21, ḥāl/ḥāl/ḥel (passim); the vowel might be coloured by the following one, in Sam. Hebrew there being a strong tendency towards vowel harmony, though not universally. ʿāḏād: 'in the middle of a word, certainly due to the form without article. 14 ulevēm: S. 'sic!' errādot: cf. i 19. 18 ṣāmāb: S. 'so notiert; das lange $a$ ist aber wohl nur Schreibfehler!' (probably so). ṣāb: S. ṣāb, with note: 'ṣ = Mittellaut zwischen $o$ und $u$'; I have changed the character to facilitate the printing, though the sound has developed from $o$; the interchange of $o$ and $u$ is so frequent that this cannot add much to the confusion; moreover, the Samaritans themselves regard $o$ and $u$ as one and the same sound. 19 ʿōf: S. ʿōf, with note: 'fast wie ʿōf'. 20 S. (w)ḥādam, and note with reference to (w): 'von mir nicht notirt, aber wohl bloß
überhört', which is hardly the case. The omission of this w in pronunciation is frequent, and might represent a new phase in the development of this 'dead' dialect. So I have omitted it everywhere where it is lacking in S.'s original notes; where it is afterwards added to them, I have placed it above the line. 21 S. wjëbbål, which is simply impossible; Ob. Šed. wjëbbavl. 22 wji-bëjadh: cf. i 21. 23 lëbëjadh: cf. i 21. 24 jåxxxab: regular jåxxab, but occasionally (quite irregularly) the lengthening of the vowel is dropped. iii 5 wjëfâhâ'â: cf. i 21. 6 S. wotërë, with note: 'so notiert!', but the form would be anomalous. 7 wëbfâhâ'âna: cf. i 21. 8 wjëmâdâ'â: sic; influenced by the written text? 10 lâmâtû: sic (for regular lâmâttî). 11 mín: S. 'so notiert'. 12 nêttär: sic; the form is Qal passive, but this sense seems impossible; perhaps there is some mythical story behind it. 14 ḏêta: S. 'für die erste Silbe habe ich ausdrücklich kurzes a notiert', a phenomenon which is fairly regularly observed in the perfect of this verb. ḏârûr: sic. 15 ḏêt: sic. sônîn: in the plain copy S. has yônî (3 times), but I have never observed in this word, when unsuffixed, a long vowel or any stress, which agrees with S.'s original notes also. 16 S. qòbbâ, with note: 'so, mit o, notiert! Darüber ein nicht mehr erkennbares Zeichen, vielleicht.' The sign seems to be ', which grammatically also is the only possible one. 17 ḏârûrâ: sic, cf. v. 14. Ob. Šed. pronounced ' in both places. 22 alâd: S. 'so notiert: al-', cf. i 11. 23 wjëbllâ'â'â: cf. i 21. 24 wot-lât: sic; cf. i 12. iv 2 wotâsîf: sic; cf. i 12, 21. 5 S. lâ-šâ, but the two words, both having a circumflex accent, cannot be very closely attached to each other. 7 ḏât: cf. i 12. 8 wjëham: S. in the plain copy wjëham, with note: 'das z unsicher; könnte auch o, vielleicht sogar a sein'. As far as I can see, the character is not o, and of the two other possibilities a is more probable, since it appears everywhere else in this form of the verb and of all the others of the same type (the so-called hollow roots). It would be too hazardous to suppose the existence of a variant on the ground of one uncertain example. wjëragwâ'â: cf. i 21. 11 ḏârûr: cf. iii 14, 17. 15 ŏlâhên: S. ŏlâhên, with note: 'Ich habe alâhên = ṭû notiert; wohl Hörfehler!
vi 12 ḏât: sic; cf. iii 14, 15 a.e. 14 môjô: S. in the plain copy mô[j]ôs, with note: 'nur ein j notiert!' Dropping of the gemination occurs occasionally, in û and w more frequently than in the other consonants, cf. jôjî ii 5, môjên ii 10, tôwa iii 6, &c. 16 ʧèmîn: sic S., with note: 'so, mit 2 û (/) notiert! Hörfehler', but it is no mistake. Ob. Šed. pronounced the word exactly so, too, and cf. i 12, 21 a.e. 18 ʾittak: so in the original notes, though somewhat obscure (and not ʾittak, which in addition would be highly exceptional).
vii 3 after zëra note: 'Bis hierher reicht die Reinschrift. Scha.', but in fact it appears to be continued to v. 22, where it ends abruptly in the middle of the word mîkâbal. 4 mântir: sic; partial assimilation. 13 ʾam: S. 'sic!' âdîmmsa: S. 'sic'! 15 bû-rû: S. 'so gesprochen, ru enklitisch an bu angelehn't! Such a pronunciation, which pays no attention to the sense, is not very infrequent in Sam. Hebrew. It might indicate that the recitation has grown mechanical. 16 S. šâbâ'âtu, with note: 'raba proklitisch'! 23 wjëmmû: sic S. (regular). viii 7 jõbâšat is apparently intended. 11 bâstîja: sic S. (regular).
APPENDIX II

ix. 2 ēdbjédēkimma: cf. i 21. 3 'ēlab scripsi; in the notes of S. it looks like 'ēlek, which is quite anomalous; the first vowel is probably corrected twice.
xi. 2 S. wēḏ, as normally. wēmēḏu: sic S. (regular). 9 kēma scripsi; S. lē (confused with the Divine Name).
xxii. 4 lābēm: or -tm? 6 wēḏbbar: sic S. (regular); the second b added above the line. 'ālon: sic; cf. iii 14 a.e. 11 originally jādāti. 18 S. 'ā:rē hē, eggerē hē, which does not seem possible. With the text cf. jēdā-bī v. 13, 19 alāma: sic S. (regular). ḫēd: with acute, a sign of unusual (probably stronger) stress.
xxviii. 1 dēl: sic S. (regular). 2 nēshōm: cf. i 12 a.e. 5 wūdā: sic S.; the point below the i unintentional.

xxxvii. 1 mēghērē: sic. 3 'ēlab: sic S. (cf. iii 14), but v. 4 'ēlab (like Ob. Šēd. in both passages). S. zākāmil, which is quite anomalous. 4 wējaḏū: sic. 5 S. ūnā'ūtu. 8 or ūnā'ūtu (= ūnā-ūtu)? 13 wēlēlēkā: sic S. (the sign above was struck through). 20 rā: sic (unusual stress). 21 nāfē: sic (and not nē-). 27 nēmekēhinmu: sic (the last n added above the line). 29 S. bēḏadō (anomalous). 31-32 omission caused by homoeoteleuton. 32 wēḏāmērū: cf. i 21 a.e.

xxxix. 5 evēqālāl: S. evēqālāl, with note: 'sic! mit labiodentalem w!' (so Ob. Šēd., too). 9 wūstēf: cf. i 12 a.e. 10 ḫāḍēbēbhrā: sic. 21 lārēbet apparently intended by S.


Ex. 3 wēlēlēk₂-lu scripsi; S. seems to have wēl-, which is anomalous. 5 'ēlabat 'ēlēḏ: sic S. 6 the end omitted (homoeoteleuton). 7 mūskēt: sic. S. wēḏā niḏēkā. 25 originally 'īfrē-ēl.

iii. 1 'ūrīḥā: sic S. (regular). 2 S. bēh, 'ēmēnu, with note: 'ē geschlossen'. 7 S. mēhā'ubā: with note: 'ohne Verdoppelung!', which shows that he did not understand the principles of gemination in connexion with the disappearance of the gutturals. The form is quite regular, except that S. has placed the accent on a wrong syllable; Ob. Šēd. ut scripsi. 8 'ēlabudāba: sic, pronounced as one word (cf. Gn i 27), might represent one conception, something very good or delicate stuff. 10 ḫērē-ēl: originally 'īhrē-ēl. Similarly vv. 13, 14, 15. 15 ēdar wādār: sic S., and so Ob. Šēd., too (with short vowels in both forms). Probably to be connected with the two infinitive forms of the so-called hollow roots. 16 ḫērē-ēl: orig. ḫ- (without 'ē-). ḫākā: sic S. (and Ob. Šēd.). 17 mējēnē: sic. 'ēlabudāba: as always, cf. v. 8 and Gn i 27. 20 'ēlēḏ: S. 'sic!' 22 orig. mešēntā, evwēntā: corrected afterwards. orig. beṭēa: corr. immediately.

APPENDIX III

Compare p. 68 supra

A PALESTINIAN/TIBERIAN TEXT
OF THE HEBREW BIBLE

The folio published and discussed here was discovered by Professor Alejandro Diez Macho of the University of Barcelona in the Library of the Jewish Theological Seminary of America, New York, where it is listed as MS 594, Box B, Envelope 12, one folio on vellum containing parts of the text of Eccles xi, 1–9, xii, 3–9 and Lam i, 1–4, 7–11. Unfortunately the upper part of the folio is badly damaged. Diez Macho sent a photo of it to me and was kind enough to revise my copy twice against the original (see above, pp. 68 f., 151 f.). Subsequently Dr. Mursden compared my copy with the original in America.

Diez Macho has discussed this folio in the Volume of the 1956 Strasbourg Congress, VT, Supplement iv, Leiden, 1957, pp. 28 f. He believes that the text is important because it forms a transitional stage between the Palestinian and Tiberian systems of punctuation, and he tries to explain several features of the text on this hypothesis.

I do not think that his characterization is quite correct. In my opinion this text shows the ancient Palestinian punctuation, added by the copyist himself in a reddish-brown ink, superseded by the Tiberian one. It is not a case of a transitional stage in which an old form of punctuation is supplemented by another, but of Palestinian punctuation replaced by Tiberian punctuation, the masorete responsible using black ink for the purpose and disregarding the original punctuation. One has the impression that the Tiberian signs were added at a time when this method of punctuation was not yet fully developed, and in my view it is the differences from the mature Tiberian system that are of special interest. Consequently we cannot always explain the punctuation of the fragment exactly in the same way as Diez Macho has done.

I publish this valuable Old Testament text, giving each line of the original twice. In the upper line of each pair the Palestinian signs are added to the text, in the lower line the Tiberian signs, in both cases so far as they are preserved in the original.
It is difficult to present such an ancient punctuation adequately in a printed text if one is dependent on the Hebrew signs normally used in printed Bibles. These signs were formed with a somewhat curious embellishment at about A.D. 1500 and have not been changed since. They are very different from those which we find in ancient manuscripts of the Bible which are now available. When I began working on Kittel’s Biblia Hebraica in Leipzig in 1926 I myself had to design vowels, accents and diacritical signs in order to ensure that they would correspond to those in the manuscripts used as a basis for the text, and I have tried to do the same in conjunction with the Monotype Corporation in London for the types to be used in the new edition of the Biblia Hebraica to be printed in Stuttgart. Such types were not available here. In the present case the reader will be able to see how far the printed signs differ from the signs in the original as both pages of the fragment are given in facsimile.

The parchment is creased in places, making some individual letters in several lines invisible on the photograph.

I am adding as annotations what Murtonen has appended to my copy of the text, as these remarks come from an expert after a careful study of the original. In one case only do I disagree with him. In Lam i, 12 the Tiberian hand has clearly written a Zarīka on יניב which precedes the Segolta on יי. Murtonen wrongly takes י with a Zarīka to be a י (from the following word).

In the fragment two masoretic notes are to be found. To י in Lam i, 4 we find חֹזֵב instead of ל. In Lam i, 16 we find י in written with final י.

In Lam i, 10 we find the note י against יְ לֶ הָ רֶ צֶ ק in, referring to the four places where in the word יְ לֶ הָ רֶ צֶ ק a ה with Dagesh follows the prefixed י. The four places are Jud xxi, 5, Job xxx, 28, Lam i, 10 and 2 Chr xxx, 17. A reference to the masoretic note is given by a small sign, and the same sign introduces the masoretic note in the margin at i, 4.

ANNOTATIONS TO APPENDIX III

Eccles xi, 1–9

1. י in the margin; י in Tib.
2. י ל in the mg.
3. י ל Tig.; י ל Pal.; י ל Tig.; י ל Tig.; י ל Tig.; י ל Tig.
4. י ל Tig.; י ל Tig.; י ל Tig.
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5. דּוֹרֶךְ תיב.; דּוֹרֶךְ פָּל.; דּוֹרֶךְ תיב. pm, but destroyed and written דּוֹרֶךְ תיב.; דּוֹרֶךְ פָּל. (no points)
6. בֶּן תיב.; בֶּן פָּל. (없 preserved) תיב.; בֶּן פָּל. תיב.; בֶּן פָּל.
7. דּוֹרֶךְ תיב.
9. דּוֹרֶךְ תיב.

Eccles xii, 3–9

3. תַּחַת פָּל.; תַּחַת תיב.
4. בֶּן פָּל.; בֶּן תיב.; לַעֲשׂוֹת פָּל.; לַעֲשׂוֹת תיב.; לַעֲשׂוֹת פָּל.
5. דּוֹרֶךְ פָּל.; דּוֹרֶךְ תיב.; דּוֹרֶךְ פָּל.
6. בֶּן פָּל.; בֶּן תיב.; בֶּן פָּל.; בֶּן תיב.; בֶּן תיב. (holem not preserved in Tib.)
7. בֶּן תיב.; בֶּן פָּל.; בֶּן תיב.
8. בֶּן פָּל.; בֶּן פָּל.
9. לַעֲשׂוֹת פָּל.; לַעֲשׂוֹת תibia.

Lam i, 1–4; 7–12

1. דּוֹרֶךְ פָּל.; דּוֹרֶךְ תיב.
2. בֶּן פָּל.; בֶּן תיב.
3. בֶּן פָּל.; בֶּן תיב.; בֶּן תיב.; בֶּן תיב.; בֶּן תיב.

Tiberian and Palestinian signs are sometimes difficult to distinguish, since the ink has faded, but the above list should be fairly accurate (A. MURTONEN).

Eccles xi, 1–9

תַּחַת פָּל.; הַחְרִישָׁה פָּל. (from the following word), the accent is not there [so Murtonen, but see my remark above]; בֶּן פָּל.; בֶּן פָּל. תיב., no accent preserved.
כ"ל לא תדע מloh
כ"ל לא תדע מloh יקחך פעות [על הארץ]

אם ישתה ותעבות בלום על הארץ
יתקח ואש יɹה עך [ברדום באם
יריקו ואש ירဖול עך [ברדום באם
בצמות ממון שב":לוך
בע市县 מום שב":לוך תן של יהוד
שאמר רוח לא יגרו וראת בציצה
שאמר רוח לא יגרו וראת בציצה

ליא יברך: 5rored שאר אכות ידר מloh
ליא יברך: 5rored שאר אכות ידר מloh
דרךרוח כצמות בלום ולה下げ
חרץ גורס כצמות במשק הערב
כלבל לה אל חיות רחנת הדורות
ךךךך אל מריח את משישה ערב
ךךךך אל מריח את משישה ערב
שא水务تعلم את הכלה: 6בcherche וריע
שא水务تعلم את הכלה: 6בcherche וריע
את גחることは לא מתה ידך
את ורחקו הלזרב לא מתה ידך
ואת ורחקו הלזרב אל כלוה ידך
אשת ירח ואה לו כושר הזה ואה
אשת ירח ואה לו כושר הזה ואה
ה כהן ב очередь 2 corr. in cohen 2

1 pm בchersכד testosterone
Eccles xi, xii

Eccles xii, 2–9

הָנַגְּבִי [מִאָה גִּנָּה]   2

בּוֹם שֲיָחָר שָׁמִיר הַנֶּפֶשׁ 3
בּוֹם שַׁיָּחָר שָׁמִיר בֵּית הַנָּתָן

אָנֶשׁ [הַנָּתָן] וּבֵית הַנָּתָן כָּלֶים 4
אָנֶשׁ [הַנָּתָן] וּבֵית הַנָּתָן כָּלֶים

רְשׁוֹנָה בָּנָרים : 4 לְגַנֵּי דְּלֵית

רְשׁוֹנָה בָּנָרים : 4 לְגַנֵּי דְּלֵית
בשיבת מַשָּׁמְךָ, כל המתחה והקרבה לְךָ
בשיבת מַשָּׁמְךָ, כל המתחה והקרבה לְךָ
הֲショֹרֶה יִשְּרֵי כָל בְּנֵת חֲשִירָה: 5
הֲショֹרֶה יִשְּרֵי כָל בְּנֵת חֲשִירָה: 5
מִלִּיָּה לֶאֱוַרְיָה הזֹוחל בֵּדֶרֶךְ הַנַּעֲפָה
מִלִּיָּה לֶאֱוַרְיָה הזֹוחל בֵּדֶרֶךְ הַנַּעֲפָה
הֶשַּׁלֶּחְיוֹן וְיִשְׁמָעֲלוּ החֹבֶל וְיִתְבֻּלָּה
הֶשַּׁלֶּחְיוֹן וְיִשְׁמָעֲלוּ החֹבֶל וְיִתְבֻּלָּה
כִּי הִלְכָּה אֲדֻמָּה אֵל בִּית עָלָה וְסָבֹא
כִּי הִלְכָּה אֲדֻמָּה אֵל בִּית עָלָה וְסָבֹא
כָּבָּשׁ חֵפְרִים: 6 נָדָר אִשְׁרָאֵל אֲנֵיהָ
כָּבָּשׁ חֵפְרִים: 6 נָדָר אִשְׁרָאֵל אֲנֵיהָ
לֹא חֹבֶל הָּסָּכָּף וּלְתוֹךְ הָנֹּבֶל וּנְשָׁבָר
לֹא חֹבֶל הָּסָּכָּף וּלְתוֹךְ הָנֹּבֶל וּנְשָׁבָר
כָּבָּשׁ תָּפְנִיָּה וּלְתוֹךְ תָּפְנִיָּה וּנְשָׁבָר
כָּבָּשׁ תָּפְנִיָּה וּלְתוֹךְ תָּפְנִיָּה וּנְשָׁבָר
כִּי יָשֶׁב צְעָר על הָאָרֶץ וְשָׁוֵהוּ הָוֵרָה
כִּי יָשֶׁב צְעָר על הָאָרֶץ וְשָׁוֵהוּ הָוֵרָה
בָּשֶּׁבֶץ אֶל-כָּפָּלָה גָּשְׁרָא בִּקְעָה: 8 הָבָל
בָּשֶּׁבֶץ אֶל-כָּפָּלָה גָּשְׁרָא בִּקְעָה: 8 הָבָל
דַּבָּלָמָא אֲמֶר מִלְךָ הָבָל תַּבָּל: 9 וְיִשְׁרָאֵל
דַּבָּלָמָא אֲמֶר מִלְךָ הָבָל תַּבָּל: 9 וְיִשְׁרָאֵל
App. 31i, 1-4

אהלת | ישבתה בור יעגה רברת וס החת
مهندس | השבה והיא ייבא יב בצ מכסף
כאלמנה יבמ תי נזאת שראתי ממדית
כאלמנה יבמ יב בורמ שאמ ושא יב
הלה יהלמ | בלמה הרככת גלילית
⇐ךיך להולמ | גלמה הרככת כלילה
 ricercaו על על כלאו אינך כמו מכסים המד
אלהי כל ישביה נבר הג ויה לק
אָבִּיךָ כל רצייך כיהו לות דחי לֹא
לתלמ | גלמה יהלמה מחת
לָאָבֵיָּמ | גלמה יהלמה מחת
ומְלֵּךְ עָפֶרְעָה וי אָשֶׁבַה בְּנֵיה לא
וֹמֶרְךָ חָנָנָה וַיָּשֶׁבַה בְּנֵיה לא
מצאתו множество כל יראתי השנה כל

מרזר | דר커 צוף אבולה
ראפרים
לָבָרְיָה בֵּאֵי מִלְחָדָה כִּלְּשָׁדִּיָה שְׁמוֹמִית
מֶבְלֶקֶל בֵּאֵי מִלְחָדָה כִּלְּשָׁדִּיָה שְׁמוֹמִית
פְּרִיהַתָּה מְגָּלַתָּה בְּחַלוֹתָהּ גָּמְלֵהָה
וַדָּא מֵר
כְּיוֹנָהָהּ יְקָהִתְּתָהּ בֶּחָלְוֶתָהּ נְגַזֵּתָהּ [חַגָּהָה מֵר

Lam i, 7–12

7
שְׁמָהָה הָמוֹדְרִיתָה כִּלָּמִקְפֶּדִיתָה
אָשֶׁר וְתָי מִרְמָא קְדָם פָּנָּי גָנְפָּל גָנְפָּל
אָשֶׁר וְתָי מִרְמָא בְּכֵלָם בְּכֵלָם שֵמָה
בֵּדְרַ צְרַ צְרָאָת שַׂוַּא לְהָרָאוֹת צְרָאָת
בֵּדְרַ צְרַ צְרָאָת שַׂוַּא לְהָרָאוֹת צְרָאָת

8
שְׁתַּקוּ עַל מְשַׁבּוֹתָהּ
שְׁתַּקוּ עַל מְשַׁבּוֹתָהּ

9
טְסַמַּתוֹת בֵּשָׁלִיתָה לָא וּכְזֵה
טְסַמַּתוֹת בֵּשָׁלִיתָה לָא וּכְזֵה

10
כְּלַמְכַּבְּרִיךְ הָוִילוֹתָה כִּי רַאָא שְׁרוֹפָה
cלָמְכַּבְּרִיךְ הָוִילוֹתָה כִּי רַאָא שְׁרוֹפָה

11
כְּלָא אֲשֶׁר נָבִיאָה נְבִיאָה אָחָר
cלָא אֲשֶׁר נָבִיאָה נְבִיאָה אָחָר

12
בֹּשַּׁנְהָהָהּ וְשֵׁבַל אָחָר
bוֹשַּׁנְהָהָהּ וְשֵׁבַל אָחָר
והריAlabama AL מחוזות פלחים אחרון וקולאימן א ogr ונס굽חיל
רואיה של hakk א-ever כי ההכילה
רואיה hakk את ענייני כי המר
10 אוסף: 10 יד פרש צור על כל
אוסף יד יש צער על כל
מקסיקות כי ראתה גדו כי מקסיקות
: האר וראית את יבואר ב这个地图
אשת תרצה את בונה בשפתי 11
כל עשהート ונותנינו במכחלק
כל עשהート פנינו במכחלק
לתחמה תוננו מחמדיה בכל חתום
ולתחמה תוננו עמוסים בכל חתום
לפש ראה כי hakk זמרות כי עלייה
לפש ראה hakk ל呒ערות כי עלייה
12 ווללה: 12 לא אליוכם כל תורם
וללה לא אליכם כל שורר
דרי תבים וראת אנש שמכסוב
דרי תביא וראת אנש שמכסוב
המכסובים אשר פלחו ליאשר המגדה
המכסובים אשר פלחו ליאשר המגדה
قال الفراء وقد رأينا أهل القراءة الذين يعرفون الكتاب والسنة من أهل الفصحى اجتمعوا على أنّه نزل بأغصان اللغات فاعتبرض في ذلك اقوام من ينظر في الأشعار وآيام العرب قيلوا أنّه فضل القرآن من فضل الله لما اوجب الله من تعليم القرآن إذا صرنا إلى الفصحى وجدناها في أهل البوادي واختلفوا في ذلك فقال أهل الكوفة الفصحى في أسد لقريهم جوارهم منهم فقال أهل البصرة الفصحى في علما تقيم وسفيق قيس من عقل وعقل وقال أهل المدينة الفصحى في غطفان لأنهم جيرانهم وقال أهل مكة الفصحى في كتابة نسعد بن بكر وثقيف فاحبنا أن نردهم بالآثار والقياس والاعتبار إلى تفضيل لغة قريش على سائر اللغات قلنا ما بال قريش فضلت الناس في حسن صورها والبل فرائها والبسطة في إجساحها قلنا نحن أعلم الناس بهذا أننا آتاه البليغ والجمال أن العرب كانت تأتي البيت الحرام للحج والعمرة نساهم ورجالهم فطنن النساء بالبيت حواسر ويشهدون المنازل سوافر فيهيرونهم على العيان فيغون الشرف والجمال فمن ذلك أتاه الفضل فما حُصوا به قلنا فكذالك كانوا يسمعون من أحياء العرب اللغات فيختارون من كل لغة احصى فصول كلامهم ولم يخلطه شيء من اللغات الشهعة إلا اتى انك لا تجد في كلامهم عنعنة تقيم ولا عريفية قيس ولا كسكة ربيعة ولا الكسر الذي تسمعه من قيس وتميم مثل تتعلمون تعلم ويشعر بكسر الناء والباء والسين والشين فاتتهم
الفصاحة من تخيرهم الكلام كما اختاروا المناكح فكان في هذَا كسر
لقولهم ورجوع الى قول من هو اعلم بالقرآن منهم
قال وقد بلغنا مع ذلك أن عمر بن الخطاب قال: يسول الله أنك لناً
بهكم من كلام العرب ما نعرفه فإنًا لتجن العرب حقًا قال رسول الله
صلى الله عليه وسلم أن ربي علمنى تعلمت ودَّبت فتادَّب فانَ فضل
القرآن على سائر الكلام كفضل الله على خلقه
قال وسمع عمر بن الخطاب رجلاً يقرأ عن حين يريد حتى حين قال من
أقرؤُك هذا قال عبد الله بن مسعود قال: كتب إلى عبد الله أن القرآن نزل
بلغة قريش ولم ينزل بلغة هذيل فأنفَّى الناس بلغة قريش ولا تقرَّبنهم
بلغة هذيل
وقال أبو بكر الصديق رحمه الله إن إعراب القرآن لأحب إلى من حفظ
بعض حروفه
وروى أبو هريرة قال: قال رسول الله صلى الله عليه وسلم: تعالى القرآن
والتمسا غرائبه
وقال ابن مسعود: جَوَّدَوا القرآن وزينوه بأنحسن الأصوات وأعربوه فانه
عربي والله يحب أن يقرأ وكان ابن عمر يضرب ولده على اللحن
وقال مجاهد، لأنَّ أَهْلَ النَّاس أَحَبَّ أَنَّهُ كَانَ آهَنَ في كِتَابِ الله
وقال وبرع عمري يقوم ينشدون فلحن أحدهم فقال عمر سوء اللحن أقبح
من سوء الرمي
وروى عبد المطلب بن عمرو قال: قال عمر بن الخطاب لا يُمِّلِين مصاحفنا
الآ غلامن قريش وقيل
قال محمد بن سعدان حدثاً عبد الوهاب بن عطاء الخفاف عن سعيد عن
قتادة عن زارة بن أوف عن سعد بن هشام عن عائشة عن النبي. . . قال
الماهر بالقرآن مع السفرة القدام البرة والذى يقرأ وهو على شاق
يتبع في فيه فله أجران
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'Karaites: community of Babylonia, 17; of Jerusalem, 17, 25, 27, 108-10, 177; literature, 98, 100, 102; Masoretes, 66, 86, 86, 103, 106; new Synagogue in Cairo ("Abbasiyeh; Shâ'ria es-Sebil Khâzindâr), 6, 91; old Synagogue of Cairo (Mussk; al-Kâhira), 91, 94, 95, 109, 184; teaching, 24, 102; writers, 24, 97, 98.

'Karaites (non-), Jewish circle, 106.


Karka ( = Kirkuk, 275.

Karlsruhe, Oedex Rechlinianus, 79, 123, 137, 156.

Kasr ash-Sham'a (in Fustat = Old Cairo), see Cairo (Old).

Kenedaioi, member of royal family of Adiabene, 271.

Kerobas, 37, 43, 44, 167; see also Hadwaths, Yanbal, and Kairi.

Kerobas of Old Spanish Jews, 49.

Ketubim, 57, 62, 64, 87.

Khazar: Caucasus, 28, 30, 32, 33; conversion to Judaism, 93.

Khedivial Library, see Cairo.

Khirbet Qumran, see Qumran.

Khorene, 281.

Khora, 151.

Khñwārūm, 33.

al-Kibṭ (the Copt), 309.

al-Kift (ancient Kopio), 309.

Kirmán, 151.

kitāb al-kirā'at, 148.
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Qeroba of Yannay and Qalir, see Yannay and Kalir.

Quinta, Hexapla, see Hexapla.

Quirman, Khirbet, 14, 16, 18, 24, 99–102, 105; authors, 98; caves (L-XI) (Dead Sea Caves), 13, 14, 18, 19, 26, 99, 156, 176, 185; Cave I, 15–20, 26, 27, 174, 196–9, 227; Cave II, 26; Cave III, 18; Cave IV, 18, 27, 199, 223, 224; Cave VI, 18; community, 16, 98; library, 98; Midrash, see Midrash; scrolls (Dead Sea Scrolls), 13–17, 19, 98, 99, 101, 102, 152, 153, 174, 176, 177, 186, 187.

Rabbannite, 108.

Rabbannites, 105, 106, 109, 141.


Rakka (ar-) [Euphrates], 151.

Rāh Galūtha, the leader of Babylonian Jews in Exile, 17.

Research Institute for Hebrew Poetry, see Jerusalem.

Reuchlin Codex of the Prophets, see Karlsruhe.

Rödelheim, 113.

Roman: Empire, 274, 276; province of Assyria (Achaeo-Bactrian), 283.

Rome, 43, 193, 234, 284, 289, 298; Bibliotheca Vaticana, 157, 195, 200, 202; — MS. Borg. Arab 250 (MS. B.), 290; — MSS. 105, 118, 119 (described by A. Mai), 305, 306; — MS. Neofiti I, 195, 201, 202, 205, 206; Codex Vaticanus (B), 219, 226, 230, 232, 235, 245, 250, 252, 255, 257, 262, 291, 300, 301, 307–9, 311; Vatican MS. Arab xiv (called A), 298; — MS. Heb. 30, 205; Chigi Library, 233; Church of, 290, 291; Libraries in, 52, 53, 200; Museum Borgianum de Propaganda Fide, 299; Pontifical Bible Institute, 53, 201, 219, 220; — Oriental Institute, 266.

Rossi Codices, de, see Parma.

Royal Library: Berlin, see Berlin; Copenhagen, see Copenhagen.

Russia, 29, 132.

Russian, 29; Arabic studies, 29; Public Library, Leningrad = St. Petersburg, see Leningrad.

Sa’adya Gaon, Siddur R., 36, 138.

Sa’adyana, 12.

Sa’adya’s: Arabic translation of the Pentateuch, 55; polemic, 86–88, 90, 106.

Sabbioneta edition of the Targum Onkelos, 194.

Sadducees, 23–25.
Tabernacles, Jewish feast, 108.
Talmud, 11, 15, 17, 23, 24, 45, 46, 81, 159, 180, 194, 197, 206; Babylonian, 40, 59, 121, 149, 191, 192, 195; — Aramaic dialect of, 192; Palestinian (Jerusalem, Yerushalmi), 12, 121, 149, 150, 193, 194, 195, 204, 205; — Aramaic dialect of, 192, 203, 204. Talmudic Academy in Sura, see Sura. at-tambhid fi ma'rifat at-taqwaid, 147, 149.
Tamin (upper), 143, 144.
Tannaite, 181.
Targum, 12, 35, 40, 54, 61-65, 70, 105, 122, 131, 150, 185, 191, 195, 197, 198, 200-2, 207, 208, 234, 235, 247, 265, 273, 285, 287; Fragments-Targum, 202; Greek, 202; 247, 251; Hellenistic oral, 251; Jerusalem, 197, 207; Jonathan, to the Prophets, 59, 149, 191, 193, 195-7; Pseudo-Jonathan, 202, 209, 208; on Joshua, 197; Onkelos (Targum to the Torah), Babylonian, 54, 55, 59, 149, 191-7, 199, 201, 202, 207, 208, 272, 285; Samaritan, see Samaritan.
Targums, Palestinian, see Samaritan.
Tatian; Arabic translation of the Gospels, 304, 312; Diatessaron, 284-6, 288-90, 292-3, 297, 298, 300, 301, 308, 309, 313; Diatessaron, Arabic, 297, 299-301, 305, 306, 307, 309, 311-13; — Beirut fragment of, 298; — Codex E of the (Cairo), 305, 306; — Codex B of the (Rome), see Rome; — 'Urtex' of the, 313; — written like Koran, 299, 301-4; Diatessaron, Greek, 294; — Latin, 295, 296; — Liège, 296; — Syriac, 276, 296, 297, 300, 312, 313; Harmony, Dutch, 290, 296; — Greek, 295; — Latin/anonymous, 296; — old Latin, 296. Taylor-Schechter Collection from the Geniza, see Cambridge.
Tefilla (Shemone Eare), 40, 41.
Tella, 281.
Temple, 85; Jerusalem, see Jerusalem; Second, 96.
Ten Commandments, 100.
Testament of Levi, see Levi; of the Twelve Patriarchs, see Twelve Patriarchs.
Tetragrammation, 162, 218, 219, 222, 224.
Tetrapl, 242.
textus receptus: by Aba Sa'id, 54-56; Ben Asher, 119; Ben Chaïyim, 119, 120, 124, 126, 129, 133, 136, 140; Ginsburg, 136, 137; of the Hebrew Bible, 129; by Sa'adya, 55.
Thalk̓i, Arab tribe, 143, 145.
Theodotina, Greek translation of the Bible, 195, 250.
Yale University, 295.
Yamāma, 153.
Yannai (Yannay), poems of, 35–38, 42,
71, 75.
Yemen, 57, 60, 64, 151.
Yemenite; Biblical MSS., 51, 57, 58, 60,
64, 73, 185; Jews, 64; MSS. of the
Pentateuch, oldest, 137; punctuation,
57, 60, 64.

Yiddish language, 254.
Yosippon, 12.
Zion, mountain of, 84.
Zodiac, 183.
Zoroastrian religion, 271.
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Aaron ben Moche ben Asher, 6, 77, 78, 80, 82, 87, 88, 97, 106-8, 110-18, 124, 130-3, 138, 140-141.
Aaron, brother of Moses, 20, 85; sons of, 85.
Abdal-lah b. Mas’ud, see Ibn Mas’ud.
Abdalmalik b. ’Omar, 145.
Abdulmalik, Caliph, 170.
Abdurrahman III an-Nasir, Omayyad Caliph (Cordova), 30, 73.
Abel, Bishop of Arbel, 275.
Abennerig (Abd Nereig), King in south Babylonia, 270, 270 n.
Abgar V, King of Edessa, Ukkamah, 280-2, 281 n.
Abgar IX, King of Edessa, 282.
Abibha’, great-grandson of Aaron, 67 n.
Abishai, son of Sheru, 85, 86 n.
Abraham, the Patriarch, 20, 84, 198.
Abraham b. Ezra, Jewish author, 55.
Abraham, Bishop of Arbel, 275.
Abraham, R., 125 n.
Abrahams, Israel, 261 n.
abū Bekr as-Siddiq, the first Caliph, 145.
abū Hurairah, 145, 145 n.
abu Ishāq al-Fārisī al-Iṣṭakhri, see Iṣṭakhri.
abū Istāq al-Ibrahim, Copt, 304.
abū Kathīr, Yahyā, al-Kātib, in Tiberias, teacher of Sa’adya, 89, 90.
Abulbarakāt b. Kibr, see b. Kibr.
Abulbissir Yuhannan, Copt, 304.
Abu al-Fad’l as-Safîr, Copt, 304.
Abulfaraq ‘Abdallāh b. as-Tayyib, famous Coptic priest and physician, 300, 301-12.
Abulfaraq Hiba Tulullah, Copt, 304.
abu‘l-Fida’, Arabic author, 24 n.
abu‘l-‘Umaiṭir, Masorete, 79.
abu Sahil jarjis, Copt, 304.
abu Sa‘īd, Samaritan translator of the Arabic Pentateuch, 54, 55.
abu Sallīḥ, Arabic author, 3 n.
abu Šaṭṭam, Semaḥ, Masorete, 79.
Adams, A. W., 87 n.
Adler, Cyrus, 3.
Adler, Elkan Natan, 4 n., 7, 8 n., 10, 10 n., 64.
Adler, Herrmann, 10 n.
Aerobindus, Praefectus Praetorio, 315.
Ahab, King of Israel, 203.
Abiyyūhu ha-Kohen ha-Habir, Tiberian Masorete, 76.
Ahmed Ibn Tūlān, ruler in Egypt, 3.
‘Āisha, wife of the Prophet, 145.
Åkerblad, J. D., 298 n.
‘Akiba, Rabbi, 191, 194.
‘Akilas, see Aquila.
Akrisil, Isaac Abraham, 30-32, 31 n.
Alaeld, K., 226 n.
Albareda, Mr. Anselmo, 158.
Albeck, 205, 205 n.
Alexander the Great, 12.
Alfasi, Talmudic scholar, 12.
Alfonso de Alcalá, 193.
Allgeier, Arthur, 243 n.
Alt, Albrecht, 135, 186 n.
‘Ammon, 85.
Ammonius, 299, 302, 308.
Amos, Prophet, 85.
‘Amram, Samaritan High-priest, Nablus, 155.
‘Amram, son of Isaac, Samaritan priest, 156.
‘Anan, Davidite, founder of the Karaites, 17, 18, 80, 81, 89 n., 97.
Ananias (Hananya, Hanan), 270, 271, 281.
Anbā Yūsif ben Muḥābrīk, Bishop of Fūwāt (Rosette Nile), 290.
Andrews, H. T., 211 n.
Antiochus (Anantakaya), 210 n.
Antiochus Ephiphanes, 19.
Antonin, Russian Archimandrite, Jerusalem, 7.
Antōni Sa’d, 301.
Aphrahat, Syriac author, 266.
Aptowitzer, v., 18, 55 n.
Aqai, Bishop of Edessa, 283.
Aquila, 222, 228, 241, 241 n., 242, 244, 246, 248, 260, 264.
Arethas, Archbishop of Caesarea, 229.
Arias Montano, 125, 126 n., 128, 129.
Arkāt, Masorete, 79.
Aristobulus of Alexandria, Jewish philosopher, 221, 222.
Aristotle, 277, 299, 310.
Arsham, Achaemenide prince, the Satrap, 192.
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Artabanes III, Parthian king, 261.
Asahel, son of Seruya, 83, 85 n.
Asher, Rabbi, the great Master, 76.
Asher ben Nebuya, 78, 79.
Asaf, Simha, 32 n., 36 n.
al-`Assāl, Aulād, Coptic family, 304, 305 n., 311.
al-`Assāl, Ibn, 304–7, 305 n., 312.
Assemani, Joseph Simon, 277 n., 298, 298 n.
Assemani, Stephan Euod., 277 n.
Atiya, S. A., 220.
Auchier, J. Baptista, 297 n.
Audig, Jean-Paul, O. P., 218, 218 n.
Augustine, 239, 239 n., 298 n.
Augustus, the emperor, 227.
Avigad, Nahman, 15 n., 198 n.
Bacher, W., 183 n.
Bachya b. Asher Jewish author, 13th cent., 55.
Bacek, Leo, 74 n., 128, 128 n.
Baenach, Bruno, 206.
Baer, Seligman, 112–16, 115 n., 116 n., 130, 135.
Baethgen, Friedrich, 289, 289 n., 293.
Bahram I, King of the Sassanides, 296 n.
Baladin, King of the Crusaders, 109.
al-Balkhi, Arabic geographer, 30.
Bar, Falk, 36 n., 134.
Bardenhewer, 292 n.
Bardejou (Bardejouan), 276–80, 277 n.—279 n., 282–4, 296.
Barhebraeus, 309.
Barnabas, 282.
Barnard, P. M., 291 n.
Barnes, W. E., 265, 266, 267, 269.
Barnes, John, 224 n.
Barth, J., 79 n.
Barthélémy, D., 16 n., 226, 227, 246, 248.
Barnholdt, W., 29 n.
Baudissin, Wolf, Graf, 67 n.
Bauer and Leander, 184 n.
Baumstark, Anton, 274 n.
Beatty, Sir Alfred Chester, 142 n., 161, 245, 253, 253 n., 290 n.
Becker, C. H., 304 n.
al-Bedr al-Jamāli, 304.
Beeston, A. F. L., 301 n.
Belya'el, 100, 101.
Bell, Sir Harold Idris, 212.
Ben-Hayyim, Zechar, 47 n., 154.
Benjamin an-Nihāwendi, older Karaite, 81, 82.
Ben Naftali, 79, 115–18, 133.
Ben Sira, Jesus (Ecclesiasticus), 9, 22.
Ben Sira’s grandson, 20, 216–18.
Bentwich, Norman, 7 n., 9 n., 10 n., 56 n.
Ben Zvi, Ishak, 106, 107, 196.
Bergsträsser, Gottelf, 114, 148, 149, 188, 311 n.
Berlin, Jacob, 168 n.
Berliner, A., 194.
Bertholet, Alfred, 66 n., 133, 133 n.
Bevan, A. L., 56, 277, 277 n.
Bewer, Julius, 285.
Bickermann, Elias, 211, 212, 213 n., 216, 216 n.
Billerbeck, 208.
al-Biruni, 24 n.
Black, Matthew, 193 n., 200, 201 n., 202, 204, 288 n.
Blayney, Benjamin, 155, 155 n.
Bleek, Fr., 221 n.
Bloch, René, 201 n.
b. Boaz, Shelomo ben David, Karaite prince, 108; Yeheskiya, son of b.
de Beer, F. A. H., 204.
Böhlig, A., 295 n.
Bollig, 47 n.
Bomberg, Cornelius, 121 n.
Bonner, Campbell, 45, 161, 161 n.
Bonsirven, 208.
Bousset, Wilhelm, 209, 209 n., 276 n.
Browne, John, 47 n., 200, 204.
Brown, Oscar, 16 n., 99 n.
Brenno, Einar, 160 n.
Brownlee, William H., 15 n., 196.
Bryennius, Philotheus, 218.
Buhler, Salomon, 70 n.
Büchler, A., 18 n.
Buchtal, Hugo, 300 n.
Budge, E. A. Wallis, 261.
al-Bukhārī, 147.
Burchard, Christoph, 14 n.
Burrows, Millar, 15 n.
Butler, Alfred J., 3, 3 n., 4 n., 301 n.
Butrus as-Safadani, Coptic author, 204, 304 n., 306.
Bychkow, Twan Alanojewitsch, 132.
Caleb (Num. xiv, 6), 85.
Cassuto, Umberto, 90, 94, 133, 141, 205 n.
Castellino, G., 26 n., 157.
Castron, Fr. Peres, 67 n., 125 n., 134, 135 n., 154, 154 n.
Cazez, E., 139.
Cerianni, 28 n., 266, 289.
Chabot, J.-B., 283 n.
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Charles, R. H., 211 n., 216.
Chelekh, Louis, 298 n., 304 n.
Chidiac, Robert, S.J., 293, 303 n., 312, 312 n.
Christ, Wilhelm von, 45, 45 n., 46 n., 252 n.
Clayton, D. A., 31, 32 n.
Clasen, P. Augustinus, Ord. Eremit., 298 n.
Clasus, Fr. Gerard, 93.
Clement of Alexandria, 217, 221, 252, 252 n., 253, 264, 261 n., 294.
Cleopatra, 213 n.
Cohn, Leopold, 247, 248.
Colson, F. H., 214.
Constantine, the Emperor, 246.
Correll, Pablo, 125.
Cowley, A. E., 2, 24 n., 85, 25 n., 36, 47, 47 n., 54 n., 60, 60 n., 193 n., 200.
Credner, Karl August, 228, 229 n., 229.
Cross, F. L., 266 n.
Cureton, William, 45, 161, 265, 285 n.
Cyprian, Bishop, 263.
Dalman, Gustav, 41 n., 169 n., 192, 194.
ed-Dâni', Reader of the Koran, 148.
Daniel, Prophet, 85.
Daniel el-Kûmî, prominent Karaite, 18.
Dā'ud b. Zakkai, Exilarch in Trâk, 89.
David, King of Israel, 85, 89, 100, 100 n.
David, Moses, New York, 22 n.
David b. Ye'etz, al-Iṣkandarī, 95.
David b. Yishak Alaha, see Lischa'.
Davidowicz, Gabriel, 38 n.
Davidson, Israel, 36, 36 n., 41 n., 43 n., 87.
Debevoise, N. C., 270 n., 271 n., 281 n.
Demetrius of Phalerus (Devamantiya), 209, 210 n., 211–13.
Derenbourg, Joseph, 55, 55 n., 77, 77 n.
Diaz Esteban, Fernando, 70 n., 92, 124.
Diening, Fritz, 66 n., 153.
Dietrich, Gustav, 52, 52 n., 268, 269.
Dopsch, Alfonso, 99.
Dosta, son of Sa'adya, 35 n.
Driver, G. R., 67 n., 192, 192 n.
Dubnow, S., 32 n.
Dunash Ben Labrat, Jewish author, 1oth cent., 43, 55, 73, 80 n.
Dunlop, D. M., 33.
Duval, Rubens, 66, 72, 72 n., 184 n., 276 n.
Edelmann, Rafael, 36 n., 40 n., 55 n., 79, 123, 134, 197 n.
Eissfeldt, Otto, 16 n., 99 n., 134.
Elbogen, Ismar, 97 n.
Eliah (Num. xi, 26), 85.
Eleazar, Jewish zealot, 271.
Eleazar, said to be Jewish High Priest, 209.
Eleazar Kalir, liturgical poet, 35, 42.
Elijah, the priest, 203.
Elijah (1 Kings xvii), 85.
Elisha' (1 Kings xix, 19), 85.
al-Emir al-Juyûši', 304.
Ephraem (Ephraim), the great Syriac author, 43, 44, 66, 266, 268, 277 n., 278, 279, 279 n., 297, 297 n.
Ephraim, brother of Shelomo b. Buya'a, 108.
Epiphanius, 218, 284, 294.
Epstein, 40 n.
Erasmus, 131.
Erpenius, Thomas, 312, 312 n.
Eutertes II, King (Ptolemy VII Physkon), 216.
Euringer, Sebastian, 298 n., 299 n., 309.
Evetts, B. T. A., 3 n.
Ewold, H., 66.
Ezekiel, Prophet, 85.
Ezra, Hebrew grammarian, see Ibn Ezra.
Ezra (man of the Great Synagogue), 42, 78, 91, 141, 150, 164, 185.
al-Farrâ', authority on Koran and Arabic grammar, 142, 143, 145–7, 149, 345.
al-Fâdî, David b. Abraham, early Karaite author, 80, 97.
Feldmann, Franz, 44 n.
Fernau, L., 115.
Firkowitch, Abraham, Karaite Jew, 5, 7, 7 n., 31, 32, 35, 75, 140.
Florentina, sister of Isidore, Bishop of Seville, 262.
Pränh, C. M., 29.
Freimann, A., 8, 121 n., 131 n.
Frensdorff, S., 134.
Friedmann, M., 99 n., 158.
Fück, Johannes, 16 n., 147, 312 n.
Funk, Fr. X., 252 n.
Ben Furût, Abraham, Masoret, 78, 79.
Galen, 310.
Gaon, R. Jehudai, 40.
al-Gazari, Reader of the Koran, 148.
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Geden, A. S., 131 n.
Gehrke, Alfred, 248.
Geiger, Abraham, 202, 207, 208.
Gertner, Meir, 97, 98.
Geschenius, Wilhelm, 114 n.
Geuthner, 261 n.
Geyer, Rudolf, 146 n.
al-Ghazzali, 301–3, 303 n., 305, 307, 312, 313 n.
Gibb, Sir Hamilton, 149 n.
Gibbon, Mrs. Margaret Dunlop, 9, 56.
Ginsberg, H. L., 22 n., 27, 193.
Ginnsburger, M., 202.
Ginetzberg, Louis, 9 n., 21, 21 n., 22, 36, 40, 40 n., 179 n., 204, 208.
de Goeje, M. J., 29, 60 n., 80, 89.
Golb, Norman, 3 n.
Goldsberg, L., 52 n.
Goldschmidt, Lazarus, 119, 119 n., 121 n.
Goldziher, Ignaz, 89, 147.
Gomez, Alvar, 125, 125 n.
Gomperz, H., 282 n.
Gortasie II, Parthian King, 281.
Graetz, 40 n.
Graf, Georg, 298 n., 301 n., 304 n., 305–7, 305 n., 309, 309 n., 311 n.
Grégoire, Henri, 31 n., 33.
Gregorius Armenus, 299.
Gregory (Pseudo-Gregory) of Nyssa, 269, 269 n.
Grellot, Pierre, 27 n.
Gressmann, Hugo, 22, 22 n.
Grossouw, Willem, 258–60.
Habakkuk, Prophet, 85.
Habermann, A. M., 98 n., 102 n.
Habib (Rabbi), Ben Rabbi Pinhas, Masoretic, 79.
Habib (Rabbi), Ben Rabbi Pipim, Masoretic, 76.
Hadrian, the Emperor, 272.
Hadrian VI, the Pope, 121 n., 122.
Haggai, Prophet, 85.
Hahn, Stephen, 6 n.
Hairi (Hairi), Hebrew grammarians, 58, 77.
Halevi, Jacob (Worms), 159.
Halevy, Joseph, 160.
Hamid Dusis, (princely) Copt, Cairo, 299.
Halikin, A. S., 55 n.
Hallier, Ludwig, 277 n.
Halper, B., 8 n.
Hannan (Ananias), see Ananias.
Harkavy, A. E., 6 n., 7 n., 31, 31 n., 35, 35 n., 54, 54 n., 59 n., 75 n., 108 n., 110 n., 140.
Harmonics, Bardaisan’s son, 278.
Harnack, Adolf, 161 n., 274, 274 n., 275 n., 276, 277, 283, 294 n.
Harper, William Rainer, 256 n.
Hasanain, Foad, 172 n.
Hatch, Edwin, 165 n.
Haupt, Paul, 66 n.
Hebrews, liturgical poet, 27, 37 n., 42, 44, 47, 167, 172.
Heideheim, Wolf, 113, 114, 133, 172.
Heiema, Queen of Adiabene, 276, 276 n., 277, 277 n., 281.
Hollbard, Hans, 134.
Heller, Chajim, 268 n.
Henning, W. B., 271 n., 296 n.
Hermas (Polimen), 235.
Hermes Trismegistus, 299.
Hersch, 85 n.
Hertzog, David, 137.
Hieronymus, see Jerome.
Hillel, 85 n., 196.
Hippocrates, 310.
Hizdaj b. Shaprut, see Chisdai b. Shafrott.
Hody, Humphrey, 40 n., 209 n.
Hoffmann, Georg, 275 n.
Hogg, Hope W., 313 n.
Holmes, H. B., 131 n.
Holmes, Robert, 290.
Hoeca, Prophet, 85.
Hunain b. Ishak, 300, 308, 311, (Ibn) 311 n., 312.
Hupfeld, Hermann, 134.
Hurwitz, 66 n.
Hycamns, Johanan (John), 202, 203.
Hyostaq, Bishop of Edessa, 283.
Ibn Abi Uthayb’l’a, 310, 311 n.
Ibn al-Fakih, Arabic geographer, 29.
Ibn al-Ghaib, see Abulkhair.
Ibn al-Kifall, 309, 309 n.
Ibn an-Nadim, 148.
Ibn ar-Sayyāra, see Şemah.
Ibn al-Tahib Attib, see Abulfaraj.
Ibn Ezra, Hebrew grammarian, 12, 58, 199, 197, 198.
Ibn Faqi, 29.
Ibn Gabirol, Spanish poet, 43.
Ibn Haukal, Arabic geographer, 30, 30 n.
Ibn Mas’ud, Reader of the Koran, 144, 144 n., 145.
Ibn Sinâ (Avicenna), 310.
Ibn Ya‘ish, Hebrew grammarian, 144 n.
Ibrahim Abû Tîbî b. Sam‘ân al-Khâwanî, 301.
Irenaeus, 238, 239, 253, 259, 394.
‘Isa b. ‘Alî, physician, 300, 308, 311, 312.
Isaac, the Patriarch, 20, 84.
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Lipsius, R. A., 281 n.
Lischa', David Zeki, President of the
Karaite Community, Cairo, 6 n., 91,
91 n.
Littmann, Enno, 287 n.
Loeb, J., 283 n., 241 n.
Löwiger, Ed. Samuel, 8 n.
Lucian of Antioch (born in Samosata),
Martyr, 220, 221, 230, 231, 256, 257.
Luzzatto, S. D., 86 n.
Maas, P., 44 n.—47 n., 44, 46.
Macdonald, Duncan B., 305 n.
McHardy, W. D., 269 n.
McIntosh, Alastair, 197, 201 n.
McLean, Norman, 56.
Maimonides, 12, 94, 107, 107 n., 111,
121, 306, 308 n.
Malka'i, 3 n., 24 n.
Malachi, Prophet, 19, 85.
al-Malik al-Adal, 304, 304 n.
al-Malik al-Hasan b. Mu'hammад, 147,
149.
Mallon, Aleksis, 305 n.
Maller, Henry, 35 n., 88, 90.
Mani, 275—9, 277 n., 295, 295 n., 296,
296 n.
Mann, Jacob, 4, 17, 17 n., 31 n., 32 n., 34,
34 n., 35 n., 40 n., 76, 76 n., 78, 86—88,
96 n., 109 n.
Manson, T. W., 162 n., 257.
Marcion, 277 n., 279.
Marcus, Raphael, 233 n.
Margoliouth, D. S., 311 n.
Margoliouth, G., 47 n., 51, 51 n., 57, 117,
117 n., 138, 139.
Margolis, Max L., 261, 261 n., 262.
Mari, first missionary in Karke, 275.
Mark, Evangelist, 298, 300, 302.
Marka, Samaritan theologian, 47.
Markion, 286 n.
Markus, Joseph, 25.
Marmardji, Maronite, 298—301, 309,
311, 311 n., 313.
Marquart, Joseph, 29 n., 31, 31 n., 270,
270 n., 271 n., 281, 281, 282 n.
Marwick, Lawrence, 80 n.
Mark, Alexander, 3 n., 7, 7 n., 201.
Massignon, Louis, 303, 303 n., 305.
Ibn Mas'ud, Reader of the Koran, see Ibn
Mas'ud.
al-Mas'udi, Arabic historian and geog-
rapher, 24 n., 88, 88 n., 89, 89 n.,
90.
Matthew, Evangelist, 251, 298, 300, 302.
Maximinus, emperor, 290.
Mebarsapes, King of Adiabene, 272.
Meborak Ibn Osdad, 110.
Medad (Num. xi, 26), 85.
de Medici, Lorenzo, 120.
Meek, Th. J., 205.
Mehlitz, Otto, 29 n.
Meinertz, M., 286 n.
Melito, Bishop of Sardis, 45, 161, 161 n.,
162.
Menachem ben Saruk, Hebrew gram-
marian, 39, 58.
Menander, Greek king in India, 175—150
B.C., 210 n.
Mercati, Giovanni, Cardinal, 28, 28 n.,
72, 137, 158, 160, 163, 176, 187, 196,
Merkurias Abû Salilain, martyr (cf. Graf,
1, 537), 301.
Merz, Adalbert, 75, 75 n., 76, 113 n.
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<td>12</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>vi, 3</td>
<td>18</td>
<td>6-22</td>
<td>24</td>
<td>24</td>
<td>24</td>
<td>24</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>182</td>
<td>324</td>
<td>324</td>
<td>182</td>
<td>182</td>
<td>182</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>182</td>
<td>182</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>vii, 1-6</td>
<td>18</td>
<td>18</td>
<td>18</td>
<td>18</td>
<td>18</td>
<td>18</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>182</td>
<td>182</td>
<td>182</td>
<td>182</td>
<td>182</td>
<td>182</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>x, 2</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>14</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>182</td>
<td>182</td>
<td>182</td>
<td>182</td>
<td>182</td>
<td>182</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>x, 7</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>24</td>
<td>24</td>
<td>24</td>
<td>24</td>
<td>24</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>180</td>
<td>182</td>
<td>182</td>
<td>182</td>
<td>182</td>
<td>182</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>xi, 1-9</td>
<td>18</td>
<td>26</td>
<td>26</td>
<td>26</td>
<td>26</td>
<td>26</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>182</td>
<td>182</td>
<td>182</td>
<td>182</td>
<td>182</td>
<td>182</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>xi, 1-20</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>16</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>325</td>
<td>325</td>
<td>325</td>
<td>325</td>
<td>325</td>
<td>325</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>xiv, 5</td>
<td>17</td>
<td>17</td>
<td>17</td>
<td>17</td>
<td>17</td>
<td>17</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>173</td>
<td>173</td>
<td>173</td>
<td>173</td>
<td>173</td>
<td>173</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>xv, 7</td>
<td>17</td>
<td>2-22</td>
<td>2-22</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>12</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>173</td>
<td>173</td>
<td>173</td>
<td>173</td>
<td>173</td>
<td>173</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>xii, 1-7</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>21</td>
<td>21</td>
<td>21</td>
<td>21</td>
<td>21</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>173</td>
<td>173</td>
<td>173</td>
<td>173</td>
<td>173</td>
<td>173</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>xii, 1-15</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>173</td>
<td>173</td>
<td>173</td>
<td>173</td>
<td>173</td>
<td>173</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>xii, 6</td>
<td>17</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>173</td>
<td>173</td>
<td>173</td>
<td>173</td>
<td>173</td>
<td>173</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>xii, 4</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>24</td>
<td>24</td>
<td>24</td>
<td>24</td>
<td>24</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>173</td>
<td>173</td>
<td>173</td>
<td>173</td>
<td>173</td>
<td>173</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>xxii, 3</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>173</td>
<td>173</td>
<td>173</td>
<td>173</td>
<td>173</td>
<td>173</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Numbers</td>
<td>1-14</td>
<td>39</td>
<td>39</td>
<td>39</td>
<td>39</td>
<td>39</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>156</td>
<td>156</td>
<td>156</td>
<td>156</td>
<td>156</td>
<td>156</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Deuteronomy</td>
<td>1, 11</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>11</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>180</td>
<td>180</td>
<td>180</td>
<td>180</td>
<td>180</td>
<td>180</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Exodus</td>
<td>51, 53</td>
<td>218</td>
<td>265</td>
<td>265</td>
<td>265</td>
<td>265</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>161</td>
<td>51, 53</td>
<td>161</td>
<td>161</td>
<td>161</td>
<td>161</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Deuteronomy</th>
<th>PAGE</th>
<th>Psalms</th>
<th>PAGE</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>xi, 19</td>
<td>179</td>
<td>r, 2 Kings</td>
<td>218, n.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>21</td>
<td>179 n.</td>
<td>3, 4 Kings [LXX]</td>
<td>244</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>xvi, 15</td>
<td>172</td>
<td>2 Kings</td>
<td>180</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>xxii–xxviii</td>
<td>220</td>
<td>i, 1</td>
<td>180</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>xxvi, 15</td>
<td>178</td>
<td>xxii, 9</td>
<td>151</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>17</td>
<td>222</td>
<td>xxix, 10</td>
<td>185</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>xxvii, 8</td>
<td>96</td>
<td>4 Kings</td>
<td>180</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>xxviii, 3</td>
<td>93</td>
<td>xxii, 10</td>
<td>182</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>93</td>
<td>xxx</td>
<td>169</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>xxx</td>
<td>218</td>
<td>Chronicles</td>
<td>57, 115 n.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>xxxi</td>
<td>107, 218</td>
<td>218 n., 228, 256,</td>
<td>256 n., 266, 267</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>xxxii–xxxiv</td>
<td>54 n.</td>
<td>2 Chronicles</td>
<td>254</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>xxxiii, 11</td>
<td>202</td>
<td>1 Chronicles</td>
<td>182</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>17</td>
<td>202</td>
<td>i, 9</td>
<td>165</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>i, 8</td>
<td>93</td>
<td>ii, 43</td>
<td>180</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>xl, 2</td>
<td>180</td>
<td>vi, 75</td>
<td>165</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>xv, 31</td>
<td>181</td>
<td>vii, 21</td>
<td>165</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>44</td>
<td>180</td>
<td>viii, 24</td>
<td>165</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>xvi, 6</td>
<td>180</td>
<td>xxiv, 7–18</td>
<td>37</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>xvii, 3</td>
<td>180</td>
<td>xxviii, 9</td>
<td>96</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>xi</td>
<td>180</td>
<td>2 Chronicles</td>
<td>178</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>xviii, 23</td>
<td>265</td>
<td>xxx, 17</td>
<td>337</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>24</td>
<td>180</td>
<td>Ezra</td>
<td>57, 116 n., 123, 192, 256, 256 n.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>xix, 3</td>
<td>165</td>
<td>2 Esdras</td>
<td>254, 256</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>181</td>
<td>Nehemiah</td>
<td>116 n., 236 n.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>25</td>
<td>180</td>
<td>ii, 8</td>
<td>96</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ruth</td>
<td>234, 248</td>
<td>viii, 8</td>
<td>103 n.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>i–v</td>
<td>235</td>
<td>Job</td>
<td>57, 58 n., 61, 75, 126, 127, 218 n., 244</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>i, 31</td>
<td>180</td>
<td>ii, 11–ix, 32</td>
<td>60</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>iv, 12</td>
<td>165</td>
<td>iii, 7–ix, 32</td>
<td>60</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>vii, 25</td>
<td>180</td>
<td>xxx, 28</td>
<td>337</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>xviii, 2–xix, 15</td>
<td>69</td>
<td>xxxiii, 21</td>
<td>96</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>xxi, 5</td>
<td>237, 238</td>
<td>xl, 14</td>
<td>171</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Samuel</td>
<td>94, 116 n., 197, 218 n., 229, 229 n., 231, 231 n., 232, 234, 268, 268 n.</td>
<td>i, 1</td>
<td>127</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>viii, 20</td>
<td>229</td>
<td>xviii, 27</td>
<td>180</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>xv, 23</td>
<td>230</td>
<td>29</td>
<td>180</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>30</td>
<td>230</td>
<td>36</td>
<td>171, 172</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>xvi, 21</td>
<td>230</td>
<td>37</td>
<td>171</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>xvii, 39</td>
<td>230</td>
<td>39</td>
<td>180</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>53</td>
<td>230</td>
<td>41</td>
<td>176, 180</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>xxxi, 4</td>
<td>230</td>
<td>xix, 15</td>
<td>172</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ii, 18</td>
<td>85 n.</td>
<td>xxi, 9</td>
<td>172</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>xxii</td>
<td>28 n., 94, 197, 229, 231, 232</td>
<td>Iv–lix</td>
<td>67</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Book</td>
<td>Title</td>
<td>Page(s)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>--------</td>
<td>------------------------------</td>
<td>-----------</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Micah</td>
<td>iv, 4</td>
<td>228</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>v, 8</td>
<td>172</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nahum</td>
<td>i, 14</td>
<td>178</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Habakkuk 15 n., 20, 196, 197, 227, 244</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>i, 13</td>
<td>111</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>ii, 6-9</td>
<td>104 n.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>8-9</td>
<td>101 n.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>iii, 13</td>
<td>172</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>x, 9</td>
<td>100</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Zephaniah (Soph.)</td>
<td>iii, 13</td>
<td>81</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Zephaniah</td>
<td>ii, 10-iii, 2</td>
<td>197</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>xii, 10</td>
<td>228, 256</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Malachi</td>
<td>i, 10</td>
<td>19</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Tobias</td>
<td>199, 210, 257</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Judith</td>
<td>210</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Ecclesiasticus (Jerus Ben Sira) 9, 11, 20, 25, 25 n., 26, 26 n. (Book of Wisdom) 216</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>xii, 10-14</td>
<td>27</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>xxv, 18</td>
<td>103 n.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Matthew 240, 251, 285 n., 292, 302</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>i</td>
<td>297</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>16</td>
<td>292</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>20</td>
<td>292</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>24</td>
<td>292</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>25</td>
<td>292</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>xii, 18-20</td>
<td>250, 251</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>xiv, 26</td>
<td>292</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>xxvii, 57</td>
<td>295</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Mark</td>
<td>285 n., 302</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>vi, 49</td>
<td>292</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>iii</td>
<td>297</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>John</td>
<td>302</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>xix, 37</td>
<td>258</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Acts</td>
<td>xiv, 11 l. 306</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>1 Corinthians</td>
<td>x, 4      102 n.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>xv, 54</td>
<td>258</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>2 Timothy</td>
<td>306</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Apocalypse</td>
<td>i, 7      228</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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7. Karaite Synagogue, Cairo. Moshe ben Ascher’s Colophon, Codex of the Prophets, dated 827 after the destruction of the Temple (A.D. 895).


10. Exod. i 19–iii 5. Codex de Rossi 782, Parma, dated Toledo 1277. Yedidya Shelomo di Norzi owned this Codex and it was the chief source for his ידידייה finished at Mantua, 1626.
PLATE 5
A Palestinian/Tiberian Text (p. 68).
(Jew. Theol. Seminary of America MS 594 Box B
Env 12.)
Eccl. xi 1-9, xii 3-9.
Appendix III, pp. 338-341.
PLATE 6
A Palestinian/Tiberian Text (p. 68). (Jew. Theol. Seminary of America, MS 594, Box B Env. 12.)
Lam. i 1–4, 7–11. Appendix III, pp. 342–344.
Moshe ben Asher's Colophon, Codex of the Prophets, dated 827 after the destruction of the Temple (a.d. 895).
_plate 9
Moshe ben Asher’s Song of the Vine.
Last verses with Acrostic מֹשֶׁה בֶּן אָשֶׁר
Cambridge Or 1080, Box V 1 (via Jerusalem)
"A book that is shut is but a block"
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